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1.0 APPLICATION OVERVIEW 1 

1.1 Introduction 2 

The Maritime Link (Link, Project or ML) is an integral part of a long-term sustainable 3 

energy strategy for the provinces of Nova Scotia (NS) and Newfoundland and Labrador 4 

(NL). With the approval and continued oversight of the Nova Scotia Utility and Review 5 

Board (UARB) over a period of seven years, from 2011 through to the end of 2017, NSP 6 

Maritime Link Inc. (NSPML)1 planned, constructed, and energized the Link, placing it 7 

into service on January 15, 2018.  8 

NSPML delivered the ML on time and within budget. When it approved the Link for 9 

construction, the UARB set a capital cost envelope of $1.58 billion and a budget for 10 

Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC) of $230 million. NSPML 11 

has completed the Link at a total Project cost of $1.5712 billion and AFUDC of $208.8 12 

million. 13 

NSPML gratefully acknowledges the support, diligence, and commitment of all who 14 

contributed to the successful completion of this important Project for the region 15 

including:  16 

 numerous employees, contractors and suppliers who dedicated their expertise to the17 

Project’s successful completion,18 

 NS and NL Mi’kmaq partners who worked closely with NSPML, and19 

 many local, regional, and national stakeholders and partners.20 

As explained in Schedule 5 (Completion & Commissioning), NSPML has worked with 21 

Nalcor to secure delivery of the NS Block prior to the full commissioning of the Muskrat 22 

1 NSP Maritime Link Inc. (NSPML) sometimes does business as “Emera Newfoundland and Labrador”, and has 
sometimes been referred to in various historical regulatory and commercial documentation as ENL. Its proper 
legal name is NSP Maritime Link Inc. and it is referred to in this filing by its proper legal name or the defined 
acronym NSPML. 
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Falls Project  and Labrador Island Link, with the commencement of delivery of the NS 1 

Block now scheduled to occur by August 15, 2021. 2 

In accordance with the process defined by the UARB, NSPML now submits this 3 

application for approval of its costs for planning, financing, designing, constructing, 4 

commissioning and putting the ML into service (Application). 5 

6 

1.2 Request for Approval 7 

In this Application, NSPML respectfully requests the UARB’s approval of: 8 

(a) the Project’s final capital cost of $1.5712 billion (Project Costs) and AFUDC of9 

$208.8 million;10 

(b) an opening rate base for NSPML, as at January 1, 2022, of $ 1.7618 billion,11 

which:12 

(i) includes unamortized deferred financing costs of $45.7 million; and13 

(ii) takes into account amounts previously recovered for depreciation and14 

amortization totaling $63.9 million;15 

(c) the proposed depreciation policy for NSPML; and16 

(d) a 2022 assessment for recovery from Nova Scotia Power Inc. (NS Power) of17 

NSPML’s 2022 revenue requirement in the amount of $169.4 million.18 

NSPML anticipates that the UARB may be unable to fully consider this Application and 19 

render its final Decision and Order before the end of 2021. Accordingly, NSPML also 20 

requests an interim order for interim monthly assessment payments from January 1, 21 

2022, in the amount of $14.4 million,2 until the commencement of recovery pursuant to 22 

2 This monthly assessment payment is 1/12th  of NSPML’s base assessment approved for 2021 of $172.2 million, 
prior to application of the 2021 holdback and the $22.75 million long term deferral of depreciation relating to the 
utilization of Debt Service Reserve Account cash on hand. 
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the UARB’s final Decision and Order in this Application. NSPML requests that the 1 

UARB set NSPML’s monthly assessment payments for the remainder of 2022 following 2 

issuance of the UARB’s final Decision and Order taking into account such interim 3 

monthly payments such that NSPML recovers in 2022 the amount finally approved for 4 

the year. 5 

1.3 Evidentiary Support 6 

The evidence filed in support of NSPML’s request for approval of ML Project Costs 7 

demonstrates that NSPML's management of the Project was in all respects reasonable 8 

and prudent, and met or exceeded industry norms. Third-party experts in utility mega-9 

project development and regulation have reviewed NSPML’s approach to carrying 10 

outthe Project, and have concluded that:  11 

(a) NSPML’s success in completing the Project began with (i) comprehensive12 

planning, engineering, and detailed design work; (ii) a robust human resourcing13 

program; and (iii) a “best practices” approach to project and risk management;14 

(b) NSPML’s procurement and contract management strategy for the Project met15 

industry best practices and standards;16 

(c) NSPML’s project management and implementation resulted in exceptional17 

project performance despite the challenges presented by: (i) the financial distress18 

and associated commercial default by two of the major Project contractors; (ii)19 

the harsh weather and geotechnical conditions faced by the Project, particularly20 

in Newfoundland; and (iii) the ML being a unique project of a magnitude not21 

previously undertaken in Atlantic Canada.22 
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1.4 Application Structure 1 

This Application is structured in four main sections, as follows: 2 

Section 1 – Application Overview. 3 

This Application Overview, Section 1, explains the scope of this Application, 4 

the structure of the balance of the evidence filed in support of this Application, 5 

and the statutory and regulatory context in which this Application is brought. 6 

Section 2 – Project Cost Approval. 7 

8 

Section 2 of the Application describes NSPML’s careful and deliberate approach 9 

to planning and executing the Project in support of its request for approval of 10 

Project Costs, AFUDC and capitalized deferred financing costs, as having been 11 

prudently incurred. 12 

13 

Section 3 – NSPML Opening Rate Base & Depreciation Policy. 14 

15 

Section 3 of the Application reviews the derivation of NSPML’s proposed 16 

opening rate base calculated on Project Costs net of recoveries to date on account 17 

of depreciation, AFUDC, as well as deferred financing costs net of recoveries to 18 

date on account of amortization of these costs, and sets out NSPML’s proposed 19 

ML depreciation policy. 20 

21 

Section 4 - 2022 Assessment. 22 

23 

Section 4 of the Application outlines NSPML’s request for approval of an 24 

assessment, and recovery from NS Power in 2022, of NSPML’s costs.  25 

26 

1.5 Statutory Framework and Prior Decisions 27 

In 2012 the Nova Scotia legislature passed the Maritime Link Act in recognition of the 28 

“unique advantages for the Nova Scotia economy and Nova Scotia electricity ratepayers 29 
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from the delivery into Nova Scotia of hydro-electric power from Newfoundland & 1 

Labrador”.3 This section sets out the statutory and regulatory context within which this 2 

Application is brought, including review of the UARB’s previous considerations of, and 3 

rulings on, the ML. 4 

1.5.1 2013 Maritime Link Capital Cost Forecast Approval 5 

In November 2013, the UARB approved the ML Project pursuant to section 5(1) of the 6 

Maritime Link Cost Recovery Process Regulations (ML Regulations).4 7 

The UARB approved a capital cost forecast for the ML of $1.52 billion and, pursuant to 8 

section 6 of the ML Regulations, a variance for the Project of up to $60 million, for a 9 

total approved capital cost envelope of $1.58 billion.5 In addition, the UARB approved 10 

AFUDC for the Project of up to $230 million.6  11 

In approving the Project capital cost envelope, the UARB established the 12 

following standard for NSPML’s execution of the Project:  13 

The Board expects NSPML to have strict controls during the design and 14 
construction phase of the ML Project to keep its costs within the 15 
approved envelope. While the Board will consider any additional 16 
request for cost overrun approval, the prudency test will be applied in 17 
rendering its Decision.7 18 

Section 2.0 of this Application evidences the comprehensive project planning processes 19 

and strict project execution controls undertaken by NSPML which resulted in the final 20 

costs of the ML being within the approved total cost envelope. 21 

3 Maritime Link Act, Preamble. 

4 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419 Decision. 

5 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419, Decision, page111, paragraph 356. 

6 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419, Decision, page 103, paragraph 324. 

7 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419, Decision, page 111, paragraph 357. 
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In its 2013 Decision the UARB also addressed the risks related to construction delays 1 

and in that respect established the following standard of conduct for NSPML:  2 

… the Board expects NSPML to prudently manage the ML Project 3 
construction timetable in a manner consistent with the construction 4 
schedule of the other components of the Nalcor Transactions (including 5 
the Muskrat Falls Generation Station, the LTA and the LIL), while 6 
remaining mindful of the total impact on costs in order to minimize costs 7 
to ratepayers. 8 

Further, the Board approves the accumulation of AFUDC up to and 9 
including December 31, 2017 or the in-service date of the Maritime 10 
Link, whichever is sooner. At that point, the Board will, applying the 11 
test of prudence, review the management of the construction risks by 12 
NSPML. The Board will make a decision whether AFUDC will 13 
continue beyond that date based on how NSPML has managed the 14 
construction scheduling within the scope of the ML Project and the 15 
related phases in [Newfoundland and Labrador].8 16 

17 

1.5.2 ML Schedule Prudence and 2018 and 2019 Assessment Approvals 18 

19 

In December 2016 NSPML applied to the UARB for approval for recovery of ML costs 20 

upon the ML going into service. Pursuant to section 8 of the ML Regulations, in its 2017 21 

Decision the UARB approved ML assessments of $109.5 million for 2018 and $111.5 22 

million for 2019.9 In its decision the UARB further stipulated that the approved 23 

assessments would be subject to a holdback of $10 million in each of these years, 24 

pending proof satisfactory to the UARB that a minimum of $10 million per year in 25 

benefits for Nova Scotia customers has been achieved through operation of the ML.10 26 

8 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419, Decision, page 106, paragraphs 337 and 338. 

9 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision page 66, paragraph 186. 

10 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 64, paragraph 177. 
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The 2018 and 2019 approved assessments were net of adjustments recommended by 1 

NSPML to address concerns raised regarding intergenerational inequity between 2 

customers paying these assessments pending delivery of contracted for electricity from 3 

the Muskrat Falls Generating Station (MFGS) referred to as the NS Block and customers 4 

benefiting from the NS Block at the end of the 35-year term over which it will be 5 

delivered. To address this concern, NSPML proposed:11  6 

7 

(a) deferring depreciation expenses totalling $51 million in each of 2018 and 2019;8 

and9 

10 

(b) implementing the UARB’s suggestion to defer recovery of amortized deferred11 

financing costs of $1.5 million in each of 2018 and 2019.12 

13 

In approving NSPML’s 2018 and 2019 assessments12, the UARB indicated that: 14 

The issue of whether NSPML prudently incurred the costs of 15 
constructing the Maritime Link (including construction and contract 16 
costs, management costs, financing costs, etc.) are not the subject of this 17 
proceeding and will be canvassed in the final assessment proceeding to 18 
be held later. 13 19 

20 

The UARB expressly and definitively determined in its 2017 Decision that NSPML 21 

acted prudently in deciding to complete construction of the ML in 2017, ahead of the 22 

rescheduled delivery date for power from MFGS.14 NSPML’s evidence in that case was 23 

that maintaining the in-service date of the ML despite the delay in completion of MFGS 24 

11 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 65, paragraph 180. 

12 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 65, paragraphs 183 and 186. 

13 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 24, paragraph 65. 

14 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision,  page 24, paragraphs 64 and 65. 
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by Nalcor avoided costs to NS electricity consumers of between $398 million and $533 1 

million.15 2 

3 

In its 2017 Decision the UARB additionally determined that: 4 

5 

(a) The ML depreciation expense is to be recovered over a period of 35 years,6 

matching the depreciation period with the delivery duration of the NS Block.167 

8 

(b) Cost recovery of ML deferred financing costs shall occur over a period of 339 

years, coinciding with the period of the Federal Loan Guarantee bonds principal10 

repayment starting in 2020 and ending in 2052.1711 

12 

In its 2017 Decision the UARB also indicated its expectations for a further NSPML 13 

application:18  14 

15 

The Board will convene another interim assessment hearing in early 16 
2019 to deal with the following: 17 

18 
1. Continuation of the interim assessment, if necessary, after 201919 

including any necessary adjustment to the interim assessment20 
pending delivery of the NS Block;21 

2. The commencement date of payment of depreciation;22 
3. The status of the MFGS and the status of the NS Block.23 

24 

1.5.3 Commencement of Depreciation and 2020 Assessment Approvals 25 

26 

In June 2019 NSPML applied to the UARB for approval for recovery of ML costs for 27 

2020. Pursuant to section 8 of the ML Regulations, in its 2019 Decision the UARB 28 

15 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, pages 34-35. 

16 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 66, paragraph 184. 

17 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 66, paragraph 185. 

18 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 66, paragraphs 187 and 188. 
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approved an assessment for recovery by NSPML in 2020 of $115.1 million plus 1 

depreciation and amortization of deferred financing charges of $29.4 million for a total 2 

of $144.5 million.19 In so doing, the UARB20: 3 

4 

(a) continued the holdback mechanism previously applied to NSPML’s 2018 and5 

2019 assessments, directing that the same $10 million holdback would continue6 

in 2020 and would be applied pro rata to the number of days prior to the start of7 

delivery of the NS Block; and8 

9 

(b) in approving commencement of recovery by NSPML of depreciation and of10 

amortization of deferred financing charges, directed that these amounts would11 

continue to be partially deferred pending commencement of delivery of the NS12 

Block and would only be paid over from NS Power to NSPML upon13 

confirmation of delivery of the NS Block or November 1, 2020, whichever14 

occurred first.15 

16 

In its 2019 Decision the UARB also:  17 

18 

(a) confirmed its 2017 determination on the prudence of NSPML’s construction19 

schedule21;20 

21 
(b) found that while deferral of recovery of depreciation and amortization of22 

deferred financing costs has addressed concerns regarding the impact of the23 

delay of delivery of the NS Block on intergenerational equity, it is also necessary24 

to provide for recovery by NSPML of funds required to support NSPML’s ML25 

19 2019 NSUARB 156, M09277, Decision, paragraphs 3, and 72. 

20 Supra, note 19, paragraph 3. 

21 Supra, note 19, paragraph 22. 
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financing obligations and ensure no default in those obligations, in the interests 1 

of Nova Scotia customers22; and 2 

3 

(c) held that there is no basis for increasing the $10 million holdback previously4 

directed and that the holdback framework incents NSPML and NS Power to5 

realize benefits from the ML for Nova Scotia customers pending delivery of the6 

NS Block23.7 

8 

1.5.4 2021 Assessment Approval 9 

In July 2020 NSPML applied to the UARB for approval for recovery of ML costs for 10 

2021. Pursuant to section 8 of the ML Regulations, in its 2020 Decision the UARB 11 

approved an assessment for recovery by NSPML in 2021 of $115.0 million plus 12 

depreciation and amortization of deferred financing charges of $57.2 million for a total 13 

of $172.2 million.24 14 

15 

In approving NSPML’s 2021 assessment the UARB: 16 

17 

(a) accepted NSPML’s proposal to utilize cash held in NSPML’s Debt Service Reserve18 

Account (DSRA) by replacing that cash with a low-cost letter of credit, allowing19 

NSPML to reduce its 2021 recovery from NS Power by $22.75 million and allowing20 

that amount to remain in NS Power’s Fuel Adjustment Mechanism account (FAM)21 

earning NS Power’s weighted average cost of capital until further Order of the22 

UARB and partially offsetting the costs of replacement power pending delivery of23 

the NS Block to the benefit of existing customers25;24 

22 Supra, note 19, paragraph 31. 

23 Supra, note 19, paragraph 56. 

24 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Decision, paragraph 5.  

25 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Decision, paragraphs 18 and 22. 
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(b) continued the holdback mechanism previously applied to NSPML’s 2018, 20191 

and 2020 assessments, directing that the same $10 million holdback would2 

continue in 2021 and would be applied pro rata to the number of days prior to3 

the start of delivery of the NS Block26; and4 

(c) continued the short-term deferral of the recovery of depreciation expense and5 

amortization of deferred financing charges pending commencement of delivery6 

of the NS Block, directing that these recoveries would only be paid over from7 

NS Power to NSPML at the later of confirmation of delivery of the NS Block or8 

the end of the relevant six-month periods when required to fund payment of debt9 

obligations.2710 

11 

In its 2020 Decision the UARB also considered, and invited NSPML to respond to, 12 

concerns expressed by intervenors regarding costs of the further delays in 13 

commencement of delivery of the NS Block related to the COVID-19 pandemic.28 14 

Intervenors had argued for a reduction by the UARB in NSPML’s previously approved 15 

ROE. The UARB found that it had no evidence before it upon which it could make a 16 

finding that the ROE for 2021 should be reduced to effect a $1.4 million reduction in 17 

earnings as had been requested by intervenors, and declined to make such an Order.29 18 

NSPML considered the concerns expressed by the intervenors and the UARB’s request 19 

and provided an alternative response that more directly addressesd the needs of those 20 

customers most impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. By the end of 2021, NSPML 21 

will have completed making a $1.5M contribution to the NS Power/Salvation Army 22 

Heat Fund, helping those NS customers in need to pay their electricity bills. 23 

26 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Order, paragraph 2. 

27 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Decision, paragraph 7. 

28 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Decision, paragraph 51. 

29 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Decision, paragraph 50. 
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1.5.5 Project Costs and 2022 Assessment Approval 1 

2 

With commencement of delivery of power from MFGS to NS customers, NSPML 3 

brings forward for review by the UARB this Application outlining the Project Costs 4 

incurred in planning, designing, financing, constructing and commissioning the ML, as 5 

provided for in section 8 of the Maritime Link Cost Recovery Regulations. 6 

7 

Upon the UARB’s review and approval of those costs as having been prudently incurred, 8 

NSPML requests that the UARB: 9 

10 

(a) Establish NSPML’s initial rate base pursuant to section 42 of the Public Utilities11 

Act NSPML seeks an initial rate base effective January 1, 2022 of $1.761812 

billion, inclusive of unamortized deferred financing costs incurred as part of the13 

Federal Loan Guarantee (FLG) supported financing program and net of14 

recoveries to date on account of depreciation and amortization of deferred15 

financing costs.16 

17 

(b) Establish a depreciation policy for NSPML pursuant to section 40 of the Public18 

Utilities Act, for use in the calculation of NSPML’s assessments for 2022 and19 

beyond in accordance with sections 38 and 41 of the Public Utilities Act.20 

21 

Based upon the initial rate base and depreciation policy proposed in this Application, 22 

applying NSPML’s UARB approved ROE of 9.0%, and adding the 2022 operating 23 

costs evidenced in Section 4.0 of this Application, NSPML has derived a 2022 revenue 24 

requirement of $169.4 million. NSPML seeks an order of the UARB fixing its 2022 25 

assessment for recovery from NS Power in this amount, pursuant to section 8 of the 26 

Maritime Link Cost Recovery Regulations and section 64 of the Public Utilities Act. 27 
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2.0 PROJECT COST APPROVAL 1 

2.1 Introduction 2 

3 

The ML is an integral part of a long-term sustainable energy strategy for the provinces 4 

of NS and NL. The Link will carry a supply of clean, green power from Muskrat Falls 5 

to Nova Scotia customers well into the future. The Project is illustrated in the diagram 6 

below and consists of: 7 

8 

i. A 98 km AC transmission line reinforcement from Granite Canal to Bottom9 
Brook in Newfoundland.10 

11 
ii. A converter station for connection of Newfoundland’s existing transmission12 

system at Bottom Brook and conversion of electricity from alternating current13 
(AC) to direct current (DC).14 

15 
iii. A 142 km DC transmission line from Bottom Brook to Cape Ray Newfoundland.16 

17 
iv. A submarine transmission system of approximately 170 km from Cape Ray18 

Newfoundland to Point Aconi in Nova Scotia, with land/marine and marine/land19 
transition and connection facilities at each end.20 

21 
v. A DC transmission line of approximately 46 km from Point Aconi to Woodbine22 

Nova Scotia.23 
24 

vi. A converter station at Woodbine Nova Scotia to convert DC electricity back to25 
AC and for connection to Nova Scotia’s existing electricity transmission system.26 

27 
vii. Grounding lines (totalling 40 km in length) from each of the converter stations28 

to new grounding facilities at Indian Head NL and Big Lorraine NS.29 
30 
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1 

2 

Over a period of seven years, between 2011 and the end of 2017, NSPML planned 3 

received regulatory approval for, and constructed the ML. The Link was energized on 4 

December 8, 2017 and placed into service on January 15, 2018. Energy from Muskrat 5 

Falls was first delivered to Nova Scotia via the Maritime Link in December 2020. The 6 

Project was placed into service on time, and the total Project Costs incurred by NSPML, 7 

approval for which is requested in this Application, are within the Project budget 8 

approved by the UARB in 2013.  9 

10 

Independent mega-project subject matter experts have concluded that the success of the 11 

Project is in large part attributable to NSPML’s diligent and proactive management of 12 

this complex and challenging undertaking. NSPML planned and prepared thoroughly, 13 

proactively considered and monitored for risks and acted prudently to identify and 14 

address the risks that materialized. On a daily basis, NSPML collaborated with its many 15 

contractors to find solutions to both routine and unexpected challenges – and its 16 
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contractors rose to the occasion. NSPML kept its many stakeholders informed and 1 

regularly sought their advice and input, ensuring not only that it had the best information 2 

available but also that it had the support of those most affected by the Project’s activities. 3 

In all aspects of the Project, NSPML remained focused on stewarding the work to a 4 

successful and cost-effective completion for NS customers.  5 

6 

NSPML incurred significant challenges throughout the Project. These necessitated 7 

adjustment to Project team composition and resourcing as well as managing through 8 

financial insolvency issues with two major contractors and the risk of delays and 9 

subsequent claims by multiple contractors. Project execution and project management 10 

practices were adapted to the changing conditions and resource adjustments were made 11 

as required to compensate for evolving risks, which were ultimately managed to a 12 

successful completion.  13 

14 

Ensuring that the various and interdependent work streams on the Project remained on 15 

schedule and aligned with each other was critical. Significant slippage in the schedule 16 

for any one major work program had the potential to delay other project activities, and 17 

if seasonal construction windows were missed, significant delays and associated cost 18 

escalation would result. NSPML avoided the compound effects of delays in specific 19 

activities and related cost consequences through proactive and diligent project 20 

management.  21 

22 

NSPML has continued to diligently manage Project close-out activities following the 23 

ML in-service date, concluding outstanding warranty, contractual, expropriation and 24 

insurance claims, and attending to any required post-in-service corrective activities. 25 

26 

This section of NSPML’s Application presents the Project Costs for which UARB 27 

approval is sought. An overview of these Project Costs is provided, the major 28 

components of the Project are explained, and third-party expert evidence is filed in 29 

support of NSPML’s request for Project Cost approval is referenced.  Additional details 30 

of NSPML’s planning and execution of each of the major Project components is 31 
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provided in Schedules 1 through 6 of this Application, and the third-party expert 1 

evidence supporting this Application is included as Schedule 7, Attachments 1 through 2 

3.  3 

4 

2.2 Project Cost Approval 5 

6 
The total Project Costs accrued to the date of this filing and for which approval is 7 

requested is $1.5712 billion, within the $1.58 billion maximum approved by the UARB 8 

in 2013. Combined with an AFUDC of $208.8 million as compared to a UARB 9 

approved AFUDC forecast of $230 million, NSPML has delivered the Project within 10 

the range of costs approved by the UARB and well below the upper estimate in 2013 of 11 

$1.7 billion plus AFUDC for a total of $1.93 billion. As may be expected with projects 12 

of this magnitude, NSPML continues its project close out work in respect of a small 13 

number of insurer, warranty, expropriation and contract claims which will not materially 14 

change the overall Project Costs. NSPML will report to the UARB on these activities 15 

once they are finalized. 16 

17 

The following table provides a comparison of the Project Costs to NSPML’s DG3 18 

Budget of $1.577 billion as provided to the UARB in the December 13, 2013 NSPML 19 

Quarterly Report.30  20 

30 Since the original DG3 budget categories were established, NSPML reclassified certain costs, initially 
recorded as “Emera NL Project Management Costs”, to the specific work programs in respect of which they were 
incurred. Such reclassification provides a more accurate view of costs related to particular Project work programs 
and is reflected in Table 1, but does not alter the total budget or costs as previously reported. 
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Table 1: Comparison of Total Project Costs to NSPML DG3 Budget 1 

(0000's of Canadian Dollars) 

Description 
DG3 Budget 

Revised Total Project Costs 
Variance 

Over/(Under) 
Emera Internal $158,031 $203,302 $45,271  
Nalcor Internal 15,442 16,216 774  
Third Party 1,229,527 1,351,712 122,185  

  Environmental Approval 23,953 18,417 (5,536) 
  Submarine Cable 308,922 343,451 34,529  
  Converter Stations 585,948 550,078 (35,870) 
  Transmission Lines 310,704 439,766 129,062  

Total 1,403,000 1,571,230 168,230  
Escalation * 35,354  (35,354) 
Contingency * 139,000   (139,000) 

Grand Total $1,577,354 $1,571,230 $ (6,124) 
2 

* Costs incurred relating to draws on project contingency and escalation are reflected in the category in which the3 
cost relates.4 

The execution of the Project, and the resulting Project Cost, is best understood through 5 

consideration of the following major components of the Project: 6 

7 

(a) Project planning, management and governance8 

(b) Financing program9 

(c) Submarine cable program10 

(d) Transmission line program11 

(e) Converter station program12 

(f) Completion and commissioning13 

14 

2.2.1 Project Planning, Management, and Governance 15 

16 

As confirmed by external reviewers (Concentric Energy Advisors and Pegasus-Global) 17 

whose evidence is filed in support of this Application, NSPML has delivered on its 18 

commitment to prudently manage the design and construction of the ML. John Reed of 19 

Concentric Energy Advisors characterizes NSPML’s execution of the Project as 20 

follows:  21 

22 
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My experience in working on and reviewing megaprojects leads me to 1 
conclude that NSPML's conduct was superior to industry norms, and its 2 
extensive preparation and proactive management of the ML Project was 3 
the principle contributor to the ML Project's overall success - essentially 4 
no major changes in engineering or design, very effective corrective 5 
action, risk management and mitigation of risks that became project 6 
challenges, almost no rework, effective contract administration and cost 7 
controls. This performance was extraordinary given the fact that a major 8 
contractor defaulted, a second one was on the brink of defaulting, the 9 
project was undertaken in harsh weather and geological/topographical 10 
conditions, and the Company had no prior experience with megaprojects 11 
of this magnitude.31  12 

13 

From the outset, NSPML placed considerable focus on identifying, planning for and 14 

addressing the design, procurement, and construction risks associated with the Project.32 15 

Dr. Patricia Galloway of Pegasus-Global recognizes this focus in the following finding 16 

from her report:  17 

18 

Pegasus-Global found that the extensive Project planning that the 19 
NSPML Project Team performed pre-execution, culminating in 20 
Decision Gates (DG) 2 and 3, created favorable circumstances for 21 
NSPML to have a successful execution of the Project. The NSPML 22 
Project Team undertook a number of risk management initiatives during 23 
early planning of the Project including independent risk assessments, 24 
quarterly risk reviews, program and process reviews, best practice 25 
research and continued assessments and reviews as the Project 26 
progressed. These efforts put NSPML in a position to appropriately 27 
award and manage the major contracts that comprise the bulk of the 28 
Project.33  29 

30 
NSPML recognized the need for, and importance of, adopting a hands-on approach to 31 

the management of its contractors. NSPML assembled a team of highly qualified 32 

professionals having the optimal combination of engineering, construction, utility and 33 

project management training and experience. This team’s focus would be on properly 34 

31 Schedule 7, Attachment 1, Concentric Evidence, page 34 of 38. 

32 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419, Decision, page 93, para 288. 

33 Schedule 7, Attachment  3, Pegasus-Global, page 1 of 38. 
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assessing and planning for, and then continually reassessing and prudently managing, 1 

project risks. NSPML regularly re-evaluated and augmented staffing levels to ensure 2 

that the project team could effectively manage Project execution, as risks materialized 3 

and project management demands intensified.  4 

5 

From the earliest stages of the Project, NSPML adopted a well-established decision gate 6 

(DG) project advancement and approval process. The DG process promoted appropriate 7 

project development and planning activities, and provided checkpoints to ensure that 8 

NSPML had completed the requisite activities. As the Project advanced to the 9 

construction phase, NSPML implemented robust project processes and controls for 10 

contract procurement and contractor management. All major project decisions were 11 

reviewed and approved by: 12 

13 

(a) NSPML’s Decision Board, consisting of Emera senior executives with a broad14 

range of business, legal, and construction expertise;15 

(b) Nalcor, through the framework provided for under the ML Joint Development16 

Agreement (ML-JDA), which gave NSPML the benefit of learning from17 

Nalcor’s recent experience on its Lower Churchill Phase I Projects including18 

Muskrat Falls and the Labrador-Island Link; and19 

(c) the Independent Engineer and external counsel representing Canada in oversight20 

of the use of funds secured under the FLG.21 

22 

NSPML designed a comprehensive procurement program for all major project contracts. 23 

This program involved identifying top global and local contractors, a well-defined 24 

expression of interest and request for proposal process, and a comprehensive protocol 25 

for evaluation of contract bids against pre-defined criteria through detailed review by 26 

NSPML internal subject matter experts and support teams. The design and execution of 27 

NSPML’s major contract procurement program ensured the engagement of leading 28 

global contractors with extensive expertise in their respective scopes of work. NSPML’s 29 

contracts were structured to allocate risks between the parties and included project 30 
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security, warranty obligations, and other commitments appropriate to protect customers 1 

from project risks where possible. 2 

3 

During execution, NSPML carefully monitored contractor performance across the 4 

Project. NSPML deployed specialized teams for each major work program, proactively 5 

identified and addressed existing challenges and emerging risks, and applied industry-6 

leading project management practices to minimize schedule slippage and scope creep 7 

when matters did not go as planned.  8 

9 

In developing the Project, NSPML sought to foster constructive working relationships 10 

with community, government, and other stakeholders, and is proud of the relationships 11 

it has built within the communities in which the ML now operates.  12 

13 

NSPML’s 2013 Environmental Assessment program is a testament to the success of 14 

NSPML’s stakeholder engagement efforts. On June 21, 2013, the Project was approved 15 

through a co-ordinated environmental review process by the Canadian Environmental 16 

Assessment Agency, Nova Scotia's Department of Environment, and Newfoundland and 17 

Labrador's Department of Environment and Conservation34, subject to a number of 18 

conditions to be fulfilled during construction. This was the first time that the Federal 19 

Government and the two Provinces had coordinated in such a review process, which 20 

involved meaningful engagement of many stakeholders, including multi-jurisdictional 21 

government regulators (federal, provincial, and municipal), Indigenous groups, local 22 

residents and communities, landowners, commercial fishing interests, and economic 23 

development associations. NSPML is particularly grateful for the respectful and 24 

cooperative relationships which evolved with the Mi’kmaq in Nova Scotia and 25 

Newfoundland and Labrador. NSPML is also thankful to have had the opportunity to 26 

collaborate with the labour unions from which the Project drew the majority of its 27 

workforce in the field in Cape Breton and Newfoundland and Labrador. NSPML and 28 

34 The Department of Environment and Conservation is now known as the Department of Municipal Affairs and 
Environment. 
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the ML Project allowed timely opportunities for the local workforces and communities, 1 

providing valued monetary support directly and indirectly for the communities where 2 

work was happening. 3 

4 

NSPML also created Community Liaison Committees (CLCs) and Fisheries Liaison 5 

Committees (FLCs) to engage and collaborate with local communities and fish 6 

harvesters, respectively. These CLCs and FLCs enabled NSPML to ensure that these 7 

key stakeholders’ interests were engaged, consulted and protected through all phases of 8 

the Project.  9 

10 

The safety of the public and workers remained a top priority for NSPML at all times 11 

during Project execution and remains so today. NSPML implemented Project-wide 12 

contractor safety programming with commitments to Project-specific safety programs 13 

and procedures embedded in each Project contract. In accord with such programs and 14 

procedures, contractors were required to provide written safety plans and procedures 15 

and undertake training for high-risk and highly specialized work, the successful 16 

completion of which plans, procedures and training was subject to approval by NSPML 17 

prior to commencement of the work. During execution, contractors were required to 18 

complete field level risk assessments of all work being performed. The January 2017 19 

fatality (described later in this Section 2.0) was a loss that was keenly felt by all members 20 

of the Project. Following the fatality, the entire Project team re-affirmed NSPML’s 21 

commitment to safety, including through contractor review and enhanced contractor 22 

oversight through an increased Project team field presence. NSPML remains committed 23 

to a culture on the Project sites that promotes world-class safety behaviours. 24 

25 

In all these ways, NSPML has proven its dedication to creating value for its customers 26 

and remaining focused on completing the Project safely, on time, and within budget. 27 

NSPML’s approach to Project planning, management and governance is further detailed 28 

in Schedule 1 to the Application. 29 
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2.2.2 Financing Program 1 

2 

NSPML structured the financing of the ML to minimize costs for customers. Having 3 

secured FLG support for the Project, NSPML proposed and received approval from the 4 

UARB to maximize the benefit of the FLG by financing the ML with 70 percent low 5 

cost federally guaranteed debt and 30 percent equity – a low equity thickness – for the 6 

benefit of NS customers. Further, in keeping with the terms of the FLG and to protect 7 

customers from interest rate volatility, NSPML hedged interest rate risk for the life of 8 

the Project by securing all of the necessary FLG debt financing at the beginning of the 9 

Project. These two factors resulted in a very cost-effective financing of the Project.  10 

11 

Polar Star Advisory Services (“Polar Star”) Mr. Cliff Inskip, an external finance expert 12 

who has reviewed NSPML’s financing program for the Project, notes:  13 

14 

For many reasons, NSPML’s upfront bond financing strategy was, in 15 
my opinion, not only a very prudent financing strategy and one which I 16 
would have recommended but also one that very likely provided a net 17 
benefit to electricity customers in Nova Scotia.35  18 

19 

NSPML’s approach to financing the Project resulted in total AFUDC being below the 20 

$230 million forecasted in 2013 and in a low 3.5 percent coupon interest rate on the 21 

bonds issued to finance the Project, thereby saving customers $250 million over the life 22 

of the Project ($100 million on a net present value basis). 23 

24 

 NSPML’s approach to Project financing is detailed in Schedule 6 to this Application. 25 

35 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 27. 
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2.2.3 Submarine Cable Program 1 

2 

The submarine cable program, which entailed the design, manufacture and installation 3 

of submarine high voltage direct current (HVDC) cables across the Cabot Strait - the 4 

longest sub-marine electricity connection in North America - was one of the most 5 

complex aspects of the Project. This scope of work was completed on schedule and 6 

approximately 10 percent above the pre-contingency DG3 budget.  7 

8 

NSPML engaged Nexans Norway AS (Nexans) to design, manufacture, install and 9 

protect the submarine cables, using proven mass-impregnated cable technology chosen 10 

by NSPML for the Project. The cables were designed to provide optimal durability, 11 

conductivity, and cable integrity in a submarine environment.  12 

13 

NSPML personnel attended the two cable manufacturing facilities36, one in Norway and 14 

one in Japan, to monitor the cable production process. After identifying a defect in the 15 

lead sheath of the initial run of the Japanese cable, NSPML undertook a thorough 16 

investigation and, working with Nexans, ultimately ensured the integrity of the cable 17 

deployed with no impact to the cost or schedule of the Project. 18 

19 

In parallel, NSPML and Nexans identified a cable route to minimize natural hazards, 20 

including natural seabed mobility and cable free span (the area of the cable that is 21 

unsupported by the seabed), and to minimize disturbance of sensitive marine ecology 22 

and fishery areas. NSPML ensured completion of this work in ample time for the cable 23 

laying campaign to begin on April 26, 2017. 24 

NSPML also worked closely with local fishers and other interested parties, particularly 25 

through the FLCs and CLCs, to ensure minimal disruption to affected marine industries 26 

and activities during the cable campaign. 27 

36 Two cable manufacturing facilities were engaged both to ensure Project schedule and to mitigate 
manufacturing risk, as further explained in Schedule 3 to the Application. 
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A necessary precursor to the installation of the cables was the horizontal directional 1 

drilling (HDD) campaign for the installation of transition facilities where the marine 2 

cable was to make landfall. NSPML undertook the HDD campaign the season prior to 3 

cable installation in order to remove the risk that a back-to-back drill and installation 4 

campaign would create, and successfully executed the HDD campaign in 2016.  5 

6 

During cable installation in 2017, Nexans inadvertently caused one of the cables to 7 

exceed its minimum bend radius37. When investigation revealed that the cable had 8 

suffered damage as a result, Nexans replaced the damaged section of the cable. NSPML 9 

recovered all associated costs through its insurance program. 10 

11 

During the original design of the cable route, NSPML thoroughly assessed the risk to 12 

the cables of external contact by sea ice, ship anchors, and fishing gear. Below 400 13 

metres water depth, these risks were non-existent, and the sanctioned basis of design for 14 

the cable therefore specified burial down to, but not below, 400 metres. In 2018 NSPML 15 

learned that redfish stocks had rebounded much faster than scientists had anticipated 16 

and a new redfish fishery had emerged along the cable route, including at depths below 17 

400 metres. With this new information NSPML assessed the risk to the cables at these 18 

depths and determined it prudent to deploy additional burial and thereby ensure the 19 

integrity of the deep water cable spans.  20 

21 

NSPML successfully managed all of these issues, as detailed in Schedule 2 to this 22 

Application and, with Nexans’ continuing support, the submarine cable scope of work 23 

was completed safely and on schedule. 24 

37 This became known as the “Omega bend”. 
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2.2.4 Transmission Line Program 1 

2 

One of the most challenging aspects of the Project was the overland transmission 3 

program.  This work program consisted of five overland lines: two direct current (DC) 4 

lines (one in each province), one alternating current (AC) line (on the island of 5 

Newfoundland), and two grounding lines (one for each DC line). In total, the work 6 

involved clearing more than 1,800 hectares of land, erecting more than 2,600 steel and 7 

wood transmission support structures, and stringing 2000 kilometres of conductor. 8 

NSPML and its contractors often completed this work in remote locations, with 9 

construction activities constrained by weather and sensitive seasonal exclusion periods 10 

during which certain high-risk activities were restricted under the Environmental 11 

Assessment (EA). These already significant challenges were compounded by two 12 

contractors struggling with financial solvency, the need for multiple design changes to 13 

account for subsurface and other difficult geotechnical conditions encountered as 14 

construction proceeded, resulting in major claims by all three main contractors in the 15 

course of their work scope execution,  and the collapse of a tower on the Newfoundland 16 

DC transmission line and consequent need to test and validate the integrity of all of the 17 

towers on that line. Despite these geographic, scheduling, and contractor challenges, and 18 

the need to draw on approved project contingency in order to keep this scope of work 19 

on track, through continuous hands-on engagement NSPML, with the support, 20 

collaboration, commitment and ingenuity of many of its contractors38, was ultimately 21 

able to achieve timely completion of the transmission program and thereby preserve 22 

overall project schedule and budget.  23 

24 

It was critical to the success of the overall Project that NSPML carefully manage the 25 

schedule for the transmission line program. Certain lines had to be complete at specific 26 

times to align with a program of planned outages for testing, which testing program was 27 

38 In one particular case, if not for the collaboration and ingenuity of a local contractor regarding an innovative 
means to secure transmission towers while testing the tower anchoring systems, the tower collapse and ensuing 
investigative work would have resulted in a  longer construction period.
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in turn designed around the annual operating cycles of the electricity systems in each of 1 

NS and NL. Failure to meet any component of the transmission line construction 2 

schedule, and in turn of the testing outage schedule, would almost certainly have resulted 3 

in lengthy Project delays and associated costs. To mitigate the risk of schedule slippage, 4 

NSPML: 5 

6 

(a) engaged in advance procurement of long-lead steel towers, foundations,7 

conductor, and related materials;8 

(b) planned for and completed tree clearing and site preparation activities in advance9 

of construction to address the migratory bird construction exclusion period10 

(which generally occurs from May to July each year);11 

(c) contracted detailed design, engineering, and construction of each of the three12 

components of the transmission line program on a consolidated basis; and13 

(d) procured field camp accommodations to house and support up to 100 personnel14 

involved in the construction of the Newfoundland transmission works and the15 

Granite Canal switchyard in the Newfoundland interior, which mitigated the16 

challenges of regular travel to this remote location and enhanced the safety and17 

efficiency of the work.18 

19 

The transmission line program involved one of the most difficult aspects of the Project; 20 

the financial failure and associated contract default of NSPML’s first transmission line 21 

contractor, Abengoa S.A. (Abengoa). NSPML initially contracted Abengoa in February 22 

2015 to complete the entire transmission program. Abengoa’s bid for the work met all 23 

the requirements in the bid evaluation process, and Abengoa had secured a local 24 

contractor to support their construction execution. However, exercising caution as a 25 

result of recent Abengoa share price declines just prior to award, NSPML determined it 26 

prudent to undertake additional due diligence and to bolster the contractual security 27 

package required of Abengoa to satisfy itself that the transmission scope of work could 28 

be managed in the event of unanticipated issues. As a result, when Abengoa did fail to 29 

meet performance expectations despite its assurances to the contrary, and when the 30 

quality and schedule of Abengoa’s work began to slip, NSPML had the contractual tools 31 
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to actively manage the work and to prepare for a possible insolvency. When it became 1 

clear that Abengoa could not complete the work to NSPML’s satisfaction and to the 2 

terms of its contract, NSPML triggered its contractual rights and: 3 

4 

(a) took assignment of Abengoa’s contract with PowerTel Utilities Contractors5 

Limited (PowerTel), Abengoa’s main subcontractor tasked with completing the6 

AC and grounding lines;7 

(b) called on Abengoa’s letter of credit, recovering $38 million to offset the cost of8 

securing a replacement contactor;9 

(c) worked closely with the sureties backing Abengoa’s performance bond10 

(Sureties) to re-award the DC line work to a replacement contractor, Emera11 

Utility Services Inc. (EUS)-Rokstad Joint Venture (ERJV); and12 

(d) settled with the Sureties to recover residual losses associated with the need to13 

reschedule and re-contract the transmission program.14 

15 

All of this took place over a matter of months and required substantial project 16 

management resources and legal support above that originally anticipated. By promptly 17 

addressing these challenges with the contractual tools which NSPML had developed to 18 

address difficult circumstances such as these, NPSML was able to protect customer 19 

interests and avoid additional costs and schedule slippage by replacing Abengoa. 20 

21 

The replacement transmission contractor – ERJV – was a joint venture between EUS 22 

and Rokstad. Rokstad was the contract manager, and undertook the scope of work in 23 

Newfoundland, with EUS assigned to the scope of work in NS. 24 

25 

On January 16, 2017, a contractor completing work on the NL grounding line 26 

experienced a fatal safety incident in which one of its powerline technicians tragically 27 

lost his life. NSPML immediately implemented a project-wide safety stand down that 28 

remained in place until all parties concerned, including NL Occupational Health & 29 

Safety (NLOHS), the contractor, and NSPML, had sufficient information to confirm that 30 

work could resume safely. NSPML directed its contractors to refocus their efforts on 31 
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safety by preparing complete risk assessments for all near-term activities. Only after 1 

each contractor confirmed that it had identified and addressed all safety hazards did 2 

NSPML permit them it to return to work. While most contractors returned to work in a 3 

matter of days, major components of the transmission line work experienced a delay of 4 

several weeks until the applicable NLOHS stop work orders were lifted.  5 

6 

Once the stop work orders were lifted and despite working in the most remote parts of 7 

the Project, the contractor safely completed the balance of its work on the AC and 8 

grounding lines in time for testing to take place on schedule – a testament to their 9 

commitment. 10 

11 

When the January fatality occurred, the DC line stringing work in Nova Scotia halted 12 

for several weeks until the root cause of the incident in NL could be determined. 13 

Nonetheless, EUS completed the DC line work in NS by May 2017, which, while five 14 

weeks behind schedule due to the work stoppage, was still in time for all required testing 15 

to take place. 16 

17 

The work on the DC line in NL proved to be more challenging. 18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

Every effort was made between Rokstad and NSPML to continue to advance work while 26 

each challenge emerged. As the timeline to complete the work on schedule shortened, 27 

NSPML was attentive to the potential for increased claims and was diligent in assessing 28 

those that came forward. NSPML also increased resources to monitor and assess claims 29 

and prepare for potential disputes. 30 
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1 

 Then, in June 2017,  a tower on the DC line 2 

in Newfoundland collapsed and NLOHS issued a stop work order. That effectively 3 

ceased NL DC transmission work for almost three months, putting completion of the 4 

Project in 2017 at risk. To address these challenges, NSPML:  5 

6 

(a) devoted substantial technical, commercial, and legal resources and, working7 

with NLOHS and ERJV, designed and executed a program to inspect all8 

previously-installed tower anchors in Newfoundland and replace those found to9 

be defective;10 

(b) worked with local NL contractors to implement an innovative means they11 

proposed to secure the towers while the anchoring systems were tested using12 

techniques which had to be developed and proven to satisfy NLOHS; and13 

(c) recognizing Rokstad’s financial difficulties (which had been exacerbated by the14 

financial deterioration of Rokstad’s parent company, Carillion PLC, in the15 

United Kingdom), negotiated an interim settlement utilizing payment milestones16 

to incent mechanical completion of the Newfoundland DC line by the end of17 

November 2017, in time for scheduled testing, and deferring outstanding18 

commercial disputes for later resolution.19 

20 

Ultimately, the transmission program was completed in time for testing, and NSPML 21 

resolved all then-outstanding issues with ERJV.  22 

23 

The significant challenges faced on the transmission line work, as further detailed in 24 

Schedule 4 to this Application, required NSPML to draw on pre-approved project 25 

contingency and exceed this work program DG3 budget by approximately 40 percent. 26 

However, through deployment of the necessary resources and diligent and continuous 27 

efforts NSPML was able to overcome these challenges and maintain overall Project 28 

budget and schedule, avoiding the risk of claims from other contractors for knock-on 29 

effects to their work plans such that the three major scopes (transmission, subsea cable 30 
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installation and converter stations) were each managed to limit the potential for one 1 

effecting the other. 2 

3 

Following COD, NSPML identified certain defects with certain hardware and 4 

installations used on the NL DC transmission lines which if left unmitigated would 5 

result in future problems. NSPML took immediate steps to mitigate the potential 6 

damage, investigate the root causes, and carry out the necessary repairs. Simultaneously, 7 

NSPML advanced warranty claims under all relevant contracts and, where appropriate, 8 

claims under the project insurance. All defects have now been repaired, with the last of 9 

the work completed in spring 2021, and NSPML anticipates recovering costs through a 10 

combination of contractual warranties and project insurance.  These recoveries will not 11 

materially change the overall Project Costs. NSPML will report to the UARB on these 12 

recoveries once they have been finalized.  13 

14 

2.2.5 Converter Station (& Related Works) Program 15 

16 

The Project included: 17 

18 

(a) expansion of existing transmission switchyards and substations at each of19 

Bottom Brook NL and Woodbine NS to house the new converter facilities;20 

(b) expansion of a third transmission station at Granite Canal NL, to support the new21 

AC transmission line from Granite Canal to Bottom Brook;22 

(c) transition compounds at Cape Ray and Point Aconi to receive and connect the23 

submarine cables;24 

(d) grounding stations at Indian Head NL and Big Lorraine NS; and25 

(e) telecommunications systems to connect the converter station control systems to26 

the Energy Control Centers of Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (NL Hydro)27 

and NS Power.28 

29 

After a thorough procurement process, NSPML concluded that ABB Inc. (ABB) offered 30 

the best overall value for the stations work program given ABB’s world-class experience 31 
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with Voltage Source Converter (VSC) technology, work execution strategy, and overall 1 

cost. Prior to final scope of work being defined, NSPML adjusted the work scope of 2 

ABB and assumed management of certain aspects of the work. This required NSPML 3 

to increase resourcing to secure net savings for the Project. 4 

5 

Early in the work program, ABB notified NSPML that an agreement with its intended 6 

lead contractor for the civil and installation component of the converter stations and 7 

related facilities in both provinces could not be reached. ABB proposed to take direct 8 

control over the construction management of this work. To address NSPML’s 9 

continuing expectations for performance in line with ABB’s contractual commitments, 10 

ABB outlined a comprehensive strategy for such self-performance, added resources and 11 

accelerated its work in an effort to mitigate the risk of schedule slippage due to this 12 

change.  13 

14 

In October 2016, ABB encountered problems with the installation of insulated exterior 15 

wall panels on the converter station buildings, which showed signs of buckling shortly 16 

after erection. When it became clear that the panels would have to be replaced, NSPML 17 

and ABB agreed to install temporary hoarding so that work could continue on the 18 

building interiors through the winter weather, allowing the converter station floor slabs 19 

to be poured and the interior station works to continue with minimal interruption. At the 20 

same time NSPML worked with ABB to identify a suitable replacement panel supplier 21 

and validate the quality of the replacement panels, and ABB was able to obtain and 22 

complete installation of exterior panels in April 2017. These efforts allowed the project 23 

to avoid a substantial delay of several months through collaboration of ABB and local 24 

subcontractors working on the project. 25 

26 

By mid-2017, ABB raised claims for recovery of substantial costs incurred to accelerate 27 

the work and address quality issues and schedule delays. After evaluation of the fairness 28 

of ABB’s claims, and considering the need for continued performance and commitment 29 

to schedule, NSPML proposed a global settlement designed to resolve outstanding 30 

claims and change requests and solidify ABB’s resolve to meet schedule on their own 31 
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accord and in accord with agreed completion costs. A Completion Agreement was 1 

executed that set December 5, 2017 as the revised date for Substantial Completion, 2 

following consideration by NSPML of the risks associated with other major work scope 3 

challenges which existed and were being simultaneously evaluated.  4 

5 

For reasons not entirely within its control, ABB missed that Substantial Completion 6 

date, and a second round of negotiation with ABB followed. After a careful analysis by 7 

NSPML of outstanding claims, a Final Settlement Agreement was achieved which 8 

avoided costly arbitration, secured cost and schedule certainty for customers, and 9 

required ABB to provide security covering the value of outstanding claims with its 10 

subcontractors. 11 

12 

NSPML and ABB safely completed the converter station work program without 13 

jeopardizing project schedule and at a cost approximately 6 percent below DG3 budget. 14 

This work program is detailed in Schedule 4 to this Application.  15 

16 

2.2.6 Completion and Commissioning 17 

18 

After careful ML integration planning with the two provincial system operators and 19 

regional reliability coordinators, NSPML entered the ML completions phase in 2017. 20 

This phase included the process of connecting systems, testing, commissioning (being 21 

the final stage of testing) and obtaining final approvals, all as detailed in Schedule 6 to 22 

this Application. Integrated commissioning began in late 2017 and concluded with the 23 

first power flow across the ML on December 8, 2017. This was followed by the final 24 

stage of commissioning, which involved performance of multiple “heat runs” and 25 

concluded on January 14, 2018.  26 

27 

On January 15, 2018, ABB declared its work substantially complete and NSPML 28 

formally transferred control of the assets to NS Power and NL Hydro and released the 29 

ML for service. Thereafter, NSPML pursued and achieved:  30 
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(a) completion of remaining milestones under the primary contracts;1 

(b) legal acceptance by the Government of Canada that “Commissioning”2 

requirements under the FLG had been met; and3 

(c) legal acceptance by Nalcor under the ML-JDA that requirements for4 

“Commercial Operation” have been met.5 

6 

2.3 Expert Evidence In Support of Approval of Project Costs 7 

8 

The evidence filed in support of this Application demonstrates that NSPML’s conduct 9 

in planning and executing the ML Project has been effective and prudent in all respects 10 

and has met or exceeded industry norms. Third party experts in utility mega-project 11 

development and regulation have reviewed NSPML’s planning and execution of the 12 

Project, and have stated that NSPML’s actions led directly to a successful project 13 

outcome, despite the challenges that arose. 14 

15 

NSPML supports its request for UARB approval of its Project Costs with evidence from 16 

three experts: 17 

18 

(a) Concentric Energy Advisors (through Mr. John Reed) has reviewed19 

NSPML’s management of the Project. Mr. Reed offers his opinion that NSPML20 

acted prudently and should recover the resulting costs of the Project. (See21 

Attachment 1 to Schedule 7 of this Application.)22 

23 
(b) Polar Star Advisory Services (through Mr. Cliff Inskip), has considered the24 

FLG debt financing program for the Project. Mr. Inskip confirms the25 

appropriateness and long-term value to NS customers of that financing program.26 

(See Attachment 2 to Schedule 7 of this Application.)27 

28 

(c) Pegasus-Global (through Dr. Patricia Galloway) has considered NSPML’s29 

contracting and risk management approach, focussing in particular on the three30 

major project contracts; i) the converter station contract with ABB, ii) the31 
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transmission line contracts, first with Abengoa and then with PowerTel and 1 

ERJV, and iii) the submarine cable contract with Nexans. Dr. Galloway 2 

concludes that NSPML’s procurement, contract management, and contract 3 

decision-making aligned with industry best practices and ensured successful 4 

completion of the Project. (See Attachment 3 to Schedule 7 of this Application.) 5 

6 

2.4 Maritime Link Project Costs Conclusion and Relief Requested 7 

8 

All evidence filed in support of this Application demonstrates that NSPML’s approach 9 

to planning and execution of the ML was not only reasonable but also met or exceeded 10 

industry standards and best practices. 11 

12 

NSPML placed the ML into service on time and submits this Project Cost approval 13 

Application within the previously UARB approved budget. Through a strategic, active 14 

risk management approach and with an established governance model, NSPML was able 15 

to manage multiple challenges and shepherd the ML to successful completion for NS 16 

customers. 17 

18 

Mr. John Reed concludes that “NSPML’s conduct was superior to industry norms”, that 19 

NSPML’s “extensive preparation for the project was the principle contributor to the 20 

project's overall success” and that “the fact that the ML Project was completed so close 21 

to the estimated budget, and delivered on time, is an indicator that the rigor applied to 22 

the management of the ML Project throughout the execution phase yielded results that 23 

are consistent with NSPML’s objectives”.  Mr Reed states:39 24 

25 

I have found NSPML’s performance on the ML Project to be both 26 
prudent and exemplary. The project management and oversight 27 
structures functioned exceptionally well, responding appropriately to 28 
adverse conditions, and resulting in the completion of the ML Project 29 
on-time and within the approved budget. As I discuss at length, below, 30 

39 Schedule 7, Attachment 1, Concentric Evidence, page 3. 
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the ML Project’s execution performance is exceptional for projects of 1 
its scale and complexity.  2 

3 

Based on the evidence supporting this Application, NSPML asks the UARB to approve 4 

the Project Costs of the ML of $1.5712 billion and an AFUDC of $208.8 million, 5 

pursuant to section 8 of the ML Regulations. 6 

7 

Section 3.0 of this Application reviews the derivation of NSPML’s proposed opening 8 

rate base calculated on Project Costs net of recoveries to date on account of depreciation, 9 

AFUDC, and amortization of deferred financing costs. 10 
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3.0 RATE BASE AND DEPRECIATION POLICY 1 

3.1 Introduction 2 

Section 1 of this Application set out the relief sought by NSPML herein and provided 3 

an overview of the Application, and Section 2 addressed NSPML’s Project Costs. This 4 

Section 3 reviews derivation of NSPML’s proposed opening rate base and NSPML’s 5 

proposed depreciation policy for the ML. 6 

7 

3.2 Rate Base 8 

3.2.1 Statutory Parameters 9 

Section 3 of the ML Cost Recovery Regulations provides that the Nova Scotia Public 10 

Utilities Act (PU Act) applies to NSPML, and subsection 5(2) of the Maritime Link Act 11 

renders 64 of the PU Act applicable to operation of the ML for the transmission of 12 

electricity. Under the PU Act, the UARB must set the charges collected by NSPML 13 

(Section 64) and, in setting those charges, also set a rate base according to the value of 14 

NSPML’s physical assets (Section 42), including the actual reasonable and necessary 15 

cost of labour and supervision and any allowances for the enumerated or other matters 16 

the UARB deems appropriate.  17 

18 

3.2.2 Proposed Initial Rate Base 19 

Except for working capital, for which it does not seek an allowance, NSPML’s Project 20 

Costs include amounts in each of the categories enumerated in PU Act section 42. 21 

NSPML proposes an initial rate base as follows: 22 

23 

(a) With respect to Depreciable Assets:24 

25 

i. NSPML’s Project Costs in the amount of $1.5712 billion as detailed in26 

Section 2.0 of this Application; plus27 

ii. allowance for funds used during construction of $208.8 million, as detailed28 

in Schedule 6 to this Application; minus29 
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iii. recoveries by NSPML to the end of 2021 on account of depreciation ($61.51 

million).2 

3 

(b) With respect to Deferred Financing Charges:4 

5 

i. Deferred financing costs of $45.7 million, as also detailed in Schedule 6 to6 

this Application; minus7 

8 

ii. recoveries by NSPML to the end of 2021 on account of amortization of9 

deferred financing costs of $2.4 million.10 

11 

The result is a proposed initial rate base of $1.7618 billion as at January 1, 2022, derived 12 

as follows: 13 

14 

Table 2: Proposed Initial Rate Base as at January 1, 2022 15 

Category Amount 

($M) 

Project Costs 

AFUDC 

Deferred Financing Charges 

$1,571.2 

$208.8 

$45.7 

Less: 

Interim Recovery of Depreciation (61.5)

Recovery of Amortization of Deferred Financing Charges (2.4) 

Proposed Initial Rate Base $1,761.8 

16 

As noted in Section 2.0 of this Application, NSPML continues its Project close out work 17 

in respect of a number of insurer, warranty, expropriation, and contract resolutions. 18 
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NSPML does not anticipate that overall final resolution of these matters will materially 1 

change NSPML’s overall rate base. NSPML will report to the UARB on these activities 2 

once they are finalized and provide a proposal to adjust rate base as appropriate.  3 

4 

3.3 Maritime Link Depreciation Policy 5 

6 

Setting appropriate depreciation rates allows investors to recover their investment and 7 

encourages sustained investment in the company as required under good utility practice. 8 

This is essential to the continued supply of safe and reliable service to customers. 9 

10 

Section 41 of the PU Act requires that NSPML’s assessments include proper allowances 11 

for depreciation of its rate base, and section 38 of the PU Act provides direction on 12 

calculation of, and making provision for, depreciation by a utility. The UARB has 13 

previously; 14 

(a) directed NSPML to depreciate its rate base over a period of 35 years to match15 

the delivery duration of the NS Block40; and16 

(b) approved NSPML’s recovery of depreciation to commence in 2020, to enable17 

NSPML to meet its FLG bond principal repayment obligations.4118 

19 

Pursuant to these approvals, by December 31, 2021, NSPML will have recovered $61.5 20 

million on account of depreciation ($28.6 million in 2020 and $32.9 million in 2021 21 

after accounting for the $22.75 million withdrawn from the Debt Service Retirement 22 

Account). Amounts recovered on account of depreciation to date have been calculated 23 

based on the 2020 and 2021 requirements to make FLG guaranteed bond principal 24 

repayments and return equity to NSPML’s shareholder to maintain the UARB approved 25 

capital structure for NSPML (70% debt and 30% equity). NSPML has proposed that its 26 

40 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 55, paragraph 141. 

41 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Decision, paragraph 22. 
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initial rate base be set as at January 1, 2022, and net of the recoveries to date on account 1 

of depreciation expense. 2 

3 

NSPML retained Gannett Fleming to conduct a depreciation study on NSPML’s 4 

depreciable assets being added to rate base (see Application Attachment 1).  Gannett 5 

Fleming’s study supports NSPML’s proposal: 6 

7 

 to distribute the Project Costs between two broad asset categories - Electric Plant8 

in Service and General Plant -  and thirteen subcategories within these two broad9 

categories, all as set out in Attachment 1 to the Application, with each10 

subcategory being assigned its own depreciation rate;11 

12 

 to designate an annual depreciation amount based on the assumptions described13 

in Gannett Fleming’s report, including the overriding assumption that all assets14 

must be fully depreciated at the end of the 35-year duration of the NS Block15 

when the ML is to be transferred to Nalcor for $1;16 

17 

 going forward, to seek determination of depreciation expense on future18 

(sustaining) capital investments at the time of approval by the UARB of such19 

investments; and20 

21 

 all subject to periodic revision to depreciation amounts as may be proposed by22 

NSPML and determined appropriate by the UARB.23 

24 

NSPML’s proposed initial depreciable rate base reflects an Original Cost as at January 25 

1, 2022, of $1.780 billion (including $208.8 million of AFUDC), less $61.5 million 26 

recovered to the end of 2021 (Book Depreciation Reserve). When consideration is given 27 

to future net disposal and salvage values (as forecasted by Gannett Fleming in its report), 28 

a proposed annual depreciation expense of $56.8 million is recommended. 29 
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Gannett Fleming’s study included a review and development of the categorization of 1 

NSPML’s property records. Direct project costs and project-specific indirect costs were 2 

assigned to asset categories based on cost estimates (such as engineering cost estimates) 3 

for each category. Other indirect project management costs for the ML were then 4 

allocated to each category in proportion to the assigned component costs and the overall 5 

AFUDC amount was allocated to each category in proportion to the total assigned cost. 6 

The resultant balances used to develop depreciation rates are provided in Table 1 of 7 

Attachment 1 to the Application. 8 

9 

The life span method was used for the Company’s transmission and general plant 10 

accounts. The life span method is appropriate for these accounts since all assets within 11 

the plant will effectively be retired concurrently 35 years subsequent to first commercial 12 

power given the commercial agreements with Nalcor. At this time the Maritime Link 13 

assets will be transferred to Nalcor for nominal proceeds and effectively retired from 14 

the books of NSPML.   15 

16 

Because all assets will be effectively retired at this date, the service value of all of the 17 

Company’s assets need to be recovered by this date. As a result, even assets such as land 18 

that are not typically depreciable need to be recovered at the time of the transfer to 19 

Nalcor, because all of the Company’s assets will effectively have no value to NSPML 20 

at that date. 21 
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Under NSPML’s currently approved Accounting Policy (Depreciation and 1 

Amortization Expense – 5300), land costs would normally be excluded from 2 

depreciation under Section 06(b), in favour of recovery of these costs upon disposition 3 

of the subject land. However, under the Nalcor agreements NSPML must transfer these 4 

assets to Nalcor as part of the Maritime Link once the NS Block has been fully delivered. 5 

Accordingly, NSPML will not recover these costs through sale nor derive the benefit 6 

from any appreciation in value of the underlying assets. The only means by which 7 

NSPML can recover these costs is through including them in its allowance for 8 

depreciation, and NSPML proposes to so include them.  9 

10 

When using the life span method two types of retirements need to be estimated. The first 11 

is final (or terminal) retirements, which occur at the end of the life span of the related 12 

property. Final retirements for life span property are determined based on an estimated 13 

retirement date. For the purposes of calculating depreciation, a retirement date of August 14 

2056 was estimated.    15 

16 

The second type of retirements are interim retirements, which are retirements (or 17 

replacements) that occur prior to the final retirement date. For NSPML, interim 18 

retirements that are expected to occur include a portion of substation and converter 19 

station assets and a portion of the overall population of wood poles. General plant 20 

equipment, such as vehicles, are also expected to be replaced prior to the final retirement 21 

date. 22 

23 

Interim retirements are estimated using interim survivor curves, which are truncated at 24 

the age of final retirement. The interim survivor curve estimates are generally consistent 25 

with the outlook for the company’s assets and with the survivor curve estimates for 26 

similar assets for other Canadian and U.S. electric utilities, including NS Power.  Net 27 

salvage is also estimated for interim retirements.   28 
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Additionally, the depreciation study recommends amortization accounting for the 1 

following General Property groups: 2 

3 

- Office Furniture and Equipment4 

- Office Furniture and Equipment – Computers5 

- Transportation Equipment6 

- Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment7 

- Communication Equipment8 

9 

Using amortization accounting, the cost of the asset is allocated over a decided time 10 

frame – an estimate of its useful life. The item is retired and removed from the books 11 

once it has been fully amortized, regardless of whether or not it is rendering service. 12 

Under depreciation accounting, an item continues to be depreciated until it has been 13 

removed from the books through retirement. Depreciation continues until an item is 14 

retired regardless of the age of the item and whether or not it has been fully accrued 15 

already. The asset groups subject to amortization accounting consist of numerous units 16 

of property, often of modest original individual cost, at least when compared with units 17 

in asset groups in other categories. Property of this type tends to have a relatively short 18 

useful life. The amortization method is a cost effective way to manage the recovery of 19 

these assets without the administrative overhead associated with the depreciation and 20 

retirement work order process employed for lower turnover, higher cost, more stable 21 

assets. Many electric utilities in North America have received regulatory approval to 22 

adopt amortization accounting for these groups. Canadian examples include NS Power, 23 

NL Power, BC Hydro and CentraGas Alberta. The United States Federal Energy 24 

Regulatory Commission (FERC) through its Accounting Release 15 has also accepted 25 

the use of amortization accounting for these groups. NSPML proposes to adopt this 26 

practice as well. 27 
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3.4 Amortization of Deferred Financing Charges 1 

As detailed in Schedule 6 to this Application, in support of the FLG debt financing 2 

program for the ML NSPML incurred $50.1 million in Deferred Financing Charges in 3 

order to hedge interest rate risk pending financial close.  4 

5 

In 2016 the UARB approved a request from NSPML to revise its AFUDC accounting 6 

policy to allow it to record actual carrying costs incurred for the Project. The UARB 7 

approved that request, finding that “the use of actual costs to fiannce the Project best 8 

reflect[sic] the nature of this project”.42 As part of that approval the UARB directed 9 

NSPML to provide information necessary to understanding ML financing costs as part 10 

of this Project Costs approval Application. This information is provided in this section 11 

of NSPML’s Application, as supplemented by additional detail provided in Schedule 6 12 

to this Application regarding the deferred financing costs incurred and offsetting 13 

benefits thereby achieved. This topic has also been reviewed by Mr. Inskip of Polarstar 14 

and his opinion supports the prudence of the costs incurred and validates the resulting 15 

benefits to NS customers. 16 

17 

During construction, $4.4 million of the Deferred Financing Charges was charged to 18 

AFUDC and is included in the $208.8 million AFUDC figure included in NSPML’s 19 

derviation of opening rate base, leaving $45.7 million of these charges as of the 20 

commercial operation date of the ML.  21 

22 

Recovery of these charges was deferred in 2018 and 2019, and then commenced in 2020 23 

as directed by the UARB. At the end of 2021 NSPML will have recovered a total of 24 

$2.4 million in amortization expenses on account of these Deferred Financing Charges, 25 

leaving a balance to be added to rate base as at January 1, 2022 of $43.3 million. 26 

42 M07254/ML-15-FIN, UARB Letter dated May 13, 2016, page 2. 
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The UARB has previously directed NSPML to amortize these deferred financing 1 

charges over a period of 33 years to match the term of the FLG bonds.43 NSPML thus 2 

proposes amortization of these Deferred Financing Charges at $1.4 million on an annual 3 

basis for the 31 years remaining until the end of the FLG bond term in 2052. 4 

43 2017 NSUARB 149, M07718, Decision, page 55, paragraph 142. 
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4.0 2022 ASSESSMENT 1 

4.1 Introduction 2 

3 

Section 1.0 of this Application set out the relief sought by NSPML herein and provided 4 

an overview of the Application. Section 2.0 addressed NSPML’s Project Costs approval 5 

of which are sought. Section 3.0 reviews derivation of NSPML’s proposed opening rate 6 

base and NSPML’s proposed depreciation policy for the ML. In this Section 4.0, 7 

NSPML applies the proposed opening rate base and depreciation policy to derive its 8 

2022 revenue requirement and requested assessment for recovery of that revenue 9 

requirement from NS Power. 10 

11 

NSPML seeks an assessment and recovery from NS Power of 2022 ML costs in the sum 12 

of $169.4 million. The components of the 2022 Assessment sought by NSPML are 13 

provided in Table 3, below. 14 

15 

Table 3: Components of the 2022 Assesment 16 

Description 2022 ($M) 

Operating & Maintenance Costs $20.9 

Depreciation 56.8 

Debit Financing Costs 

  Annual Net Interest Costs $43.1  

 Amortization of Deferred Financing Charges 1.4  

      TOTAL 44.5 

Equity Finanicng Costs (ROE) 47.2 

Total Assessment $169.4  
17 

The individual components of the assessment required for 2022, as outlined in Table 3, 18 

are explained further below. For recovery of the 2022 Assessment, NSPML anticipates 19 

continuing the existing process of recovery in equal monthly installments, issuing 20 
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monthly invoices to NS Power payable on the first day of each month. For 2022, and 1 

considering the likely duration of the proceeding to consider NSPML’s Project Costs, 2 

NSPML has requested interim approval to continue its base 2021 monthly assessment 3 

payments as of January 1, 2022 on an interim basis and pending determination by the 4 

UARB of NSPML’s final 2022 assessment. NSPML anticipates that the UARB will set 5 

NSPML’s monthly assessment payments for the remainder of 2022 following issuance 6 

of the UARB’s final Decision and Order taking into account such interim monthly 7 

payments such that NSPML recovers in 2022 the amount finally approved for the year. 8 

4.2 Operating & Maintenance Costs 9 

10 

NSPML has forecasted that its operating and maintenance costs for 2022 will total $20.9 11 

million which is comprised of the cost categories outlined in Table 4, below. 12 

13 

This forecast is based on NSPML’s experience operating and maintaining the ML since 14 

January 2018 and accounts for NSPML’s continuing efforts to mitigate and contain 15 

costs.  16 

17 

The 2022 forecast represents a decrease of approximately $0.6 million as compared to 18 

the previous year. NSPML continues to anticipate an increase in insurance costs into 19 

2022 in line with increases in market costs in the insurance industry. NSPML has also 20 

forecasted increased costs for conducting marine surveillance based on recent 21 

experience operating the ML. Nonetheless, NSPML anticipates that it will be able to 22 

offset these increases and reduce overall operating and maintenance costs, primarily due 23 

to savings on labour and administration costs.  24 
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Table 4: Operations and Maintenance Forecast – 2022 ($ millions) 1 

Operating & Maintenance Costs 
(Amounts in $millions) 2022 2021 

Labour and Administration 7.4 8.3 
Converters and substation operations 4.1 4.6 
Marine Surveillance 3.4 2.8 
Vegetation Management 1.4 1.2 
Insurance 3.8 3.0 
Independent Engineer 0.3 0.3 
Environmental Assessment 0.3 0.3 
Contingency 0.2 1.0 
Total 20.9 21.5 

2 
In its 2020 Decision setting NSPML’s 2021 assessment, the UARB directed NSPML to 3 

track its O&M cost containment and reduction initiatives and report on these measures 4 

in its annual financial reporting to the UARB.44 The first such report, for the year ending 5 

December 1, 2021, will be filed, along with its 2021 audited and regulated financial 6 

statements, by March 31, 2022. 7 

8 

4.3 Depreciation 9 

10 

As detailed in Section 3.0 of this Application, NSPML proposes a depreciation expense 11 

for 2022 of $56.8 million.  12 

13 

4.4  Debt Financing Costs 14 

15 

Debt financing costs consist of two components; i) annual net interest and ii) 16 

amortization of deferred financing charges. 17 

44 2020 NSUARB 142, M09810, Decision, page 14, paragraph 35. 
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4.4.1 Annual Net Interest Costs 1 

2 

The requested recovery of annual net interest costs in 2022 is $43.1 million. This 3 

represents total coupon interest costs of $43.1 million, estimated Letter of Credit (LC) 4 

fees of $0.2 million, and offsetting estimated interest revenues of $0.2 million. 5 

6 

The debt financing of the ML under the ML Credit Agreement is based on the $1.3 7 

billion of bonds issued by ML Financing Trust and guaranteed in accordance with the 8 

FLG. The bonds have a locked-in coupon interest rate of 3.50 percent during their term, 9 

which runs to December 1, 2052. This long-term financing arrangement is addressed in 10 

Section 2.2.2 of this Application and in further detail in Schedule 6 to this Application. 11 

This fixed 3.50 percent coupon interest rate is payable on a semi-annual basis. 12 

13 

The coupon interest cost in 2022 is $43.1 million, payable by semi-annual interest 14 

payments of $21.7 million due on June 1 and $21.4 million due on December 1. The 15 

reduction in coupon interest costs from 2021 and between the first and second payments 16 

in 2022 results from reduction of the principal amount following semi-annual principal 17 

repayments which began on December 1, 2020 and continues in 2021 and 2022. 18 

19 

NSPML forecasts that earned interest revenue on cash in its accounts will approximate 20 

$0.2 million in 2022. This represents a reduction from 2021 due to the fact that $22.75 21 

million previously held in the Debt Service Retirement Account (DSRA) has now been 22 

applied to implement the long term depreciation deferral arrangement approved by the 23 

UARB as part of NSPML’s 2021 assessment. Those funds have been replaced by a LC, 24 

the estimated annual cost of which in 2022 is $0.2 million. 25 
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4.4.2 Amortization of Deferred Financing Charges 1 

2 

As further described in Section 3.0 of this Application, NSPML proposes an 3 

amortization expense on account of deferred financing charges for 2022 of $1.4 million. 4 

5 

4.5 Equity Financing Costs (ROE) 6 

7 
As explained in Section 3.0, NSPML proposes an initial rate base of $1.7618 billion as 8 

of January 1, 2022. Applying the UARB approved 30 percent equity percentage to that 9 

base yields an equity investment of $529 million ($1.7618 billion x 30% equity 10 

thickness). When return of equity payments in 2022 (corresponding with semi-annual 11 

debt repayments) and forecasted quarterly net earnings and dividends are taken into 12 

account, the average shareholder equity in 2022 is forecasted to be $524 million.  13 

14 

Applying the UARB approved 9.0% rate of return on equity to the average shareholder 15 

equity in 2022 of $524 million yields an equity financing cost in 2022 of $47.2 million. 16 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 1 

2 

The Maritime Link is a transformative project in the region that is a key part of our 3 

energy transition and will deliver cleaner renewable energy to customers for generaions 4 

to come. 5 

6 

Key to the Project’s success were the respectful and cooperative relationships which 7 

evolved with the Mi’kmaq in NS and NL. The ML Project provided timely opportunities 8 

for local workforces and communities and, combined with NSPML’s clear commitment 9 

to diversity, created a strong and inclusive team. Additionally, the CLCs and FLCs 10 

established by NSPML ensured the Project team was able to engage, consult and 11 

collaborate on an ongoing basis with local communities and fish harvesters.  12 

13 

Over a period of seven years, between 2011 and the end of 2017, NSPML planned, 14 

constructed, and energized the ML. Completion of the Project on schedule and within 15 

the budget approved by the UARB is a significant achievement that independent subject 16 

matter experts have concluded to be attributable to NSPML’s careful and diligent 17 

management of this complex and challenging undertaking. 18 

19 

In its 2017 Decision approving assessments for NSPML for 2018 and 2019 the UARB 20 

recognized the prudence of NSPML’s decision to complete construction of the ML in 21 

2017, and indicated that; 22 

23 

The issue of whether NSPML prudently incurred the costs of constructing the 24 
Maritlime Link (including construction and contract costs, management costs, 25 
financing costs, etc.) … will be canvassed in the final assessment proceeding to 26 
be held later. 4527 

45 2017 NSUARB 149 M07718,  Decision, page 24, paragraph 65. 
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NSPML has brought forward evidence, supported by the opinions of external experts in 1 

utiliy megaproject development, financing and regulation, which demonstrates that 2 

NSPML's conduct of the Project was in all respects reasonable and prudent, and met or 3 

exceeded industry norms. The evidence filed demonstrates: 4 

5 

(a) success in completing the Project began with (i) comprehensive planning,6 

engineering, and detailed design work; (ii) a robust human resourcing program;7 

and (iii) a “best practices” approach to project and risk management;8 

(b) NSPML’s  upfront bond financing strategy was a very prudent financing strategy9 

to protect ratepayers;10 

(c) NSPML’s procurement and contract management strategy for the Project met11 

industry best practices and standards; and12 

(d) NSPML’s project management and implementation resulted in exceptional13 

project performance despite the challenges presented by: (i) the financial distress14 

and associated commercial default by two of the major Project contractors; (ii)15 

the harsh weather and geotechnical conditions faced by the Project, particularly16 

in Newfoundland; and (iii) the ML being a unique project of a magnitude not17 

previously undertaken in Atlantic Canada.18 

19 

With its operation now in the hands of NS Power and NL Hydro, the ML has become 20 

an integral part of a long-term sustainable, reliable and affordable  energy system for 21 

the provinces of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and Labrador. NSPML has 22 

successfully carried out this Project thanks to the support of its Project partners, 23 

thousands of Nova Scotians, Newfoundland and Labradorians and others who worked 24 

on the Project, dozens of communities, citizens’ organizations and labour organizations, 25 

provincial and federal governments, the UARB and NSPML’s regulatory stakeholders, 26 

and others.  27 

28 

As noted above, NSPML has secured accelerated commencement of delivery of the NS 29 

Block by August 15, 2021. The start of the Nova Scotia Block is a significant step 30 
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towards realization of benefits of the entire Lower Churchill project and in particular 1 

Nova Scotia’s access to clean, carbon free energy. 2 

3 

NSPML is pleased to now bring this Application pursuant to section 8 of the ML Cost 4 

Recovery Regulations and section 64 of the Nova Scotia PU Act for approval of: 5 

(a) the Project Costs of the ML of $1.5712 billion and an AFUDC of $208.8 million;6 

(b) an opening rate base as at January 1, 2022 for NSPML of $1.7618 billion,7 

inclusive of unamortized deferred financing costs incurred as part of the FLG8 

financing program and net of recoveries to date on account of depreciation and9 

amortization;10 

(c) a depreciation policy for NSPML as proposed herein; and11 

(d) a 2022 assessment for recovery from NS Power of NSPML’s 2022 revenue12 

requirement, including depreciation and return on equity, in the total amount of13 

$169.4 million.14 

15 

In closing NSPML wishes to again acknowledge and thank those who helped to build the 16 

Maritime Link across Newfoundland & Labrador and Nova Scotia, without whose 17 

dedication we would not have been able to complete the Project on time and within 18 

budget. 19 
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August 5, 2021 

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
1223 Lower Water Street 
Halifax, NS B3J 3S8 

Attention: Brian Rendell 
   Vice President, Finance 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Pursuant to your request, we have conducted a depreciation study related to the 
electric plant of the NSP Maritime Link, Inc. as of December 31, 2021.  The attached 
report presents a description of the methods used in the estimation of depreciation, the 
summary of annual depreciation accrual rates, the statistical support for the life and net 
salvage estimates and the detailed tabulations of annual depreciation.   

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of NSP Maritime Link, Inc. personnel 
in the conduct of this study. 

 Respectfully submitted, 

 GANNETT FLEMING VALUATION 
AND RATE CONSULTANTS, LLC 

JOHN F. WIEDMAYER 
 Project Manager 

JFW:mle 

066838 

Gannett Fleming Valuation and Rate Consultants, LLC 
1010 Adams Avenue •Audubon, PA 19403-2402 

t: 610.650.8101 • f: 610.650.8190 

www.gfvrc.com 
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC.

DEPRECIATION STUDY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Pursuant to NSP Maritime Link, Inc.’s (“NSPML” or “Company”) request, Gannett 

Fleming Valuation and Rate Consultants, LLC (“Gannett Fleming”) conducted a 

depreciation study related to the electric plant as of December 31, 2021. The purpose of 

this study was to determine the annual depreciation accrual rates and amounts for book 

and ratemaking purposes. 

The Maritime Link project connects Nova Scotia to Newfoundland and Labrador 

and allows for the transmission of electricity between the two provinces.  It is part of the 

overall development of the Muskrat Falls generating station in Labrador, which was 

developed by Nalcor Energy (“Nalcor”).  The Maritime Link project primarily consists of 

170 kilometers of subsea HVDC transmission cables under the Cabot Strait; overhead 

HVDC transmission lines, transition compounds, grounding lines, grounding sites, 

converter stations and AC substation equipment in both Nova Scotia and Newfoundland; 

and an HVAC transmission line and substation in Newfoundland.  Under NSPML’s 

agreement with Nalcor, the assets will be transferred to Nalcor 35 years subsequent to 

first commercial power from the Muskrat falls project. 

The depreciation rates are based on the straight-line method using the equal life 

group (“ELG”) procedure and were applied on a remaining life basis. The calculations 

were based on attained ages, estimated service life, and forecasted net salvage 

characteristics for each depreciable group of assets.  Survivor curve and net salvage 

estimates for most plant accounts were based on the expectations and company plans 
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for the assets studied.  The estimates are generally consistent with the estimates of 

similar assets for other utilities, including NSPML’s affiliate Nova Scotia Power, Inc. 

(“NSPI”), as well as the Company’s outlook for each account.  Additionally, NSPML’s 

agreement with Nalcor limits the service lives over which NSPML’s assets will owned by 

the Company.  As a result, service lives were determined such that all assets will be 

recovered 35 years subsequent to the date of first commercial power, estimated for the 

purposes of the depreciation study to be in August 2021.  The net salvage estimates are 

established to recover net salvage (i.e., primarily removal costs) associated with assets 

to be retired prior to the conclusion of the 35-year term. 

Gannett Fleming recommends the calculated annual depreciation accrual rates set 

forth herein apply specifically to electric plant in service as of December 31, 2021 as 

summarized by Table 1 of the study. The recommended depreciation rates are 

appropriate to apply to balances subsequent to December 31, 2021.  Supporting analysis 

and calculations are provided within the study. 

The study results set forth an annual depreciation expense of approximately 

$56.8 million when applied to depreciable plant balances as of December 31, 2021. The 

results are summarized at the functional level as follows: 

SUMMARY OF ORIGINAL COST, ACCRUAL RATES AND AMOUNTS 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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 FUNCTION 

ORIGINAL COST 
AS OF 

DECEMBER 31, 2021 
PROPOSED 

RATE 
PROPOSED 
EXPENSE 

3.17 $5 ,9 , 0 Transmission Plant 

General Plant 6.67 8 ,3  
Total 

$1,76 , 5, 5.  

12,9 , 3 .  

$1,780,026,602.47 3.19 $56,810,240 
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC.
DEPRECIATION STUDY 

PART I.  INTRODUCTION 

SCOPE 

This report sets forth the results of the depreciation study for NSP Maritime Link, 

Inc. (“NSPML”), to determine the annual depreciation accrual rates and amounts for book 

purposes applicable to the original cost of electric plant as of December 31, 2021. The 

rates and amounts are based on the straight-line remaining life method of depreciation. 

This report also describes the concepts, methods and judgments which underlie the 

recommended annual depreciation accrual rates related to electric plant in service as of 

December 31, 2021. 

The service life and net salvage estimates resulting from the study were based on 

informed judgment that incorporated a review of Company practice and outlook as they 

relate to plant operation and retirement and consideration of current practice in the electric 

industry, including knowledge of service life and net salvage estimates used for other 

electric companies. 

PLAN OF REPORT 

Part I, Introduction, contains statements with respect to the plan of the report, and 

the basis of the study. Part II, Estimation of Survivor Curves, presents descriptions of the 

considerations and the methods used in the service life and net salvage studies. Part III, 

Service Life Considerations, presents the factors and judgment utilized in the service life 

estimation process.  Part IV, Net Salvage Considerations, presents the judgment utilized 

for the net salvage study.  Part V, Calculation of Annual and Accrued Depreciation, 

describes the procedures used in the calculation of group depreciation.  Part VI, Results 

of Study, presents summaries by depreciable group of annual depreciation accrual rates 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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and amounts, as well as composite remaining lives. Part VII, Service Life Statistics, 

presents graphical depictions of service life estimates, and Part VIII, Detailed 

Depreciation Calculations, presents the detailed tabulations of annual depreciation.  

BASIS OF THE STUDY 

Depreciation 

Depreciation, in public utility regulation, is the loss in service value not restored by 

current maintenance, incurred in connection with the consumption or prospective 

retirement of utility plant in the course of service from causes which are known to be in 

current operation and against which the utility is not protected by insurance.  Among 

causes to be given consideration are wear and tear, deterioration, action of the elements, 

inadequacy, obsolescence, changes in the art, changes in demand, and the requirements 

of public authorities. 

Depreciation, as used in accounting, is a method of distributing fixed capital costs, 

less net salvage, over a period of time by allocating annual amounts to expense.  Each 

annual amount of such depreciation expense is part of that year's total cost of providing 

electric utility service.  Normally, the period of time over which the fixed capital cost is 

allocated to the cost of service is equal to the period of time over which an item renders 

service, that is, the item's service life.  The most prevalent method of allocation is to 

distribute an equal amount of cost to each year of service life.  This method is known as 

the straight-line method of depreciation. 

For most accounts, the annual depreciation was calculated by the straight line 

method using the equal life group procedure and the remaining life basis. For certain 

General Plant accounts, the annual depreciation is based on amortization accounting. 

Both types of calculations were based on original cost, attained ages, and estimates of 

service lives and net salvage.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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The straight-line method, equal life group procedure is a commonly used 

depreciation calculation procedure that has been accepted in jurisdictions throughout 

Canada, including Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and Labrador. Gannett Fleming 

recommends its use for this study. Amortization accounting is used for certain General 

Plant accounts because of the disproportionate plant accounting effort required when 

compared to the minimal original cost of the large number of items in these accounts. An 

explanation of the calculation of annual and accrued amortization is presented beginning 

on page V-7 of the report. 

Service Life and Net Salvage Estimates 

The service life and net salvage estimates used in the depreciation and 

amortization calculations were based on informed judgment which incorporated a review 

of management’s plans, policies and outlook, a general knowledge of the electric utility 

industry, and comparisons of the service life and net salvage estimates from our studies 

of other electric utilities. The use of survivor curves to reflect the expected dispersion of 

retirement provides a consistent method of estimating depreciation for electric plant. Iowa 

type survivor curves were used to depict the estimated survivor curves for the plant 

accounts not subject to amortization accounting. 
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PART II.  ESTIMATION OF SURVIVOR CURVES 

 The calculation of annual depreciation based on the straight line method requires 

the estimation of survivor curves and the selection of group depreciation procedures.  The 

estimation of survivor curves is discussed below and the development of net salvage is 

discussed in later sections of this report. 

SURVIVOR CURVES 

 The use of an average service life for a property group implies that the various 

units in the group have different lives.  Thus, the average life may be obtained by 

determining the separate lives of each of the units, or by constructing a survivor curve by 

plotting the number of units which survive at successive ages.   

 The survivor curve graphically depicts the amount of property existing at each age 

throughout the life of an original group.  From the survivor curve, the average life of the 

group, the remaining life expectancy, the probable life, and the frequency curve can be 

calculated.  In Figure 1, a typical smooth survivor curve and the derived curves are 

illustrated.  The average life is obtained by calculating the area under the survivor curve, 

from age zero to the maximum age, and dividing this area by the ordinate at age zero.  

The remaining life expectancy at any age can be calculated by obtaining the area under 

the curve, from the observation age to the maximum age, and dividing this area by the 

percent surviving at the observation age.  For example, in Figure 1, the remaining life at 

age 30 is equal to the crosshatched area under the survivor curve divided by 29.5 percent 

surviving at age 30.  The probable life at any age is developed by adding the age and 

remaining life.  If the probable life of the property is calculated for each year of age, the 

probable life curve shown in the chart can be developed.  The frequency curve presents 

the number of units retired in each age interval. It is derived by obtaining the differences 

between the amount of property surviving at the beginning and at the end of each interval. 
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 This study has incorporated the use of Iowa curves developed from a retirement 

rate analysis of historical retirement history.  A discussion of the concepts of survivor 

curves and of the development of survivor curves using the retirement rate method is 

presented below. 

Iowa Type Curves 

 The range of survivor characteristics usually experienced by utility and industrial 

properties is encompassed by a system of generalized survivor curves known as the Iowa 

type curves.  There are four families in the Iowa system, labeled in accordance with the 

location of the modes of the retirements in relationship to the average life and the relative 

height of the modes.  The left moded curves, presented in Figure 2, are those in which 

the greatest frequency of retirement occurs to the left of, or prior to, average service life.  

The symmetrical moded curves, presented in Figure 3, are those in which the greatest 

frequency of retirement occurs at average service life.  The right moded curves, presented 

in Figure 4, are those in which the greatest frequency occurs to the right of, or after, 

average service life.  The origin moded curves, presented in Figure 5, are those in which 

the greatest frequency of retirement occurs at the origin, or immediately after age zero.  

The letter designation of each family of curves (L, S, R or O) represents the location of 

the mode of the associated frequency curve with respect to the average service life.  The 

numbers represent the relative heights of the modes of the frequency curves within each 

family. 

 The Iowa curves were developed at the Iowa State College Engineering 

Experiment Station through an extensive process of observation and classification of the 

ages at which industrial property had been retired.  A report of the study which resulted 

in the classification of property survivor characteristics into 18 type curves, which 

constitute three of the four families, was  published  in 1935  in  the form of  the Experiment   

Station’s Bulletin 125.    
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 These curve types have also been presented in subsequent Experiment Station 

bulletins and in the text, "Engineering Valuation and Depreciation."1  In 1957, Frank V. B. 

Couch, Jr., an Iowa State College graduate student submitted a thesis presenting his 

development of the fourth family consisting of the four O type survivor curves. 

Retirement Rate Method of Analysis 

 The retirement rate method is an actuarial method of deriving survivor curves using 

the average rates at which property of each age group is retired.  The method relates to 

property groups for which aged accounting experience is available and is the method 

used to develop the original stub survivor curves in this study.  The method (also known 

as the annual rate method) is illustrated through the use of an example in the following 

text, and is also explained in several publications, including "Statistical Analyses of 

Industrial Property Retirements,"2 "Engineering Valuation and Depreciation,"3 and 

"Depreciation Systems."4 

   The average rate of retirement used in the calculation of the percent surviving for 

the survivor curve (life table) requires two sets of data:  first, the property retired during a 

period of observation, identified by the property's age at retirement; and second, the 

property exposed to retirement at the beginning of the age intervals during the same 

period.  The period of observation is referred to as the experience band, and the band of 

years which represent the installation dates of the property exposed to retirement during 

the experience band is referred to as the placement band.  An example of the calculations 

used in the development of a life table follows.  The example includes schedules of annual 

aged property transactions, a schedule of plant exposed to retirement, a life table and 

illustrations of smoothing the stub survivor curve.  

 
1Marston, Anson, Robley Winfrey and Jean C. Hempstead.  Engineering Valuation and 

Depreciation, 2nd Edition.  New York,  McGraw-Hill Book Company.  1953. 
 2Winfrey, Robley, Statistical Analyses of Industrial Property Retirement. Iowa State College 

Engineering Station, Bulletin 125. 1935.  
 3Marston, Anson, Robley Winfrey, and Jean C. Hempstead, Supra Note 2. 

  4Wolf, Frank K. and W. Chester Fitch. Depreciation Systems.  Iowa State University Press.  1994. 
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Schedules of Annual Transactions in Plant Records 

 The property group used to illustrate the retirement rate method is observed for 

the experience band 2012-2021 during which there were placements during the years 

2007-2021.  In order to illustrate the summation of the aged data by age interval, the data 

were compiled in the manner presented in Schedules 1 and 2 on pages II-11 and II-12.  

In Schedule 1, the year of installation (year placed) and the year of retirement are shown.  

The age interval during which a retirement occurred is determined from this information.  

In the example which follows, $10,000 of the dollars invested in 2007 were retired in 2012.  

The $10,000 retirement occurred during the age interval between 4½ and 5½ years on 

the basis that approximately one-half of the amount of property was installed prior to and 

subsequent to July 1 of each year.  That is, on the average, property installed during a 

year is placed in service at the midpoint of the year for the purpose of the analysis.  All 

retirements also are stated as occurring at the midpoint of a one-year age interval of time, 

except the first age interval which encompasses only one-half year. 

 The total retirements occurring in each age interval in a band are determined by 

summing the amounts for each transaction year-installation year combination for that age 

interval.  For example, the  total  of  $143,000 retired for age interval 4½-5½ is the sum 

of the retirements entered on Schedule 1 immediately above the stair step line drawn on 

the table beginning with the 2012 retirements of 2007 installations and ending with the 

2021 retirements of the 2016 installations.  Thus, the total amount of 143 for age interval 

4½-5½ equals the sum of: 

10 + 12 + 13 + 11 + 13 + 13 + 15 + 17 + 19 + 20. 
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 In Schedule 2, other transactions which affect the group are recorded in a similar 

manner.  The entries illustrated include transfers and sales.  The entries which are credits 

to the plant account are shown in parentheses.  The items recorded on this schedule are 

not totaled with the retirements, but are used in developing the exposures at the beginning 

of each age interval. 

Schedule of Plant Exposed to Retirement   

 The development of the amount of plant exposed to retirement at the beginning of 

each age interval is illustrated in Schedule 3 on page II-14.  The surviving plant at the 

beginning of each year from 2012 through 2021 is recorded by year in the portion of the 

table headed "Annual Survivors at the Beginning of the Year."  The last amount entered 

in each column is the amount of new plant added to the group during the year.  The 

amounts entered in Schedule 3 for each successive year following the beginning balance 

or addition are obtained by adding or subtracting the net entries shown on Schedules 1 

and 2.  For the purpose of determining the plant exposed to retirement, transfers-in are 

considered as being exposed to retirement in this group at the beginning of the year  in  

which  they  occurred,  and  the  sales  and  transfers-out  are considered to be removed 

from the plant exposed to  retirement  at  the  beginning  of  the following year.  Thus, the 

amounts of plant shown at the beginning of each year are the amounts of plant from each 

placement year considered to be exposed to retirement at the beginning of each succes-

sive transaction year.  For example, the exposures for the installation year 2017 are 

calculated in the following manner: 

 Exposures at age 0    = amount of addition               = $750,000                        
 Exposures at age ½   = $750,000 - $ 8,000               = $742,000 
 Exposures at age 1½ = $742,000 - $18,000               = $724,000                        
 Exposures at age 2½ = $724,000 - $20,000 - $19,000       = $685,000                        
 Exposures at age 3½ = $685,000 - $22,000               = $663,000  
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 For the entire experience band 2012-2021, the total exposures at the beginning of 

an age interval are obtained by summing diagonally in a manner similar to the summing 

of the retirements during an age interval (Schedule 1).  For example, the figure of 3,789, 

shown as the total exposures at the beginning of age interval 4½-5½, is obtained by 

summing: 
255 + 268 + 284 + 311 + 334 + 374 + 405 + 448 + 501 + 609. 

Original Life Table 

 The original life table, illustrated in Schedule 4 on page II-16, is developed from 

the totals shown on the schedules of retirements and exposures, Schedules 1 and 3, 

respectively.  The exposures at the beginning of the age interval are obtained from the 

corresponding age interval of the exposure schedule, and the retirements during the age 

interval are obtained from the corresponding age interval of the retirement schedule.  The 

retirement ratio is the result of dividing the retirements during the age interval by the 

exposures at the beginning of the age interval.  The percent surviving at the beginning of 

each age interval is derived from survivor ratios, each of which equals one minus the 

retirement ratio.  The percent surviving is developed by starting with 100% at age zero 

and successively multiplying the percent surviving at the beginning of each interval by the 

survivor ratio, i.e., one minus the retirement ratio for that age interval.  The calculations 

necessary to determine the percent surviving at age 5½ are as follows: 

 Percent surviving at age 4½  =         88.15 
 Exposures at age 4½ =  3,789,000                 
 Retirements from age 4½ to 5½  =     143,000                
 Retirement Ratio  =     143,000 ÷ 3,789,000 =   0.0377 
 Survivor Ratio =         1.000  -       0.0377 =   0.9623   
 Percent surviving at age 5½ =       (88.15) x    (0.9623) =     84.83 
 

 The totals of the exposures and retirements (columns 2 and 3) are shown for the 

purpose of checking with the respective totals in Schedules 1 and 3.  The ratio of the total 

retirements to the total exposures, other than for each age interval, is meaningless.  
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SCHEDULE 4.  ORIGINAL LIFE TABLE 
CALCULATED BY THE RETIREMENT RATE METHOD 

 
 

Experience Band 2012-2021   Placement Band 2007-2021 
 

(Exposure and Retirement Amounts are in Thousands of Dollars) 
 
 

Age at 
Beginning of 

Interval 

 
Exposures at 
Beginning of 
Age Interval 

 
Retirements 
During Age 

Interval    

 
 
Retirement 

Ratio 

 
 

Survivor 
Ratio 

Percent 
Surviving at 
Beginning of 
Age Interval 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
 

0.0        7,490       80        0.0107       0.9893       100.00       
0.5        6,579       153        0.0233       0.9767       98.93       
1.5        5,719       151        0.0264       0.9736       96.62       
2.5        4,955       150        0.0303       0.9697       94.07       
3.5        4,332       146        0.0337       0.9663       91.22       
4.5        3,789       143        0.0377       0.9623       88.15       
5.5        3,057       131        0.0429       0.9571       84.83       
6.5        2,463       124        0.0503       0.9497       81.19       
7.5        1,952       113        0.0579       0.9421       77.11       
8.5        1,503       105        0.0699       0.9301       72.65       
9.5        1,097       93        0.0848       0.9152       67.57       

10.5        823       83        0.1009       0.8991       61.84       
11.5        531       64        0.1205       0.8795       55.60       
12.5        323       44        0.1362       0.8638       48.90       
13.5             167            26        0.1557       0.8443       42.24       

     35.66       
Total        44,780       1,606           

 
 
 
 Column 2 from Schedule 3, Column 12, Plant Exposed to Retirement. 
 Column 3 from Schedule 1, Column 12, Retirements for Each Year. 
 Column 4 = Column 3 Divided by Column 2. 
 Column 5 = 1.0000 Minus Column 4. 
 Column 6 = Column 5 Multiplied by Column 6 as of the Preceding Age Interval. 
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The original survivor curve is plotted from the original life table (column 6, Schedule 4).  

When the curve terminates at a percent surviving greater than zero, it is called a stub 

survivor curve.  Survivor curves developed from retirement rate studies generally are stub 

curves. 

 

Smoothing the Original Survivor Curve   

 The smoothing of the original survivor curve eliminates any irregularities and 

serves as the basis for the preliminary extrapolation to zero percent surviving of the 

original stub curve.  Even if the original survivor curve is complete from 100% to zero 

percent, it is desirable to eliminate any irregularities, as there is still an extrapolation for 

the vintages which have not yet lived to the age at which the curve reaches zero percent.  

In this study, the smoothing of the original curve with established type curves was used 

to eliminate irregularities in the original curve. 

 The Iowa type curves are used in this study to smooth those original stub curves 

which are expressed as percents surviving at ages in years. Each original survivor curve 

was compared to the Iowa curves using visual and mathematical matching in order to 

determine the better fitting smooth curves.  In Figures 6, 7, and 8, the original curve 

developed in Schedule 4 is compared with the L, S, and R Iowa type curves which most 

nearly fit the original survivor curve.  In Figure 6, the L1 curve with an average life between 

12 and 13 years appears to be the best fit.  In Figure 7, the S0 type curve with a 12-year 

average life appears to be the best fit and appears to be better than the L1 fitting.  In 

Figure 8, the R1 type curve with a 12-year average life appears to be the best fit and 

appears to be better than either the L1 or the S0. 

 In Figure 9, the three fittings, 12-L1, 12-S0 and 12-R1 are drawn for comparison 

purposes.  It is probable that the 12-R1 Iowa curve would be selected as the most 

representative of the plotted survivor characteristics of the group.  
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PART III.  SERVICE LIFE CONSIDERATIONS 

FIELD TRIPS 

 In order to be familiar with the operation of the Company and observe 

representative portions of the plant, a field trip was conducted for the study.  A general 

understanding of the function of the plant and information with respect to the reasons for 

past retirements and the expected future causes of retirements are obtained during field 

trips.  This knowledge and information were incorporated into the recommended service 

life and net salvage estimates. 

 The following is a list of the locations visited during the field trip. 

 February 5, 2020 
 Woodbine Converter Station 
 Point Aconi Transition Station 
 Big Lorraine Grounding Site 
 
    
SERVICE LIFE ANALYSIS 

 The service life estimates were based on informed judgment which considered a 

number of factors.  The primary factors were the current Company policies and outlook 

as determined during conversations with management; and the survivor curve estimates 

from previous studies for other electric companies.  Because the Maritime Link is a newly 

constructed asset, there is limited historical data available for a statistical service life 

analysis.  However, survivor curves for each account can be determined based on a 

combination of Company outlook and the estimates and experience of similar assets for 

other electric utilities in Canada and the United States.  Additionally, because the assets 

will be transferred to Nalcor 35 years subsequent to first commercial power, the service 

life of each asset for NSPML is limited by this transfer date.  
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Life Span and Survivor Curve Estimates 

The life span method was used for the Company’s transmission and general plant 

accounts.  The life span method is appropriate for these accounts since all of the assets 

within the plant will effectively be retired concurrently 35 years subsequent to first 

commercial power (estimated for depreciation purposes to be August 31, 2056), when 

the Maritime Link assets will be transferred to Nalcor.  When using the life span methods 

two types of retirements need to be estimated.  The first is final (or terminal) retirements, 

which occur at the end of the life span of the related property.  Final retirements for life 

span property are determined based on an estimated retirement date, which for this study 

is August 31, 2056.   

The second type of retirements is interim retirements, which are retirements (or 

replacements) that occur prior to the final retirement date.  For NSPML, interim 

retirements that are expected to occur include a portion of substation and converter 

station assets and a portion of the HVDC equipment.  Additionally, consistent with the 

experience of other utilities, a portion of the overall population of wood poles are 

expected to be replaced prior to 2056.  General plant equipment, such as vehicles, 

are also expected to be replaced prior to the final retirement date. 

Interim retirements are estimated using interim survivor curves, which are truncated 

at the age of final retirement.  The interim survivor curve estimates are generally 

consistent with the outlook for the Company’s assets and with the survivor curve 

estimates for similar assets for other Canadian and U.S. electric utilities, including NSPI. 
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PART IV.  NET SALVAGE CONSIDERATIONS 

NET SALVAGE ESTIMATES 

Net salvage is defined as gross salvage less cost of removal.  When cost of 

removal exceeds gross salvage, net salvage is negative and when gross salvage exceeds 

cost of removal, net salvage is positive.  Many types of utility property experiences 

negative net salvage, as the cost to retire assets such as substation equipment and poles 

typically exceeds any salvage value.  Some assets, such as vehicles, experience positive 

net salvage. 

Net Salvage Considerations 

The estimates of future net salvage are expressed as percentages of surviving 

plant in service, i.e., all future retirements.  In cases in which removal costs are expected 

to exceed salvage receipts, a negative net salvage percentage is estimated.  The net 

salvage estimates were based on judgment which incorporated expectations with respect 

to future removal requirements and markets for retired equipment and materials, 

company outlook and the net salvage estimates for similar property for other electric 

utilities. 

 As discussed in Part III of this report, the life span method is used for NSPML’s 

assets.  Net salvage for interim retirements – those expected to occur prior to August 31, 

2056 – are generally consistent with the outlook for the types of assets in each account 

and the net salvage estimates for similar assets for other electric utilities, including those 

for NSPI.  For final retirements at the end of the 35-year term from first commercial power, 

net salvage is expected to be zero as the assets will be transferred to Nalcor at that time.  

 The interim net salvage related to interim retirements were adjusted due to the fact 

that interim retirements only represent a portion of the total retirements experienced for 

each plant account yet the net salvage estimate is applied to the entire plant balance.  For 

example, interim retirements are expected to comprise approximately 13 percent of the 
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total retirements experienced by Account 355, Poles and Fixtures.  The net salvage 

estimate of negative 40 percent is then adjusted to a negative 5 percent estimate that 

applies to the entire account.  Interim net salvage estimates for each account were 

adjusted using the interim survivor curve and probable retirement dates to reflect the 

percentage of plant in service that will experience interim retirements.  The calculations 

of the composite net salvage estimates used for each account are provided on Table 2 of 

this report. 

 The net salvage estimates for the general plant amortization accounts were zero 

percent, consistent with amortization accounting.  
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PART V.  CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AND 
ACCRUED DEPRECIATION 

GROUP DEPRECIATION PROCEDURES 

 A group procedure for depreciation is appropriate when considering more than a 

single item of property.  Normally the items within a group do not have identical service 

lives but have lives that are dispersed over a range of time.  There are two primary group 

procedures, namely, average service life and equal life group.  In the average service life 

procedure, the rate of annual depreciation is based on the average life or average 

remaining life of the group, and this rate is applied to the surviving balances of the group's 

cost.  A characteristic of this procedure is that the cost of plant retired prior to average life 

is not fully recouped at the time of retirement, whereas the cost of plant retired subsequent 

to average life is more than fully recouped.  Over the entire life cycle, the portion of cost 

not recouped prior to average life is balanced by the cost recouped subsequent to 

average life. 

Single Unit of Property 

 The calculation of straight-line depreciation for a single unit of property is 

straightforward.   For example, if a $1,000 unit of property attains an age of four years 

and has a life expectancy of six years, the annual accrual over the total life is: 

( )
$1,000
4 +  6

 $100 per year.=  

 The accrued depreciation is: 

$1,000 1 -  6
10

 $400.




=  
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Remaining Life Annual Accruals 

 For the purpose of calculating remaining life accruals as of December 31, 2021, 

the depreciation reserve for each plant account is allocated among vintages in proportion 

to the calculated accrued depreciation for the account.  Explanations of remaining life 

accruals and calculated accrued depreciation follow.  The detailed calculations as of 

December 31, 2021, are set forth in the Results of Study section of the report.   

Average Service Life Procedure 

 In the average service life procedure, the remaining life annual accrual for each 

vintage is determined by dividing future book accruals (original cost less book reserve) 

by the average remaining life of the vintage.  The average remaining life is a directly 

weighted average derived from the estimated future survivor curve in accordance with the 

average service life procedure. 

 The calculated accrued depreciation for each depreciable property group 

represents that portion of the depreciable cost of the group which would not be allocated 

to expense through future depreciation accruals if current forecasts of life characteristics 

are used as the basis for such accruals.  The accrued depreciation calculation consists 

of applying an appropriate ratio to the surviving original cost of each vintage of each 

account based upon the attained age and service life.  The straight-line accrued 

depreciation ratios are calculated as follows for the average service life procedure: 

Ratio =  1 -  Average Remaining Life
Average Service Life

.  
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Equal Life Group Procedure 

 In the equal life group procedure, also known as the unit summation procedure, 

the property group is subdivided according to service life.  That is, each equal life group 

includes that portion of the property which experiences the life of that specific group.  The 

relative size of each equal life group is determined from the property's life dispersion 

curve.  The calculated depreciation for the property group is the summation of the 

calculated depreciation based on the service life of each equal life unit. 

 This procedure eliminates the need to base annual depreciation expense on 

average lives, inasmuch as each group has a single life.  The full cost of short-lived items 

is accrued during their lives, leaving no deferral of accruals required to be added to the 

annual cost associated with long-lived items.  The depreciation expense for the property 

group is the summation of the depreciation expense based on the service life of each 

equal life group. 

 The table on the following page presents an illustration of the calculation of equal 

life group depreciation using the Iowa 13-R0.5 survivor curve, net salvage of 0 percent 

and a December 31, 2021 calculation date. 
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                  DETAILED COMPUTATION OF ANNUAL AND ACCRUED FACTORS USING THE EQUAL LIFE GROUP PROCEDURE 
 

          INPUT PARAMETERS: 
            CALCULATION DATE.. 12-31-2021 
            SURVIVOR CURVE....    13-R0.5 

 
       RETIREMENTS      GROUP                    SUMMATION       AVERAGE 

         AGE INTERVAL            DURING        ANNUAL          YEAR     OF ANNUAL       PERCENT     ANNUAL     ACCRUED 
         BEG     END     LIFE   INTERVAL      ACCRUAL          INST     ACCRUALS       SURVIVING    FACTOR      FACTOR 
        (1)     (2)     (3)      (4)       (5)=(4)/(3)         (6)        (7)            (8)         (9)        (10) 

 
         0.000   1.000   0.500   2.96260   2.96260000000       2021  14.62579797066    98.527161    0.1484      0.0742 
         1.000   2.000   1.500   3.07009   2.04672666667       2020  10.63983463732    95.502354    0.1114      0.1671 
         2.000   3.000   2.500   3.17515   1.27006000000       2019   8.98144130399    92.379736    0.0972      0.2430 
         3.000   4.000   3.500   3.27820   0.93662857143       2018   7.87809701827    89.153061    0.0884      0.3094 
         4.000   5.000   4.500   3.38204   0.75156444444       2017   7.03400051034    85.822943    0.0820      0.3690 
         5.000   6.000   5.500   3.49902   0.63618545455       2016   6.34012556084    82.382412    0.0770      0.4235 
         6.000   7.000   6.500   3.63842   0.55975692308       2015   5.74215437203    78.813692    0.0729      0.4739 
         7.000   8.000   7.500   3.79982   0.50664266667       2014   5.20895457715    75.094573    0.0694      0.5205 
         8.000   9.000   8.500   3.97910   0.46812941176       2013   4.72156853794    71.205111    0.0663      0.5636 
         9.000  10.000   9.500   4.16816   0.43875368421       2012   4.26812698995    67.131481    0.0636      0.6042 
        10.000  11.000  10.500   4.35937   0.41517809524       2011   3.84116110023    62.867715    0.0611      0.6416 
        11.000  12.000  11.500   4.54075   0.39484782609       2010   3.43614813956    58.417656    0.0588      0.6762 
        12.000  13.000  12.500   4.69968   0.37597440000       2009   3.05073702652    53.797442    0.0567      0.7088 
        13.000  14.000  13.500   4.82663   0.35752814815       2008   2.68398575244    49.034285    0.0547      0.7385 
        14.000  15.000  14.500   4.90879   0.33853724138       2007   2.33595305768    44.166575    0.0529      0.7671 
        15.000  16.000  15.500   4.93464   0.31836387097       2006   2.00750250150    39.244860    0.0512      0.7936 
        16.000  17.000  16.500   4.89685   0.29677878788       2005   1.69993117208    34.329114    0.0495      0.8168 
        17.000  18.000  17.500   4.78818   0.27361028571       2004   1.41473663528    29.486598    0.0480      0.8400 
        18.000  19.000  18.500   4.60406   0.24886810811       2003   1.15349743837    24.790478    0.0465      0.8603 
        19.000  20.000  19.500   4.34490   0.22281538462       2002   0.91765569201    20.316000    0.0452      0.8814 
        20.000  21.000  20.500   4.01541   0.19587365854       2001   0.70831117043    16.135844    0.0439      0.9000 
        21.000  22.000  21.500   3.62867   0.16877534884       2000   0.52598666674    12.313806    0.0427      0.9181 
        22.000  23.000  22.500   3.20240   0.14232888889       1999   0.37043454787     8.898272    0.0416      0.9360 
        23.000  24.000  23.500   2.77280   0.11799148936       1998   0.24027435875     5.910670    0.0407      0.9565 
        24.000  25.000  24.500   2.41041   0.09838408163       1997   0.13208657325     3.319067    0.0398      0.9751 
        25.000  26.000  25.500   2.11158   0.08280705882       1996   0.04149100303     1.058072    0.0392      0.9996 
        26.000  26.130  26.065   0.00228   0.00008747362       1995   0.00000568579     0.000148    0.0384      1.0000 

 
 TOTAL                   100.00000 

  

 In the table, each equal life group is defined by the age interval shown in columns 

1 and 2.  These are the ages at which the first and last retirement of each group occurs, 

and the group's equal life, shown in column 3, is the midpoint of the interval.  For purposes 

of the calculation, the computer is programmed to divide each vintage into equal life 

groups arranged so that the midpoint of each one-year age interval coincides with the 

calculation date, e.g., December 31 in this case.  This enables the calculation of annual 

accruals for a twelve-month period centered on the date of calculation. 

 The retirement during the age interval, shown in column 4, is the size of each equal 

life group and is derived from the Iowa 13-R0.5 survivor curve.  It is the difference between 

the percents surviving at the beginning and end of the age interval. 
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 Each equal life group's annual accrual, shown in column 5, equals the group's size 

(column 4) divided by its life (column 3) and multiplied by the quantity one minus the net 

salvage percent with the exception of 2021 installations.  For 2021 installations, the group 

annual accrual is equal to the retirements during the interval multiplied by one minus the 

net salvage percent.  

 Columns 6 through 10 show the derivation of the annual factor and accrued factor 

for each vintage based on the information developed in the first five columns.  The year 

installed is shown in column 6.  For all vintages other than 2021, the summation of annual 

accruals for each year installed, shown in column 7, is calculated by adding one-half of 

the group annual accrual (column 5) for that vintage's current age interval plus the group 

annual accruals for all succeeding age intervals.  For example, the figure 

10.63983463732 for 2020 equals one-half of 2.04672666667 plus all of the succeeding 

figures in column 5.  Only one-half of the annual accrual for the vintage's current age 

interval group is included in the summation because the equal life group for that interval 

has reached the year during which it is expected to be retired. 

 The summation of annual accruals (column 7) for installations during 2021 are 

calculated on the basis of an in-service date at the midpoint of the year, i.e., June 30.  

Inasmuch as the overall calculation is centered on December 31, 2021, the first figure in 

column 7, for vintage 2021, equals all of the group annual accrual for the first equal life 

group plus the accruals for all of the subsequent equal life groups. 

 The average percent surviving, derived from the Iowa 13-R0.5 survivor curve, is 

shown in column 8 for each age interval.  The annual factor, shown in column 9, is the 

result of dividing the summation of annual accruals (column 7) by the average percent 

surviving (column 8). 

 The accrued factor, shown in column 10, equals the annual factor multiplied by the 

age of the group as of December 31, 2021. 
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REMAINING LIFE ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATES 

 The annual depreciation accrual rates are calculated as of December 31, 2021 

and based on the straight-line remaining life method using the equal life group procedure.  

For the purpose of calculating the composite remaining life accrual rates as of December 

31, 2021, the book reserve for each plant account is allocated among vintages in 

proportion to the calculated accrued depreciation for the account as of December 31, 

2021.  The remaining life annual accrual for each vintage is determined by dividing future 

book accruals (original cost less book reserve) by the composite remaining life for the 

surviving original cost of that vintage.  The composite remaining life is derived by 

compositing the individual equal life group remaining lives in accordance with the 

following equation: 

Composite Remaining Life =  

Book Cost
Life

 x Remaining Life)

Book Cost
Life

∑

∑

(
. 

 

 The book costs and lives of the several equal life groups which are summed in the 

foregoing equation are defined by the estimated future survivor curve.  Inasmuch as book 

cost divided by life equals the whole life annual accrual, the foregoing equation reduces 

to the following form: 

Composite Remaining Life =  Whole Life Future Accruals
Whole Life Annual Accruals

∑
∑

 

or 

Composite Remaining Life =  Book Cost -  Calc. Reserve
Whole Life Annual Accrual

∑
∑

.  
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 The composite remaining life calculations were made using computer software 

that utilizes detailed Equal Life Group calculations of whole life future accruals and 

annual accruals in order to derive the vintage composite remaining lives.  The annual 

accrual rate for each account is equal to the sum of the remaining life annual accruals 

divided by the total original cost.  The composite remaining life is calculated by dividing 

the sum of the future book accruals by the sum of the remaining life annual accruals. 

CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AND ACCRUED AMORTIZATION 

 Amortization is the gradual extinguishment of an amount in an account by 

distributing such amount over a fixed period, over the life of the asset or liability to which 

it applies, or over the period during which it is anticipated the benefit will be realized.  

Normally, the distribution of the amount is in equal amounts to each year of the 

amortization period. 

 The calculation of annual and accrued amortization requires the selection of an 

amortization period.  The amortization periods used in this report were based on judgment 

which incorporated a consideration of the period during which the assets will render most 

of their service, the amortization period and service lives used by other utilities, and the 

service life estimates previously used for the asset under depreciation accounting. 

 Amortization accounting is proposed for several accounts that may represent 

numerous units of property, but a very small portion of depreciable electric plant in 

service.  The accounts and their amortization periods are as follows: 

  AMORTIZATION 
 PERIOD, 

ACCT TITLE YEARS 

391.10, Office Furniture and Equipment 20 
391.20, Office Furniture and Equipment - Computers 5 
394.00, Tools, Shop and Garage Equipment  20 
397.00 Communication Equipment  20 
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 For the purpose of calculating annual amortization amounts as of December 31, 

2021, the book depreciation reserve for each plant account or subaccount is assigned or 

allocated to vintages.  The calculated accrued amortization is equal to the original cost 

multiplied by the ratio of the vintage’s age to its amortization period.  The annual 

amortization amount is determined by dividing the future amortizations (original cost less 

allocated book reserve) by the remaining period of amortization for the vintage.  
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PART VI.  RESULTS OF STUDY 

QUALIFICATION OF RESULTS 

 The calculated annual and accrued depreciation are the principal results of the 

study.  Continued surveillance and periodic revisions are normally required to maintain 

continued use of appropriate annual depreciation accrual rates.  An assumption that 

accrual rates can remain unchanged over a long period of time implies a disregard for the 

inherent variability in service lives and salvage and for the change of the composition of 

property in service. The annual accrual rates were calculated in accordance with the 

straight line remaining life method of depreciation, using the equal life group procedure 

based on estimates which reflect relevant factors such as estimates used by other electric 

companies for similar assets, company plans and expected future conditions. 

 The annual depreciation accrual rates are applicable specifically to the electric 

plant in service as of December 31, 2021.  For most plant accounts, the application of 

such rates to future balances that reflect additions subsequent to December 31, 2021, is 

reasonable for a period of three to five years. 

DESCRIPTION OF DETAILED TABULATIONS 

 Table 1 is a summary of the results of the study as applied to the original cost of 

electric plant as of December 31, 2021 presented on page VI-4 of this report.  Table 2, 

presented on page VI-5, provides the calculation of weighted net salvage for each 

account. 

 The service life estimates were based on judgment that incorporated the outlook 

for the assets, discussions with management and consideration of estimates made for 

other electric utilities.  The results of the statistical analysis of service life are presented 

in the section beginning on page VII-2, within the supporting documents of this report.  
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 For each depreciable group for which a survivor curve was estimated, a chart 

depicting the estimated survivor curves is provided.  The survivor curves estimated for 

the depreciable groups are shown as dark smooth curves on the charts.  Each smooth 

survivor curve is denoted by a numeral followed by the curve type designation.  The 

numeral used is the average life derived from the entire curve from 100 percent to zero 

percent surviving.   

 The tables of the calculated annual depreciation applicable to depreciable assets 

as of December 31, 2021 are presented in account sequence starting on page IX-2 of the 

supporting documents. The tables indicate the estimated survivor curve and net salvage 

percent for the account and set forth, for each installation year, the original cost, the 

calculated accrued depreciation, the allocated book reserve, future accruals, the 

remaining life, and the calculated annual accrual amount. 
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 350.00 LAND AND LAND RIGHTS 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. SQUARE 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. 0 
 
2018 15,792,854.09  1,603,133  467,679  15,325,175  34.67  442,030  
 
 15,792,854.09  1,603,133  467,679  15,325,175   442,030  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 34.7   2.80 
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 352.00 STRUCTURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 55-R3 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. -1 
 
2018 187,018,058.04  20,721,040  6,044,915  182,843,324  31.80  5,749,790  
 
 187,018,058.04  20,721,040  6,044,915  182,843,324   5,749,790  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 31.8   3.07 
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 353.00 STATION EQUIPMENT 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 45-R2 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. -1 
 
2018 529,647,822.08  68,740,343  20,053,509  514,890,791  26.57  19,378,652  
 
 529,647,822.08  68,740,343  20,053,509  514,890,791   19,378,652  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 26.6   3.66 
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 354.00 TOWERS AND FIXTURES 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 75-R4 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. -1 
 
2018 286,569,429.49  29,580,270  8,629,404  280,805,720  34.40  8,162,957  
 
 286,569,429.49  29,580,270  8,629,404  280,805,720   8,162,957  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 34.4   2.85 
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NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 355.00 POLES AND FIXTURES 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 55-R3 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. -5 
 
2018 182,868,265.67  21,063,681  6,144,873  185,866,806  31.80  5,844,868  
 
 182,868,265.67  21,063,681  6,144,873  185,866,806   5,844,868  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 31.8   3.20 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 356.00 OVERHEAD CONDUCTORS AND DEVICES 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 60-R2.5 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. -1 
 
2018 136,474,528.02  15,548,270  4,535,872  133,303,401  30.81  4,326,628  
 
 136,474,528.02  15,548,270  4,535,872  133,303,401   4,326,628  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 30.8   3.17 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 357.00 UNDERGROUND AND SUBSEA CONDUIT AND PROTECTION 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 60-R4 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. 0 
 
2018 87,217,537.82  9,018,293  2,630,892  84,586,646  33.96  2,490,773  
 
 87,217,537.82  9,018,293  2,630,892  84,586,646   2,490,773  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 34.0   2.86 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 358.00 UNDERGROUND AND SUBSEA CONDUCTORS AND DEVICES 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 60-S5 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. 0 
 
2018 341,536,969.79  34,631,849  10,103,093  331,433,877  34.69  9,554,162  
 
 341,536,969.79  34,631,849  10,103,093  331,433,877   9,554,162  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 34.7   2.80 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 391.10 OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. SQUARE 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. 0 
 
2018 340,246.02  66,630  66,900  273,346  16.08  16,999  
 
 340,246.02  66,630  66,900  273,346   16,999  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 16.1   5.00 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 391.20 OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT - COMPUTERS 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. SQUARE 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. 0 
 
2018 887,107.56  694,898  695,500  191,608  1.08  177,415  
 
 887,107.56  694,898  695,500  191,608   177,415  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 1.1   20.00 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 392.00 TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. IOWA 13-R0.5 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. +10 
 
2018 1,516,701.47  457,149  133,363  1,231,668  7.78  158,312  
 
 1,516,701.47  457,149  133,363  1,231,668   158,312  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 7.8   10.44 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 394.00 TOOLS, SHOP AND GARAGE EQUIPMENT 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. SQUARE 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. 0 
 
2018 478,831.76  93,770  94,000  384,832  16.08  23,932  
 
 478,831.76  93,770  94,000  384,832   23,932  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 16.1   5.00 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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NSP MARITIME LINK, INC. 
 

ACCOUNT 397.00 COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
 

CALCULATED REMAINING LIFE DEPRECIATION ACCRUAL 
RELATED TO ORIGINAL COST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2021 

 
 ORIGINAL CALCULATED ALLOC. BOOK FUTURE BOOK REM. ANNUAL 

YEAR COST ACCRUED RESERVE ACCRUALS LIFE ACCRUAL 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

 

INTERIM SURVIVOR CURVE.. SQUARE 
PROBABLE RETIREMENT YEAR..  8-2056 
NET SALVAGE PERCENT.. 0 
 
2018 9,678,250.66  1,895,292  1,900,000  7,778,251  16.08  483,722  
 
 9,678,250.66  1,895,292  1,900,000  7,778,251   483,722  
 

 COMPOSITE REMAINING LIFE AND ANNUAL ACCRUAL RATE, PERCENT .. 16.1   5.00 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

NSP Maritime Link, Inc. 
December 31, 2021
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OVERVIEW 1 

2 

NSPML implemented a comprehensive project management program from the outset of 3 

the Maritime Link Project which was scaled to match the activities and contract 4 

management demands as they varied throughout the schedule.  This program included: 5 

6 

(a) a robust project governance, reporting, and oversight structure, utilizing both7 

internal and external oversight and approval processes to shepherd the Project to8 

successful completion;9 

(b) a rigorous project planning and budgeting approach utilizing a well-established10 

Decision Gate process to isolate and make key decisions;11 

(c) careful and comprehensive front end engineering and design (FEED) work12 

which set the foundation for successful project execution and change13 

management governance;14 

(d) a procurement and contracting strategy for the major contracts, which15 

represented more than $1 billion in value; and required expertise from world16 

leaders in the technologies being employed, and17 

(e) a proactive and disciplined approach to defining and managing project risk.18 

(f) a dedicated project management team and consulting experts with experience19 

and expertise for each discipline engaged in the project.20 

21 

This Exhibit explains how the extensive Project planning and risk mitigation processes 22 

and reviews undertaken by NSPML in advance of beginning construction and 23 

throughout the execution phase laid the groundwork for the successful execution of the 24 

Project. This success was bolstered by the local stakeholder community who 25 

collaborated with NSPML to optimize the value of the Project to the region.  This 26 

community of stakeholders included NS and NL Mi’kmaq, suppliers, landowners, 27 

contractors, labour unions and their representatives, lobster, crab and fish harvesters as 28 

well as federal, provincial and municipal governments and community representatives. 29 

From community hall meetings to engineering and design as well as clearing rights of 30 
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way and constructing the facilities, our local stakeholders deserve credit for their part 1 

in making this project a regional success. 2 
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SUMMARY OF NSPML COSTS INCURRED TO MANAGE THE MARITIME 1 

LINK 2 

3 

As is noted in this document and throughout this application, NSPML’s strategy from 4 

the beginning has been to take a hands-on approach to actively manage project execution 5 

while contracting with technology leaders and local contractors and workforces to attain 6 

the best overall finished product.   7 

8 

This involved keeping safety at the forefront and when we faltered, seeking to learn 9 

from each event, complying with  many environmental commitments and regulatory 10 

obligations (including applicable legislative and Affiliate Code of Conduct 11 

requirements), keeping governments, Mi’kmaq nations and local communities 12 

informed, managing dozens of contractors and supporting local capacity-development, 13 

and seeking professional advice when legal and project management expertise was 14 

required.  These project management and environmental assessment costs have been 15 

reported to the UARB through quarterly reports throughout the construction of the 16 

Project and are provided in further detail in Table 1 and described in detail in the 17 

following pages. 18 
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Table 1: NSPML Project Management Costs 1 
2 

(000s of dollars) 
DG3 Budget Project Costs 

Variance 
Description Over/(Under) 
Project management team (PMT) labour  $       67,705  $       92,825  $         25,120 
Office, administration and travel   22,080   27,570       5,490 
Insurance   14,906   14,726  (180) 
Regulatory   11,381   11,040  (341) 
Land and related     8,077   15,793       7,716 
Legal services     8,408   16,574       8,166 
Community, communications, & public affairs     3,093     2,446  (647) 
Other project management costs     3,212     3,159   (53) 
NSPML project management costs pre-DG3   19,169   19,169     -  
Total  $     158,031  $     203,302  $         45,271 

3 

2.1 Project Governance, Reporting, and Oversight 4 

5 

2.1.1 Joint Development Committee 6 

7 

Under the framework of the Commercial Agreements, Nalcor and NSPML formed a 8 

joint committee with general oversight of the development of the Maritime Link 9 

including project design, contractual matters, budget and schedule. This Joint 10 

Development Committee (JDC), as outlined in the ML-JDA, consisted of two senior 11 

representatives from each party. The JDC approved all major contracts including those 12 

for converter stations, transmission line construction and contractor replacements, and 13 

subsea cables. As well, NSPML’s Senior Project Manager reported directly to the JDC 14 

on a regular basis to keep both parties fully apprised of the Project status. 15 

16 

2.1.2 Emera Newfoundland and Labrador Holdings Inc. Board of Directors and 17 

Project Decision Board 18 

19 

The Emera Newfoundland and Labrador Holdings Inc. (ENLH) Board of Directors 20 

consists of a combination of external business leaders and Emera Senior Executives.  21 

22 

NSPML required formal approval from the ENLH Board of Directors for any contracts 23 

or change requests in excess of $2 million. In June 2014, the ENLH Board of Directors 24 
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delegated this authority to the Project Decision Board for any contracts or change 1 

requests below $25 million. The Project Decision Board was comprised of several senior 2 

executives from across the Emera group. This streamlined the formal approval process 3 

early on, while still maintaining oversight of major project decisions.  4 

5 

2.1.3 Independent Engineer for Canada1 6 

7 

MWH Canada Inc., and its successor Argirov Engineering, Inc. (Independent Engineer 8 

or IE), were appointed on behalf of Canada to provide independent engineering advice 9 

and engineering reports throughout the Project.  The IE reviewed and approved major 10 

decisions, contract awards, and change orders and certified Commissioning of the 11 

Project for the purposes of the Federal Loan Guarantee (“FLG”). More generally, the IE 12 

also kept apprised of the overall Project design, progress, cost, contracts, technical 13 

documentation, and commissioning. The IE conducted site visits and carried out 14 

inspections in each province, and also witnessed progress at the subsea cable 15 

manufacturing facilities in Norway and Japan. After reporting to the lenders and the 16 

Government of Canada, the IE briefed NSPML on its findings. This provided an 17 

additional layer of independent project oversight. 18 

1 The Independent Engineer for Canada was appointed pursuant to the FLG, and is therefore discussed in more 
detail in that section. 
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2.1.4 Executive Management 1 

2 

NSPML’s President and CEO was the Project Owner, and the second level of approval 3 

after the Senior Project Manager under the Project management process. The President 4 

and CEO was given the authority to approve contracts and change orders up to $2 5 

million in value. Beyond that value, NSPML required the approval of the Project 6 

Decision Board (for decisions up to $25 million in value) or the ENLH Board of 7 

Directors (for decisions of more than $25 million in value). 8 

9 

2.1.5 Project Management Team 10 

11 

At the base of the Project governance and oversight structure was the Project 12 

Management Team (PMT). Led by a Senior Project Manager and an Assistant Project 13 

Manager, the PMT was organized into ten teams, each with its own lead reporting to the 14 

Senior Project Manager: 15 

16 

(a) Construction – Newfoundland and Labrador: This group managed all17 

construction sites in Newfoundland and Labrador other than the transmission18 

lines, namely the Bottom Brook converter station, all switchyards, the Indian19 

Head grounding site, the Cape Ray transition compound, and the camp at Granite20 

Canal. The lead position was responsible for both NS and NL until on-site work21 

progressed beyond site development necessitating a second lead, providing a22 

focused presence in each province.23 

(b) Construction – Nova Scotia: This group managed all construction sites in Nova24 

Scotia other than the transmission lines, namely the Woodbine converter station,25 

all switchyards, the Big Lorraine grounding site, and the Point Aconi transition26 

compound.27 

(c) Transmission: This group oversaw the design and execution of the DC, AC, and28 

grounding lines, including all construction sites, access routes, and traffic29 

control.30 
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(d) Marine: This group supervised; i) the design, planning, and drilling of the1 

horizontal directional drilled landfall conduits at Cape Ray and Point Aconi, ii)2 

the design, manufacture, and delivery of the submarine and land HVDC cables3 

0to the East Coast of Canada, and iii) the campaign to install and protect these4 

assets.5 

(e) Converters and Substations: This group managed the converter and substation6 

contract with ABB and the integration studies and planning for commissioning7 

of the facilities. Given the magnitude of this scope of work, this team consisted8 

of several specialized engineers to assist with the design, manufacturing, testing,9 

and installation of the sophisticated equipment in the converter stations that10 

formed the core of the Maritime Link system.11 

(f) Environment: This group led the environmental assessment and release process,12 

working with federal and provincial government agencies. This group also13 

monitored compliance by contractors with NSPML’s and their own14 

environmental commitments. Additionally, this group led engagement with15 

Mi’kmaq communities, community engagement, and engagement with fish16 

harvesters.17 

(g) High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC): This group provided specialist18 

leadership in the design of the HVAC yards and factory acceptance testing of19 

critical HVAC components. This group also took the lead on20 

telecommunications, component and system testing of the equipment in the21 

HVAC yards after installation had been completed.22 

(h) Safety: While safety was, and continues to be, the responsibility of each team23 

member, a dedicated safety leadership team ensured that best practices were24 

developed and being followed by NSPML’s team and its contractors.25 

(i) Project Controls: The Project Controls team developed and managed the overall26 

project budget, including all forecasting and tracking of actual costs against27 

budget. This team also developed an integrated project schedule for tracking28 

contractor progress and the complex interdependencies of the various work29 

scopes so that potential risks could be identified and addressed as soon as30 

possible.31 
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(j) Quality Management: This team prepared the quality management system1 

requirements for the Project. Working with the respective contract leads, this2 

team reviewed all inspection and test plans submitted by contractors and3 

provided surveillance and audit of contractor performance against the approved4 

quality program requirements.5 

6 

In addition to these designated teams, NSPML also organized its corporate functions 7 

into several corporate services groups, including Procurement, Finance, Human 8 

Resources, Communications, Government Relations, Land Rights Acquisition, 9 

Regulatory and Legal. These groups provided support to the core teams to enable them 10 

to focus on their respective areas of responsibility and ensure Project-specific needs 11 

were fulfilled.  12 

13 

2.2 Early Project Development 14 

15 

2.2.1 Decision Gate Process 16 

17 

As noted above, NSPML adopted a DG process for the Maritime Link. The DG process 18 

is a recognized, best-practice methodology widely used for large capital projects. It 19 

entails sequential development and express approval of increasingly detailed project 20 

budgets and, in doing so, promotes appropriate and comprehensive project development 21 

and planning activities. It also demands checkpoints (referred to as “Decision Gates”) 22 

to ensure that all necessary activities have been completed and that the results support 23 

proceeding with the project.  24 

25 

The Decision Gates occur immediately before substantial additional funding and 26 

resource commitments are made in order for the project to proceed. Each gate requires 27 

approval from the specified “gate keeper”, which itself is contingent on the preparation 28 

of specific and detailed supporting documentation with all necessary information to 29 

decide whether or not to advance.  30 
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The following diagram illustrates the DG process and reflects NSPML’s approach to 1 

project planning and successive levels of commitment to execution. 2 

3 

4 

5 

The importance of each decision gate is as follows: 6 

7 

(a) DG1: Confirm if a business opportunity should be pursued. Nalcor and Emera8 

passed DG1 in Q4 2010 for the ML.9 

(b) DG2: Select a concept and determine viability of the Project. NSPML, which10 

had been incorporated as a special purpose corporate vehicle, passed DG2 in Q111 

2013.12 

(c) DG3: Determine if the selected concept has been optimized and whether the13 

Project is ready to advance to execution. NSPML passed DG3 in Q2 2014.14 

(d) DG4: Confirm that the Project has been designed, constructed, mechanically15 

completed, and commissioned to a point that is ready for start-up and operation.16 

NSPML passed DG4 in Q1 2018.17 

18 

The information provided to the UARB as the basis for the Board’s 2013 approval of 19 

the Maritime Link Project post-dated DG2 and pre-dated DG3. That said, when it 20 

applied for approval in January 2013, NSPML had completed most of the DG3-related 21 

work, the extent of which was acknowledged by the Board.2 22 

23 

2.2.2 Front End Engineering and Design 24 

25 

In considering the Project costs put forward by NSPML in 2013, the UARB noted: 26 

2 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419, ML Decision, July 22, 2013. 
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1 

A review of the record shows that NSPML has devoted a considerable 2 
amount of attention to addressing the engineering, design, and risk 3 
management issues associated with the ML Project prior to filing its 4 
Application3. 5 

6 
In 2012, NSPML carried out a number of utility system studies to identify a basic 7 

configuration of land and marine assets capable of transmitting 500 MW of power at 8 

200 kV direct current in a bi-pole configuration between the Provinces of Newfoundland 9 

and Labrador and Nova Scotia. NSPML’s lead consulting engineer, Hatch, then 10 

formalized this work into the “Conceptual Basis of Design”, and laid out the related 11 

planning, preliminary design, and early cost estimates for major components of the 12 

Project.  13 

14 

This early work established the base scope of the Project. The Maritime Link would 15 

entail two stations that would convert AC to DC electricity (and vice versa, depending 16 

on the flow of energy), connected by DC transmission lines and two of North America’s 17 

longest subsea cables.  18 

19 

A detailed Basis of Design (BOD) for the Project was set out in the ML-JDA between 20 

NSPML and Nalcor and established the key technical and service-life parameters for the 21 

ML. This in turn formed the basis for the estimated schedule and cost. The BOD22 

determined that the assets were to be designed, engineered and constructed in23 

accordance with specific elements defined in the BOD and the industry specifications24 

and standards as set out and to a 50-year service life requirement.25 

26 

As the Project progressed through FEED work, NSPML undertook three reviews in 27 

September of 2012: 28 

29 

(a) a “Concept Design Readiness Review”;30 

3 2013 NSUARB 154, M05419, ML Decision, page 93, paragraph 288. 
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(b) a “Constructability Review”; and1 

(c) an “Installability Review”.2 

3 

These reviews validated the suitability and efficiency of the concept designs for the 4 

various Project assets and the methods that would be used for construction.  In addition, 5 

these reviews supported the development of the scopes of work performed under the 6 

major project contracts and defined the boundaries between related scopes of work, with 7 

supporting interface management planning.    8 

9 

In October 2012, NSPML had a Project Cost and Schedule Risk Assessment Update 10 

prepared.  A best practice for major capital projects, this assessment included a review 11 

of the Project cost estimate and schedule, the identification of Project risks to date, and 12 

NSPML’s contingency assessments. The output from the Project Cost and Schedule 13 

Risk Assessment was used to validate the level of overall cost and schedule contingency 14 

required for the Project. This included both tactical and strategic risks based upon the 15 

predictive range (P25 – P75) of the probabilistic curves generated by the Monte Carlo 16 

simulation. It was used to evaluate the total Project cost estimate (base costs plus 17 

contingency and escalation) as well as the confidence level of completing the Project on 18 

time as per the established schedule. 19 

20 

These documents were then reviewed and interviews conducted with project personnel 21 

associated with these scopes by an independent panel of experts for the DG2 22 

Independent Project Review (IPR). The IPR team provided an overall assessment of the 23 

Project to pass through this Decision Gate and into the next phase of project execution.  24 

25 

Over the course of 2013, work progressed in connection with various aspects of the 26 

BOD, constructability of land and marine assets, the Project execution plan, and 27 

estimates for cost and schedule. 28 

29 

All of the FEED work detailed above ultimately supported a DG3 review and approval 30 

for the ML.  31 
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In September 2013, NSPML arranged for a second IPR in order to assess the level of 1 

readiness to progress through DG3 - approval to construct.  The review concluded that 2 

the Project was ready to proceed to construction.  3 

4 

By this stage, design concepts and installation methodologies had been refined and 5 

locked in. NSPML had issued letters of award to or entered into agreements with major 6 

contractors, including the lead contractors for the converter stations and submarine 7 

cables. The pre-DG3 work provided the needed input for the early securement of these 8 

key Project contracts. NSPML obtained DG3 approval in May 2014 with a finalized 9 

Basis of Design. 10 

11 

2.3 Project Management Approach 12 

13 

2.3.1 Contract Procurement 14 

15 
NSPML’s Project Procurement Team oversaw the procurement of all goods and services 16 

and served as the primary point of contact for all related contract and procurement-17 

related inquiries. This team conducted all meetings with suppliers, issued all contract 18 

awards (and letters of regret), and managed all purchase orders for the Project.  19 

20 

Both Concentric and Pegasus-Global have reviewed the structure and execution of the 21 

procurement process and found them to be consistent with industry standard practices 22 

for mega-projects. The procurement process included the following steps: 23 
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1 

The Procurement Team worked with contractors to ensure they were aware of and met 2 

the requirements of NSPML’s Diversity Plan, which is described later in this document. 3 

4 

The Procurement Team also worked closely with other key project team members to 5 

identify, measure, and mitigate key risks in the procurement process. Major risks 6 

considered in the procurement process related to commodity pricing, currency 7 

Contracting 
Strategy

•NSPML prepared an internal package that identifed the tasks to be completed, the
types or categories of vendors or suppliers needed to complete each task, and the
budget forecast.

Expression of 
Interest

•NSPML prepared a notice, which it then posted on industry websites to solicit
expressions of interest.

•Respondents were asked to identify their technical capabilities, relevent
experience, key personnel, project references, financial history, and Health Safety
& Environment and Quality Management systems.

•From this information, NSPML prepared a list of qualified proponents.

Request for 
Proposals

•NSPML issued a Request For Proposal (RFP)  to the qualified proponent list.
•Each proponent had to respond to all technical and commercial components  of
the RFP so that NSPML could fairly evaluate the proposals it received. By using
this approach, NSPML ensured that its assessment of proposals  was not
influenced by extraneous matters.

Recommendation 
to Negotiate

•Following initial review, NSPML met with each proponent to address any
questions or points of clarification.

•After completing its comprehensive review, NSPML prepared a recommendation
to negotiate, which the applicable team leads and the Senior Project Manager 
then reviewed. 

Contract  Award

•If the recommmendation received the necessary approvals, NSPML proceeded to
negotiate the contract and resolve the final legal and commercial terms to govern
the parties.
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exchange, creditworthiness of suppliers, and long-lead times for manufacturing and 1 

availability of specialized equipment for construction while specific technical or 2 

supplier capability assessments were addressed by the technical expertise engaged in 3 

the specific elements of the work scope. 4 

5 

Working closely with external legal experts with international experience in the HVDC 6 

cable and converter industry, NSPML’s Legal and Procurement teams developed a 7 

major contract standard that became the starting point for negotiations on all major 8 

scopes of work. The terms and conditions of this standard allocated risk in a manner that 9 

optimized value and cost certainty and reflected FLG and ML-JDA requirements. Using 10 

this standard, NSPML used a consistent strategy to address the main procurement risks 11 

that included implementation of the following contractual tools: 12 

13 

(a) Wherever practical, NSPML awarded work on a lump-sum basis. This generally14 

secured commodity pricing and currency exchange rates at the time of award,15 

conveyed the balance of risk to the contractor, and motivated the contractor to16 

proactively manage cost and schedule.17 

(b) When NSPML needed early contract commitment to secure a manufacturing slot18 

for the submarine cables and major components of the converter stations, the19 

Company issued a notice to proceed that locked in pricing, key terms, and20 

schedule but still gave NSPML the time needed to secure other key contracts,21 

establish the necessary financing, or further develop the overall project risk22 

profile.23 

(c) To deal with changes in scope, cost, or schedule, NSPML included equitable24 

adjustment provisions that permitted contractors to seek relief only in specific,25 

pre-defined circumstances. Requests for Equitable Adjustments also had to meet26 

a monetary threshold to focus the parties on only changes of significance.27 

(d) Every contract gave NSPML comprehensive audit rights so that it could verify28 

costs and contract compliance.29 

(e) All major contracts also contained liquidated damages provisions tied to key30 

milestones and performance standards. While generally tied to schedule, the31 
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converter stations contract included a comprehensive regime of both delay and 1 

performance liquidated damages given the nature of the works being supplied.  2 

(f) Each major contract also included an appropriate combination of performance3 

securities, such as letters of credit, surety bonds, and parental guarantees.4 

NSPML also complied with, and held back funds pursuant to, the mechanics’5 

lien legislation in the province in which the contractor carried out its work.6 

7 

2.3.2 Contract Management 8 

9 

NSPML implemented a comprehensive Contract Management Strategy (CMS) driven 10 

by the strategic imperative to closely monitor contractor performance to maintain the 11 

value contracted-for and defend against unwarranted claims.  12 

13 

The CMS designated a Contract Manager (CM) for each major contractor (ABB, 14 

Nexans, Abengoa and later ERJV and PowerTel), with additional resources overseeing 15 

all other supporting contracts. Working closely with the Legal team, CMs enforced 16 

contract requirements, monitored contractor compliance with those requirements, 17 

managed the equitable adjustment process, attested contractor invoicing, prepared 18 

formal correspondence, provided status reports to the Senior Project Manager and the 19 

appropriate Team Lead, and coordinated contract closeout when the contractor had 20 

completed its scope.  21 

22 

NSPML received multiple requests for equitable adjustments. NSPML approved those 23 

that met the contractual requirements, consistent with its approach to compensate 24 

contractors in accordance with the agreed allocation of risk. In all other cases, NSPML 25 

negotiated settlements only after conducting detailed assessments of the claims being 26 

made, which included advice from external legal counsel and subject matter experts. 27 

NSPML was fully prepared for potential disputes and had incorporated appropriate 28 

dispute resolution mechanisms which included senior management efforts by the parties 29 

to resolve disputes before proceeding to arbitration. It was NSPML’s intention to ensure 30 
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the Project work progressed while any claims or disputes were being appraised and 1 

resolved to avoid cross-contractor implications. 2 

3 

As confirmed by Pegasus Global, NSPML’s overarching strategy for managing major 4 

contracts and contractor claims was a significant contributing factor in the ultimate 5 

avoidance of any arbitral disputes, which in turn enabled completion of the ML on 6 

schedule and within budget4.  7 

8 

2.3.3 Risk Management 9 

10 

The Assistant Project Manager also acted as the Director of Risk and Contingency, and 11 

oversaw all project execution risk management activities and the development of 12 

contingency plans. Under their direction, NSPML developed a Project Execution Risk 13 

Plan to identify and assess risks to design and execution, and implement mitigation 14 

measures when warranted.  15 

16 

NSPML recorded all material execution risks on a central risk register, which the PMT 17 

revisited regularly. Additionally, each contractor was required to develop a risk register 18 

and management program.  19 

20 

NSPML established a program to manage safety risks through the identification of high-21 

risk activities, and implementation of the controls and mitigations required to manage 22 

such activities.  Prior to the commencement of each scope of work on the Project, the 23 

Project team and its contractors undertook a series of steps to rate the risks applicable 24 

to each contractor’s scope of work and plan for the mitigation of high-risk activities. 25 

Information on identified risks and mitigations was then shared with the Project team 26 

and contractors to ensure everyone involved in the relevant scope of work had a clear 27 

understanding of all applicable risks and mitigations.  Once work had commenced, the 28 

Project team and contractor staff would participate in a field level risk assessment 29 

4 Schedule 7, Attachment 3, Pegasus-Global Evidence, page 28 of XX. 
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(FLRA) each day prior to the start of work.  The purpose of the FLRA would be to verify 1 

that all high-risk activities were being planned and executed safely.  As a follow up to 2 

the FLRA, NSPML would deploy field staff to monitor and audit the work underway 3 

for safety compliance. 4 

5 

As a further layer of risk mitigation, NSPML established an Interface Management 6 

Process whereby all interfacing activities required the respective contractors to have 7 

interface agreements governing the alignment of their respective work.  8 

9 

NSPML’s strategy for continuous risk identification, assessment, classification, and 10 

management put the Project team in a strong position to mitigate, and in many cases 11 

avoid, material risks. 12 

13 

2.4 Human Resourcing Strategy 14 

15 

2.4.1 Primary Challenges to Project Staffing 16 

17 

The Maritime Link Project presented NSPML with unique staffing challenges. NSPML 18 

needed to engage a team of highly-qualified professionals with particular expertise in 19 

utility electric transmission systems and marine installations as well as with substantial 20 

experience in:  21 

22 

(a) procurement and administration of large, multi-million dollar contracts;23 

(b) engineering and system design and studies for the HVAC//DC technologies24 

being developed in support of quality manufacturing, testing and construction25 

programs,26 

(c) development and implementation of rigorous monitoring programs for field27 

construction activities;28 

(d) safety, environmental, and construction risk management on large projects29 

involving significant field work, particularly in remote locations;30 
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(e) environmental permitting, negotiation of land use, fishery and land access1 

agreements,2 

(f) management of mega-projects, including proficiency at managing integration of3 

major procurement and construction activities to facilitate and preserve4 

scheduling and costing targets;5 

(g) project cost and schedule controls;6 

(h) human resources, negotiation of labour agreements and labour relations for large7 

scale construction activities;8 

(i) communications, public affairs and government relations; and9 

(j) large project financing and related financial reporting requirements.10 

11 

Meeting these needs would prove challenging given the very competitive labour market 12 

for these particular skillsets. NSPML was competing for talent in a tight market given 13 

other major projects underway such as Nalcor’s Lower Churchill projects, oil and gas 14 

projects offshore in Atlantic and in Western Canada and other major utility projects. 15 

Such other competing projects included Manitoba Hydro’s Bipole III Transmission 16 

Project, the Voisey’s Bay Mining project, and Hebron Oil’s Bull Arm project, to name 17 

a few. 18 

19 

Recognizing the need for a coordinated resourcing strategy, NSPML appointed a 20 

Director of Human Resources (HR) to lead the human resourcing team and overarching 21 

strategy. The HR team immediately set out to deploy competitive wage and performance 22 

incentive packages to attract and retain the needed expertise. 23 

24 

In 2012, the HR team developed a comprehensive Project Resource Plan to hire and 25 

retain a qualified and team of professionals that were in high demand. This plan 26 

anticipated 110 positions over the life of the Project.  27 
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2.4.2 Adjusting NSPML’s Project Team to Mitigate Risks  1 

2 

After awarding its three major project contracts (to ABB, Nexans, and Abengoa), given 3 

greater knowledge of the resource requirements that would be necessary to manage these 4 

complex contracts and in light of competitive labour market demands and costs 5 

anticipated to continue through to the end of 2017, in early 2015 NSPML completed a 6 

review of its DG3 labour budget to ensure it was aligned with expected cost demands. 7 

NSPML increased its human resources budget by $8 million to ensure it had the 8 

necessary resources to progress with its work and the emerging challenges. 9 

10 

In 2016, after NSPML took assignment of the PowerTel contract from Abengoa and 11 

contracted with a new contractor, ERJV, to replace Abengoa, NSPML again reassessed 12 

its staffing needs. The requirement for NSPML field supervision had increased with the 13 

need to oversee hundreds of kilometres of transmission work simultaneously to be 14 

performed by two independent contractors on a compressed timeline in both provinces, 15 

and all schedule float having been consumed when Abengoa was replaced. NSPML 16 

concluded that it needed additional capacity to supervise and manage the increased work 17 

crews. With Decision Board approval, NSPML increased the total number of positions 18 

by 36 and accordingly increased its budget requirements.   19 

20 

NSPML revised the Project Resource Plan for a third time in June 2017 after a 21 

transmission tower collapsed on the NL DC line. The incident necessitated a 22 

comprehensive field investigation, followed by an intensive anchor inspection and 23 

remediation program.  24 

25 

These changes in project execution and PMT resourcing resulted in a further increase to 26 

the budget of $10 million. 27 

28 

Throughout the Project, NSPML developed its Project Resource Plan to be responsive 29 

to the needs of the Project at any given time. The incremental increase in project 30 

personnel ensured the strong construction oversight and management necessary to 31 
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effectively manage multiple contractors and unforeseen challenges, and proved to be a 1 

decisive factor in NSPML’s ability to take and execute careful and timely decisions as 2 

well as self-executing certain scopes of work and compensating for otherwise needed 3 

contracting resources.  4 

5 

2.4.3 Resource Retention Activities 6 

7 

NSPML employed a relatively flat organizational structure. While both cost effective 8 

and key to timely and effective decision making, this structure limited succession 9 

opportunities and associated work incentives.  10 

11 

Accordingly, and in consideration of the intensity of the Project and the crucial role of 12 

every team member to ensuring overall project success, NSPML deemed it imperative 13 

to have a strategy for retaining project staff. This became particularly important in the 14 

intense later stages of the Project, when the multiple, complex work scopes needed to 15 

be integrated into the overall system. The highly skilled individuals NSPML had hired 16 

remained in high demand and competing projects could attempt to lure them away if 17 

their skills were required. 18 

19 

To address this risk, in 2016 NSPML implemented a Retention Plan designed to retain 20 

team members until their scope of work concluded, while at the same time planning for 21 

succession if a key team member left the Project for another opportunity.  22 

Under the Retention Plan, the HR Team: 23 

24 

(a) identified and shared information about opportunities within the Emera group of25 

companies for key team members to demonstrate possible future career paths26 

following the Project;27 

(b) offered contract extensions for team members whose terms would otherwise28 

have expired before key project milestones could be met;29 

(c) prorated incentive payouts for those whose contract terms ended mid-year,30 

provided they stayed until the end of their term; and31 
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(d) developed transition packages to provide career counselling, trailing benefits,1 

and appropriate notice periods, to assist employees completing their contract2 

tenure.3 

4 

The Retention Plan proved successful. NSPML completed the Project with no turnover 5 

in key project team members, and no material impact from other employee attrition. 6 

7 

2.5 Project Management Team Costs  8 

9 

As noted in its Quarterly Reports5 and as responded to in annual Financial Statement 10 

information requests, NSPML has capitalized all compensation costs paid to its project 11 

team members during the construction and completions phase of the Project.  The 12 

development and construction of the Maritime Link is a single-purpose major capital 13 

project for which all costs are transparently recorded and reported. NSPML included all 14 

of the costs it forecasted to incur to develop and construct the Maritime Link when 15 

forecasting capital costs as part of its original 2013 application to the UARB for Project 16 

approval, as well as when updating the capital cost estimate at Decision Gate 36. This 17 

has been communicated in quarterly filings with the UARB, in Section 3.0 of NSPML’s 18 

reports, as follows:  19 

20 

Capitalized project costs include fully allocated costs for the entire Project 21 
Management Team, including contractors, employees, executives dedicated to 22 
the project, and NS Power seconded employees at rates in accordance with the 23 
Affiliate Code of Conduct.  24 

25 

If the legal and regulatory limitations respecting compensation that are placed upon NS 26 

Power were placed on NSPML, the impact from the beginning of the development of 27 

the Project in 2012 through to the end of 2020, would approximate  $12.3 million of 28 

5 NSPML Quarterly Report Q2, 2021, June 15, 2021. 
6 NSPML Financial Statements NSUARB IR-08, May 25, 2015. 
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costs7. NSPML forecasts that this amount would approximate $13 million by the end of 1 

2021.   2 

3 

In the case of the ML, as described in detail above, ML Project Team compensation 4 

was, in its entirety, focussed solely on successful completion of the ML on time and 5 

within budget. In this instance, this objective fully aligns the team’s goals with the 6 

customers’ interest. Further, as also described above, it was essential to the success of 7 

the Project that senior project management be retained despite significant competition 8 

for such large utility capital project resources, further indicating that the compensation 9 

costs incurred on the ML Project were incurred for the benefit of NS customers. It is for 10 

these reasons that NSPML proposes to include all Project Management Team costs in 11 

capitalized ML Project costs.  12 

13 

John Reed of Concentric has considered this approach and provides the following 14 

comment8:  15 

16 

NSPML is a special purpose entity whose only business is the 17 
construction and operation of the ML Project. During the project’s 18 
development and construction period all of the costs are capitalized 19 
for eventual inclusion in the ML Project’s rate base. Therefore, 20 
unlike an operating utility that is between rate cases, all costs 21 
avoided or savings achieved represent a reduction in the project’s 22 
costs that will ultimately be the responsibility of Nova Scotia Power 23 
and its customers. 24 

25 
26 

NSPML is requesting that the Board apply the same standard it has historically. That is, 27 

the Company should be permitted to recover incentives that are tied to performance that 28 

benefits customers. All of the incentive compensation costs included in NSPML’s 29 

Project costs directly relate to customer benefits and should be included in the costs 30 

charged to customers.  31 

7 NSPML 2020 Financial Statements, NSUARB M10057, NSUARB IR-6, May 13, 2021. 
8 Schedule 7 Attachment 1, Concentric Evidence, page 35 of 38.  
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2.6 Labour Relations Strategy  1 

2 

NSPML negotiated three major collective agreements to govern the unionized workers 3 

on the Project. In Nova Scotia, NSPML entered into collective agreements with the Cape 4 

Breton Building Trades Council (tied mainly to the civil construction work) and the 5 

IBEW Local 1928 (in relation to the transmission line work). In Newfoundland and 6 

Labrador, NSPML entered into a collective agreement with the IBEW Local 1620 (and 7 

IBEW International). A major milestone, these collective agreements were tailored to 8 

specifically meet the needs of the Project, and established a framework for how the 9 

relationships amongst NSPML, its contractors, and the unionized workforce would be 10 

governed for this unique project which attracted a Federal Loan Guarantee. Moreover, 11 

these collective agreements provided a framework to support high levels of productivity 12 

and adherence to the hiring protocols established in the Industrial and Employment 13 

Benefits Agreement, as described below, and the ML Diversity Plan.  They also 14 

established a compensation structure with terms and conditions sufficient to attract and 15 

maintain a competent and experienced workforce.  16 

17 

On February 20, 2014, NSPML obtained a Special Project Order (SPO) under Section 18 

70 of the Labour Relations Act in Newfoundland & Labrador. The SPO ensured labour 19 

relations stability for the duration of construction in Newfoundland and Labrador by 20 

prohibiting strikes or lockouts and sanctioned the collective agreement that had been 21 

negotiated in that province.  22 

23 

The SPO expressly required an Industrial and Employment Benefits Agreement (IEBA), 24 

which was entered into with the Governments of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and 25 

Labrador in November 2014. This Agreement is based on the terms outlined by the 26 
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interprovincial Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that was signed by the 1 

provinces in late 20119.  The IEBA included the following commitments: 2 

3 

(a) equal opportunities for Nova Scotia and Newfoundland & Labrador businesses4 

and residents;5 

(b) a fair, open, and transparent procurement process for suppliers and contractors6 

in both provinces;7 

(c) funding for training and development positions that aligned with the specialized8 

nature of the Project; and9 

(d) data tracking and reporting on the economic and employment benefits created10 

by the Project in both provinces.11 

12 

An important component of the IEBA was the Diversity Plan which ensured that 13 

women, Indigenous Peoples, individuals with disabilities, and visible minorities had 14 

equal opportunity for roles in which they have been traditionally under-represented in 15 

the workplace. The Diversity Plan included both qualitative and quantitative targets 16 

designed to promote and provide opportunities for individuals from these groups.  This 17 

program was very successful and NSPML is pleased with the results which were 18 

recognized by provincial and regional organizations. 19 

20 

NSPML supported the targets that were set for Indigenous participation in the Project 21 

labour force by negotiating Project Socioeconomic Agreements with the Mi’kmaq in 22 

each Province.   The overarching objective of these Agreements was to enhance the 23 

capacity of Mi’kmaq groups and individuals to effectively participate in the Maritime 24 

Link and future large projects in the region. These Agreements promoted four key 25 

themes, namely: ongoing engagement, traditional use studies and monitoring; 26 

employment opportunities; and business opportunities.  Indigenous participation rates 27 

9Memorandum of Understanding between the government of Newfoundland and Labrador (as represented by the 
Minister of Natural Resources and the Minister for Intergovernmental Affairs) and the government of Nova 
Scotia (as represented by the Minister of Energy). November 28, 2011. 
http://www.releases.gov.nl.ca/releases/2011/nr/1128n06.htm . 
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for the Project exceeded the targets established in each Province, with key engagements 1 

in areas such as site security, trucking services, metal fabrication and the provision 2 

wetland matting.  In Nova Scotia the rate was 9.6% and in Newfoundland it was 7.2%. 3 

4 

2.7 Inclusion of Donations in Project Costs 5 

6 

From 2012 through to the end of 2020, NSPML capitalized $1.4 million of donations10  7 

that would have been impacted by the regulatory policies respecting the recovery of 8 

donations applicable to NS Power. NSPML forecasts that this amount will not materially 9 

change by the end of 2021.  The importance to successful execution of the ML Project 10 

of establishing and maintaining strong community and stakeholder dialogue and 11 

relationships is addressed in this evidence, and NSPML dedicated significant time and 12 

effort to this work to ensure community support was aligned with timely and cost 13 

effective completion of the project, without delays. A project of this nature requires 14 

community support and the contributions made by NSPML to worthwhile organizations 15 

was part of fostering and maintaining a positive relationship with the communities 16 

impacted by the Project and in support of NSPML’s Special Project Order (part of its 17 

labour relations strategy), Land Rights Acquisition and Environmental Assessment 18 

commitments discussed elsewhere in this evidence. As discussed under the topic of 19 

Project Management Team costs, NSPML is a special purpose entity established for the 20 

sole purpose of constructing and operating the ML, and unlike a broader regulated utility 21 

business all savings and costs avoided during development and construction of the ML 22 

were saved or avoided for the benefit of customers. Accordingly, these donations costs 23 

incurred in furtherance of community and stakeholder relations which benefitted the ML 24 

Project are included in capitalized overhead. In many if not all cases, the community 25 

support was aligned with providing improved communication or access to communities, 26 

support for Project needs, access to skilled resources or the support for development of 27 

such resources; all of which benefited the timely completion of the Project or the 28 

objectives established by others. 29 

10 NSPML 2020 Financial Statements, NSUARB M10057, NSUARB IR-6, May 13, 2021. 
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2.8 Legal Costs 1 

2 

NSPML’s internal legal counsel engaged external legal experts to provide strategic 3 

advice to key Project Management disciplines as required to achieve Project goals. 4 

These experts played a key role in strategic risk management for all aspects of 5 

procurement (including contracting strategies, competitive processes, and contract 6 

awards/negotiations), contract management and more generally the proactive avoidance, 7 

mitigation, and resolution of anticipated or existing third-party disputes.  8 

9 

From the beginning of the Project through the end of 2020, NSPML has incurred $16.6 10 

million in connection with strategic legal matters, which costs exceeded the DG3 budget 11 

by $8.2 million.  The majority of this variance relates to the legal work required to 12 

resolve the complex contract disputes, discussed elsewhere in this evidence, experienced 13 

on the Project in a manner that ultimately kept the Project on budget.   14 

15 

2.9 Office Rent Paid to Affiliates 16 

17 

As reported through Annual Affiliate Code reports, NSPML incurred a total of $3.5 18 

million in office rent costs paid to affiliates from 2013 through to the end of 2020.  This 19 

is approximately $0.7 million higher than the amount determined using UARB rates, as 20 

communicated to NS Power.  The office space provided by affiliates provided NSPML 21 

with all necessary office, work space, meeting rooms and furniture, and IT requirements. 22 

It also provided the flexibility to increase and subsequently decrease the square footage 23 

occupied as the number of employees expanded and contracted during the Project.  This 24 

avoided having to relocate during execution and avoid the risk of reducing the 25 

effectiveness of Project execution. This would have been very difficult to achieve in a 26 

cost- effective manner with other office locations.  Consequently, NSPML has included 27 

the $3.5 million rent cost in its total capital costs being submitted in this application. 28 
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2.10 Land Rights Acquisition 1 

2 

NSPML secured the necessary land rights for all key Project sites in December 2017. 3 

This included, in Nova Scotia, the land for the Woodbine Converter Station, the Point 4 

Aconi Transition Compound, and the Big Lorraine Grounding Site, and, in 5 

Newfoundland and Labrador, the Bottom Brook Converter Station, the Cape Ray 6 

Transition Compound, the Indian Head Grounding Site, and the Granite Canal 7 

Substation. NSPML secured the necessary material land rights along the transmission 8 

lines in both provinces before construction began.  9 

10 

The transmission line construction required easements over numerous properties owned 11 

by the Crown, municipalities, and private landowners.  12 

13 

The acquisition of easements over Crown and municipal land was concluded in a manner 14 

consistent with the land acquisition plan and FLG requirements. 15 

16 

NSPML also acquired certain fee simple and easement real property interests from 17 

NS Power to support the interconnection of the Project to the NS electrical system in 18 

accordance with the Basis of Design for the Project, as reported to the Board by 19 

NS Power on December 14, 201711. 20 

21 

To secure the acquisition of private lands, NSPML relied on a combination of land 22 

agents and employees specialized in land matters to meet with landowners and negotiate 23 

the required easements, including fair compensation. In certain cases, if it could not 24 

identify the landowner or negotiate an agreement, NSPML expropriated the necessary 25 

easement.  26 

27 

Following DG3, NSPML had to make incremental changes to the transmission line 28 

routing, often as a result of environmental sensitivities, challenging access, topography, 29 

11 M08442 – Nova Scotia Power Inc (NSPI)- Maritime Link Project (NSPML) Transfer of Land Interests from 
NSPML, December 14, 2017. 
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surface and subsurface conditions, and design changes.12 The need for changes became 1 

apparent once site visits and construction were undertaken. Accordingly, further land 2 

rights, as compared to what was understood at DG3, were required, resulting in the 3 

additional land and related costs identified in Table 1 of this Exhibit.  Increased cost on 4 

land matters compared to DG3 were also driven by rerouting of the NS grounding line, 5 

a change in design on the NS HVDC line, and the requirement for additional access 6 

routes by tree clearing contractors in both NS and NL. These factors required NSPML 7 

to obtain additional land rights to those identified at DG3, resulting in additional land 8 

acquisition and associated costs, including those necessary to negotiate fully and fairly 9 

with the private landowners from whom additional land interests were acquired.  10 

12 The most significant design change occurred in Q1 2015, when NSPML elected to use grouted anchors for its 
guyed towers, rather than rely exclusively on grillage anchors. The grouted anchors, while more cost effective, 
did require additional land given the depth to which the anchors would be drilled. 
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ROLE OF NALCOR ENERGY 1 

2 

Nalcor played a direct and meaningful role in the Project management and development 3 

of the Maritime Link.  The engagement of Nalcor’s senior engineers, project controls 4 

experts, legal counsel and other team members in the oversight of the Project supported 5 

its successful conclusion.  Pursuant to the terms of the ML-JDA, NSPML is responsible 6 

to pay Nalcor costs incurred in connection with the development of the Project.  7 

8 

Article 8 of the ML-JDA provides the detail associated with Nalcor’s costs associated 9 

with the development of the Maritime Link.  These costs are outlined in Table 2 below, 10 

with the three key categories described below the table: 11 

12 

Table 2: Nalcor Project Support Costs 13 

(000s of dollars) DG3 Budget Project Costs Variance 
Description Over/(Under) 

Previously Incurred Costs and 
Interest on Pre-Sanction Costs 

 $        6,469  $        5,931  $      (538) 

Pre-Sanction costs    6,402    6,402      - 

Post-Sanction costs    2,571    3,883       1,312 

Total  $       15,442  $       16,216  $        774 

14 

Prior to the signing of the original Term Sheet in November 2010, Nalcor had spent 15 

important time and cost in early design, planning and estimating relating to the Maritime 16 

Link.  These FEED foundational activities and associated costs were contemplated in 17 

the ML-JDA and were defined as “Previously Incurred Costs”. 18 

19 

Subsequent to the signing of the Term Sheet and prior to the official sanctioning of the 20 

Maritime Link, Article 8.1 of the ML-JDA required each of Nalcor and NSPML to bear 21 

the cost of its own project management costs and divide the costs associated with third 22 

party expenditures on a 50/50 basis.  Upon achieving Sanction, as defined in the ML-23 

JDA, and pursuant to Article 8.2(b) of the ML-JDA, NSPML was required to reimburse 24 

Nalcor for its pre-sanction project management costs and its 50 percent share of third 25 

party costs, plus interest. After Sanction was achieved, NSPML reimbursed Nalcor for 26 
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its share of third-party costs and now report those costs in the appropriate categories 1 

within this report (i.e. Project Management, Environmental Assessment, Construction 2 

and Engineering).  The interest cost paid to Nalcor pursuant to the ML-JDA is recorded 3 

as part of the Nalcor Project Support costs in this report. 4 

5 

Subsequent to Sanction, and pursuant to Article 8.2(c), NSPML was required to 6 

reimburse Nalcor for its Post-Sanction costs on a monthly basis. 7 

8 

At DG3, NSPML estimated the total cost associated with Nalcor’s project management 9 

to be $15.4 million.  The final cost of $16.2 million reflects the additional time and 10 

expense that was required of Nalcor to execute its joint development obligations in 11 

respect of the Project.  This included additional engagement in connection with the 12 

challenges that were faced on the Maritime Link in the Post-Sanction period.  NSPML 13 

benefitted from Nalcor’s experiences including in developing its HDD program, design 14 

of the breakwater for the ML grounding sites, and design of the ML transition 15 

compounds to name but a few.   16 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

ENVIRONMENTAL STRATEGY 

NSPML filed a comprehensive Environmental Assessment Report for construction and 

operation of the Maritime Link Project in January 2013. The costs associated with the 

Environmental Assessment for the Maritime Link are outlined in the table below. 

Table 3: Environmental Assessment Costs 7 

(000s of dollars) DG3 
Budget 

Project 
Costs 

Variance 
Over/(Under) Description 

Environmental processes and studies  $      5,377  $      2,853  $       (2,524) 
Compliance and effects monitoring  3,043  1,131  (1,912) 
Habitat and fisheries compensation  8,944  8,046     (898) 
Indigenous Peoples and stakeholder engagement  2,387  2,096     (291) 
Environmental assessment costs pre-DG3  4,202  4,291  89 

Total  $     23,953  $     18,417  $       (5,536) 

8 

An Environmental Assessment (EA) is a formal regulatory review process that all 9 

proposed infrastructure projects must undergo. Administered by the federal and 10 

provincial governments, the process ensures that the proponent has considered the 11 

environmental effects that are likely to arise from the Project, the technically and 12 

economically feasible mitigation measures that will be applied, and the significance of 13 

any residual environmental effects. 14 

15 

The Maritime Link Project became the first multi-provincial project on which the 16 

Governments of Canada, Nova Scotia, and Newfoundland and Labrador coordinated. 17 

The Governments jointly developed the “Guidelines for the Preparation of an 18 

Environmental Assessment Report” for use in connection with the Maritime Link 19 

Project. Under the streamlined process, the EA that NSPML filed in 2013 20 

simultaneously met the requirements for: 21 

22 

(a) a transitional screening-level assessment under the former Canadian23 

Environmental Assessment Act (1992);24 

(b) an Environmental Preview Report under the Newfoundland and Labrador25 

Environmental Protection Act; and26 
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(c) a Registration for a Class 1 Undertaking under the Nova Scotia Environment Act.1 

2 

In preparing the EA, NSPML identified the many stakeholders and Indigenous 3 
groups who would or might be affected by or have an interest in the Maritime 4 
Link Project. The main groups included government regulators, Indigenous 5 
groups, local residents and communities, landowners, commercial fishers, and 6 
economic development associations. NSPML engaged these stakeholders 7 
throughout the Project using various methods of communication and outreach, 8 
including one-on-one meetings, technical workshops, supplier information 9 
sessions, speaking engagements at industry associations, open houses, and a 10 
variety of information sessions. 11 

12 
NSPML assessed many critical environmental components, including caribou, species 13 

of conservation interest, socio-economic environment, archaeological and heritage 14 

resources, commercial fisheries, marine environment, and current use of land and 15 

resources for traditional purposes by the Mi’kmaq.  16 

17 
To mitigate many of the environmental impacts, NSPML designed the transmission 18 

lines to follow existing roads and transmission lines for all but a small part of their 19 

routes, the converter stations to be adjacent to existing substations in relatively remote 20 

areas for minimal public disturbance, horizontal directional drilling (HDD) access to the 21 

subsea cables to reduce nearshore fishery interference and the grounding sites to avoid 22 

disrupting important fishing grounds for local fishers. NSPML also selected measures 23 

to mitigate environmental impacts that could not be avoided, such as using swamp mats 24 

for wetland crossings, installing temporary bridges for watercourse crossings, and 25 

scheduling certain activities outside breeding seasons. 26 

27 

On June 21, 2013, following a multi-month review process, the Maritime Link Project 28 

received EA release from the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency, Nova 29 

Scotia's Department of Environment, and Newfoundland and Labrador's Department of 30 

Environment and Conservation.13 These agencies held NSPML accountable for tracking 31 

and reporting on a total of 239 EA commitments and conditions of EA release, and any 32 

13 Now the Department of Municipal Affairs and Environment. 
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additional requirements imposed by federal, provincial, and municipal authorizations, 1 

approvals, permits, and certificates. Many of these commitments and conditions entailed 2 

significant effort and cost. Through prudent management, NSPML met all of them and 3 

incurred total costs $5.5 million less than the DG3 budget for its work in connection 4 

with the Environmental Assessment. 5 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 1 

2 

The submarine cable program was one of the most highly specialized aspects of the 3 

Project. It involved the design, manufacture, transport, placement and protection of a 4 

submarine +/- 200 kV 500 MW HVDC transmission system between Cape Ray, 5 

Newfoundland and Labrador, and Point Aconi, Nova Scotia. Key elements of the 6 

program included:  7 

(a) Approximately 340 kilometres of +/- 200 kV HVDC submarine cable;8 

(b) Approximately ten kilometres of land cable;9 

(c) All applicable accessories, including terminations, joints and anchoring devices;10 

(d) Fiber optic strands to be included in the cable for temperature sensing;11 

(e) Telecommunications housed with a separate cable jacket package; and12 

(f) Five kilometres of spare HVDC submarine cable and one kilometre of spare land13 

cable.14 

15 
The submarine and land cables were designed and manufactured by Nexans Norway AS 16 

(Nexans) under Contract E11-18 (the Cable Contract). Nexans is a tier-one designer, 17 

fabricator, supplier, and installer of submarine cables and is supported by an experienced 18 

network of subcontractors. The cables were manufactured using mass impregnated (MI) 19 

insulation system technology, which is used extensively in high voltage DC projects and 20 

has an excellent track record for long-term reliability.    21 

22 

NSPML conducted extensive planning and preparation in order to select a two-kilometre 23 

wide cable corridor running across the Cabot Strait. This process involved cable routing 24 

surveys, stakeholder engagement and careful consideration of environmental 25 

requirements and mitigation of effects on interested parties such as local lobster, crab 26 

and fish harvesters. The cable route was later optimized within its established corridor 27 

to maximize natural protection from external hazards.  28 

29 

To address nearshore wave, storm, ice and rock conditions, as well as the greater 30 

incidence of marine traffic, NSPML used Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) to 31 
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construct micro-tunnels at the cable landfall transition on either side of the Cabot Strait. 1 

Beyond the HDD exits, the cable was protected from external hazards as necessary using 2 

a combination of trenching and rock cover. 3 

4 

NSPML and Nexans executed the submarine cable program safely and on schedule. 5 

Interface risk between critical components (HDD landfall and subsea installation) was 6 

decoupled by completing critical path work prior to the 2017 installation season. The 7 

completed submarine cable program was successfully tested in August 2017. 8 

9 

Costs associated with the submarine cable program are as follows: 10 

11 

Submarine Cable Cost Summary 12 

13 

(000s of dollars) 
DG3 Budget Project Costs 

Variance 
Over/(Under) Description 

Cable Contract  $     262,500  $     280,585  $        18,085 
Horizontal Directional Drilling  29,985  28,859    (1,126) 
Preparation and Other  16,437  15,994   (443)  
Post Installation Work - 18,013 18,013 
TOTAL  $   308,922  $   343,451  $      34,529 

14 
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2.0 FRONT END ENGINEERING AND DESIGN 1 

2 

2.1 Preliminary Studies and Survey Work  3 

NSPML undertook numerous studies and surveys at the outset of its planning and design 4 

process to identify protection drivers and assess local conditions relevant to cable 5 

routing. This work started with a geotechnical and geophysical survey of the cable 6 

corridor completed in September 2011. The technical information captured by that 7 

survey was used to inform a number of the other initial investigations, including studies 8 

of metocean weather conditions, ice risk, sediment transfer and seabed stability, fishing 9 

activities, and vessel traffic in the Cabot Strait. NSPML also undertook separate studies 10 

to assess HDD feasibility and potential shore landing sites near Point Aconi and Cape 11 

Ray.  12 

13 

Based on this initial work, NSPML, in consultation with Nalcor and other stakeholders, 14 

chose a cable protection strategy involving mainly burial through trenching to 400m 15 

water depth, with supplemental rock installation in areas where target burial was 16 

unachievable. NSPML did not identify any external risks below 400m that necessitated 17 

a change to the basis of design, and NSPML proceeded on the basis of surface laying 18 

the cables through that portion of the route.  19 

20 

Using the information that had been compiled to date, preliminary burial depth profiles 21 

were developed by IntecSea (Worley Parsons) in August 2012.  22 

23 

In September and October 2012, NSPML undertook independent DG2 Concept Design, 24 

Constructability and Installability reviews, as well as an Independent Project Review 25 

(“IPR”). The IPR for the marine-based assets was facilitated by Intertek Metoc, external 26 

experts in cable design and protection. NSPML’s preliminary plans and specifications 27 

were reviewed and further refined through these processes. 28 
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2.2 Additional Studies and Refinement of Criteria  1 

2 

Results of NSPML’s studies conducted to date were presented in January 2013 at a 3 

Cable Protection Workshop held with participants from Nalcor, C-Core, IntecSea and 4 

Atlantic Marine Geological Consulting (AMGC), an independent oceanographic 5 

consultant with significant experience in the Cabot Strait area. In response to feedback 6 

received at this Workshop, NSPML commissioned additional investigations into the 7 

dragging anchor risk in the Cabot Strait and micro-routing options in nearshore Point 8 

Aconi. IntecSea then incorporated all feedback and findings and updated its 9 

recommendations for burial depths along the cable route. IntecSea’s revised burial 10 

recommendations were summarized in a Technical Memorandum dated March 21, 11 

2013. This document was issued to all Cable Contract proponents to ensure that 12 

proposals would account for the relevant criteria.    13 

14 

Concurrent with the work described above, the Project Team developed a formal “Basis 15 

of Design” to support the concept selection for the marine scope of the Maritime Link 16 

Project as required by the Joint Development Agreement with Nalcor. This document 17 

was issued for DG3 review on July 26, 2013. The final Basis of Design – Marine Assets 18 

was approved by NSPML and Nalcor and incorporated as an appendix to the amended 19 

and restated Maritime Link Joint Development Agreement on July 31, 2014.  20 

21 

NSPML held Basis of Design, Constructability and Risk Reviews for the Marine Assets 22 

on August 14 and 15, 2013. The reviews were again facilitated by Intertek with 23 

representatives of NSPML and Nalcor in attendance. During the reviews, the parties 24 

decided that NSPML would establish a Protection Risk Acceptance Strategy to facilitate 25 

decision-making on remedial rock protection in areas where target burial depth could 26 

not be met through trenching. This strategy and an accompanying probabilistic risk 27 

model were developed by Intertek during 2014. 28 

29 

NSPML’s DG3 IPR’s, which again included a marine-specific component, were held 30 

from 3-5 February 2014. Any residual marine-related risks were recorded in the Project 31 
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Risk Register and monitored during the life of the Project. The IPR Team concluded 1 

that the Project was ready for a Gate 3 Decision and in a state of readiness to proceed to 2 

the next phase, i.e. Ready to Construct.  3 

4 

NSPML continued to refine its cable protection strategy throughout the construction 5 

phase of the Project. In August 2015, Nexans performed a bathymetric and sub-bottom 6 

profiling survey in the nearshore Point Aconi sand channel area. The survey data 7 

allowed Nexans to identify positive natural features, such as favourable sediment for 8 

trenching and opportunities for bathymetric shielding to enhance protection, as well as 9 

potential seabed obstacles. Nexans then used the results of its analysis to optimize the 10 

existing cable route and avoid identified obstacles and features of concern on the seabed. 11 

Nexans’ updated route recommendations, which were presented to NSPML at a 12 

workshop in December 2015, required an additional 4.5 km of cable. Nexans’ proposal 13 

was accepted by NSPML at an additional cost of $2.3 million. 14 

15 

As the ultimate owner of the Maritime Link following full delivery of the NS Block, 16 

Nalcor was involved in all aspects of the marine program. Through the Joint 17 

Development Committee, Nalcor participated in all key decisions and contractual 18 

awards. Nalcor was also closely involved in the marine program through the Cabot Strait 19 

(CAST) Technical Subcommittee, which was formed by Nalcor and NSPML’s 20 

respective marine teams in Q1 2014. As Nalcor’s submarine cable was installed by 21 

Nexans in 2016, one year ahead of the Maritime Link cable, NSPML benefited from the 22 

insights offered by Nalcor’s representatives on the CAST Technical Subcommittee 23 

during its regular meetings.      24 
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3.0 CABLE CONTRACT – SUPPLY AND MANUFACTURING 1 

2 

In 2011, NSPML and Nalcor formed a core evaluation team to jointly manage the 3 

procurement process for their respective submarine cable systems. The team prepared 4 

criteria and invited top global HVDC submarine cable suppliers to submit Expressions 5 

of Interest (EOIs) for submarine cable design, supply, and installation on each Project. 6 

The EOIs received were evaluated against key criteria focused on identifying safe, 7 

reliable, qualified, technically competent, and financially sound candidates.  8 

9 

Based on the results of the EOI evaluation process, six global HVDC suppliers were 10 

approved as bidders and invited to participate in the Cable Contract RFP. NSPML’s 11 

Procurement and Legal teams worked with legal experts in HVDC submarine cable 12 

projects to prepare robust terms and conditions to govern the work. These were 13 

appended to the RFP and used as a baseline for contractual negotiations. The RFP was 14 

issued on March 19, 2012. Four proposals were ultimately submitted for consideration.  15 

16 

Following receipt of the RFP submissions, NSPML assembled a bid evaluation team 17 

consisting of commercial, technical, legal, environmental, quality, safety, and human 18 

resources leads. The evaluation team held extensive discussions with all four parties and 19 

went through many rounds of clarifications to ensure a comprehensive assessment of 20 

the proposals. During the RFP assessment period, NSPML moved the proposed 21 

installation window for the Maritime Link cable from 2016 to 2017. This enabled 22 

NSPML to benefit from supplier schedule efficiencies and deferred cash flow 23 

requirements which reduced the forecast AFUDC. All proponents provided updated 24 

proposals confirming their manufacturing capability for the 2017 installation window.  25 

26 

On August 6, 2013, NSPML’s Decision Board approved a Recommendation to 27 

Negotiate with two cable proponents: ABB and Nexans, both top tier suppliers with the 28 

necessary manufacturing and installation capacity. NSPML continued negotiations with 29 

both proponents for several months.  30 
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Following an extensive review and negotiation process, NSPML decided that Nexans’ 1 

manufacturing and vessel supply best met NSPML’s commercial and technical needs. 2 

Nexans’ strengths included its ability to offer a robust performance security package, 3 

dual manufacturing capacity in Japan and Norway, and a specialized cable lay vessel, 4 

the C/S Nexans Skagerrak (Skagerrak), built for transporting and installing submarine 5 

high-voltage power cables and umbilicals. The Skagerrak is considered one of the most 6 

powerful cable laying vessels in the world and can lay cable without field joints, thereby 7 

minimizing installation risks. NSPML signed a Cabot Strait Submarine Cable Design, 8 

Supply and Install EPC exclusivity letter with Nexans on December 3, 2013.  9 

10 
The Cable Contract was thoroughly reviewed by NSPML and its counsel as well as 11 

Nalcor, the IE, and legal counsel for Canada before being approved for execution. The 12 

IE’s review is addressed in his February 2014 report, previously filed with the Board1.  13 

14 

The Cable Contract was executed on January 30, 2014. It consisted of 48 Articles 15 

supported by 23 Exhibits covering all aspects of the design, manufacturing, testing, 16 

transport, installation, and pre-commissioning activities for the HVDC cables and 17 

accessories. Most significantly, the Cable Contract required that the MI HVDC cables 18 

being supplied by Nexans would be designed, manufactured, and tested to the 19 

International Council on Large Electric Systems (CIGRE) standards to ensure a 50-year 20 

useful service life.          21 

22 

The Cable Contract provided for a one-time price adjustment mechanism to fix foreign 23 

exchange and commodity prices, which was exercised on February 7, 2014. After that 24 

date, Nexans assumed the risk of all commodity and foreign exchange volatility. This 25 

allowed NSPML to mitigate the risk associated with the long lead time and large 26 

volumes of commodities required to manufacture the cable, particularly with respect to 27 

metals. The change in commodity and foreign exchange prices between the DG3 budget 28 

date and the date that was set out in the Cable Contract to lock in these prices, as well 29 

1 NSPML Quarterly Report Q1 2014, April 15, 2014, Attachment 2. 
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as foreign exchange hedges that Emera put in place on NSPML’s behalf, resulted in a 1 

cost increase from the DG3 budget of approximately $8 million.   2 

3 

During March 2014, NSPML and Nexans held “kick off” meetings in Oslo, Norway, to 4 

establish operational protocols and criteria for the submarine cable program planning 5 

documents. A regular schedule for weekly and bi-weekly progress meetings was then 6 

implemented and continued throughout the manufacturing and installation phases.  7 

8 

In 2015, Cabletricity was retained by NSPML to review the Cable Contract. In its April 9 

19, 2015, report, “Review of Contract E11-18, Design, Supply and Installation of ± 200 10 

kV DC Submarine Cable System,” Cabletricity concluded that the technical 11 

requirements in the Cable Contract were based upon a reasonable methodology. Cable 12 

Consulting International (CCI) was engaged by the UARB to review the Cabletricity 13 

report and the Cable Contract. CCI’s report (Report ER 764) dated January 6, 2016, 14 

states that “the conclusion of [the Cabletricity report] that both parties are applying 15 

prudent quality management principles and practices for projects, based on international 16 

standard guidelines appears to have been based upon a reasonable methodology”2.      17 

18 

Between January and March 2016, Nalcor’s Internal Audit department, in conjunction 19 

with Emera Internal Audit, conducted an audit on the Maritime Link Quality 20 

Management function. This audit was conducted in accordance with the International 21 

Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing as developed by the Institute 22 

of Internal Auditors (IIA). It was designed to assess the processes established for 23 

monitoring and controlling quality of work relating to both the Cable Contract and the 24 

ABB Converter Stations package. The audit confirmed that Quality Control Audits were 25 

regularly completed and that NSPML’s Quality Advisor and Quality Coordinators had 26 

a thorough understanding of Quality Management and how it is implemented and 27 

controlled on these packages. It was also confirmed that overall, the quality management 28 

processes associated with both the ABB and Nexans packages were robust and adequate. 29 

2 NSPML M06865, Exhibit N-2, CCI Cable Consulting International, Engineering Report, January 2016, page 1. 
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4.0 MANUFACTURING 1 

2 

In order to accommodate the length of cable required (two cables, each approximately 3 

170 km) for the preferred 2017 installation season, two separate manufacturing sites 4 

were used. The West cable was manufactured at Nexans’ facility in Halden, Norway, 5 

while the East cable was manufactured at a joint venture factory operated by the Nippon 6 

High Voltage Cable Corporation in Futtsu, Japan.  7 

8 

Futtsu cable manufacturing ran from June 17, 2015, to February 17, 2017 (three jointed 9 

sections). The Halden cable was manufactured between September 30, 2015, and March 10 

2, 2017 (five jointed sections). NSPML actively monitored the manufacture of both 11 

submarine cables through both independent inspectors and project team presence. While 12 

the manufacturing process at Halden concluded in March 2017, a defect in the lead 13 

sheath of the cable being manufactured in Futtsu was discovered in January 2016.3  In 14 

response, Nexans immediately ceased production at Futtsu and launched an 15 

investigation into the source and extent of the problem. 16 

17 

NSPML worked closely with Nexans on the root cause investigation into this non-18 

compliance (NCR-007 “Contamination piece of the lead during tandem process”). 19 

NSPML’s personnel and experts remained on site at the Futtsu plant to monitor Nexans’ 20 

progress and maintained a continuous presence until the issue was resolved. NSPML’s 21 

senior management and the IE also attended in Japan at various points in the process.  22 

23 

In the result, 24 

. After doing three trials between January 25 

and April 2016 to determine and eliminate the root cause of the issue, NSPML, with 26 

Nalcor’s oversight and approval, agreed that production could resume on April 8, 2016. 27 

Nexans completed the Futtsu cable in February 2017. NSPML representatives remained 28 

3 Particles from the local water supply had infiltrated the equipment, resulting in blemishes and inclusions on the 
lead sheath. In some cases, the inclusions compromised the protection afforded by the lead sheath, creating a 
heightened risk of water infiltration. 
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on site in Futtsu once manufacturing resumed to ensure the integrity of the remaining 1 

length of cable.    2 
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5.0 SUPPORTING CONTRACTS AND INITIATIVES  1 

2 

On April 22, 2014, NSPML and Nalcor executed a Land Use Agreement with the 3 

Government of Canada and the Provinces of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and 4 

Labrador, thereby securing all subsea land rights required to advance and maintain their 5 

respective submarine cable projects over the Cabot Strait and the Strait of Belle Isle.  6 

7 

NSPML retained several contractors to perform work scopes ancillary to the cable 8 

supply, the largest of which was the HDD installation led by Directional Horizontal 9 

Drilling Inc (Landfall Drilling and Casing Installation (E13-156)). The HDD conduits 10 

protect the cable from shoreline and nearshore hazards, such as exposed bedrock and 11 

pack ice, by exiting the cable on the sea floor. The HDD conduits were successfully 12 

installed in 2016. They are approximately 1100 m and 610 m long at Point Aconi and 13 

Cape Ray, exiting underwater at approximately -12 m and -21 m depth, respectively. 14 

The early installation of the HDD boreholes expedited the cable landing process and had 15 

less environmental impact than the alternative of open trenching through the inter-tidal 16 

zone, which was requested by fish harvesters in the early stages of the project to avoid 17 

nearshore fish habitat off Cape Breton. This HDD program was completed at $1.1 18 

million under the DG3 budget. 19 

20 

Other submarine-related contracts included those for tree clearing work at HDD landfall 21 

sites, done by R. MacLean Forestry Ltd. in NS and Majors Logging Limited in NL, 22 

surveying in the Cabot Strait performed by Fugro Geosurveys Inc, the civil works 23 

required for placement and storage of the spare cable turntable, marine warranty 24 

services, third party verification services and building and structures storage. Further 25 

support services were provided by Baker Hughes, Schlumberger DOF, Logan Drilling 26 

and East Coast Tubulars among others.  27 
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6.0 CABLE INSTALLATION CAMPAIGN  1 

2 

6.1 Preparation/Planning 3 

4 

After the cables successfully passed all testing requirements, they were prepared for 5 

marine transport to Atlantic Canada. NSPML representatives attended safety reviews 6 

with Nexans in January 2017 prior to the loadout of the cables in Norway and Japan. 7 

Safety reviews were also conducted prior to the start of land-based activities at Point 8 

Aconi and Cape Ray in early 2017.  9 

10 

On February 2, 2017, NSPML submitted a report to the UARB regarding onsite 11 

monitoring of Submarine Cable Installation, along with a letter outlining 12 

recommendations from the independent expert, Cabletricity, and NSPML’s planned 13 

actions in response to the recommendations.  14 

15 

A Lessons Learned session was held with Nalcor in February 2017 to ensure that lessons 16 

learned by Nalcor and Nexans from the Strait of Belle Isle 2016 subsea installation 17 

campaign would be captured in NSPML’s planning and preparation process.      18 

19 

An independent Marine Readiness Review was held over a four-day period from March 20 

21-24, 2017. The Marine Readiness Review workshops, which were independently21 

facilitated by Intertek, covered cable lay and transpooling, cable protection, offshore22 

execution, reporting/notifications, and risk assessment. The recommendations emerging23 

from that workshop further informed NSPML’s robust marine campaign preparation24 

and delivery process.25 

26 

NSPML maintained a fulltime presence at the cable landfall points throughout the 27 

offshore campaign, as well as 24/7 client coverage on all ships and fulltime offshore 28 

support. A Marine Warranty Surveyor was also engaged and had representatives 29 

involved to ensure compliance with Land Use Agreement deliverables. 30 
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6.2 Detailed Installation Timeline 1 

2 

Nexans started the land-based civil works in early 2017, beginning with the land cable 3 

from the HDD anchor locations (at the drill pads) to the overhead transition line 4 

compounds at Cape Ray and Point Aconi.  5 

6 

The offshore campaign began in April 2017 upon the arrival of the cable lay vessel 7 

transporting the first cable (the West cable) from Norway. On April 26, 2017, Nexans 8 

began laying the West cable. In accordance with the Cable Contract, the Skagerrak was 9 

the cable lay vessel (CLV) used for the installation. Touchdown monitoring was done 10 

using a remote operated vehicle (ROV). Supplemental Rock Installation (SRI) was 11 

completed by Nexans’ subcontractor, Boskalis, using a specialized rock dumping vessel, 12 

the DPRV Rockpiper, to place stone over specified areas in accordance with 13 

specifications meant to ensure no cable damage.  14 

15 

The first cable lay was completed on May 13, 2017. For the cable to stay in place during 16 

a lay turn, a minimum bend radius must be observed.4  On May 25, 2017, Nexans 17 

notified NSPML that the West cable had inadvertently exceeded its minimum bend 18 

radius and had likely been damaged (NCR-015 – “Omega Bend Incident”). NSPML 19 

decided to replace the bend region using the spare cable that had been purchased through 20 

Nexans. Approximately 1200m of cable was successfully replaced with spare cable 21 

during the last week of June 2017. This activity was completed without any impact on 22 

the critical path. NSPML was able to recover the entire repair cost through Project 23 

insurance.5  24 

4 The minimum radius is defined by cable tension at touchdown and the friction between the cable and the 
seabed.  
5 In closing out the claim, NSPML elected to receive $6 million in lieu of replacing the spare cable used. This 
was a settled value based on the Insurers assessment of the estimated claim submission for the proposed cable 
replacement. Only a small section of cable had been needed, and NSPML determined that the 6 km of remaining 
spare cable would be sufficient for the balance of the life of the project. 
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The cable barge and transport vessel arrived from Futtsu with the East cable in mid-1 

May. Trans-spooling of this cable onto the Skagerrak CLV was completed on May 30, 2 

2017, at dock in Sydney Harbour with NSPML present. Installation began on May 31, 3 

2017, with the cable pull in at Cape Ray, and proceeded without incident.    4 

5 

Nexans finished laying both cables by June 30, 2017, well within the limited weather 6 

window for this work. Both before and during the laying process, micro-routing was 7 

performed to ensure that free-spanning of cables did not occur at water depths greater 8 

than 400 m, where the cable was laid on the seabed and not trenched.  9 

10 

Nexans completed post-lay burial for each cable beyond the HDD underwater exit points 11 

up to water depths of 400 m using a Capjet hydraulic trencher operated from a 12 

specialized vessel, the TSV Polar King. The Capjet system uses water-jetting to fluidize 13 

the seabed and create a trench for burial of the cable. Burial is performed in discrete 14 

lengths to optimize the Capjet’s trenching configuration. Natural backfilling by seabed 15 

sediments takes place as the trenching progresses.  16 

17 

A total of 214,824 m of the Maritime Link cable was trenched as part of the protection 18 

campaign. Capjet cable burial was based on a defined and industry-accepted “reasonable 19 

endeavour” approach, with adaptive burial depth determined by water depth, the 20 

encountered bottom hardness, and rate of progression. NSPML observers were present 21 

on the vessel at all times. 22 

23 

A high percentage of the cable was trenched to the target depths on the first pass. As 24 

anticipated and considered in the risk register, certain areas of the cable route were more 25 

difficult to trench due to soil conditions and did not meet target burial. After the first 26 

pass with the jetting system, NSPML and Nexans identified areas where target depths 27 

had not been achieved and reviewed the utility of performing second pass work. Nexans 28 

then took a second pass with the Capjet over additional areas of both cable routes that 29 

were considered suitable for improvement based on soil conditions.  30 
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Following the second pass jetting work, NSPML and Nexans assessed all areas that still 1 

did not meet the burial targets and identified those where additional rock protection 2 

would improve overall availability. A decision-making tool prepared by Intertek was 3 

used to assist NSPML in determining which non-conforming spans would have the 4 

largest relative impact on availability and should therefore be rectified. Protection was 5 

then augmented through placement of rock in the appropriate areas.  6 

7 

The SRI campaign was performed by Nexans’ subcontractor, Boskalis, during July and 8 

August 2017 using the DPFV Rockpiper vessel, which is equipped with a fall pipe 9 

designed to ensure efficient placement and is capable of loading 24,000 tonnes of one- 10 

to five-inch rock. Boskalis was also responsible for validating the hydraulic stability of 11 

the contractual rock berm designs. In addition to the supplemental rock placed in areas 12 

where trenching achieved only partial burial, rock berms were also placed over the 13 

underwater exit point of the HDD conduits and bell mouth 14 

15 

In total, NSPML had Nexans place six full loads, or approximately 144,000 tonnes of 16 

rock, over areas of the cable route where depth of cover was only partly achieved 17 

through trenching. The lump sum negotiated for the Cable Contract included the 18 

installation of 34,125 tonnes of rock. Placement of rock in addition to the base case was 19 

installed in accordance with the Cable Contract for an additional contract cost of 20 

approximately $9 million. 21 

22 

During the sixth load of rock placement, NSPML consulted with Nexans and with 23 

Nalcor senior management to determine whether a further load of rock would be placed. 24 

The parties reviewed as-built surveys of the trenched cables and were ultimately 25 

satisfied that the level of protection achieved the desired availability and reliability. It 26 

was agreed to complete the SRI campaign and demobilize the vessel. 27 

28 

At each stage of the installation there were tests incorporated on the cable to ensure no 29 

damage was imposed on the cable by comparing to the as-manufactured signature from 30 
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the factory. After the final load of rock was placed, NSPML successfully completed 1 

testing the cable system on August 30, 2017. 2 
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 NSPML commissioned the Maritime Link and placed it into service on January 15, 1 

2018. This date was also confirmed by Nalcor as the Commercial Operation Date of the 2 

Maritime Link. The Commercial Operation Date is a key milestone in the Nalcor 3 

Agreements as it signals performance by NSPML of its obligation to construct the 4 

Maritime Link in accordance with the Basis of Design.      5 

6 

The Cable Contract Final Completion Certificate was signed on February 5, 2018, and 7 

NSPML received the final as-built survey and cable burial and location data.  8 

9 

6.3 Post-Installation Work 10 

11 

In mid-2018, NSPML retained Xodus Group, an international energy consultancy, to 12 

undertake a “Cable Integrity Risk Assessment” (CIRA) using the as-built survey 13 

information provided by Nexans to confirm that the subsea cable’s reliability and 14 

availability targets had been satisfied. Xodus’ work included the creation of a 15 

comprehensive probabilistic risk model. Xodus, in consultation with other recognized 16 

experts in cable protection and ice mechanics, concluded that the cables are well 17 

protected in their “as built” condition (lifetime availability of 97% or greater).   18 

19 

In meetings between February and May 2018, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans 20 

(DFO) informed NSPML that they intended to re-establish a commercial fishery for 21 

redfish starting in 2020, given that redfish stocks in the Gulf of St. Lawrence had 22 

unexpectedly recovered. DFO and the Atlantic Groundfish Council (AGC) further 23 

advised that bottom trawling is the preferred method for harvesting redfish and that an 24 

increase in fishing activity along the cable corridor could be expected at greater water 25 

depths. Because the submarine cables were surface laid over a 59km section below 26 

400m water depth (KP 6 to 59), they would not have been physically protected from 27 

certain bottom trawling activities associated with the proposed redfish fishery.    28 

29 

To mitigate the risk of contact to the cables, NSPML retained Nexans to trench the 30 

cables below 400m water depth.  31 
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Nexans submitted its application for the Coasting Trade License (CTL) required to bring 1 

the M/V Polar King trenching vessel into Canadian waters on June 10, 2019. Nexans 2 

employed its proprietary Capjet systems to complete the additional trenching down to 3 

1.0m burial depth (as per the design criteria used during the Project for fishing related 4 

risks). Nexans concluded both the trenching work and associated survey activities by 5 

late September 2019. This work was not included in the DG3 Budget and cost 6 

approximately $18 million. 7 

8 

The 2019 survey data was provided to Xodus to update the CIRA. Through this work, 9 

Xodus confirmed that the reliability targets for the Maritime Link continue to be met.   10 
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7.0 SUMMARY  1 

2 

As noted at the outset, in 2013 NSPML had budgeted $309 million for the Marine 3 

Program. NSPML’s final costs total $343 million, a variance from DG3 budget of $34 4 

million. Approximately $8 million of this variance is attributable to the one-time 5 

adjustment required to lock in the hedging program as described above and 6 

approximately $9 million is attributable to the cost of the additional volume of rock 7 

installed in the course of cable protection as previously explained. The remaining 8 

variance to DG3 Budget relates to the $18 million post installation trenching work. 9 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 1 

2 

The overland transmission program involved the design and construction of five lines: 3 

4 

(a) a 230 kV AC transmission line in Newfoundland connecting the Bottom Brook5 

and Granite Canal substations;6 

(b) a 200 kV DC transmission line in Newfoundland originating at the Bottom7 

Brook substation and running 142 kilometres to a new Cape Ray transmission8 

station in southwest Newfoundland;9 

(c) a 200 kV DC transmission line in Nova Scotia originating at the new Point Aconi10 

transmission station and running 46 kilometres to the existing Woodbine11 

substation; and12 

(d) grounding lines at each of the DC transmission facilities – one in Newfoundland13 

running 23 kilometres from Bottom Brook to Indian Head, and the other in Nova14 

Scotia running 41 kilometres from Woodbine to Big Lorraine.15 

16 

In total, the work entailed clearing more than 1,800 hectares of land, erecting more than 17 

2,600 steel and wood transmission support structures, and stringing nearly 2,000 18 

kilometres of conductor and wire (including DC, AC, and grounding conductors).  19 

20 

In addition to the sheer scope and geographic span of the transmission facilities, this 21 

work scope also saw several significant unforeseen challenges (in addition to the 22 

expected technical and geotechnical challenges):  23 

24 

(a) the need to clear a large section of the NLAC line vegetation by hand as the25 

result of safety concerns arising from the use of machinery on the steep terrain;26 

(b) the need to rework steel grillage components suffering from unacceptable27 

manufacturing imperfections;28 

(c) Abengoa’s insolvency and NSPML’s ultimate termination of the initial29 

transmission contract;30 
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(d) following Abengoa’s termination, the need for work to be carried out during the1 

fall and spring, as opposed to the winter as originally intended, which carried2 

with it substantially more challenging wet ground conditions;3 

(e) a construction-related fatality during work on the Newfoundland grounding line4 

that resulted in the temporary suspension of all construction activities;5 

(f) a transmission tower collapse in Newfoundland in the final months of the6 

construction schedule, resulting in a second lengthy suspension of construction7 

activities on the Newfoundland DC line to allow for the investigation and, where8 

necessary, the remediation of anchors to address safety concerns; and9 

(g) the insolvency of the parent company of one of the partners of the joint venture10 

(EUS-Rokstad Joint Venture) that replaced Abengoa, putting that partner in11 

financial distress and resulting in further commercial impediments and risk for12 

delay in completing the DC line.13 

14 

Despite these substantial challenges, NSPML completed the transmission work scope 15 

in time to avoid cross-contractor delays and initiate commissioning as soon as end-to-16 

end connectivity had been attained. Although the cost of the transmission line program 17 

did exceed the DG3 budget by $129 million and necessitated the use of Project 18 

contingency, NSPML’s careful management still prevented the overall project cost from 19 

exceeding the project budget, and ensured that the entire project could be, and in fact 20 

was, completed on time. The cascading delays caused by contractor performance issues 21 

created a complex set of circumstances to manage and claims for additional 22 

compensation by all three major contractors engaged (Abengoa, PowerTel, and ERJV). 23 

These claims challenged NSPML’s ability to control cost and schedule and demanded 24 

additional legal support to manage through to the completion of transmission work. 25 

26 

Key to achieving this successful outcome was full engagement by NSPML of the project 27 

and risk management tools and strategies developed for the ML Project. 28 
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NSPML’s successes in completing this work included the following: 1 

2 

(a) Completing the early preparatory civil works using competent and committed3 

local contractors at less than $1 million above the DG3 budget and on schedule;4 

(b) Procuring long lead time steel structures, grillages, and conductors from global5 

suppliers at $3 million below the DG3 budget;6 

(c) Hiring and retaining a skilled team of transmission line construction engineers7 

and field technicians to manage the multiple contractors working in the field8 

over hundreds of kilometres;9 

(d) Proactively identifying emerging risks and then acting diligently to address those10 

that materialized by working with contractors to identify solutions and alter11 

plans; and12 

(e) Cost-effectively resolving significant claims in a manner consistent with13 

NSPML’s contractual rights and thereby avoiding prolonged disputes or14 

arbitrations, while also ensuring the work continued;15 

(f) Utilizing cash advances and progress payment terms that allowed the work to16 

advance notwithstanding contractor solvency concerns; and17 

(g) Obtaining and when necessary exercising performance security to protect18 

against events of default by contractors.19 

20 

A summary of the costs relating to these scopes of work is provided in Table 1 and 21 

NSPML’s active management of the transmission scope of work is discussed in further 22 

detail in the balance of this Schedule.23 
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Table 1: Transmission Line Construction Cost Summary 1 

(000s of dollars) 
Variance 

Description DG3 Budget 
Project 
Costs Over/(Under) 

Transmission Line Construction  $     204,230  $     322,608  $           118,378 
Preparation  54,690  55,604       914 
Materials  35,139  32,031   (3,108) 
Camp Accommodations and Road Maintenance  16,645  21,313    4,668 
Post-construction Warranty Work  -     8,210    8,210 
TOTAL  $   310,704  $   439,766  $         129,062 
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2.0 SUPPORTING CONTRACTS AND INITIATIVES 1 

2 

In addition to the primary construction contracts with Abengoa, PowerTel, and ERJV, 3 

discussed in detail below, NSPML managed many preparatory and ancillary initiatives 4 

that provided the foundation for the primary contracts to proceed. 5 

6 

Preparatory initiatives included:  7 

8 

(a) tree clearing on all transmission lines, access trails, and related facilities9 

performed by R. MacLean Forestry Limited in NS and Majors Logging Limited10 

in NL;11 

(b) site levelling and grading; access road clearing and upgrading where required,12 

performed by Joneljim Concrete Construction Limited in NS, and Marine13 

Contractors Inc. and MCI Limited Partnership in NL; and14 

(c) engineering services to advance the previous functional design activities and15 

development of detailed construction design, specifications, and associated16 

drawing packages required to advance the transmission line work performed by17 

Hatch Ltd.18 

19 
Working closely with its contractors, who were instrumental to this aspect of the work, 20 

NSPML completed preparation activities within one percent of the DG3 budget.  21 

22 

Long-lead transmission line components included, steel transmission towers, grillages 23 

for the DC lines, several AC structures supplied by Indian company Kalpataru Power 24 

Transmission Ltd., and conductor and overhead optical ground wire supplied by Midal 25 

Cables Ltd. and Composite Power Group Inc. The DG3 budget for structures and 26 

grillages had been based on an average market price for steel, but at the time of award 27 

the market price had fallen, resulting in a positive variance. In total, the cost for these 28 

materials came in at $3 million under the DG3 Budget.  29 

30 

After considering the alternatives for addressing the challenging terrain and remote 31 

location of work on the AC transmission line and Granite Canal substation, NSPML 32 
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decided to construct and operate a camp and maintain an 80-kilometre gravel access 1 

road into the camp through both winter and summer seasons. NSPML awarded a 2 

contract to Dora Construction to construct the camp, which was manufactured by Kent 3 

in New Brunswick. Designed for 100 people, NSPML engaged East Coast Catering Ltd. 4 

to operate the camp from April 2015 through the execution phase of the Project, and 5 

made it available to contractors building the NL AC transmission line and the Granite 6 

Canal substation, primarily PowerTel and ABB. When these contractors encountered 7 

delays to their respective scopes of work, NSPML had to extend operation of the camp 8 

for longer than originally intended. NSPML closed the camp in late summer 2017, 9 

demobilized the equipment, and finished remediating the site in October 2017. 10 

11 

Despite the camp’s remoteness and extended period of operation, actual costs exceeded 12 

the DG3 budget by less than $5 million. 13 
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3.0 CONTRACT WITH ABENGOA 1 

2 

3.1 NSPML’s Selection of Abengoa 3 

4 

In developing the transmission line scope of work NSPML determined that combining 5 

the scopes for constructing all five transmission lines in a single contract would generate 6 

the best value for customers. This would allow one contractor to assume and manage 7 

the scheduling, integration, and associated risks of a geographically dispersed and multi-8 

part construction program. In May 2013, NSPML issued an Expression of Interest on 9 

project and industry-specific websites. At the same time, it performed its own market 10 

review to identify potential candidates for this work. NSPML subsequently issued the 11 

RFP to thirteen companies and, in April 2014, it received proposals from seven of them, 12 

including NSPML’s Affiliate, Emera Utility Services Inc. (“EUS”). Considering EUS’ 13 

participation in the process, NSPML ensured that all employees were aware of, and 14 

adhered to, Affiliate Code of Conduct requirements. 15 

16 

Initial evaluations led NSPML to focus on three proponents: Abengoa, EUS, and Valard. 17 

The price spread among them was significant, with Abengoa’s proposal being lower 18 

than its next-closest competitor and within the expected pricing for the works. 19 

20 

Abengoa was a multinational, publicly traded energy, technology, and construction 21 

company established in 1941 and headquartered in Seville, Spain. At the time, it had 22 

been rated B2 by Moody’s and B/Positive by S&P, with a “Positive” outlook. Abengoa 23 

had been owner’s engineer or designer for more than 25,000 kilometres of transmission 24 

line projects, both AC and DC, and more than 400 substations throughout the world in 25 

the preceding decade. At the time, and since 2008, Abengoa had been ranked as the 26 

largest international transmission and distribution contractor in the world by leading 27 

trade publications. 28 
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Despite Abengoa’s strong track record, on November 14, 2014, and during NSPML’s 1 

review of the transmission scope of work request for proposal responses, Abengoa’s 2 

share price dropped by over 35%. NSPML undertook additional due diligence, including 3 

a careful and detailed review of financial reports, public records, and investor opinions. 4 

NSPML also spoke directly with Abengoa’s Chief Financial Officer to get a clearer 5 

picture of Abengoa’s financial condition. Abengoa’s CFO confirmed what was being 6 

said publicly—that Abengoa attributed its fall in share price to the market’s 7 

misunderstanding of complex, non-recourse financing that it had recently obtained. 8 

Abengoa continued to stress the strength of its record and its list of projects around the 9 

world both underway and in development. Abengoa also committed a senior 10 

transmission project manager and experienced project management resources, in 11 

addition to the significant local transmission experience derived from its subcontracting 12 

of PowerTel. 13 

14 

While these assurances were considered, NSPML assumed that proceeding with 15 

Abengoa would present certain risks not necessarily borne by other proponents, though 16 

Abengoa’s reputation, project experience, and materially lowest bid all presented strong 17 

advantages for Nova Scotia customers. NSPML concluded that the financial risks could 18 

be managed with Abengoa increasing its letter of credit prior to award, in addition to 19 

other protections NSPML built into the Abengoa contract. When the risks originally 20 

identified by NSPML materialized, these protections allowed NSPML to proactively 21 

manage and ultimately terminate and replace Abengoa with no incremental cost to 22 

customers.  23 

24 

NSPML executed its contract with Abengoa in February 2015.  25 

26 

3.2 Abengoa’s Performance, Insolvency, and Termination 27 

28 
Abengoa was slow to commence execution plans and sufficiently organize its workforce 29 

to carry out the work required on multiple work fronts in two provinces. NSPML 30 

proactively managed the contract, holding weekly coordination meetings with 31 

Abengoa’s project manager and other senior site management to discuss and plan for 32 
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acceleration. Following Abengoa’s pre-insolvency filing in Spain on November 25, 1 

2015, Abengoa began to experience global cashflow difficulties, resulting in 2 

subcontractors complaining of late payment. NSPML heeded these early warning signs 3 

and began paying suppliers directly to ensure materials continued to be delivered to site. 4 

Throughout this period, NSPML also continued to closely monitor Abengoa’s credit 5 

position and market announcements. Abengoa’s pre-insolvency filing in Spain gave the 6 

company four months to reach an agreement with creditors and avoid a full insolvency 7 

process and potential bankruptcy. NSPML pressed Abengoa for information about its 8 

intentions and ability to complete the work, while at the same time preparing for the 9 

possibility of an alternate construction plan and a possible call on the letter of credit and 10 

performance bond. NSPML also assessed options for replacing Abengoa if that became 11 

necessary. At the same time, Abengoa’s subcontractor for the Newfoundland AC line 12 

and both grounding lines, PowerTel, presented claims for additional compensation and 13 

schedule relief. To their credit, they did so while continuing to advance their work and 14 

coordinating with NSPML through what were less than ideal circumstances created by 15 

Abengoa. 16 

17 

In February 2016, NSPML executed a Term Sheet with Abengoa and PowerTel. The 18 

Term Sheet: 19 

20 

 resolved outstanding claims between Abengoa and PowerTel;21 

 established an externally controlled Project Account that allowed NSPML to22 

control the flow of funds in the construction chain,23 

 established a new baseline schedule with monthly productivity targets24 

commencing March 2016 and deadlines for key components of the DC lines;25 

 tied compensation to achieving targets;26 

 provided NSPML the right to demand a recovery schedule in the event of an27 

additional default and, in its sole discretion, terminate the agreement if28 

Abengoa failed to meet that schedule;29 

 preserved NSPML’s right, notwithstanding the Term Sheet, to call upon the30 

performance security for any event of default; and31 
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 provided NSPML the right, upon default, to assume Abengoa’s contract with1 

PowerTel and thereby preserve the relationship and workplan.2 

3 

When Abengoa failed to meet the productivity targets for the following month, NSPML 4 

demanded a Recovery Plan and engaged with the sureties backing Abengoa to ensure 5 

their awareness of the emerging risk and to expedite their involvement in the event of a 6 

default. The Recovery Plan proved inadequate, failing to demonstrate compliance with 7 

renegotiated targets, the ability to secure the necessary resources or equipment, or a 8 

commitment to safety, quality, and competent project management. NSPML rejected 9 

the plan and on April 22, 2016, issued a Notice of Default to Abengoa and a Notice of 10 

Claim to Liberty Mutual Insurance Company and Zurich Insurance Company (the 11 

“Sureties”) under the Performance Bond.   12 

13 

NSPML pressed the Sureties to respond immediately and fully to NSPML’s claim and 14 

emphasized the urgency of work resuming to maintain the construction schedule. The 15 

first opportunity to meet with the Sureties and Abengoa was on May 17, 2016. At that 16 

meeting, the Sureties agreed to commence a competitive solicitation process for a 17 

replacement contractor for Abengoa, administered by Surety consultant Vertex 18 

Engineering.  19 
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Having reached agreement with the Sureties and Abengoa, NSPML engaged its 1 

contingency planning for transmission contractor replacement and established its path 2 

forward: 3 

4 

(a) NSPML’s actions would be guided by the best interests of customers by5 

preserving all rights under the Abengoa contract and specifically the rights to6 

compensation under the Letter of Credit and Performance Bond;7 

(b) At an appropriate time, NSPML would take assignment of Abengoa’s contract8 

with PowerTel, enabling the AC and grounding line work to proceed with9 

minimal interruption;10 

(c) NSPML would support the Sureties conducting an RFP process to secure a11 

replacement contractor for the DC line work for as long as such a process12 

remained in the best interests of customers and a replacement contractor could13 

meet the construction schedule; and14 

(d) NSPML would call on the Letter of Credit, and receive a contribution from the15 

Sureties under the Performance Bond, in the event the costs of replacing16 

Abengoa with a new contractor exceeded the value remaining on the Abengoa17 

contract.18 

19 

The Sureties’ consultant, Vertex, conducted their solicitation process, seeking bid 20 

proposals for the transmission line work from PowerTel, EUS and Valard. NSPML 21 

provided background information about the state of the project construction to the 22 

Sureties and each bidder and monitored the process to protect customers and maintain 23 

the overall construction schedule. Ultimately, with the consent of the Sureties, Nalcor, 24 

and Canada, NSPML selected ERJV as the replacement contractor.1  25 

26 

Within eight months following Abengoa’s pre-insolvency filing, NSPML had engaged 27 

a new contractor to complete the DC transmission lines (ERJV), assumed Abengoa’s 28 

contract with PowerTel for the AC transmission and both grounding lines, drawn upon 29 

1 Both Nalcor and Canada had rights to approve any replacement contractor for major scopes of work. 
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the $38.5 million Abengoa Letter of Credit in full, and received proceeds from the 1 

Performance Bond to offset the additional cost of entering into a replacement contract 2 

to complete the DC scopes of work. In the result, the project did not bear any additional 3 

cost following these events and NSPML proceeded with the transmission line work with 4 

relatively minimal interruption. 5 
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4.0 CONTRACT WITH POWERTEL 1 

2 

4.1 PowerTel’s Efforts Post-Abengoa 3 

4 

Upon taking assignment of the Powertel subcontract and concluding a contract with 5 

ERJV to replace Abengoa, NSPML divided the transmission line work into two work 6 

scopes, with Powertel responsible for the AC and grounding lines and ERJV responsible 7 

for the DC Transmission Lines. It was concluded that this bifurcation of the work, 8 

combined with the resulting closer engagement in the work by NSPML’s project 9 

management team, would best preserve transmission line work schedule and ensure 10 

timely completion of this work scope to mesh with the other main work scopes on the 11 

overall Project. To accomplish this, NSPML added resources to the PMT so that it could 12 

appropriately monitor and manage the work of these two contracts, maintain the project 13 

schedule, and thus ensure cost effective overall Project completion. 14 

15 

Through the summer and fall of 2016, the work of PowerTel steadily progressed. 16 

PowerTel achieved substantial completion of the grounding lines in Nova Scotia in 17 

September 2016 and had largely completed the grounding lines in Newfoundland in 18 

October 2016.  19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

In January 2017, a PowerTel powerline technician suffered a fatality while working on 27 

the Indian Head grounding line. This loss was deeply felt across the entire Project. 28 

Immediately NLOHS issued a stop work order to NSPML and PowerTel, and, on its 29 

own initiative, NSPML issued a project-wide safety stand down. All work remained 30 

stood down for several days while NSPML investigated the cause of the accident. Only 31 
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after it understood what had occurred and satisfied itself that it could ensure worker 1 

safety across the Project did NSPML permit contractors to resume their work. As part 2 

of the resumption of work, NSPML also required all contractors to reassess their safety 3 

plans and submit them to NSPML for evaluation and approval.  4 

5 

PowerTel was unable to continue work for several weeks, until it could satisfy NL OHS 6 

stop work order requirements. The final requirements to return to work were satisfied 7 

on March 10, 2017 at which time Powertel resumed its activities on the AC line. By this 8 

time, it was clear that PowerTel’s ability to achieve the completion date in the contract 9 

was at risk, and this intensified the importance of the discussions over PowerTel’s 10 

request for an equitable adjustment. 11 

12 

On March 29, 2017, PowerTel’s subcontractor, Stella Jones Inc., filed a lien against the 13 

project in the amount of $5.09 million. Fearing that other subcontractors may follow 14 

suit, NSPML intensified its work on a response to Powertel on their various claims and 15 

its ability to complete its scope of work in these circumstances. 16 
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4.2 Settlement Agreement 1 

2 

After intensive negotiations, on April 25, 2017, NSPML and PowerTel executed a Letter 3 

Agreement that secured a path to completion. The Letter Agreement contained several 4 

key terms: 5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

The balance of the work proceeded uneventfully, and PowerTel reached Mechanical 21 

Completion before the end of June and Substantial Completion on August 21, 2017. 22 
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5.0 CONTRACT WITH ERJV 1 

2 

5.1 NSPML’s Selection of ERJV 3 

4 

Unlike the AC and grounding lines, Abengoa had intended to complete the DC lines 5 

using its own workforce and smaller local subcontractors. When it defaulted, NSPML 6 

and the Sureties had no choice but to seek a replacement contractor to complete this 7 

scope. 8 

9 

Three proponents submitted bids to Vertex. After Vertex confirmed that each proponent 10 

had submitted a substantially complete proposal in general compliance with the RFP, 11 

Vertex dealt directly with each proponent, allowing NSPML to join them as they met 12 

with each one to review their bid.  13 

14 

As discussed above, the Procurement Team carried out significant work to determine 15 

the appropriate value and requisites for a proponent to perform this work based upon 16 

the evident progress of Abengoa and expected work remaining. In addition, because 17 

EUS is an affiliate, the Procurement Team engaged in a robust self-provisioning 18 

analysis, as required by NSPML’s Affiliate Code of Conduct, prior to deciding to whom 19 

to award the work. This analysis confirmed that the ERJV bid provided the best value. 20 

21 

On July 18, 2016, NSPML issued a letter of intent to ERJV, and the parties executed a 22 

contract on September 9, 2016. While the contract made both parties liable for the full 23 

scope of work, EUS would complete the work in Nova Scotia, and Rokstad in 24 

Newfoundland, with Rokstad having overall project management responsibility for both 25 

provinces.26 
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5.2 Access Construction 1 

2 

During the EA process, NSPML committed to mitigate the impact of transmission line 3 

construction on environmentally sensitive watercourses and wetlands. In line with this 4 

commitment, NSPML required its contractors to use industry-accepted mitigation 5 

practices for heavy construction around watercourses and on wetlands and remove 6 

crossing materials following construction.  7 

8 

Given the seasonal field conditions encountered by ERJV in fall 2016, as compared to 9 

Abengoa’s initial plan for winter access, ERJV needed to procure a substantial number 10 

of additional mats than it had originally planned. Wetlands preservation continued to 11 

challenge ERJV during construction. Various mitigation techniques and materials were 12 

tried, and quality issues with an access subcontractor were identified. NSPML’s project 13 

management team actively monitored the situation throughout to ensure that the 14 

materials and processes ultimately deployed by ERJV to protect sensitive wetland areas 15 

were safe and effective. 16 

17 

5.3 Traffic Control and Highway Access 18 

19 
To enable construction of the Newfoundland DC line, which ran parallel to the 20 

TransCanada Highway, ERJV had to construct 85 access points. This quickly led to 21 

challenges with the NL Department of Transportation and Works (NLDTW) which had 22 

limited recent experience regulating such major construction activity, particularly in this 23 

area.  24 

25 

The Traffic Control Manual from the NLDTW was developed primarily to regulate 26 

maintenance work on provincial roadways. It had not been applied to a multi-year 27 

construction program involving simultaneous access to multiple work sites by sustained 28 

construction-related traffic.  29 

30 

In addition, when NSPML had originally planned the project it expected the 31 

transmission line contractor could reuse excavated soils as backfill, meaning very little 32 
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soil would need to be imported. Given the changes to the seasonality of the construction 1 

schedule necessitated by Abengoa’s schedule slippage and replacement, much of the 2 

excavated materials proved too wet to reuse. In the result, additional materials had to be 3 

imported, and construction traffic became materially greater than what had been 4 

anticipated. 5 

6 

All these factors together made this aspect of the work particularly challenging for ERJV 7 

and made it substantially more costly to complete the NL portion of the DC line. 8 

9 

5.4 Geotechnical Conditions 10 

11 

In 2013, NSPML had undertaken geotechnical investigations of the transmission line 12 

routes to develop a preliminary understanding of the physical properties and 13 

geotechnical conditions existing along the proposed transmission line route. 14 

Recognizing the limitations of these preliminary investigations, NSPML expected its 15 

transmission line contractor to undertake its own, site-specific investigations to confirm 16 

foundation type and placement, and included this obligation in Abengoa’s and, later, 17 

ERJV’s contracts. 18 

19 

ERJV planned its work on the basis of existing geotechnical investigations, did not 20 

conduct any site-specific investigations and mobilized its crews and equipment to site 21 

in order to construct based on existing investigations,  and therefore prepared to build, 22 

only one specific foundation type. However, once on site, ERJV often found conditions 23 

that required a different type of foundation. In these circumstances, ERJV had to 24 

demobilize and return later with the correct materials and equipment, and as a result, 25 

incurred additional cost and delay. 26 

27 

Further, when it began installing tower foundations, ERJV reported finding frequent 28 

shallow groundwater resulting in saturated soil unusable for backfill, deep deposits of 29 

clay and saturated sands unsuitable for anchor installation, and unanticipated bedrock 30 

requiring expensive rock-breaking equipment. 31 
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5.5 Preliminary Settlement Discussions 1 

2 

Commercial issues were initially raised by ERJV in October 2016, 3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

 In keeping with its overall contract 17 

management strategy, NSPML continued to meet with ERJV representatives to explore 18 

possible solutions to the claims. Throughout these discussions, ERJV continually 19 

reiterated its commitment to completing the work as soon as practicably possible. 20 

21 

Throughout this period, NSPML focused on achieving a solution that promoted the 22 

customer interest by addressing legitimate costs, minimizing litigation risk, avoiding 23 

replacement contractor costs, maintaining the project budget and schedule, and avoiding 24 

further risk of delays that could lead to cross-contractor delay claims for the other scopes 25 

of work. 26 

27 

ERJV completed the Nova Scotia DC line in early May. In Newfoundland, improved 28 

performance through the Spring put ERJV on track for achieving Substantial 29 

Completion of the Newfoundland DC line by July 31, 2017. 30 
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5.6 Collapse of Tower SB-114 1 

2 

On June 11, 2017, Tower SB-114 on the Newfoundland DC line collapsed. NLOHS 3 

issued stop work orders that applied to the whole of ERJV’s work in the province which 4 

prevented Substantial Completion by July 31, 2017. The overall project schedule 5 

became at risk. 6 

7 

NSPML and ERJV carried out independent investigations into the collapse and worked 8 

closely with NLOHS to resolve the stop work orders. The cause of the collapse became 9 

a matter for dispute between the parties when NSPML determined that the anchor failure 10 

was caused by contractor implementation. Notwithstanding this dispute, NSPML and 11 

ERJV agreed on a program to inspect all grouted anchors installed in Newfoundland 12 

and obtained NLOHS’ approval to proceed. NSPML took on this anchor inspection and 13 

remediation work itself, working with local engineering and forestry contractors who 14 

developed a tower securing technique, as it had determined that to be the most efficient 15 

way forward, allowing ERJV to remain focused on completing the remaining 16 

transmission line construction activities and ultimately keep the Project on schedule. 17 

NSPML’s objective was to regain the confidence of the construction crews in the safety 18 

of the towers, which meant that every anchor would need to be tested and either 19 

validated or repaired or replaced. This was accomplished. 20 
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5.7 Interim Completion Agreement 1 

2 

By mid-October, ERJV’s resources had almost been exhausted. Carillion PLC, which 3 

had largely been funding the work, had become financially distressed, and could no 4 

longer inject the capital necessary for ERJV to complete the work. The delay and 5 

additional costs resulting from the tower collapse had also complicated matters. Leaving 6 

aside the inspection of previously installed grouted anchors, ERJV had only to erect 30 7 

towers and string about 90 km of conductor to be mechanically complete. Moreover, the 8 

Newfoundland DC line needed to be ready for testing planning for late November in 9 

time for the critical outages that had been carefully planned with the utilities in Nova 10 

Scotia and Newfoundland in order to proceed with the testing.  11 

12 

Replacing ERJV or self-performing the remaining work required was neither a cost-13 

effective nor practical solution. Replicating the success it had achieved with PowerTel, 14 

NSPML negotiated a Completion Agreement with ERJV that gave the best chance 15 

possible of completing the work without exposing the project to additional risk. The 16 

Completion Agreement contained the following key terms: 17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

With the Completion Agreement in place, NSPML and ERJV focused all their energies 8 

on getting the work done. 9 

10 

5.8 Final Settlement Agreement 11 

12 

In the end, and despite its best efforts, ERJV did not achieve Mechanical Completion in 13 

NL until December 3, 2017—still in time for the planned testing to take place, but 14 

nevertheless later than the date agreed upon. 15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

On January 15, 2018, Rokstad’s parent company Carillion plc entered compulsory 22 

liquidation in the United Kingdom. The Canadian subsidiary filed for and was granted 23 

CCAA protection later that same month, with Rokstad also receiving the benefit of the 24 

mandatory stay of proceedings. On February 5, 2018, NSPML drew down the $21.4 25 

million standby letter of credit in full. 26 

27 

Ten days later, on February 15, 2018, NSPML reached a final settlement with ERJV. 28 

29 

30 

31 
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1 

2 

3 

NSPML’s approach to claims involved evaluating their legitimacy, forming a view on 4 

amounts payable and the risk associated with taking the balance to dispute resolution. 5 

Its approach to ERJV was no different. NSPML had been actively assessing the parties’ 6 

position throughout the course of settlement discussions and had carefully assessed the 7 

range of possible arbitral outcomes. The settlement NSPML reached with ERJV 8 

resolved all outstanding claims and avoided a lengthy and costly arbitration that could 9 

have spanned several years. The settlement also ensured that all undisputed 10 

subcontractor and supplier accounts were paid. 11 

12 

13 

 Given that Rokstad’s parent, Carillion Canada, was involved in a 14 

CCAA court process and in order to mitigate the risk of future challenges to the 15 

settlement by Carillion entities, NSPML sought and received the endorsement of the 16 

settlement by the court-appointed monitor overseeing the Carillion Canada CCAA 17 

process. This settlement was also reviewed and approved by Canada pursuant to the 18 

requirements of the ML Credit Agreement regarding contract changes greater than $20 19 

million. 20 

21 

5.9 Post-Construction Warranty Claims 22 

23 

During routine inspections in 2018, NSPML identified certain instances where 24 

corrective work was required, the most significant of which related to misaligned 25 

vibration dampers and jumpers on both the optical ground wire and overhead shield 26 

wire. 27 

28 
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Consistent with its approach to such issues during the Project, NSPML issued warranty 1 

notices to all potentially-relevant parties and, with the assistance of independent experts, 2 

investigated the issues to determine the cause of the problems, the responsible parties, 3 

and the most suitable remediation. 4 

5 

NSPML identified eleven dampers that had been installed incorrectly, resulting in 6 

damage to the underlying conductor. It carried out the necessary repairs through 2020 7 

and is seeking to recover those costs from EUS, the sole surviving partner of ERJV. As 8 

the result of that work, NSPML also concluded that all vibration dampers on the HVDC 9 

transmission line needed to be replaced as the result of a latent design defect causing 10 

premature and significant corrosion. NSPML completed the work in early 2021 and is 11 

seeking to recover costs through project insurance.  12 

13 

NSPML also concluded that all OPGW and OHSW jumpers needed to be replaced as 14 

the result of them having been installed with insufficient flexibility for regular 15 

movement in the conductors. NSPML completed this work in 2020 and is seeking to 16 

recover costs from a combination of EUS, the design engineer, and the Project 17 

insurance. 18 

19 

In 2020, NSPML also identified several problems with the splice boxes on the HVDC 20 

transmission line arising from poor installation. NSPML is seeking to recover costs 21 

associated with correcting these problems from EUS.  22 
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6.0 SUMMARY 1 

2 

The overland transmission program proved to be the most challenging aspect of the 3 

Maritime Link Project. Of the three primary contractors, one became insolvent, and 4 

another’s parent became insolvent. All the transmission line work involved challenging 5 

geographic and geotechnical conditions, particularly in Newfoundland. NSPML ordered 6 

two project-wide safety stand downs following serious events on the transmission lines: 7 

a fatality on the Indian Head grounding line and a tower collapse on the NL DC line. 8 

The latter event delayed progress by almost three months and resulted in a costly 9 

inspection of the work that had previously been completed. In the end, both ERJV and 10 

PowerTel advanced substantial claims, which NSPML settled only after careful analysis 11 

and consideration of the cost and risk associated with lengthy arbitrations.  12 

13 

Despite the many challenges, NSPML completed the transmission line program on 14 

schedule, and without any outstanding disputes, and at a cost that while in excess of 15 

DG3 budget for this scope of work nonetheless preserved budget for the overall 16 

Maritime. Link Project. 17 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 1 

2 

The design and construction of the converter stations in Bottom Brook and Woodbine, 3 

and the associated site preparation costs and ancillary work, represented about a third 4 

of the overall Maritime Link Project budget at DG3. NSPML split the work amongst 5 

several packages, the largest being the Converter Stations Contract awarded to leading 6 

HVDC converter contractor ABB Inc (ABB). Other contracts focused on Site 7 

Preparation, Grounding Site Construction, Engineering Services, Telecommunications, 8 

and Interconnection/System Upgrade Costs.  9 

10 

NSPML successfully coordinated and managed its contractors through several major 11 

challenges, and the program concluded on time and under budget (Table 1). 12 

13 

Table 1: Converter Stations (and Related Activities) Cost Summary 14 

(000s of Canadian Dollars) 
Variance 

Description DG3 Budget 
Project 
Costs Over/(Under) 

Converter Contract and Construction  $     512,528  $     492,935  $ (19,593) 
Preparation  47,205  38,936    (8,270) 
Grounding Site Breakwater  26,215  18,207    (8,008) 
TOTAL  $    585,948  $    550,078  $ (35,870) 

15 
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2.0 CONVERTER STATIONS CONTRACT 1 

2 

2.1 Summary of Work Scope 3 

4 
The converter stations themselves comprised about 90 percent of this work package, 5 

and included engineering and design, construction, testing, and commissioning of: 6 

7 

(a) two 500 MW +- 200 kV DC Voltage Source Converter (VSC) stations and8 

facilities to connect incoming and outgoing conductors (AC conductors on one9 

side of each station and DC conductors on the other side of the station);10 

(b) three HVAC substations at Granite Canal, Bottom Brook, and Woodbine to tie11 

the Maritime Link into the existing utility systems;12 

(c) two transition compounds at Cape Ray and Point Aconi and installation of land13 

cable and associated terminations;14 

(d) grounding stations at Indian Head and Big Lorraine to act as the ground path15 

for current balancing and a ground return when the link is operated in16 

monopole configuration; and17 

(e) telecommunications systems to connect the converter station control systems to18 

the Energy Control Centres of NL Hydro and NS Power.19 

20 

As with the submarine program, these highly specialized assets required long 21 

procurement lead times, necessitating a robust, multi-phase procurement process.  22 

23 

2.1.1 Contract Procurement 24 

25 

In 2012, key technical and commercial members of NSPML’s project team performed 26 

a comprehensive review of the HVDC converter market globally to assess available 27 

technologies and identify acceptable vendors from the limited competition in the 28 

international HVDC market.  The review process included studies of the NS and NL 29 

generation and distribution systems, a detailed examination of the merits of various 30 

technical alternatives, and site visits to utility-scale HVDC installations in North 31 

America and Europe. Through this review, the project team estimated the timing for, 32 
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and cost of, suitable converter solutions, and considered other design and specification 1 

inputs to the converter station program. 2 

3 

Following this review, NSPML formed a multi-disciplinary team consisting of 4 

commercial, technical, legal, environmental, quality, safety, and human resources 5 

leads to advance the HVDC converter station procurement initiative. With the input of 6 

key stakeholders such as Nalcor and the IE, the converter stations’ contract team 7 

developed a Request for Proposals (RFP) for the design, supply, and installation of the 8 

HVDC converter stations. NSPML pre-qualified three of the top global HVDC 9 

converter suppliers and issued the RFP to these suppliers in March 2013. 10 

11 

NSPML engaged leading power systems consultant TransGrid Solutions (TGS) to 12 

independently evaluate the technical aspects of the proposals received. NSPML and 13 

TGS met with the proponents in Europe to review their respective proposals in detail 14 

and to tour existing sites and manufacturing facilities. As with all other major 15 

procurements, NSPML evaluated the proposals using a weighted point scoring 16 

method1.  17 

18 

After months of detailed analysis and discussion, NSPML concluded that ABB’s 19 

proposal offered the best overall combination of experience, work execution strategy, 20 

and cost. Among other things, ABB was (and remains) the leader in VSC technology, 21 

having designed and built many of the VSC projects completed world-wide.  22 

1 A weighted point scoring method uses several key criteria of predetermined importance to evaluate competing 
products or services and arrive at a numerical score, which is then used as the basis for product or vendor 
selection. 
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2.1.2 ABB Contract 1 

2 

On April 17, 2014, NSPML issued to ABB a Conditional Award Letter outlining its 3 

commitment to enter into an agreement with ABB to engineer, supply, and construct 4 

the HVDC converter stations and related substations and infrastructure, subject to 5 

NSPML’s governance review and approval of a final agreement by June 30, 2014. The 6 

Conditional Award Letter locked in a fixed price in Canadian dollars, and enabled 7 

ABB to set aside the necessary manufacturing and transportation capacity to meet the 8 

proposed schedule.  9 

10 

Over the following two months, NSPML finalized an agreement with ABB with the 11 

support of substantial due diligence in the form of functional reviews by subject matter 12 

experts across the business, including review by all members of the dedicated 13 

converter station contract team and corporate groups such as tax, treasury, accounting, 14 

legal, insurance, and enterprise risk management. The agreement was approved by the 15 

Project Decision Board, Nalcor, and the IE. NSPML and ABB executed the final 16 

contract on June 26, 2014.  17 

18 

2.1.3 Work Progression and Challenges 19 

20 

NSPML and ABB held a technical kick-off meeting in Farna, Sweden on 21 

August 27, 2014 and a commercial/contract administration kick-off meeting in 22 

St. John’s NL on September 2 and 3, 2014. ABB’s early work through the fall and 23 

early winter of 2014 focused on technical planning and preparation for the converter 24 

stations works, with a focus on engineering and design and preparation of technical 25 

specifications for the works.  26 

27 

A key contract strategy execution change occurred on January 19, 2015 when ABB 28 

notified NSPML that an agreement with M. A. Mortenson Company, its intended lead 29 

contractor for the civil and installation component of the converter station scope in 30 
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both provinces, could not be retained. ABB proposed to take direct control over the 1 

construction management of this work.  2 

3 

Before approving this change, NSPML required ABB to demonstrate its readiness to 4 

self-perform by outlining a comprehensive strategy for such self-performance. As part 5 

of this strategy, NSPML required ABB to identify its proposed project management 6 

team and subcontracting plan and demonstrate that the revised execution approach 7 

could be implemented at no additional risk or cost to NSPML. ABB demonstrated its 8 

ability to perform the work to NSPML’s satisfaction. 9 

10 

In order to mitigate the risk of schedule impact arising from the changes to the 11 

converter station civil and installation work campaign, ABB planned an early 12 

mobilization for civil and installation work during the spring of 2015, a year earlier 13 

than originally planned. In mid-August, 2015, ABB mobilized to the Bottom Brook 14 

and Woodbine converter sites and its schedule was re-baselined to reflect this change.  15 

16 

Shortly thereafter, NSPML required ABB to temporarily stand down its early 17 

mobilization efforts, along with all other construction activities across the Project, 18 

following a series of four separate safety incidents associated with Project construction 19 

activities over a short period of time2.  20 

21 

NSPML believes maintaining a safe workplace is of paramount importance and that all 22 

safety incidents and injuries are preventable. Thus, in light of these incidents, the 23 

Company placed a priority on making improvements to the management of high-risk 24 

activities associated with construction. During this initial stand down, the ML Project 25 

team performed an overall safety review of all NSPML non-manufacturing field 26 

2 The four incidents were as follows: 1) Granite Canal: excavator struck parked truck during unloading from float 
trailer; 2) Land slide at Bottom Brook spoil pile in which excavator was caught and partially buried; 3) Blasting 
incident at Cape Ray which struck adjacent properties and homes; and 4) Tree harvester slid off embankment 
during HVAC Transmission Line clearing. 
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construction sites and worked with contractors to identify controls and mitigations that 1 

had to be put in place before work could restart. This initial safety stand-down was 2 

lifted on September 15, 2015. The following day another safety stand-down was 3 

enacted due to another incident on an NSPML work site (unrelated to the converter 4 

stations work) and was not lifted until September 30, 2015 when all appropriate risk 5 

assessments were performed and high-risk activities were mitigated.   6 

7 

Due to these two safety stand downs, ABB was required to stand down its 8 

mobilization efforts from August 24, 2015, to October 5, 2015, inclusive3. 9 

10 

An additional challenge arose in connection with the timely completion of protection 11 

and control engineering design work by ABB. Looking ahead, NSPML recognized 12 

that any delay to this work could impact critical outage work to be conducted by and 13 

with the utilities in NL and NS in the summer of 2017. From an early stage in the 14 

contract management process, the NSPML Project team carefully monitored ABB’s 15 

progress in completing key interim milestones and the associated implications to other 16 

work scopes in transmission and cable installation and the Scheduled HVAC Design 17 

Completion Date. The interim milestone for completion of this work, originally set for 18 

November 30, 2015, had been revised to March 31, 2016. This adjustment was 19 

authorized by NSPML to accommodate ABB’s early scheduling concerns and to 20 

incent ABB to achieve performance of the protection and control design work on a 21 

timeline more readily attainable for the contractor that still met the Project schedule. 22 

As the work became delayed and continued past the revised completion date of March 23 

31, 2016, NSPML saw the potential for this delay to impact critical outage work to be 24 

conducted by and with the utilities in NL and NS in the summer of 2017.  25 

3 ABB issued a claim for costs and schedule extension in connection with the safety stand down which was 
settled between NSPML and ABB.  
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In addition to closely monitoring ABB’s progress through weekly meetings and review 1 

of detailed productivity reports forming the basis of NSPML’s contract management 2 

on schedule and cost, NSPML requested detailed schedule recovery planning from 3 

ABB.  NSPML maintained its expectation that ABB would work cooperatively, 4 

diligently, and in good faith to accelerate the Work as required and otherwise achieve 5 

Substantial Completion as agreed.  6 

7 

The contract with ABB required careful and deliberate management through 2016 and 8 

into 2017. ABB committed to relocating resources from Raleigh, North Carolina, to its 9 

Canadian head office in Montreal, Quebec, so that it could expedite its internal HVAC 10 

design review process. This mobilization took place the week of December 12, 2016. 11 

NSPML called for comprehensive protection and control design workshops with ABB 12 

in mid-January 2017. In response to questions raised by NSPML, ABB mobilized an 13 

additional engineer to each converter station site from mid-January through March 14 

2017 to provide further support. ABB also prepared a weekly protection and control 15 

design dashboard to keep NSPML senior management updated on progress. 16 

17 

ABB completed all protection and control design drawings on March 17, 2017, in time 18 

for the realigned outage dates required by the utilities in NL and NS to allow for the 19 

commissioning of the Project. 20 

21 

Separate from the protection and control design delays, ABB faced a further challenge 22 

when the exterior insulated wall panels on the converter buildings began to deform in 23 

late October 2016. NSPML suspended all panel installation activity until ABB could 24 

find a solution, but in the end, ABB concluded that the panels were defective and 25 

could not be used. 26 

27 

To allow critical path construction activities to progress inside the converter building, 28 

in December 2016, NSPML and ABB installed temporary hoarding and tarps around 29 

the converter buildings. These remained in place through the winter, allowing critical 30 

path work within the buildings to proceed, including the pouring of the mezzanine 31 
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slabs within the building, a key activity that had to be completed in order to allow 1 

other works to proceed. ABB and its subcontractors worked to advance the project 2 

under abnormal conditions and are to be commended for their commitment to safely 3 

maintaining schedule. 4 

5 

In the meantime, NSPML required weekly updates and recovery and mitigation plans. 6 

Through this process, NSPML and ABB identified Kingspan as a possible supplier of 7 

replacement panels.4 On November 28, 2016, the parties conducted a quality audit at 8 

Kingspan’s head office in Langley, British Columbia, and confirmed that Kingspan 9 

could provide suitable replacement panels. ABB quickly advanced procurement, and 10 

Kingspan began manufacturing panels in late January 2017. In the end, ABB 11 

completed installing the replacement panels in April 2017, with only limited 12 

disruption to other critical path work activities. 13 

14 

2.2 ABB Completion Agreement 15 

16 

On July 3, 2017, ABB requested a 90-day extension to the Scheduled Substantial 17 

Completion Date. 18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

4 Kingspan had supplied building panels to Nalcor in connection with the Lower Churchill Project and Nalcor 
was able to confirm that no buckling type issues were encountered during installation of Kingspan panels. 
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1 

  ABB accepted NSPML’s proposal and, on September 30, 2017, 2 

NSPML and ABB executed a Completion Agreement to facilitate timely completion 3 

of the work. 4 

5 

2.3 ABB Settlement Agreement 6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

 The parties executed a Settlement Agreement on March 16, 2018. 14 

15 

This final settlement with ABB closed out NSPML’s most substantial contract, and 16 

avoided a potentially complicated and costly arbitration and the uncertainty that would 17 

come with it.  18 

19 

On January 15, 2018, ABB reached Substantial Completion on the converter scope of 20 

work.  21 
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3.0 SUPPORTING CONTRACTS AND INITIATIVES 1 

2 

In addition to the converter contract with ABB, which is described in the following 3 

sections, supporting work was required to complete the scopes of work relating to the 4 

converter stations and connecting this infrastructure to the Nova Scotia and 5 

Newfoundland and Labrador existing electrical systems.  6 

7 

Associated construction works included: NL Hydro and NS Power integration and 8 

commissioning work to upgrade existing AC infrastructure in NL and integrate the 9 

ML into each system; communications links and terminal equipment; camp costs to 10 

accommodate workers (as described further in Section 2.2.4 (d) of the Application); 11 

ancillary buildings and equipment; and other civil and construction support.  The 12 

combination of the ABB scope of work and the associated construction works were 13 

completed at a total cost of approximately $20 million under the DG3 Budget. 14 

15 

Tree-clearing, performed by R. MacLean Forestry Ltd. and Majors Logging Limited; 16 

and surveying, performed by C.J. MacLellan & Associated in NS and AllNorth 17 

Consultants Ltd. In NL, formed part of the site preparation work scope. Site 18 

preparation also included leveling and grading the sites for final use, which was 19 

performed by Joneljim Concrete Construction Limited in NS and Marine Contractor 20 

Inc. and MCI Limited Partnership in NL as well as detail design work by Hatch Ltd. 21 

The total cost of the preparation work scope was approximately $8 million below DG3 22 

budget.  23 

24 

The total of the construction of grounding site breakwaters in both provinces was 25 

completed approximately $8 million under DG3 budget. Construction of the Nova 26 

Scotia grounding site breakwater was performed by Zutphen Construction Ltd., and 27 

construction of the Newfoundland grounding site breakwater was performed by 28 

H.J. O’Connell Limited. The main elements of construction included excavation of the 29 

site, building a breakwater with armour stone, and installing electrode wells in 30 

accordance with detailed design and environmental requirements. The positive 31 
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variance was largely the result of a more efficient engineering design than originally 1 

planned, resulting in a smaller site footprint. 2 
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4.0 SUMMARY 1 

2 

NSPML had budgeted $586 million for the Converter Stations Work Scope portion of 3 

the Project. NSPML’s final converter station program costs total $550 million, a 4 

favourable variance of $36 million.  5 

6 

Through consistent application of its overall Project procurement, contracting, and 7 

contract management strategy, NSPML successfully managed the converter station 8 

program to an efficient conclusion. Working closely and supportively with ABB, 9 

NSPML overcame early changes in planned execution, as well as numerous delays 10 

from both internal and external events that could have greatly delayed completion and 11 

completed the converter work scope on time and under budget. 12 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 1 

2 

As construction finished on each part of the Maritime Link, the systems became ready 3 

for in situ testing and commissioning.  Commissioning is the final phase of testing 4 

equipment and systems before they are placed into operation: 5 

6 

Testing and commissioning are part of a process that begins in the 7 
factory and ends with the handing over of the equipment for 8 
commercial operation. There are two distinct phases: factory or off-site 9 
testing, and on-site testing. Off-site testing is usually performed to 10 
prove that high voltage equipment and the control system meet the 11 
design criteria. Subsystem tests are performed after the equipment has 12 
been delivered to the site and installed. Once all equipment is installed, 13 
checked and subsystem tests are complete, energized testing begins. 14 
The tests are organized to test subsystems, systems and overall 15 
performance. 1 16 

17 

The Maritime Link’s AC transmission systems connect to the ABB-supplied AC 18 

substations located at Woodbine, Bottom Brook, and Granite Canal. The substations at 19 

Bottom Brook and Woodbine connect to the DC converter stations and related assets, 20 

including the Nexans-supplied submarine cables installed across the Cabot Strait via 21 

the overhead HVDC transmission lines that span from converter station to the 22 

transition compounds at Cape Ray and Point Aconi. The Maritime Link completions 23 

activities included the process of connecting these systems together, testing and 24 

commissioning these systems including energizing them through the respective grids, 25 

and the preparation of all associated documentation and approvals.  26 

27 

In advance of the commissioning phase, all electrical and mechanical terminations 28 

were tested and the integrity of the subsea cable and communication networks were 29 

finalized. The utility control centers played a critical role in preparation for the final 30 

energization and energy transfers, with extensive studies and planning for the interface 31 

1 Adapa, R. 2009. Electric Power Research Institute, HVDC Reference Book, Chapter 22 – Testing and 
Commissioning of HVDC Systems, p. 1-2. 
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between the two provinces and in coordination with New Brunswick system operators 1 

who act as the regional reliability coordinator.  2 

3 

The Maritime Link entered the completions phase in 2017. NSPML focused on the 4 

interdependencies between the various systems and the needs of the utilities to supply 5 

energy for and participate in commissioning activities. NSPML monitored a number of 6 

critical activities and events, including:  7 

8 

 the completion of individual scopes of work across the project (e.g.9 

transmission lines, submarine cable installation, HVDC converter stations);10 

 the timing and close coordination of planned outages needed for tying each of11 

the individual transmission facilities into the AC substations at Granite Canal,12 

Bottom Brook, and Woodbine;13 

 the completion of NS Power and NL Hydro scopes of work to integrate the14 

Maritime Link into their respective grids and coordinating commissioning15 

activities in whatever hours were allotted to NSPML to complete testing with16 

least risk to the provincial power grids,17 

 the completion and validation of primary and secondary communication and18 

control systems for the respective utility control centers,19 

 the progress of transmission works after the tower anchor remediation work20 

and the final punch list items related to land and subsea cable each of which21 

competed for potential critical path slippage, and22 

 the progression of ABB’s scope of work through to the completion of several23 

critical path activities leading to completion of commissioning on January 15,24 

2018.25 

26 

Throughout the completions phase, NSPML worked closely with NS Power and NL 27 

Hydro to plan construction, energization and commissioning activities as applicable to 28 

ensure that the utilities and operators had the information required to perform their 29 

respective scopes of work and, when necessary, provide approvals.  The 30 

commissioning team for NSPML included NS Power engineers who headed the 31 
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commissioning activities and coordinated the efforts between utility and contractor 1 

representatives and reliability authorities, attaining approval for comprehensive 2 

commission plans and integration standards. This was the first time that the island of 3 

Newfoundland would be interconnected to the North American grid. 4 

5 

Given the level of complexity, the utilities and ABB, under coordination of the 6 

commissioning team, executed a very efficient testing program. 7 
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2.0 INTERGRATED COMMISSIONING ACTIVITIES 1 

2 

With required readiness activities complete, NSPML began integrated commissioning 3 

in the last quarter of 2017.  The highlights of the integrated commissioning process 4 

which resulted form a round-the-clock schedule required to meet utility test windows, 5 

were:  6 

7 

 First HVDC energization at Woodbine converter station – November 24, 2017;8 

 Final HVDC Energization, at Bottom Brook converter station –9 

December 4, 2017;10 

 First power flow, Pole 2 – December 8, 2017;11 

 First power flow, Pole 1 – December 10, 2017; and12 

 Commencement of Bipole Testing – December 12, 2017.13 

14 
The final stage of commissioning involved the performance of multiple “heat runs”2. 15 

Carried out in the winter months, these heat runs presented unique challenges for 16 

NSPML and the respective utilities, including planning through fluctuating weather 17 

conditions which impacted system demand and access to sites, management of grid 18 

reliability during tests which had never been previously carried out in either province, 19 

and short notice of test windows. NSPML worked closely with the utilities to meet 20 

these challenges and executed its final successful heat run on the night of January 14, 21 

2018.  22 

23 

On January 15, 2018, ABB declared its work substantially complete in accordance 24 

with its contract.  NSPML formally transferred control of the assets to NS Power and 25 

NL Hydro, and released the Maritime Link for service. 26 

2 Heat runs of each pole transferring a sustained full load of 250 MW of power was a performance test identified 
in the ABB contract and required by NSPML to demonstrate the HVDC’s 500 MW capability. 
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Pursuant to requirements of the FLG, NSPML provided its Commissioning Certificate 1 

to the Independent Engineer and Collateral Agent certifying that effective January 15, 2 

2018, commissioning testing had been completed and the Maritime Link was in a state 3 

suitable for operation. This certification was accepted by the Independent Engineer, 4 

who had been engaged in the approval of test regimes and results throughout the 5 

completions and commission works.   6 
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3.0 SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITIES 1 

2 

Following the Maritime Link being placed into service, NSPML reduced the project 3 

team to staffing levels necessary to continued to pursue, and achieve, the following 4 

milestones:   5 

6 

(a) Final Completion Milestones under the primary contracts, which follow7 

completion of punch list items and acceptance of final documentation8 

packages.9 

(b) Legal acceptance by Canada that the “Commissioning” requirements under the10 

Federal Loan Guarantee have been met.  NSPML remained closely engaged11 

with the Independent Engineer for Canada throughout the Project, including in12 

the completions phase.  The Collateral Agent provided its Commissioning13 

Confirmation on February 9, 2018.  This has transitioned the Maritime Link14 

from its contractual construction obligations under the FLG to its operations15 

obligations, which are unfolding in accordance with the Agreement.16 

(c) Legal acceptance by Nalcor under the Joint Development Agreement that the17 

requirements for “Commercial Operation” have been met. January 15, 201818 

was confirmed by Nalcor as the Commercial Operation Date of the Maritime19 

Link.20 

(d) In addition, NSPML finalized land rights and survey requirements, completed21 

subsea cable locational mapping and coordinates for marine navigational charts22 

and other project completion activities necessary to satisfy environmental and23 

stakeholder obligations and contractual completeness as the operating team24 

was established and dedicated to the operation of the Link.25 
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4.0 ACCELERATION OF DELIVERY OF THE NS BLOCK  1 

2 

NSPML and Nalcor have agreed that the NS Block will commence, prior to full 3 

commissioning of the LIL as otherwise contractually obligated, thus allowing NS 4 

Power and NS customers to benefit from the start of the NS Block as of August 15, 5 

2021, rather than November 27, 2021, as currently forecast by Nalcor, or possibly 6 

later. The LIL is presently capable of delivering the NS Block (including 7 

Supplemental Energy and Market Priced Energy pursuant to the Nalcor agreements), 8 

however there remains important LIL commercial completion and final 9 

commissioning activities for which Nalcor is responsible. Through understanding of 10 

the outstanding commissioning work and negotiation with Nalcor, and recognizing the 11 

importance of successful LIL commissioning, NSPML has secured acceleration of 12 

delivery of the NS Block while LIL commissioning is nearing completion. In 13 

consideration of the benefits afforded by the delivery of the NS Block on an otherwise 14 

accelerated basis, NSPML and Nalcor have resolved a difference in positions 15 

regarding costs incurred post commissioning, relating to the trenching of the cables in 16 

2019 (as described in Schedule 2). While providing necessary protection of the cables, 17 

the parties have agreed that the costs are excluded from the cost sharing mechanisms 18 

under the agreements between the parties.   19 

20 

Starting the NS Block August 15, 2021 is important for Nova Scotia customers since it 21 

accelerates the reduction in coal fired generation and associated costs and marks a 22 

significant step towards the province’s environmental and energy goals of 2030 and 23 

beyond.  24 
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5.0 SUMMARY  1 

2 

NSPML began commissioning the Maritime Link in 2017 and, following the 3 

successful completion of commissioning activities, put the Maritime Link into Service 4 

on January 15, 2018, on time and within budget.   Since that time, the Maritime Link 5 

assets have been managed by NSPML’s operations team while remaining under the 6 

shared control of the System Operators in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland and 7 

Labrador for transmission operations purposes.  Through such transmission operations, 8 

the System Operators have gained, and continue to gain, valuable and necessary 9 

experience with the Maritime Link and the interconnected system for the benefit of the 10 

entire region.   11 

12 

Starting the NS Block August 15, 2021 provides important benefits for Nova Scotia 13 

customers and marks a significant renewable electricity milestone for Nova Scotia in 14 

achieving its environmental goals. 15 
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1.0 OVERVIEW 1 

2 

This Schedule discusses the capital structuring and debt financing program for the 3 

Project, including the key decisions made by NSPML in mitigating the risk of interest 4 

rate volatility for customers.  NSPML benefitted from the experience of Emera’s 5 

Treasury group throughout this debt financing program design and implementation. 6 

References to the efforts of NSPML throughout this Exhibit include the assistance of 7 

Emera’s Treasury group. 8 

9 

At the heart of NSPML’s approach to financing the Project was the Federal Loan 10 

Guarantee (FLG). NSPML and Nalcor actively pursued and secured the support of the 11 

Government of Canada (“Canada”) to guarantee the debt financing of the Maritime 12 

Link and Nalcor’s Lower Churchill Projects for the benefit of their respective 13 

customers. These efforts culminated in the signing of the FLG Term Sheet respecting 14 

the debt financing of the Maritime Link on November 30, 20121.   15 

16 

Working with the Government of Canada and external financial experts, NSPML 17 

implemented a structure for financing the Project which resulted in full substitution of 18 

Canada’s AAA credit rating for that of NSPML in support of the $1.3 billion ML 19 

bonds. That is, bond investors provided funding for the Project based on acceptance of 20 

a credit rating for NSPML, as the borrower, equal to that of Canada.  21 

22 

In the result, ML financing was secured at approximately 60 basis points above base 23 

Government of Canada borrowing rates. In contrast, at that time NS Power, with a 24 

credit rating of BBB+ by Standard & Poors, was generally borrowing at 155 to 160 25 

basis points above Government of Canada borrowing rates. The difference between 26 

NS Power’s debt financing rate and that achieved by the Project – approximately 100 27 

basis points – provides an indication of the benefit of the FLG to Nova Scotia 28 

1 The debt financing of Nalcor’s Lower Churchill Projects was negotiated by Nalcor separately from the debt 
financing of the Maritime Link. 
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customers and represents a savings of more than $250 million or approximately $100 1 

million on a net present value basis. 2 

3 

In order to maximize the benefit of the credit substitution and leverage the value of the 4 

low debt interest rate achieved through the FLG, and given that this was a unique 5 

project and stand-alone entity, a low equity thickness for the Project of 30 percent was 6 

proposed by NSPML, and approved by the UARB in its 2013 Decision.2 7 

2 2013 NSUARB 154 M05419, Decision, page 97, paragraph 301. 
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2.0 PROJECT FINANCING STRUCTURE 1 

2 

The preferential financing obtained for the Project, given the terms of the FLG, 3 

required a segregation of project finance risk from the Project proponent, NSPML. To 4 

achieve this segregation, the structure required the formation of a trust, the ML 5 

Financing Trust (ML Trust), and a separate project company, NSPML. This structure 6 

was a requirement of Canada, as guarantor, to “ring fence” the ML assets in order to 7 

support the perfection of security in favour of Canada in support of its guarantee of the 8 

project borrowing and to provide certainty, clarity, and comfort to the bond investors. 9 

This effectively resulted in financial market acceptance of a “Canada only” risk. 10 

11 

The ML Trust’s only assets and liabilities relate to the Project financing arrangements: 12 

i) the debt obligation to the external lending bond holders providing funding for the13 

Project; ii) the investment of bond proceeds in highly secure financial instruments,14 

pending advancement to NSPML; and iii) the receivable from NSPML equal to15 

advances made to NSPML by the ML Trust and related accrued interest charges. This16 

ML Trust receivable from NSPML is secured by the “ring fenced” ML assets. The ML17 

Trust has an Issuer Trustee, BNY Trust Company of Canada, a professional trustee of18 

recognized standing.19 

20 

Project financing was obtained through a private placement. The ML Trust issued 21 

bonds to institutional investors and Canada provided an absolute, unconditional, and 22 

irrevocable guarantee of these bonds. Lenders have the benefit of this guarantee and, 23 

as a result of the isolating project finance structure described above, the certainty that 24 

there is no possibility of any other obligations or liabilities affecting the credit status of 25 

the ML Trust as the issuer of the bonds.  26 

27 

Financing risk was effectively assumed by Canada. In the unlikely event of a default in 28 

payment on the bonds, Canada would pay on the guarantee, and manage its own 29 

exposure through the control and mitigation steps reserved to Canada under the terms 30 

of the FLG, described below. This structure achieved its desired result; the rating 31 
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agencies agreed that credit substitution had occurred, the only relevant credit was that 1 

of Canada, and the very low risk financing rate of 60 basis points above Canada’s own 2 

financing rate was an appropriate rate for lenders given the level of risk taken.  3 

4 

To manage and mitigate its risk exposure, Canada required a level of supervision over 5 

the Project, though did not want to take direct control. The adopted indirect control 6 

model required that Canada approve a base set of Project specifications and 7 

construction requirements which had to be met for funding advances to be approved. 8 

Any changes from this base required waiver from Canada.  9 

10 

A collateral agency arrangement was put in place with TD Bank to provide Canada 11 

with the required level of oversight and control of funds contained in several restricted 12 

accounts. TD’s responsibilities are to administer: 13 

14 

(a) all disbursement processes and analyses for the Project debt; and15 

(b) the receipt of all revenues by NSPML and the distribution thereof in16 

accordance with the priority cash “waterfall”, such that debt service from17 

NSPML to ML Trust is assured, operating and maintenance expenses and18 

equity distributions are funded and Canada recoups any payments required19 

under the FLG.20 

21 

In further support of Canada’s interest in successful execution of the Project, an 22 

Independent Engineer (IE) was retained to provide oversight on behalf of Canada of 23 

construction of the Project and to approve associated construction funding draws from 24 

the ML Trust funds.  Further details on the role of the IE are provided in Section 7.0, 25 

below.   26 
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3.0 FINANCIAL CLOSE, HEDGING AND SECURING FLG BONDS  1 

2 

Subsequent to execution of the FLG Term Sheet on November 30, 2012, and before 3 

the FLG supported debt financing could be issued in the market, NSPML had to 4 

achieve “Financial Close”, as defined in section 2.3 of the FLG Term Sheet, as well as 5 

satisfy a comprehensive list of conditions precedent as listed in section 3.5 of the FLG 6 

Term Sheet.3   7 

8 

Section 2.3 of the FLG Term Sheet also required ML Financial Close to occur within 9 

90 days after the later of Nalcor’s Financial Close and December 31, 2013.  Since 10 

Nalcor achieved its Financial Close in December 2013, the ML Financial Close had to 11 

occur no later than 90 days past December 31, 2013, being March 31, 2014. NSPML 12 

met each of the conditions precedent and achieved Financial Close on February 24, 13 

2014.  The execution of the ML Credit Agreement took place as part of Financial 14 

Close. 15 

16 

After Financial Close, further approvals, including approval of the financing structure 17 

as noted in the preceding section, were required before the debt could be secured. 18 

Final approval from Canada was received on March 11, 2014. 19 

20 

Between execution of the FLG Term Sheet on November 30, 2012, and final approval 21 

from Canada on March 11, 2014, NSPML actively worked to satisfy the conditions 22 

precedent to Financial Close, discussed financing strategy with Canada and all major 23 

Canadian banks, and carefully monitored the financial markets so as to be prepared to 24 

launch its debt financing after the necessary approvals were received. 25 

26 

In particular, the critical underlying Government of Canada benchmark 30-year rate 27 

(“GoC rate”) was carefully monitored in advance of Financial Close.  This is the rate 28 

3 2013 NSUARB 154 M05419, Appendix 4.03 
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on which the ML bond debt coupon would be based.  The rate had decreased from 1 

3.21 percent at the beginning of 2014 to 2.89 percent on February 3, 2014.  The 2 

following chart4 illustrates this trend: 3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

During January and February 2014, NSPML was in active and regular discussions 8 

with all Canadian major banks as well as Canada and its financial and legal advisors. 9 

The consensus amongst these advisors was that NSPML should seek an opportunity to 10 

take advantage of the falling trend in the GoC rate and hedge the underlying GoC rate 11 

risk. There were indications that this falling trend could reverse and that hedging this 12 

rate in February would secure a low rate and secure for NSPML the time necessary to 13 

satisfy the final FLG requirements required to be met prior to approaching the market 14 

with an offering in the coming weeks and months.  15 

4 Source:  Selected Bond Yields – Bank of Canada. 
   https://www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/interest-rates/canadian-bonds 
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Accordingly, during the weeks of February 10 and February 17, 2014, NSPML hedged 1 

the majority of the GoC benchmark rate risk at a simple average rate (i.e. hedging 2 

cost) of 3.02 percent. This short-term hedging program ensured that NSPML met the 3 

FLG Term Sheet requirement that “a hedging program shall be put in place for each 4 

Borrower at Financial Close” and protected NS customers from an increase in the 5 

underlying benchmark GoC rate between Financial Close and the financing bond 6 

issuance. 7 

8 

NSPML, with the support of Canada, ultimately decided to proceed with Scotiabank as 9 

lead and to secure the full $1.3 billion of FLG financing via an upfront amortizing 10 

bond executed on a fully underwritten basis. On April 23, 2014, $1.3 billion of FLG 11 

bonds were issued with a 3.5 percent coupon rate.  12 

13 

Informed by the consensus of its financial advisors, NSPML proceeded to obtain in 14 

February 2014 the insurance of a hedge to lock in the underlying GoC rate consistent 15 

with the hedging requirements under the FLG.  Between the dates of the financial 16 

hedges executed in early-mid February and the April 23, 2014, issuance of the FLG 17 

bonds, the underlying GoC rates declined rather than increased. Settling these hedges 18 

cost approximately $36 million, the bulk of which cost resulted from the interest rate 19 

decline from the rate at which the hedge was taken.   20 

21 

As part of its independent and expert review of NSPML’s financing program, Polar 22 

Star Advisory Services’ (“Polar Star”) Cliff Inskip concludes:5 23 

24 

In February, 2014, NSPML was in the process of completing the 25 
requirements to achieve Financial Close. One of these requirements 26 
was effectively that an interest rate hedging program be in place 27 
(since the borrowing structure had not been finalized and the 28 
associated approvals from the Government of Canada, Emera Inc. and 29 
NSPML had not yet been obtained and MLFT was therefore not in a 30 

5 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 33. 
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position to issue a bond). A short-term hedging program to mitigate 1 
the volatility of GoC yields between mid-February and planned 2 
issuance of the MLFT bond in April was fully implemented ten days 3 
prior to Financial Close.  While a hedging program was a requirement 4 
of the FLG to achieve Financial Close, in my opinion, it was a very 5 
defensible and prudent risk management strategy even if there hadn't 6 
been a requirement under the FLG.  7 

8 

Addressing NSPML’s decision to proceed with the underwritten bond financing for 9 

the total amount of the project borrowing, Mr. Inskip concludes6:  10 

11 

The underwritten offer from Scotia Bank was priced below market and 12 
provided a significant cost benefit that would almost certainly not have 13 
been available in full had NSPML not fully financed upfront; 14 

15 

The Scotiabank commission, rating agency fees, and legal fees associated with this 16 

financing in 2014 totaled approximately $10 million.  Combined with the cost of the 17 

interim hedge described above, related professional fees, and the costs associated with 18 

the Independent Engineer representing Canada’s interest as project guarantor, NSPML 19 

has incurred and capitalized as Deferred Financing Charges total financing costs of 20 

$50.1 million. Of this amount, $4.4 million was amortized and included in AFUDC 21 

being the amortization costs incurred during construction (from 2014 to 2017).  Since 22 

2017, NSPML amortized and recovered $2.4 million in rates from NS Power ($0.8 23 

million in 2020 and $1.6 million in 2021) and the remaining $43.3 million remains 24 

unamortized as at December 31, 2021 and has been included in derivation of 25 

NSPML’s proposed rate base. These amounts are detailed in Schedule 6 Attachment 1. 26 

27 

Since these costs relate to the $1.3 billion debt financing program, they have been 28 

deferred for accounting purposes pursuant to NSPML Accounting Policies 5800 – 29 

Financing Charges and 6960 – Accounting for Financial Instruments and Hedges.   30 

6 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 6. 
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4.0 FLG HEDGING REQUIREMENTS AND THE DECISION TO BORROW UP-1 

FRONT  2 

3 

In providing the FLG and its associated benefits, Canada, as guarantor, required 4 

protection from any financial exposure above the agreed guarantee cap of $1.3 billion, 5 

including interest rate exposure. This principle is documented in section 2.3 of the 6 

FLG Term Sheet: 7 

8 

As may be required by the nature of the Financing, a hedging program 9 
shall be put in place for each Borrower at Financial Close.  In order to 10 
ensure certainty in the cost of the Financing for each of the Projects, 11 
any interest expense risk will be hedged.  The Project hedging 12 
principles will be agreed to with the Guarantor prior to Financial 13 
Close.7 14 

15 

NSPML, with the support of Canada and on advice from the leading banks in Canada, 16 

determined that an up-front advance of funds program would provide the best overall 17 

financing program for Nova Scotia customers while meeting the requirements of the 18 

FLG, including the requirement that interest rate risk be hedged. 19 

20 

As noted in the expert testimony of Polar Star: 21 

22 

The vast majority of public private partnership projects that involved long term 23 
private sector financing in excess of $300 million that were financed in Canada 24 
since the 2008 global financial crisis were financed on a fully underwritten 25 
basis with 100% of the required long term private sector debt financing being 26 
obtained from upfront bond financing. 8 27 

28 
…  29 

7 2013 NSUARB 154 M05419, Application, Appendix 4.03. 
8 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 13. 
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Based on the provisions specified in the FLG term sheet, upfront 1 
financing was the approach that most clearly met the specific 2 
requirements of the FLG.9  3 

… 4 

If NSPML had entered into forward hedges as part of a periodic 5 
bond issuance strategy and interest rates fell, NSPML could have 6 
been "out of the money" resulting in a necessary reduction in funds 7 
available for construction being reduced (potentially a problem) in 8 
order to avoid total debt exceeding the $1.3 billion FLG debt cap.10  9 

10 

NSPML and Canada, working together with the common goal of minimizing the cost 11 

of financing for Nova Scotia customers, locked in the 3.50% coupon rate of interest by 12 

securing the maximum $1.3 billion FLG debt in April 2014.  Attempting to hedge 13 

interest rate risk otherwise (i.e. by undertaking a periodic bond issuance program and 14 

attempting to hedge interest rates) would not have been practical as there were 15 

elements of the cost of debt that could not be fully hedged in. The expert evidence of 16 

Polar Star provides further details on this challenge. 17 

18 

Proceeding with a periodic bond issuance program and entering into future hedges 19 

over the construction period of the Project could have resulted in “out of the money” 20 

hedge settlement costs, in the nature of, but significantly greater than, those 21 

experienced during the February to April 2014 period (as discussed elsewhere in this 22 

document).  This could have led to increased costs to Nova Scotia customers and 23 

possibly a requirement for additional financing above the $1.3 billion limit imposed by 24 

Canada.   25 

26 
The up-front borrowing program thus adopted, required that the $1.3 billion in bond 27 

proceeds be deposited in trust by the ML Trust, and advanced as constructing funding 28 

was required and under appropriate funding controls. The earnings secured from the 29 

9 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 5. 
10 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 6. 
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interim investment of the bond proceeds partially offset the interest cost of the funds 1 

raised (through the bond issuance), but not yet required to fund project costs.  2 

3 

The difference in interest paid on the unused proceeds of the borrowed funds and the 4 

interest revenue earned on unused proceeds until such unused proceeds are used to 5 

fund project expenditures is commonly referred to in capital markets as “negative 6 

carry”.  By choosing to secure the full amount of the FLG-supported debt up front, 7 

NSPML locked in the FLG supported interest rate rendering much more certainty in 8 

net financing costs than would have been the case had NSPML attempted to proceed 9 

with periodic borrowing and associated complex and uncertain (even if possible) 10 

hedging arrangements that would otherwise have been required under the terms of the 11 

FLG. The complex arrangements and potential significant risks of attempting to hedge 12 

interest rate risk over a multi-year construction period is addressed in Polar Star’s 13 

evidence.  In summarizing his view on this matter, Mr. Inskip concludes: 14 

15 
Given the costs and risks involved, NSPML would have had very 16 
good reasons to avoid a construction period hedging program. 17 
Faced with this set of circumstances in 2014, an upfront bond 18 
issuance by a AAA issuer with cost and execution certainty was, in 19 
my opinion, not only extremely reasonable and prudent, but the 20 
preferred approach to managing cost and risk.11 21 

22 
… 23 

24 
…NSPML's upfront bond financing strategy was, in my opinion, 25 
not only a very prudent financing strategy to protect Nova Scotia 26 
electricity customers but, based on my understanding of the 27 
circumstances and knowledge of the financial markets, is also a 28 
strategy that I would have recommended.12   29 

30 
… 31 

11 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 33. 
12 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 5. 
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…Therefore, in my opinion, the characteristics of the ML Project 1 
and the FLG clearly favoured, and arguably necessitated, the use of 2 
upfront bond financing.13 3 

4 

The decision to borrow up front and secure the full value of the FLG at a largely 5 

known cost and very favourable rate enabled the Project to be financed within the $1.3 6 

billion limit, at a relatively low negative carry, and avoided the risk of future interest 7 

rate spread volatility. 8 

13 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 21. 
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5.0 APPLICATION OF THE APPROVED AFUDC POLICY  1 

2 

Under conventional operational utility financing (such as that of NS Power), financing 3 

is undertaken by a combination of short-term credit and a series of revolving 4 

maturities. This approach blends and averages the cost of debt financing for multiple 5 

corporate purposes including ongoing maintenance, annual capital expenditures, and 6 

operational requirements. As such, NS Power’s approved AFUDC policy for 7 

conventional utility financing applies the utility’s weighted average cost of capital 8 

(WACC) to project costs incurred. 9 

10 

In contrast, NSPML is a single-purpose project entity and its approach to financing is 11 

different from that of an operational utility such as NS Power.  12 

13 

NSPML therefore applied to the UARB14 (AFUDC Application) for adoption of an 14 

AFUDC accounting policy which would allow capitalization of all actual net costs of 15 

Project debt and equity financing in alignment with the FLG.  16 

17 

In granting NSPML’s proposed Project AFUDC accounting policy, while rejecting 18 

proposals from some parties to isolate the net cost of funds advanced to ML Trust but 19 

not yet used for construction in a deferral account, the Board agreed “that the use of 20 

actual costs to finance the project best reflect[s] the nature of this project”.15 The 21 

Board did, however, note NSPML’s assurances in that proceeding that NSPML would 22 

provide the Board with the information necessary to understand the ML financing 23 

costs and offsetting benefits.  24 

25 

Specifically, NSPML assured the Board that in this Final Cost application NSPML 26 

would: 27 

28 

14 M07254/ML-15-FIN, Application Letter dated December 24, 2015. 
15 M07254/ML-15-FIN, Decision Letter dated May 13, 2016. 
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(a) Provide the Board and stakeholders with the components and breakdown of1 

costs involved in the ML financial structure, including the net costs of funds2 

held in the ML Trust.3 

(b) Detail the capitalization and amortization of deferred financing charges as4 

tracked and accounted for pursuant to the Board’s Financing Charges5 

Accounting Policy.6 

(c) Ensure that the Board has visibility of all Project debt financing costs7 

necessary to make a final assessment of the Project in an open and transparent8 

manner.9 

10 
Schedule 6 Attachment 1 provides a summary of all costs included in Deferred 11 

Financing Charges and Schedule 6 Attachment 2 provides a summary of all costs 12 

included in AFUDC.  The impact of negative carry, as more fully described below, 13 

during the construction period is included in the computation of AFUDC. 14 

15 

As explained in Section 4.0 above, NSPML decided to borrow “up-front” as opposed 16 

to borrow over time, on a periodic basis with the net cost, or “negative carry”, being 17 

necessary to achieve the overall benefit of this up front bond financing approach.  Mr. 18 

Inskip’s evidence provides details on the merits of borrowing up-front and compares 19 

that to the risks and costs involved with borrowing on a periodic basis including the 20 

associated hedges that would have been necessary in order to comply with the hedging 21 

requirements of the FLG. 22 

23 

Regarding negative carry, Mr. Inskip notes16: 24 

Negative carry as used in this report means the present value of the 25 
difference in interest paid on the unused proceeds of a long-term 26 
bond and the investment interest earned on unused proceeds until 27 
such unused proceeds are used to fund project expenditures. 28 

29 
30 

16 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 4. 
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…negative carry is not a measure of incremental cost to Nova 1 
Scotia electricity customers. It is a cost incurred to avoid other 2 
costs and risks, and such other costs and risks must be considered 3 
in assessing the value thereby obtained.17 4 

5 
Mr. Inskip’s evidence describes why borrowing up front and incurring a negative carry 6 

is a sound decision since the risk of the alternative could well have exceeded the 7 

negative carry amount: 8 

9 

… even if a multi-year NSPML hedging program was deemed by 10 
the Government of Canada to have met these [FLG] requirements, 11 
the direct costs and costs of retained risks associated with such a 12 
hedging program could well have exceeded the negative carry cost 13 
associated with the upfront borrowing program which NSPML 14 
used.18 15 

16 

NSPML’s decision to implement an upfront bond financing approach, including the 17 

negative carry, is essentially a hedge against future interest rate volatility and the 18 

potential risk of further out-of-the-money hedge settlement costs that are associated 19 

with a periodic bond financing program and the necessary hedging financial 20 

instruments that are associated with such a financing program. 21 

22 

Schedule 6 Attachment 3 provides NSPML’s calculation of negative carry.  Mr. Inskip 23 

also performed this calculation using forecasted interest revenue rates and arrived at a 24 

substantially similar amount to that submitted by NSPML19. 25 

26 

Respecting the benefits of the financing structure,  as stated by NSPML in the AFUDC 27 

Application20, the true value of the ML financing program can only be understood by 28 

reviewing the overall cost of the financing for the entire term of the Project. Further, 29 

17 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 10. 
18 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 5. 
19 Schedule 7, Attachment 2, Polar Star Evidence, page 23. 
20 M07254/ML-15-FIN, NSPML Reply Letter dated April 27, 2016, page 7. See also the evidence of Alison 
Manzer, Canada’s lead external counsel on the FLG and financing program, NSPML M07416 Technical 
Conference Transcript dated February 23, 2016, page 64, lines 18-25 and page 65, lines 1-2. 
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that true value can only be assessed by reviewing all the financing program elements 1 

together.   2 

3 

As NSPML noted in its Reply submission relating to the AFUDC Application:21 4 

5 

The MLFT is the special purpose financing vehicle that was established to 6 
achieve settlement of the bonds up front, achieve credit substitution and 7 
segregate risk.   NSPML’s obligation to pay all interest and financing fees 8 
associated with the Project debt held in the MLFT22 is integral to the 9 
maintenance of the financial structure as developed to decrease the inherent 10 
risk of the investment as perceived by the markets, and ultimately enable the 11 
lowest financing cost for the Project debt.  Thus, the net cost of the debt 12 
financing is an integral component of the MLP financial structure that was 13 
necessary to secure and maximize Canada-guaranteed funding and finance the 14 
Project at the lowest NPV for the benefit of NS customers.  This was achieved 15 
within the budget approved by the Board as the lowest long-term cost 16 
alternative for electricity for NS customers.  17 

18 

The merits of this complex and effective structure must be viewed as a whole and not 19 

its individual parts. When all costs of the ML debt financing structure (the 3.5% bond 20 

coupon rate, the “negative carry,” and those costs included in Deferred Financing 21 

Charges) are taken into account, the effective interest rate over the life of the bonds is 22 

approximately 3.9 percent (Schedule 6, Attachment 4), which is within with the low 23 

FLG-secured 4 percent “all-in” rate estimated in NSPML’s original application in 24 

2013 in support of ML approval.23  25 

26 
NSPML is grateful for the opportunity to have worked with the Government of 27 

Canada, leading financial institutions, and legal experts to maximize the support of the 28 

FLG. This beneficial financing structure enabled NSPML to secure the necessary 29 

21 NSPML Application for Approval of AFUDC Accounting Policy, Reply Evidence, pages 5-6. 
22 NSPML Application for Approval of AFUDC Accounting Policy, February 29, 2016 NSUARB IR 006 a), 
page 2, lines 11 through 15; NSUARB IR 006 b), February 29, 2016, page 3, lines 10 through 13; and NSUARB 
IR 006, Attachment 1, ML Credit Agreement, sections 3.1 and 3.2.  
23 2013 NSUARB 154 M05419, Appendix 4.01. 
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construction debt financing and avoid interest rate volatility within the all-in effective 1 

interest rate forecasted during the initial application. 2 
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6.0 UTILIZATION OF FLG BONDS 1 

2 

As noted in quarterly filings with the UARB24, NSPML requested withdrawal of the 3 

remaining balance of the $1.3 billion bond proceeds in February 2020 and as such no 4 

proceeds remain in the ML Trust. 5 

24 NSPML Quarterly Report, June 15, 2021, section 2.3.2. 
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7.0 THE ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT ENGINEER 1 

2 

One of the critical control measures that Canada implemented in support of its 3 

guarantee of the bond financing was the appointment of an Independent Engineer to 4 

monitor Project execution. 5 

6 

A detailed review of the Project plans and specifications was undertaken by the IE 7 

before, and in support of, Financial Close, and a comprehensive report was issued 8 

providing assurance that the plans and specifications were adequate and in accordance 9 

with appropriate engineering practices and standards.25 This pre-Financial Close report 10 

included detailed commentary on the contracting protocols instituted for the Project, 11 

the availability of project supplies/inputs, the cost effectiveness of the supplies/inputs 12 

obtained to date and of the estimates for supplies/inputs yet to be obtained, and the due 13 

diligence undertaken to ensure that Project components and contractors would be 14 

available on a timely basis and at industry expected cost. 15 

16 

The IE continued to exercise an oversight and reporting function throughout Project 17 

execution.26 IE reviews were undertaken monthly, update reports prepared regularly, 18 

and more detailed annual reviews were prepared reporting on the construction and its 19 

compliance with baseline plans and specifications. The IE also conducted periodic site 20 

and manufacturing facility inspections.  21 

22 

Monthly construction draws required signoff by the IE, as well as the Collateral Agent, 23 

to validate that the request for funding, and the progress of construction, was in accord 24 

with the Project plan and specifications previously approved.  25 

25 NSPML Quarterly Report Q1 2014, April 2014, Confidential Attachment 2. 
26 These ongoing IE reports have been filed with the UARB in NSPML Quarterly Reports. 
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A Project commissioning protocol was also developed which required IE oversight 1 

and the issuance of a final commissioning report and Commissioning Certificate. The 2 

completion and commissioning of the Project is described in Schedule 5 of this filing. 3 
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8.0 CONCLUSION: FINANCING PROGRAM  1 

2 

In summary, NSPML, with the support of the Government of Canada, has 3 

implemented an efficient financing structure that provides certainty and stability for 4 

customers at a locked in and very favourable 3.5 percent coupon rate and an effective 5 

interest rate, taking into account the structural costs of the upfront borrowing and 6 

hedging requirements,  within the 4 percent forecast made in NSPML’s 2013 7 

application. This has enabled NSPML to finance the construction period at a total 8 

AFUDC cost of $208.8 million ($21 million less than the $230 million estimated at the 9 

time of the 2013 Decision) and to shield Nova Scotia customers from the risk of 10 

interest rate volatility over the life of the Project.  11 
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Summary of Deferred Financing Charges 

 Total  

Forward Interest Hedge Settlement  $  36,279,509  

Bond issuance and rating agency fees  6,650,121  

Legal fees  3,656,355  

Independent engineer fees  2,062,551  

External Professional Services of Government of Canada  1,081,395  

Administration Agencies fees  385,325  

Total Deferred Financing Charges  $  50,115,256  

Portion of Gross Costs amortized and capitalized to AFUDC  (4,423,204) 

Balance of Deferred Financing Charges at December 31, 2017  45,692,052  

Amortization of Deferred Financing Charges recovered in rates to 
end of 2021  (2,400,000) 

Balance Remaining to be Amortized as at December 31, 2021  $  43,292,052  
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AFUDC by Year 

2011  2012  2013  2014  2015  2016  2017  Total 

Equity   $223,538   $1,707,360   $4,170,898    $11,647,384    $14,935,750    $20,909,074    $36,390,144   $  89,984,147  

Interest     15,957,752      27,494,873     32,232,353      38,702,004   $114,386,981  

Amortization of Deferred 
Financing Charges   703,756     1,208,392    1,223,291    1,287,765   $    4,423,204  

Total  $223,538   $1,707,360   $4,170,898   $28,308,891   $43,639,015    $54,364,718    $76,379,913   $208,794,333  
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Negative Carry 

NSPML provides the following calculation of negative carry using actual amounts reflected in its financial records. 

Table 1 provides the total net interest cost that has been included in AFUDC from 2014 through 2017 and expensed from 2018 through May 

2020, being the date the final debt proceeds were received from ML Trust by NSPML.  In order to determine the negative carry, NSPML then 

calculates in Table 2, the notional cost of interest on the amounts drawn by NSPML from ML Trust.  The difference between these two amounts, 

$48.3 million, represents the net cost of the borrowed funds not immediately required for project expenditure purposes.   

Total of net interest costs (Table 1)  $221.1 million 
Total of interest on debt drawn (Table 2)  (172.8)million 

Net (negative carry)  $ 48.3 million 

Table 1: 

Actual total net interest incurred by NSPML from April 2014 (month in which the $1.3b ML bond proceeds were received) to May 2020 

(month in which the final draw on the bond proceeds was received). 

Total net interest incurred and charged to AFUDC (2014‐2017)  $114,386,981  

Interest expense (net) 2018  43,869,665  

Interest expense (net) 2019  44,414,813  

Interest expense (net) to May 2020  18,454,971  

Total Actual Net Interest Expense to May 2020  $221,126,430  
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Table 2:  

Calculation of interest on the portion of the debt drawn by NSPML from ML Trust from April 2014 (date when the $1.3b ML bond proceeds 
were received) to May 2020 (date when the final draw on the bond proceeds was received). 

Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

Apr‐14  May‐14  Jun‐14  Jul‐14  Aug‐14  Sep‐14  Oct‐14  Nov‐14  Dec‐14 

Opening  $  ‐  $ ‐   $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $93,920,290   $138,773,058  

Debt drawn ‐ 68,484,522   ‐    ‐    ‐    ‐    25,435,768   44,852,768   ‐  

Closing  $  ‐  $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $68,484,522   $93,920,290   $138,773,058   $138,773,058  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening   $ ‐  $ ‐   $199,747   $399,493   $599,240   $798,986   $998,733   $1,272,667   $1,677,422  

Interest ‐ 199,747   199,747   199,747   199,747   199,747   273,934   404,755   404,755  

Cumulative  $ ‐  $199,747   $399,493   $599,240   $798,986   $998,733   $1,272,667   $1,677,422   $2,082,176  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

Jan‐15  Feb‐15  Mar‐15  Apr‐15  May‐15  Jun‐15  Jul‐15  Aug‐15 

Opening  138,773,058   147,133,406   157,995,168   213,540,228   234,737,285   253,896,807   253,896,807   279,537,306  

Debt drawn  8,360,348   10,861,762   55,545,060   21,197,057   19,159,522   ‐    25,640,499   56,946,024  

Closing  147,133,406   157,995,168   213,540,228   234,737,285   253,896,807   253,896,807   279,537,306   336,483,330  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening  2,082,176   2,511,315   2,972,135   3,594,960   4,279,611   5,020,143   5,760,675   6,575,993  

Interest  429,139   460,819   622,826   684,650   740,532   740,532   815,317   981,410  

Cumulative  2,511,315   2,972,135   3,594,960   4,279,611   5,020,143   5,760,675   6,575,993   7,557,402  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

   Sep‐15  Oct‐15  Nov‐15  Dec‐15  Jan‐16  Feb‐16  Mar‐16  Apr‐16 

Opening 
   

336,483,330  
   

340,862,353  
   

354,600,521  
   

418,293,659  
   

418,293,659  
   

434,597,579  
   

443,021,891  
  

460,508,460  

Debt drawn 
   

4,379,023  
   

13,738,168  
   

63,693,137  
   
‐   

   
16,303,920  

   
8,424,312  

   
17,486,568  

  
17,581,339  

Closing 
   

340,862,353  
   

354,600,521  
   

418,293,659  
   

418,293,659  
   

434,597,579  
   

443,021,891  
   

460,508,460  
  

478,089,798  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening 
   

7,557,402  
   

8,551,584  
   

9,585,836  
   

10,805,859  
   

12,025,882  
   

13,293,458  
   

14,585,605  
  

15,928,755  

Interest 
   

994,182  
   

1,034,252  
   

1,220,023  
   

1,220,023  
   

1,267,576  
   

1,292,147  
   

1,343,150  
  

1,394,429  

Cumulative 
   

8,551,584  
   

9,585,836  
   

10,805,859  
   

12,025,882  
   

13,293,458  
   

14,585,605  
   

15,928,755  
  

17,323,184  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

   May‐16  Jun‐16  Jul‐16  Aug‐16  Sep‐16  Oct‐16  Nov‐16  Dec‐16 

Opening 
   

478,089,798  
   

542,631,250  
   

542,631,250  
   

569,565,508  
   

596,128,945  
   

618,082,538  
   

630,925,819  
  

725,029,767  

Debt drawn 
   

64,541,452  
   
‐   

   
26,934,259  

   
26,563,437  

   
21,953,593  

   
12,843,281  

   
94,103,948  

  
‐  

Closing 
   

542,631,250  
   

542,631,250  
   

569,565,508  
   

596,128,945  
   

618,082,538  
   

630,925,819  
   

725,029,767  
  

725,029,767  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening 
   

17,323,184  
   

18,905,858  
   

20,488,533  
   

22,149,765  
   

23,888,475  
   

25,691,216  
   

27,531,416  
  

29,646,086  

Interest 
   

1,582,674  
   

1,582,674  
   

1,661,233  
   

1,738,709  
   

1,802,741  
   

1,840,200  
   

2,114,670  
  

2,114,670  

Cumulative 
   

18,905,858  
   

20,488,533  
   

22,149,765  
   

23,888,475  
   

25,691,216  
   

27,531,416  
   

29,646,086  
  

31,760,756  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

   Jan‐17  Feb‐17  Mar‐17  Apr‐17  May‐17  Jun‐17  Jul‐17  Aug‐17 

Opening 
   

725,029,767  
   

733,125,732  
   

733,125,732  
   

791,920,045  
   

842,007,281  
   

953,729,272  
   

953,729,272  
  

1,011,108,114  

Debt drawn 
   

8,095,965  
   
‐   

   
58,794,313  

   
50,087,237  

   
111,721,991  

   
‐   

   
57,378,842  

  
17,237,875  

Closing 
   

733,125,732  
   

733,125,732  
   

791,920,045  
   

842,007,281  
   

953,729,272  
   

953,729,272  
   

1,011,108,114  
  

1,028,345,990  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening 
   

31,760,756  
   

33,899,040  
   

36,037,323  
   

38,347,090  
   

40,802,944  
   

43,584,655  
   

46,366,365  
  

49,315,430  

Interest 
   

2,138,283  
   

2,138,283  
   

2,309,767  
   

2,455,855  
   

2,781,710  
   

2,781,710  
   

2,949,065  
  

2,999,342  

Cumulative 
   

33,899,040  
   

36,037,323  
   

38,347,090  
   

40,802,944  
   

43,584,655  
   

46,366,365  
   

49,315,430  
  

52,314,773  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

   Sep‐17  Oct‐17  Nov‐17  Dec‐17  Jan‐18  Feb‐18  Mar‐18 

Opening 
   

1,028,345,990  
   

1,044,737,040  
   

1,086,429,808  
   

1,172,421,263  
   

1,172,421,263  
   

1,190,532,912  
  

1,265,290,878  

Debt drawn 
   

16,391,050  
   

41,692,768  
   

85,991,456  
   
‐   

   
18,111,649  

   
74,757,966  

  
‐  

Closing 
   

1,044,737,040  
   

1,086,429,808  
   

1,172,421,263  
   

1,172,421,263  
   

1,190,532,912  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening 
   

52,314,773  
   

55,361,923  
   

58,530,676  
   

61,950,238  
   

65,369,800  
   

68,842,188  
  

72,532,620  

Interest 
   

3,047,150  
   

3,168,754  
   

3,419,562  
   

3,419,562  
   

3,472,388  
   

3,690,432  
  

3,690,432  

Cumulative 
   

55,361,923  
   

58,530,676  
   

61,950,238  
   

65,369,800  
   

68,842,188  
   

72,532,620  
  

76,223,051  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

   Apr‐18  May‐18  Jun‐18  Jul‐18  Aug‐18  Sep‐18  Oct‐18 

Opening 
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  

Debt drawn 
   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

  
‐  

Closing 
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening 
   

76,223,051  
   

79,913,483  
   

83,603,915  
   

87,294,347  
   

90,984,778  
   

94,675,210  
  

98,365,642  

Interest 
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
  

3,690,432  

Cumulative 
   

79,913,483  
   

83,603,915  
   

87,294,347  
   

90,984,778  
   

94,675,210  
   

98,365,642  
  

102,056,073  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

   Nov‐18  Dec‐18  Jan‐19  Feb‐19  Mar‐19  Apr‐19  May‐19 

Opening 
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  

Debt drawn 
   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐   

  
‐  

Closing 
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening 
   

102,056,073  
   

105,746,505  
   

109,436,937  
   

113,127,369  
   

116,817,800  
   

120,508,232  
  

124,198,664  

Interest 
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
  

3,690,432  

Cumulative 
   

105,746,505  
   

109,436,937  
   

113,127,369  
   

116,817,800  
   

120,508,232  
   

124,198,664  
  

127,889,096  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

   Jun‐19  Jul‐19  Aug‐19  Sep‐19  Oct‐19  Nov‐19  Dec‐19 

Opening 
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,286,915,878  

Debt drawn 
   
‐   

   
‐   

   
‐                             ‐                             ‐   

   
21,625,000  

  
‐  

Closing 
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
   

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  
  

1,265,290,878  
   

1,286,915,878  
  

1,286,915,878  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening 
   

127,889,096  
   

131,579,527  
   

135,269,959  
   

138,960,391  
   

142,650,822  
   

146,341,254  
  

150,094,759  

Interest 
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,690,432  
   

3,753,505  
  

3,753,505  

Cumulative 
   

131,579,527  
   

135,269,959  
   

138,960,391  
   

142,650,822  
   

146,341,254  
   

150,094,759  
  

153,848,263  
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Summary of Debt Drawn by NSPML from ML Trust 

Jan‐20  Feb‐20  Mar‐20  Apr‐20  May‐20 

Opening   1,286,915,878     1,286,915,878     1,298,331,562     1,298,331,562     1,298,331,562  

Debt drawn           ‐          11,415,684          ‐           ‐            1,109,403  

Closing   1,286,915,878     1,298,331,562     1,298,331,562     1,298,331,562     1,299,440,965  

Interest at 3.5% on Debt Drawn from ML Trust 

Opening  153,848,263    157,601,768    161,388,568     165,175,369    168,962,169  

Interest    3,753,505    3,786,800      3,786,800      3,786,800    3,790,036  

Cumulative  157,601,768     161,388,568    165,175,369     168,962,169   $172,752,205  
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Effective Interest Rate 

Coupon interest rate on FLG bonds  3.5% 

"Negative carry" impact on effective rate  0.2% 

Deferred financing charges impact on effective rate  0.2% 

Total effective interest rate  3.9% 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 1 

2 

Independent expert evidence is attached to this Exhibit, as follows: 3 

4 

(a) Direct Evidence of John J. Reed (Concentric Energy Advisors)5 

6 

This evidence presents Concentric’s analysis of the prudence of NSPML’s 7 

management of the Maritime Link Transmission Project, which addresses the 8 

costs that should be recovered as having been prudently incurred.  9 

10 

(b) Direct Evidence of Cliff Inskip (Polar Star Advisory Services)11 

12 

This evidence provides an expert opinion and testimony on the appropriateness 13 

and long-term value to Nova Scotia electricity customers of the Federal Loan 14 

Guarantee ("FLG") debt financing program for the Maritime Link Project. 15 

16 

(c) Direct Evidence of Patricia D. Galloway (Pegasus-Global Holdings Inc.)17 

18 

This evidence provides an expert opinion on the following topics: 19 

20 

- How megaproject execution differs from typical linear projects, and the21 

appropriate approach to megaproject management and associated use of22 

contingency provisions.23 

- An independent and objective assessment of NSPML’s risk management,24 

procurement, and contract strategy, approach and execution, focusing in25 

particular on the major contracts entered into with Nexans Norway AS26 

(Nexans), ABB Inc. (ABB), Abengoa, and the post-Abengoa work of27 

PowerTel and the EUS-Rokstad Joint Venture (ERJV) as to the key major28 

contract terms and conditions as well as contracted risk allocations between29 

NSPML and contractors with respect to industry best practices for projects30 

the size and complexity of the Project;  and31 
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- Reviews how NSPML handled each contract specifically addressing any1 

settlements taken with respect to certain contracts. The results of this2 

assessment are provided within this report.3 
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DIRECT EVIDENCE OF JOHN J. REED    

  

1 

I. INTRODUCTION, QUALIFICATIONS, PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND  1 

Q1. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 2 

 My name is John J. Reed. My business address is 293 Boston Post Road West, Suite 500, 3 

Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752. 4 

Q2. BY WHOM AND IN WHAT CAPACITY ARE YOU EMPLOYED? 5 

 I am Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Concentric Energy Advisors, Inc. 6 

(“Concentric”). Concentric is a management consulting firm specializing in financial and 7 

economic services to the energy industry.  8 

Q3. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND AND 9 

EXPERIENCE. 10 

 I have more than 40 years of experience in the North American energy industry. Prior to 11 

my current position with Concentric, I have served in executive positions with various 12 

consulting firms and as Chief Economist with Southern California Gas Company, North 13 

America’s largest gas distribution utility. I have provided expert testimony on financial and 14 

economic matters on more than 150 occasions before the National Energy Board (“NEB”), 15 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), numerous provincial and state 16 

utility regulatory agencies, various state and federal courts, and before arbitration panels 17 

in the United States and Canada. A copy of my résumé and a listing of the testimony I have 18 

sponsored in the past ten years is included as Attachment A.  19 

Q4. ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU SPONSORING EVIDENCE IN THIS 20 

PROCEEDING? 21 

 I am sponsoring evidence on behalf of NSP Maritime Link Incorporated (“NSPML” or the 22 

“Company”) in its Capital Cost and 2022 Assessment Approval Application 23 

(“Application”). NSPML is a subsidiary of Emera Newfoundland & Labrador Holdings, 24 
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Inc. (“ENL”), and an affiliate of Nova Scotia Power Inc. (“NS Power”)1. My evidence here 1 

is the fifth time that I have provided testimony before the Nova Scotia Utility and Review 2 

Board (“NSUARB” or the “Board”).  3 

Q5. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR EVIDENCE? 4 

 My evidence presents Concentric’s analysis of the prudence of NSPML’s management of 5 

the Maritime Link Transmission Project (“the ML Project”), which addresses the costs that 6 

should be recovered as having been prudently incurred. In addition, I briefly address the 7 

recoverability of NSPML’s construction period incentive compensation, and whether any 8 

portion of those costs should be excluded from recovery through rates. 9 

Q6. DO YOU HAVE PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN CONDUCTING PRUDENCE 10 

REVIEWS AND OFFERING EXPERT TESTIMONY ON THIS TOPIC? 11 

 Yes, over the past 32 years, I have conducted approximately 20 such reviews, have written 12 

extensively about the structure and conduct of prudence reviews and have provided expert 13 

testimony on this topic on more than 15 occasions. My experience with mega-project 14 

management and prudence reviews involves approximately $100 billion in expenditures in 15 

both the electric power and natural gas industries. My clients for this work have included 16 

electric utilities, gas utilities, non-utility electric generators, oil companies, state 17 

governments and utility regulators.  18 

 
1  NS Power is a subsidiary of Emera, Inc. (“Emera”). 
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II. SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY 1 

Q7. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR TESTIMONY.   2 

 My testimony describes the prudence standard that is applied to large capital projects in 3 

the regulated utility industry.  I describe the features of projects that are comparable in 4 

scale to the ML Project, and what level of planning and execution oversight are required 5 

to ensure such projects are implemented successfully.  I then describe the specific elements 6 

of Concentric’s review of the ML Project, and how Concentric assessed NSPML’s 7 

performance on the ML Project, especially in light of challenges that arose throughout the 8 

period of its execution.   Finally, I discuss the regulatory policy issues associated with 9 

recovery through rates for the incentive program costs for ML Project execution.   10 

 I have found NSPML’s performance on the ML Project to be both prudent and 11 

exemplary.  The project management and oversight structures functioned exceptionally 12 

well, responding appropriately to adverse conditions, and resulting in the completion of the 13 

ML Project on-time and within the approved budget.  As I discuss at length, below, the ML 14 

Project’s execution performance is exceptional for projects of its scale and complexity.    15 

III. THE PRUDENCE STANDARD 16 

Q8. PLEASE GENERALLY DESCRIBE THE REGULATORY STANDARD FOR 17 

PRUDENCE. 18 

 Under traditional cost-based ratemaking, a utility is permitted to include prudently-19 

incurred costs in its rates. The standard for the evaluation of whether costs are, or are not, 20 

prudently incurred is built on four principles. First, prudence relates to actions and 21 

decisions. Costs themselves are neither prudent nor imprudent. It is the decision or action 22 

that led to cost incurrence that must be reviewed and assessed, not simply whether the costs 23 

are above or below expectations. The second feature is a presumption of prudence, which 24 

is often referred to as a rebuttable presumption. The burden of showing that a decision is 25 

outside of the reasonable bounds falls, at least initially, on the party challenging the utility’s 26 

actions. The third feature is the total exclusion of hindsight. A utility’s decisions must be 27 

judged based upon what was known or knowable at the time the decision was made by the 28 
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utility. The final feature is that decisions being reviewed need to be compared to a range 1 

of reasonable behavior; prudence does not require perfection, nor does it require achieving 2 

the lowest possible cost. This standard recognizes that reasonable people can differ and 3 

that there is a range of reasonable actions and decisions that is consistent with prudence.  4 

Q9. WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A UTILITY’S ACTION OR INACTION IS DEEMED 5 

IMPRUDENT? 6 

 Generally, when an action, or inaction is deemed imprudent, the rate base disallowance is 7 

permanent. A decrease in rate base means: 1) no return on the disallowed amount; 2) no 8 

depreciation expense on the disallowed amount; 3) a lower overall revenue requirement; 9 

and therefore 4) a lower rate overall. If an action is ruled imprudent then a regulator should: 10 

1) define the range of reasonable behavior; 2) consider what the costs would have been if 11 

a “minimally prudent” course of action had been followed; and 3) disallow the amount of 12 

costs above that level. 13 

Q10. IS THERE HISTORICAL PRECEDENT FOR THE PRUDENCE STANDARD IN 14 

NOVA SCOTIA? 15 

 Yes. In a 2005 decision, the NSUARB referenced language from an Illinois Commerce 16 

Commission decision that defined prudence as: 17 

...that standard of care which a reasonable person would be expected to exercise 18 
under the same circumstances encountered by utility management at the time 19 
decisions had to be made ... . Hindsight is not applied in assessing prudence ... . A 20 
utility's decision is prudent if it was within the range of decisions reasonable 21 
persons might have made. ... The prudence standard recognizes that reasonable 22 
persons can have honest differences of opinion without one or the other necessarily 23 
being imprudent. (Nova Scotia Power Inc. (Re), [2005] N.S.U.R.B.D. No. 24, 31 24 
March 2005). 25 

The NSUARB found that this definition of prudence as set out by the Illinois Commerce 26 

Commission was a reasonable standard to be applied in Nova Scotia. 27 
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Q11. IS THERE OTHER PRECEDENT FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE PRUDENCE 1 

STANDARD IN CANADA? 2 

 Yes. In a 2005 decision reviewing the Canadian prudence standard as applied to public 3 

utility regulation, the Ontario Superior Court of Justice - Divisional Court (“Ontario 4 

Superior Court”) noted that the prudence test was first developed in United States 5 

jurisprudence, but has since been widely adopted in Canada. Regarding the nature of the 6 

prudence test, the court wrote that: 7 

Expenditures are deemed to be prudent, in the absence of some evidence suggesting 8 
the contrary. However, costs that are found to be dishonestly incurred, or which are 9 
negligent or wasteful losses, are excluded from the legitimate operating costs of the 10 
utility in determining rates that may be charged. The examination of whether an 11 
expenditure was prudent must be based on the particular circumstances at the time 12 
the decision to incur those costs was made. That is so even if in hindsight it is 13 
obvious the decision was a bad one. (2005 CanLII 4941 (Ont. Div. Ct.). 14 

In the aforementioned case, the court found that the Ontario Energy Board (“OEB”) 15 

correctly defined the prudence standard in the 2002 order that was the subject of the court’s 16 

review. Specifically, the OEB found the following about the prudence standard: 17 

The Board agrees that a review of prudence involves the following: 18 

 • Decisions made by the utility's management should generally be presumed 19 
to be prudent unless challenged on reasonable grounds. 20 

 • To be prudent, a decision must have been reasonable under the 21 
circumstances that were known or ought to have been known to the utility 22 
at the time the decision was made. 23 

 • Hindsight should not be used in determining prudence, although 24 
consideration of the outcome of the decision may legitimately be used to 25 
overcome the presumption of prudence. 26 

 • Prudence must be determined in a retrospective factual inquiry, in that the 27 
evidence must be concerned with the time the decision was made and must 28 
be based on facts about the elements that could or did enter into the decision 29 
at the time. (Decision with Reasons, RP-2001-0032, December 13, 2002). 30 

Q12. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ORIGINAL PRUDENCE STANDARD AS IT WAS 31 

DEVELOPED IN THE UNITED STATES. 32 

 The original standard of prudence in ratemaking was expressed by Supreme Court Justice 33 

Louis Brandeis in 1923 as a means of guiding regulators conducting reviews of utility 34 
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capital investments. As originally proffered, the test provides a basis for establishing a 1 

utility’s investment or rate base based on the cost of such investment:  2 

There should not be excluded from the finding of the base, investments which, 3 
under ordinary circumstances, would be deemed reasonable. The term is applied 4 
for the purpose of excluding what might be found to be dishonest or obviously 5 
wasteful or imprudent expenditures. Every investment may be assumed to have 6 
been made in the exercise of reasonable judgment, unless the contrary is shown… 7 
adoption of the amount prudently invested as the rate base and the amount of the 8 
capital charge as the measure of the rate of return … [would provide] a basis for 9 
decision which is certain and stable. The rate base would be ascertained as a fact, 10 
not determined as a matter of opinion. (Separate, concurring opinion of Justice 11 
Louis Brandeis, Missouri ex. Rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public 12 
Service Commission, 262 U.S. 276 (1923)); (clarification added). 13 

The position of Justice Brandeis was endorsed in 1935 when Supreme Court Justice 14 

Benjamin N. Cardozo stated: 15 

Good faith is to be presumed on the part of managers of a business. In the absence 16 
of a showing of inefficiency or improvidence, a court will not substitute its 17 
judgment for theirs as to the measure of a prudent outlay. (West Ohio Gas Co. v. 18 
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (No.1), 294 U.S. 63, (1935), Opinion). 19 

The prudent investment test offered by Justice Brandeis was applied sparingly for the first 20 

four decades following its pronouncement. It was not until the nuclear power construction 21 

projects of the 1970s and 1980s that the prudent investment test, at least in name, was 22 

applied frequently in various electric utility rate cases. The Federal Energy Regulatory 23 

Commission (“FERC”) offered its view of the prudent investment test in 1984 by stating 24 

the following: 25 

We note that while in hindsight it may be clear that a management decision was 26 
wrong, our task is to review the prudence of the utility’s actions and the cost 27 
resulting therefrom based on the particular circumstances existing either at the time 28 
the challenged costs were actually incurred, or the time the utility became 29 
committed to incur those expenses. (New England Power Company, 31 FERC ¶ 30 
61,047 (1985). 31 

The New York Public Service Commission shared similar observations when reviewing 32 

Consolidated Edison Company of New York’s Indian Point 2 nuclear plant. 33 

[t]he Company’s conduct should be judged by asking whether the conduct was 34 
reasonable at the time, under all the circumstances, considering that the company 35 
had to solve its problems prospectively rather than in reliance on hindsight. In 36 
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effect, our responsibility is to determine how reasonable people would have 1 
performed the tasks that confronted the company. (New York Public Service 2 
Commission, Case No. 27123, Opinion 79-1, January 16, 1979). 3 

The National Regulatory Research Institute (“NRRI”) advocated for similar 4 

principles in a 1985 research paper entitled, “The Prudent Investment Test in the 1980s.” 5 

In this paper, the NRRI stated that the prudent investment standard should include the 6 

following four guidelines: 7 

 •  “…a presumption that the investment decisions of the utilities are prudent…”  8 

 •  “…the standard of reasonableness under the circumstances…” 9 

 •  “…a proscription against the use of hindsight in determining prudence…” 10 

•  “…determine prudence in a retrospective, factual inquiry. Testimony must present 11 

facts, not merely opinion, about the elements that did or could have entered into the 12 

decision at the time.” (National Regulatory Research Institute, The Prudent 13 

Investment Test in the 1980s; (April 1985)). 14 

Q13. HAVE YOU APPLIED THESE PRECEDENTS AND GUIDELINES TO THE 15 

DETERMINATION OF PRUDENTLY-INCURRED COSTS IN THIS CASE? 16 

 Yes, I have adhered to this approach, which I believe is the industry standard. 17 

IV. MEGA PROJECT OVERVIEW 18 

Q14. PLEASE DESCRIBE WHAT YOU MEAN BY THE TERM MEGA PROJECT. 19 

 The term mega project refers to a class of large-scale construction projects that cost over 20 

one billion dollars. These projects typically require considerable front-end planning and 21 

complex engineering preparation in advance of beginning construction. Mega projects 22 

involve substantial effort on the part of the project organization to oversee progress and 23 

respond quickly and effectively to changing circumstances. It is not unusual for mega 24 

projects to involve an array of contractors and sub-contractors organized within one or 25 

more work scopes of the overall project scope, called work packages.  The coordination of 26 

interfaces among these work packages is an important element of successful mega project 27 

management.    28 
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Q15. HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE THE UTILITY INDUSTRY’S 1 

PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF EXECUTING ON MEGA PROJECTS?  2 

 The average utility mega project has been reported to have been delivered 35% over budget 3 

and two years behind schedule.2 In fact, many recent energy megaprojects have 4 

experienced much higher cost overruns for a variety of reasons related to economic 5 

conditions, challenges with first-of-a-kind (“FOAK”) engineering and construction, and 6 

other features of the environment in which these projects are built. For example, Georgia 7 

Power’s ongoing project to construct two new nuclear generating units at its existing 8 

Vogtle station has increased in estimated total cost by billions of dollars in the years since 9 

it was first proposed and the project remains in the construction and testing phase. During 10 

this time, the commercial operation date slipped by more than five years. The delays and 11 

increased costs are due in part to extraordinarily difficult engineering, manufacturing, and 12 

construction challenges related to components that had not been built in the United States 13 

before the project began. Other mega projects in the energy industry have experienced 14 

similar difficulties.  15 

Q16. DOES AN INCREASE IN COST OR A MODIFICATION IN DELIVERY DATE 16 

NECESSARILY SIGNAL IMPRUDENCE? 17 

  No, it does not. Mega projects involve significantly greater exposure to time-based costs 18 

that manifest as a result of schedule disruptions, counterparty risk, inflation, financing 19 

costs, force majeure events, technological obsolescence, economic obsolescence, political 20 

risk, and other factors. Mega projects also involve risks that may be very difficult to assess, 21 

such as subsurface, subsea, and “behind the wall” conditions, FOAK technology, highly 22 

specialized labor and materials, etc.  23 

 The magnitude of these risks requires considerable effort by project sponsors, 24 

executive leadership, and project management organizations to identify, contain, and 25 

mitigate the effects of these risks materializing. While the economic and time-based effects 26 

 
2  Spotlight on power utility megaprojects – formulas for success, Part 1: Financing and delivery. Ernst and Young, 

2016. 
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can be contained, they cannot be eliminated. As a result, megaproject organization 1 

structures typically provide significant resources to project controls functions that oversee 2 

various aspects of the commercial and operational elements of project execution.  3 

 Properly planned mega projects often carry, and rely on, relatively large 4 

contingencies in recognition of the likelihood of deviations from expectation as project 5 

execution takes place. These contingencies represent not just the typical estimation 6 

uncertainty, but also allowances for known risks and potential impacts as well as 7 

management reserves for the “unknown unknowns.” 8 

Q17. ARE THERE EXAMPLES OF PROJECTS THAT HAVE EXPERIENCED 9 

SCHEDULE EXTENSIONS AND BUDGET OVERRUNS WHILE REMAINING 10 

PRUDENT? 11 

 Yes, there are many such projects. For example, Florida Power and Light Company 12 

(“FPL”) conducted an extended power uprate (“EPU”) project from approximately 2009-13 

2013 to raise the output of four existing nuclear units in Florida. The EPU project was a 14 

massive undertaking, and involved complex scheduling, management of a variety of 15 

contractors, and the active engagement of senior leaders to respond to emergent issues 16 

during project execution. FPL used a robust project controls organization in its 17 

administration of the EPU project. Despite a robust project structure, challenges occurred 18 

during execution that led to the project being completed later than planned, and more than 19 

$1 billion above the initial budget. These challenges included a significant work stoppage 20 

related to a contractor’s error, and the discovery of unexpected conditions inside the 21 

reactors.  22 

 Many of these risks were understood as potential risks when the project was 23 

initiated. FPL took appropriate steps to mitigate the risks of each coming to fruition, but it 24 

could not eliminate these risks altogether. Regulators recognized this in their assessments 25 

of the project, and determined that the overall project execution was prudent despite the 26 

schedule shifts and cost overruns.  27 
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Q18. PLEASE DESCRIBE A PROJECT THAT MADE SIGNIFICANT EFFORTS TO 1 

CONTAIN UNCERTAINTY. 2 

 Ontario Power Generation (“OPG”) is in the process of completing a major refurbishment 3 

of the Darlington Nuclear Generating Station. In preparation for undertaking this work, 4 

which will last approximately a decade and is expected to cost over $12 billion, OPG 5 

completed extensive front-end engineering and design (“FEED”) work, including the 6 

construction of facilities in which execution teams can complete dry-runs of certain 7 

procedures to eliminate scheduling and spatial conflicts at the site. OPG required that all 8 

engineering be substantially complete before final transition from the development phase 9 

of the project to the execution phase. This allowed the company to develop a P90 cost 10 

estimate, meaning OPG was approximately 90 percent confident that the project would 11 

come in at or below this estimate.  12 

 Even with its extensive up-front efforts to eliminate or mitigate uncertainties, 13 

OPG’s project organization recognized that uncertainty associated with all large projects 14 

with complex engineering can be reduced, but not eliminated altogether. As a consequence, 15 

the company continues to allocate contingency dollars where there is the potential for scope 16 

expansion from unforeseeable events, where more person-hours of skilled labor may be 17 

required, or where other unexpected events could occur. In addition, OPG maintains a 18 

management reserve for events that cannot be predicted. 19 

Q19.  HOW HAVE OTHER MEGAPROJECTS ADDRESSED CONTINGENCY IN 20 

YOUR EXPERIENCE? 21 

 Contingency analysis is a process by which project leadership makes allowances for both 22 

estimation uncertainty and scope changes from the realization of risks that are identified 23 

during a project’s risk assessment and tracked on the project’s risk register. One of our 24 

recent client’s use of contingencies on a very large major component replacement project 25 

is an example of a robust application of contingency. This client assessed a variety of levels 26 

of contingency in its overall assessment of contingency allowances for elements of its 27 

project. These contingency levels ranged from specific allocations for estimation 28 

uncertainty (e.g., the misspecification of the number or price of a component or inventory 29 
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item to be used on-site during execution) to higher-level uncertainty such as cost 1 

implications from exogenous schedule disruptions to specific work elements that result 2 

from delays in other parts of the larger program. Our client then applied a separate 3 

contingency to cost estimates for broad segments of scope (i.e., project or work package 4 

contingencies). Finally, in addition to these levels of contingency, the company created a 5 

management reserve for unplanned changes to the overall project’s scope.  6 

  Like OPG on the Darlington Refurbishment Program, our client made contingency 7 

allocations through a rigorous process of scope review in recognition that risks can be 8 

mitigated, but not eliminated altogether.  9 

 10 

V. CONCENTRIC’S REVIEW OF THE MARITIME LINK TRANSMISSION 11 

PROJECT 12 

Q20. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE RESULTS OF THE PROJECT AS COMPARED TO 13 

THE ESTIMATE AT DECISION GATE 3 (“DG3”).  14 

 The cost performance of the execution phase of the ML Project is illustrated in Table 1, 15 

below. In addition to the ML Project coming in on schedule, this table demonstrates the 16 

ML Project’s achievement of extremely strong performance in cost controls, resulting in 17 

completion within the DG3 budget.  18 
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Table 1: Comparison of Decision Gate 3 (“DG3”) Budget and Project Costs3 1 

 2 

 3 

Q21. IS THE FACT THAT THE PROJECT CAME IN ON-TIME AND WITHIN 4 

BUDGET PROOF THAT THE PROJECT WAS PRUDENTLY MANAGED? 5 

 No, the Company’s conduct on the ML Project must be evaluated to determine whether 6 

decisions and actions fall within a reasonable range to establish prudence. We have only 7 

used these results to guide us in evaluating which areas of project management warranted 8 

more attention in our prudence review. However, the fact that the ML Project was 9 

completed so close to the estimated budget, and delivered on time, is an indicator that the 10 

rigor applied to the management of the ML Project throughout the execution phase yielded 11 

results that are consistent with NSPML’s objectives.   12 

 
3  Actuals include 2019 Submarine Cable deepwater burial expenditures.  

DG3 Estimate 
(Revised to reflect 

reallocation 
among elements) Project Costs

Variance
over/(under)

             158,031        203,302           45,271 
              15,442         16,216               774 

              23,953         18,417           (5,536)
            308,922       343,451           34,529 
            585,948       550,078          (35,870)
            310,704       439,766         129,062 
          1,229,527     1,351,712         122,185 

          1,403,000     1,571,230         168,230 
              35,354                -            (35,354)

Contingency              139,000                -          (139,000)

          1,577,354     1,571,230           (6,124)

Environmental Approval

(000's of Canadian Dollars)

Description
Emera NL Project Management Costs
Nalcor Project Support Costs
Construction and Engineering Initiatives

Grand Total

Submarine and related
Converters, structures, and other ancillary 
Overhead Transmission

Subtotal: Construction and Engineering Initiatives

Total
Escalation
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Q22. WHAT IS MEANT BY THE TERM “INTERNAL CONTROL” AND WHAT DOES 1 

IT INTEND TO ACHIEVE? 2 

 Internal control is a process used by organizations to provide a reasonable assurance of the 3 

effectiveness of operations, the reliability of financial reporting, and compliance with 4 

applicable laws and regulations. Internal controls inform decision-making by tracking the 5 

organization’s performance relative to its various objectives. Internal control is a process 6 

that responds to the dynamic nature of organizations and projects over time. Finally, 7 

internal control can provide only reasonable assurance; absolute assurance cannot be 8 

achieved.  9 

Q23. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE FRAMEWORK CONCENTRIC USED TO REVIEW 10 

NSPML’S SYSTEM OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND CONTROLS AS 11 

IMPLEMENTED BY THE PROJECT TEAM. 12 

  Concentric focused on five elements of the Company’s internal controls of the ML Project: 13 

 defined corporate procedures; 14 

 written project execution plans; 15 

 involvement of key internal stakeholders; 16 

 reporting and oversight requirements; and 17 

 corrective action mechanisms.  18 

Each of these elements was reviewed for the following five processes: 19 

 Project estimating and budgeting processes; 20 

 project schedule development and management processes; 21 

 contract management and administration processes; 22 

 internal oversight mechanisms; and 23 

 external oversight mechanisms. 24 

Q24. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW CONCENTRIC PERFORMED ITS REVIEW. 25 

 Concentric’s review has been performed over the last three years, and began by reviewing 26 

the Company’s documentation for the ML Project. In addition, we reviewed the project’s 27 

organizational and governance structures, as well as the performance of these structures 28 
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both during times in which the project experienced acute stress for any reason, and during 1 

the periods of peak project performance.  2 

 Concentric then reviewed other documents and conducted in-person discussions 3 

with NSPML personnel in 2018 when the majority of the project personnel were still 4 

employed by NSPML, and at various times from 2018 to 2021 to make certain the ML 5 

Project’s policies, procedures and instructions were followed throughout the execution 6 

phase of the ML Project. These discussions included representatives from each of the 7 

following functional areas: 8 

 Project Management; 9 

 Project Controls; 10 

 Supply Chain Management; 11 

 Quality Assurance/Quality Control; 12 

 Human Resources; 13 

 Legal; and 14 

 Accounting and Finance. 15 

Q25. PLEASE DESCRIBE WHY YOU BELIEVE IT IS IMPORTANT FOR A MEGA 16 

PROJECT ORGANIZATION TO HAVE DEFINED CORPORATE PROCEDURES 17 

IN PLACE. 18 

 Defined corporate procedures are critical to any project development process as they detail 19 

the methodology with which the project will be completed and make certain that business 20 

processes are consistently applied to the project. To be effective, these procedures should 21 

be: (1) documented with sufficient detail to allow project teams to implement the 22 

procedures; (2) clear enough to allow project teams to easily comprehend the procedures; 23 

and (3) revisited and revised as the project evolves and as lessons are learned.  24 

Q26. DID NSPML HAVE CORPORATE PROCEDURES IN PLACE THROUGHOUT 25 

THE PROJECT’S DEVELOPMENT AND EXECUTION? 26 

 Yes. NSPML had the appropriate level of documentation of procedures, plans, and 27 

expectations for the project organization and contractors throughout the project.  28 
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Q27. WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE OF WRITTEN PROJECT EXECUTION PLANS? 1 

 Written project execution plans are necessary to prudently develop a large project. These 2 

plans lay out the resource needs of the project, the scope of the project, key project 3 

milestones or activities and the objectives of the project. This provides a “roadmap” for 4 

completing the project as well as a yardstick by which overall performance can be 5 

monitored and managed.  6 

 It is also important for the project sponsor to require its large-value contract vendors 7 

to provide similar execution plans and consistent documentation of progress against these 8 

plans. This allows the project sponsor to accurately monitor the performance of these 9 

vendors and make certain at an early stage of the project that each vendor’s approach to 10 

achieving key project milestones is consistent with the project sponsor’s needs.  11 

Q28. DID YOU REVIEW NSPML’S ML PROJECT EXECUTION PLAN? 12 

 Yes, I did. The NSPML ML Project Execution Plan and its supporting documents provided 13 

an appropriate foundation for the management and execution of a project of its scale and 14 

importance.  15 

Q29. IS IT IMPORTANT THAT KEY INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS BE INVOLVED 16 

THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT? 17 

 Yes, it is. One of the most challenging aspects of prudently developing a large project is 18 

the ability to balance the needs of all internal stakeholders, including project personnel, 19 

operational leadership, financial management, regulatory staff and legal advisors. This 20 

balance is necessary to best align value delivery with evolving project performance criteria. 21 

By including these stakeholders in a transparent project development and execution 22 

process, the project sponsor will be better positioned to deliver on these high-value 23 

projects. 24 
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Q30. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO HAVE ESTABLISHED REPORTING AND 1 

OVERSIGHT REQUIREMENTS? 2 

 Effective internal and external communications enable an organization to meet its key 3 

objectives and allow employees to effectively discharge their responsibilities. By having 4 

an established reporting structure and periodic reporting requirements, the project 5 

sponsor’s senior management will be well informed on the status of the project’s various 6 

activities. Reporting requirements give senior management the information it needs to 7 

leverage its background and previous experience to direct prudently the many facets of the 8 

project. In addition, established reporting requirements ensure that senior management is 9 

fully aware of the activities of the respective project teams so management can effectively 10 

and proactively control and mitigate the overall project risks.  11 

 In order to be considered robust, these reporting requirements should be timely and 12 

should include varying levels of detail based on the frequency of the report.  13 

Q31. HAS THE ML PROJECT BEEN MONITORED BY SUFFICIENT EXTERNAL 14 

OVERSIGHT BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCE? 15 

 Yes. The ML Project has been thoroughly reviewed by independent and external oversight 16 

experts throughout the execution phase of the ML Project, including reports that have been 17 

provided to the UARB on a quarterly basis since 2014.  18 

 Since before even reaching DG3, the ML Project has been the subject of detailed 19 

evaluations of design and constructability, and cost and schedule risk. Intertek completed 20 

evaluations of the design and constructability of portions of the ML Project before DG3 in 21 

2013, and again before construction of the transmarine work was initiated in 2017. These 22 

independent evaluations were sought in order to provide assurance that the project was in 23 

a strong state of readiness for construction and that robust plans would ensure that the ML 24 

Project could be completed as expected. 25 

 Cost and schedule risk were assessed by the Westney Consulting Group in early 2014. 26 

The Westney assessment included extensive quantitative risk modeling to place bounds 27 

around the likely costs and durations of major project elements. This independent 28 

assessment confirmed the ML Project team’s expectations for the ML Project, and provided 29 
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confidence to leaders charged with determining whether to move forward with 1 

construction.  2 

 In addition to obtaining assessments of the ML Project prior to DG3, NSPML engaged 3 

Argirov Engineering, Inc. (“Argirov” formerly MWH Canada, Inc.) in fulfilment of the 4 

terms of the ML Project’s Federal Loan Guarantee to prepare independent engineering 5 

advice and reports on progress throughout the ML Project on behalf of the Canadian federal 6 

government. Argirov’s quarterly evaluations were thorough assessments of the ML 7 

Project’s management and execution. The evaluations documented observations from 8 

extensive site visits, visits to international manufacturing facilities, interviews with key 9 

ML Project personnel, reviews of relevant ML Project documentation, and concluding 10 

discussions with executives and ML Project leaders.   11 

 During construction of the ML Project, Nalcor provided guidance and oversight 12 

pursuant to the Maritime Link Joint Development Agreement and Joint Development 13 

Committee (“JDC”). The insight Nalcor was able to share included its experience 14 

constructing the Labrador Island Link transmission project. For example, Nalcor was able 15 

to share knowledge and lessons learned from its horizontal directional drilling program, 16 

which was completed one year before the ML Project began that phase of construction. 17 

This allowed the Company to avoid risks and achieve additional efficiencies.  In addition, 18 

Nalcor used its experience and expertise to assist the ML Project with the civil redesign of 19 

the break water for the two grounding sites, as well as moving the transition compounds in 20 

each Province from an interior design build to an exterior design.  The JDC provided an 21 

opportunity for the ML Project team and its Nalcor counterparts to share tactical advice 22 

regarding project development.  23 

Q32. DID NSPML INVOLVE INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS FOR REPORTING, 24 

OVERSIGHT, AND ADVISORY SUPPORT APPROPRIATELY? 25 

 Yes, it did. NSPML’s project leaders met on a weekly basis to provide status updates, to 26 

resolve any issues, and discuss risks and mitigation strategies. The project was also 27 

regularly monitored by internal corporate auditing functions, which assessed the ML 28 

Project’s adherence to established practices related to project controls for cost and schedule 29 
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management, quality management, contract compliance and closeout, procurement, safety 1 

management, and affiliate transactions. Discussions with management about these audits 2 

confirmed that in each instance no major gaps or findings were reported. In the case that a 3 

particular audit identified minor areas for improvement, the Company responded 4 

appropriately to implement recommended remediation plans. 5 

 In addition, senior management and executive leadership were apprised of the status 6 

of project development on a monthly basis. This group, called the Decision Board, was 7 

apprised of the status of project risks as necessary, and consulted for guidance when 8 

unexpected events occurred. I discuss the Decision Board’s involvement in the project in 9 

greater detail, below. Finally, the ENL Holdings, Inc. Board of Directors (“ENL Board”) 10 

was briefed at each meeting on the progress of the ML Project, and provided guidance as 11 

needed on the strategic direction of the program.  12 

Q33. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF CORRECTIVE ACTION MECHANISMS AND 13 

WHY ARE THEY IMPORTANT TO ENSURE THAT COSTS ARE PRUDENTLY 14 

INCURRED? 15 

 A corrective action mechanism is a defined process whereby a learning culture is 16 

implemented and nurtured throughout an organization to help eliminate concerns that can 17 

interfere with the successful completion of the project. Corrective action mechanisms help 18 

identify the root cause of issues, such as an activity that is trending behind schedule, and 19 

provide the opportunity to adopt mechanisms that mitigate and correct the negative impact 20 

from these issues. A robust corrective action mechanism assigns responsibility for 21 

implementing the corrective actions and a means by which these activities are managed. In 22 

addition, a corrective action mechanism educates the project team in such a manner as to 23 

ensure project risks are prudently managed in the future.  24 

Q34. WHAT DID YOU USE AS A STARTING POINT FOR YOUR REVIEW OF THE 25 

PROJECT? 26 

 NSPML used a “Decision Gate” project management process to guide the project through 27 

its initial development. Under this approach, which is common for large construction 28 
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processes, the Company explored the opportunity to develop the ML Project in increasing 1 

detail. Concentric selected DG3, which occurred in May 2014, as its starting point because 2 

the project’s development up to that point had already been assessed and evaluated by the 3 

Board in prior cases involving the ML Project. DG3 was the point at which the ML Project 4 

team sought internal corporate approval for the ML Project. Specifically, the ML Project 5 

team presented justification and received approval for the funding required to complete the 6 

ML Project’s execution and commissioning phases.  7 

Q35. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PREPARATION NSPML HAD COMPLETED PRIOR 8 

TO DG3. 9 

 NSPML had undertaken a significant amount of FEED and risk assessment work prior to 10 

reaching DG3. In 2013 NSPML engaged a consultant to prepare a probabilistic estimate of 11 

costs for the Maritime Link project based on the cost implications and likelihood that 12 

various risks would occur. The evaluation involved rigorous modeling and facilitated 13 

discussions concerning risks and mitigation efforts. A Monte Carlo modeling simulation 14 

indicated that the project costs were expected to fall between $1.510 billion and $1.705 15 

billion, indicating that there was a 25% chance that the ultimate project cost would fall 16 

below the lower bound, and a corresponding 25% chance that costs would exceed the upper 17 

bound.  NSPML set its DG3 Budget within that range at a total cost of $1.577 billion. 18 

 By the time the ML Project had reached DG3, approximately $80 million had been 19 

spent, which included the FEED effort to achieve a 90% level of engineering completion. 20 

The Company’s engineering activities were assessed and confirmed by an external and 21 

independent evaluator to ensure that the ML Project organization was accurate in its 22 

characterization of the preparation that had been completed. 23 

 By DG3 NSPML had decided to serve as its own prime contractor, retaining 24 

responsibility for managing the cost and schedule of the overall project. The Company 25 

planned to oversee the work of the various vendors completing independent and 26 

interdependent scopes of work. Significant contracts had been awarded, and others 27 

remained in negotiation as of DG3. Major decisions on the ML Project such as the 28 

identification of commercial and contracting strategies and the execution of key contracts, 29 
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were reviewed by the Emera Decision Board. The Decision Board met weekly to review 1 

major actions and decisions ready for approval or at key milestones on the ML Project 2 

development calendar. Once approval was granted by the Decision Board, a key ML 3 

Project initiative could proceed to the ENL Board, the Emera Board, and/or the ML-JDC 4 

as appropriate.  5 

Q36. HAD NSPML ESTABLISHED GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES FOR THE 6 

PROJECT? 7 

 Yes, NSPML had established a Project Controls organization with a robust oversight 8 

hierarchy for managing the execution phase of the ML Project.  9 

  The approval process at DG3 involved progressive approvals at the stages of 10 

governance that were established for the ML Project. This progression included the ML 11 

Project Management Team, the ML Project Owner, the Executive Sponsor, the Decision 12 

Board, the Emera CEO, and the Emera and ENL Boards of Directors.  13 

Q37. PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW THE ML PROJECT WAS ORGANIZED. 14 

 Key project activities and costs were organized into four major work scopes which 15 

included: 1) Project Management and other costs (“Project Management”); 2) AC and DC 16 

Overhead Transmission Line (“Transmission Line”); 3) Converters, Structures, and other 17 

Ancillary Equipment (“Converter Stations”); and 4) Submarine and related infrastructure 18 

(“Submarine Cable”). 19 

Q38. WAS THE DECISION TO APPROVE THE PROJECT AT DG3 AND COMMENCE 20 

CONSTRUCTION PRUDENT? 21 

 Yes, it was. The decision to approve the ML Project and authorize funding for the 22 

Execution Phase of the ML Project was based on an assessment of the rigorous preparation 23 

that had been conducted throughout the ML Project’s Development Phase. The ML Project 24 

Team had conducted a thorough analysis to understand the costs of the ML Project, and to 25 

mitigate risks where it was possible to do so. The estimated cost for the ML Project 26 

included a probabilistic estimate of the risks that could not be eliminated, indicating that 27 
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the ultimate costs of the project would fall within a reasonable range based on information 1 

that was known or knowable at the time the ML Project was authorized. 2 

VI. NSPML’S MANAGEMENT OF THE ML PROJECT’S MAJOR ACTIVITIES 3 

POST-DG3 4 

Q39. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROJECT WORK 5 

SCOPE. 6 

 The Project Management work scope includes all other costs related to the overall 7 

development of the project, including the cost of NSPML’s employees and contract 8 

employees working on the ML Project, any outside experts and attorney’s fees, travel costs, 9 

software licenses, insurance and administration costs. 10 

Q40. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE TRANSMISSION LINE PROJECT WORK SCOPE. 11 

UPDATE 12 

 The Transmission Line work scope included two DC lines, one in Newfoundland from 13 

Bottom Brook to Cape Ray, at the Cabot Strait (135 km of +/- 200 kV) and one in Nova 14 

Scotia from Point Aconi to Woodbine substation (50 km of +1- 200 kV), and one AC line 15 

in Newfoundland from Granite Canal substation to the Bottom Brook substation (98 km of 16 

230 kV). In addition, the work scope included the construction of two grounding lines 17 

(totaling 40 km in length), one located in Newfoundland  and one located in Nova Scotia. 18 

NSPML went through an extensive vetting program of seven companies that responded to 19 

the Transmission Line Request for Proposals (“RFP”). An overall evaluation of the 20 

technical and commercial criteria was performed, which led to a short list of two leading 21 

proposals, Abengoa S.A. (“Abengoa”) and Emera Utility Services (“EUS”).4 Sensitivity 22 

analysis and stress tests were performed to determine which of the two provided the most 23 

benefit to the ML Project. The Transmission Work scope project team requested 24 

permission to proceed with final negotiations with Abengoa.5 The NSPML Decision 25 

 
4  Maritime Link Project Recommendation to Negotiate, E13-95, Transmission Line Construction, at 6.  
5  Ibid, at 8. 
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Board, the Emera Board of Directors and Nalcor agreed NSPML should move forward 1 

with Abengoa. Abengoa was awarded the contract for the Transmission Line work in 2 

February 2015.  3 

Q41. DID ABENGOA COMPLETE THE TRANSMISSION LINE WORK SCOPE? 4 

 No, as discussed in more detail below, the contract with Abengoa’s subcontractor 5 

PowerTel was reassigned to NSPML for the completion of the two grounding lines and the 6 

AC transmission line in Nova Scotia.  For the DC line construction work, Abengoa was 7 

replaced through an RFP process by the Performance Bond Sureties Company’s 8 

(“Sureties”) consultant.6 The contract for construction of the DC transmission lines was 9 

awarded to a joint venture between EUS and Rokstad Power Corporation (“Rokstad”)7 10 

(referred to as “ERJV”).8 11 

Q42. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE CONVERTER STATION PROJECT WORK 12 

SCOPE. 13 

 The scope for the Converter Station Project work scope included design,  engineering, 14 

procurement, fabrication, construction, testing, transport, delivery, maintenance, storage, 15 

preservation, installation, pre-commissioning, commissioning, repair, training, and 16 

remediation as necessary for the converter equipment for the Bottom Brook and Woodbine 17 

stations, the HVAC switchyards at Bottom Brook, Woodbine, and Granite Canal, as well 18 

as the transition yards of the complete bipole HVDC system. A contract with ABB was 19 

negotiated, approved by the NSPML Decision Board, the Emera Board of Directors and 20 

Nalcor, and finalized in June 2014, for this scope of work.9  21 

 
6  Vertex Invitation to Bid, May 23, 2016. 
7  Rokstad is a power line construction and maintenance services provider that is 60 percent owned by Carillion 

Canada, Inc. On June 14, 2018, Rokstad announced that it had entered a binding agreement with Carillion 
Group to reacquire full ownership of the Rokstad Power Group of Companies, which includes all operations 
in the United States and Canada. 

8  Transmission Line Construction Agreement, July 28, 2016.  Maritime Link Project Contracting Strategy & 
Recommendation to Negotiate. 

9  NSPML Quarterly Report, October 2014, at 4. 
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Q43. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE SUBMARINE CABLE PROJECT WORK SCOPE. 1 

 The scope for the Submarine Cable Project work included the design, manufacture, 2 

transportation, installation and protection of a subsea +/- 200 kV 500 MW bipolar HVDC 3 

transmission system from Point Aconi, Nova Scotia to Cape Ray, Newfoundland. NSPML 4 

management determined that Nexans S. A. (“Nexans”) provided the best overall value for 5 

this project work scope. Subsequently, approvals to contract with Nexans were provided 6 

by NSPML’s Decision Board, the Emera Board of Directors and Nalcor. The contract with 7 

Nexans became effective in January 2014.10 In 2019, NSPML re-assessed the submarine 8 

cable protection requirements and determined that it was necessary to bury a 59km section 9 

of the submarine cable that was not initially buried below the 400m depth. Nexans was 10 

also hired to perform this work. 11 

Q44. PLEASE IDENTIFY AND DISCUSS THE MAJOR CHALLENGES THAT THE 12 

ML PROJECT FACED DURING EXECUTION. 13 

 NSPML faced, and effectively responded to, significant challenges from the time the 14 

Company signed off on DG3 in May 2014 until January of 2018 when the project was 15 

placed in-service. For instance, in the second quarter of 2016, Abengoa, the ML Project’s 16 

Transmission Line Project contractor defaulted on its contract with NSPML. Other 17 

challenges the Company faced included: 1) an escalation of disputes with the ERJV; 2) the 18 

failure of a transmission tower anchor and resultant tower falling; 3)  manufacturing quality 19 

control and non-compliance issues with the subsea cable manufacturers; 4) buckling of 20 

exterior insulated converter station wall panels; 5) turnover of certain contractor project 21 

managers; 6) several subsea trenching obstacles; 7) a significant number of change requests 22 

as is often the case with mega projects; 8) a bend in the subsea transmission cable that did 23 

not comply with the minimum bend radius of the cable (“the omega bend incident”); 9) 24 

complexities with the construction of transmission lines in undeveloped areas on the island 25 

of Newfoundland with difficult terrain; 10) extreme weather conditions; 11) constrained 26 

timing for construction based on certain bird nesting periods; 12) subsequent burying of 27 

 
10  NSPML Quarterly Report, April 2014, at 5. 
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the submarine cables at depths of 400m and below after the ML Project was in service; and 1 

13) workforce hiring challenges throughout the entire construction portion of the project 2 

because of the competition for workers with other large infrastructure projects throughout 3 

Canada, including Nalcor’s Muskrat Falls project.  4 

Q45. CAN YOU PLEASE DISCUSS THE MOST CHALLENGING ISSUES THAT 5 

NSPML FACED THROUGHOUT THE ML PROJECT, UP TO THE INITIATION 6 

OF THE NOVA SCOTIA BLOCK? 7 

 Yes. There were six issues that I would consider the most challenging. Those included: 1) 8 

Abengoa’s default; 2) the escalation of disputes with the ERJV; 3) the transmission tower 9 

anchor failure; 4) manufacturing quality control and non-compliance issues with the subsea 10 

cable manufacturer; 5) buckling of the exterior wall panels at both converter stations and 11 

the impact this had on ABB’s schedule; and 6) burying the submarine cables 400 m and 12 

below after the ML Project was in service.   13 

Q46. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ISSUES WITH THE ABENGOA CONTRACT AND 14 

HOW NSPML DEALT WITH THE SITUATION. 15 

 Abengoa declared “pre-insolvency” in November 2015, less than a year after NSPML 16 

awarded it the transmission line contract.11 At that time, NSPML took all of the necessary 17 

steps to ensure the transmission construction would be successful. In a presentation to its 18 

Board of Directors, NSPML management explained the steps that it took to keep the project 19 

moving forward after Abengoa’s announcement:  20 

The following principles are governing the entire team actions and communications 21 
during these activities: 22 

 23 
• Abengoa’s financial situation continues to be independently monitored as 24 

input to the team; 25 

• The protection of the Abengoa performance security and letter of credit 26 
are key objectives and have been quickly addressed; 27 

• Leading external expertise on legal, insolvency and surety matters have 28 
been engaged; 29 

 
11  NSPML Quarterly Report, October 2016, at 4. 
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• Communications with all stakeholders who have approval rights for 1 
actions have been established; 2 

• Coordination with sureties to take positive actions which protect the 3 
interest of the project (customer), and which have the likelihood of 4 
keeping the project in as close to business-as-usual mode as possible;  5 

• Upon approval, actions will be presented to the sureties (and others with 6 
approval) to promote or protect the interests of our customers; 7 

• Strategic plans for the ENL team to manage the project in the event of a 8 
complete insolvency or similar impeding action of Abengoa and or its 9 
subcontractors are in place;  10 

• There will be no interference with the Abengoa contract or subcontracts 11 
and the team is continuing with business-as-usual for now; and 12 

• ML project progression continues as planned with additional focus in this 13 
area and on other key issues.12 14 

 15 

To protect customers and maintain project stability, NSPML worked with Abengoa, 16 

PowerTel, its main sub-contractor, and the Sureties to create a Term Sheet and project 17 

account agreement to manage Abengoa’s issues. Although the agreements put in place 18 

monthly productivity targets for Abengoa, Abengoa was not able to achieve those targets 19 

and by late spring 2016, NSPML issued a Notice of Default to Abengoa and a Notice of 20 

Claim on the Performance Bond.13 21 

Q47. HOW WAS THE SITUATION WITH ABENGOA RESOLVED? 22 

 NSPML, in keeping with the principles noted above, was able to keep the ML Project on-23 

budget and on-schedule. NSPML met with the Sureties and Abengoa in May 2016 and 24 

determined that a solicitation process for a replacement contractor would be conducted by 25 

the Sureties’ consultant, Vertex. In addition, NSPML would provide a claim based on the 26 

letter of credit that was agreed to in the original contract and a contribution from the 27 

Sureties. NSPML would take assignment of the PowerTel subcontract and Abengoa would 28 

be released from its contract with NSPML by mutual agreement. With support from 29 

NSPML, Vertex immediately issued an RFP and began discussions with replacement 30 

 
12  Abengoa S.A., Claim on Performance Bond, ENL Decision and Board of Directors Update, June 29, 2016. 
13  NSPML Quarterly Report, June 2016 at 5. 
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contractors so that the budget and the timing of the overall ML Project was not disrupted. 1 

Keeping the transmission project on schedule was very important because delays in certain 2 

milestones meant that there could be delays for the other major project work scopes, adding 3 

further costs and schedule issues. In spring/summer 2016, the NSPML legal team worked 4 

to resolve remaining Abengoa contract issues, dealt with issues regarding Vertex’s 5 

negotiation of the ERJV contract and worked through the assignment of the PowerTel 6 

contract to NSPML.14 At that time, based on the costs paid to Abengoa and its 7 

subcontractors, recovery of the letter of credit/performance bond ($39+$5 million) and the 8 

new/assumed contracts with ERJV and PowerTel, the total revised contractual cost for the 9 

development of the transmission lines was $195.5 million, which was very close to the 10 

original Abengoa contract in February 2015 of $192.7 million.15 In other words, the 11 

changing out of contractors did not result in a large increase in project costs or a delay in 12 

the overall schedule, due to NSPML’s ability to manage the issue.  13 

Q48. PLEASE DISCUSS THE ESCALATION OF CONTRACT DISPUTES WITH 14 

ERJV. 15 

 As discussed, through an RFP process conducted by Vertex, a contract with the ERJV was 16 

executed to take over the construction of the two DC transmission lines. The DC 17 

transmission line in Nova Scotia (Point Aconi to Woodbine substation) was completed by 18 

EUS and the Newfoundland transmission line (Bottom Brook to Cape Ray, at the Cabot 19 

Strait) was completed by Rokstad. Almost as soon as work began with the ERJV, contract 20 

disputes in Newfoundland arose. Issues involved access road construction, traffic 21 

management, schedule delays, ground subsurface issues and in June 2017 a transmission 22 

tower anchor failed, leading to a tower falling (the “Anchor Failure”). 23 

 
14  E16-269 HVdc Transmission Line – NS-NL Request for Approval of Replacement Contractor, July 18, 2016. 

Notice of Assignment Letter, July 21, 2016. 
15  Claim on Performance Bond and Letter of Credit Settlement Assessment and Next Steps, Board of Directors 

Presentation, July 11, 2016, at 2. 
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Q49. PLEASE DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED WITH THE ANCHOR FAILURE. 1 

 In June 2017, Rokstad informed NSPML that one of the steel transmission towers located 2 

in western Newfoundland fell over as a result of a failed guy wire system at the site. A stop 3 

work order was issued by Newfoundland and Labrador’s Department of Occupational 4 

Health and Safety until further investigation and testing could demonstrate that it was safe 5 

for workers to resume construction.16   6 

Q50. WHAT WAS NSPML’S RESPONSE TO THESE CHALLENGES WITH THE 7 

ERJV? 8 

 NSPML’s response was extraordinary. For each dispute that arose, NSPML worked 9 

diligently with the ERJV to either resolve the issue and move on or document the issue and 10 

agree to address it once the work was complete. When necessary, NSPML hired experts to 11 

study the issue, so it had the best information available.  12 

 For the Anchor Failure issue, the Company undertook a root cause analysis 13 

separately from Rokstad. NSPML determined that the Anchor Failure was caused by 14 

contractor implementation. Rokstad, did not agree, but instead of halting the project 15 

completely and jeopardizing the project schedules of the other project work scopes, 16 

NSPML determined that it would self-perform the inspection of every single anchor and 17 

manage all required repairs while Rokstad focused on the balance of its work to keep the 18 

entire project on schedule as originally projected. NSPML determined that it would defer 19 

any disputes related to the Anchor Failure so that Rokstad could move ahead with the line 20 

as planned. NSPML dealt with the disputes once the Bottom Brook to Cape Ray line was 21 

completed.  As of mid-2017, Rokstad’s claims against the Project for the Newfoundland 22 

transmission work exceeded $88 million, with an oral update of the claims extending far 23 

higher.  NSPML settled these claims in January 2018 for an increase in the total cost for 24 

the Newfoundland transmission work of $40 million.  This settlement was well within the 25 

range of potential arbitration awards for these claims, and de-risked the claims process for 26 

all parties.     27 

 
16  NSPML Quarterly Report, October 2017 at 5 
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Q51. PLEASE DISCUSS THE MANUFACTURING QUALITY CONTROL AND NON-1 

COMPLIANCE ISSUE WITH THE SUBSEA CABLE MANUFACTURER. 2 

 The Nexans contract included an unrestricted right of NSPML to attend the subsea 3 

transmission cable manufacturing sites to inspect and monitor all of the fabrication work 4 

in progress, both in Halden, Norway and Futtsu, Japan. During those manufacturing site 5 

inspections, a manufacturing issue encountered on cable 1 during the lead sheath protection 6 

extrusion process resulted in stopping of the manufacturing at the Futtsu factory in Japan.17  7 

Q52. HOW DID NSPML HANDLE THE SUBSEA CABLE MANUFACTURING ISSUE?  8 

 NSPML retained experts to prepare a root cause analysis that determined that the inclusion 9 

of contaminating particles occurred in the sheath, which caused it to not meet 10 

manufacturing specifications. The experts reviewed three separate trial runs and concluded 11 

that the particles inclusion was triggered by a combination of impurities in the raw material 12 

and an unfavorable temperature profile caused by wrong thermocouple calibration.18 By 13 

the third trial run, all sheath issues were resolved, and the cable manufacturing resumed. 14 

This hurdle only minimally changed the Submarine Cable Project schedule, but most likely 15 

saved NSPML and Nalcor from significant issues in the future with the performance of the 16 

subsea cable.   17 

Q53. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE BUCKLING OF THE EXTERIOR WALL PANELS AT 18 

BOTH CONVERTER STATIONS AND HOW NSPML DEALT WITH THIS 19 

CHALLENGE. 20 

 In the fall of 2016, ABB began construction of two 3,600 m2 buildings located at each 21 

converter station. The buildings were needed to proceed with the work being done inside 22 

and protect it from the extreme weather conditions that were expected that winter. Not long 23 

after construction began, it became apparent that the adhesive holding the outside metal 24 

walls to the insulation in the center of the panel was buckling and the metal could 25 

 
17  NSPML Quarterly Report, June 2016, at 10. 
18  Manufacturing Inspection NVC Fabrication Facility in Futtsu-Shi Yokohama, Japan, January 12 and 13, 

2017, at 3. Amendment to Nexans contract, December 4, 2017. 
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eventually fail and collapse. This issue could have had significant repercussions on the 1 

timing of the overall project (four to six months) because much of the work needed to be 2 

done in a protected, climate-controlled location and new panels could take months to 3 

procure. Instead of waiting for new panels, the decision was made to wrap the buildings in 4 

insulated tarps so that inside work could carry on. Although ABB was the EPC on this 5 

project work scope, this issue was also one that NSPML had to closely manage since the 6 

effects of any delay at the site could affect all of the interconnected project work scope 7 

schedules. NSPML effectively managed this matter and work continued without significant 8 

delay. 9 

Q54. WHY DID THE NSPML TEAM RE-ASSESS THE SUBMARINE CABLE 10 

PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS AFTER THE ML PROJECT WAS PUT INTO 11 

SERVICE AND ULTIMATELY BURY 59KM OF THE SUB- 400M LINE?  12 

 The ML Project team determined that the 59km sub 400m submarine cable should be 13 

buried in response to the unexpected recovery of the redfish fishery in two areas in the 14 

Cabot Strait where the ML Project is located.  15 

 The initial determination not to bury the line was made on the basis of external risks 16 

that NSPML assessed and believed were mitigated: ice, anchors, and commercial fishing 17 

in water up to 400m in depth.  Two of these risks materialized after commercial operation. 18 

Q55. PLEASE ELABORATE ON THESE EVENTS. 19 

 During the Project’s design phase, anchor strikes were determined not to be a material risk 20 

at depths greater than 400m. Identification of cables on navigation charts were determined 21 

to be sufficient mitigation of the risk of anchor contacts. In addition, commercial fisheries 22 

assessments undertaken in 2011-2012 to support the environmental assessment of the ML 23 

Project and the design of the cable route and protections did not indicate significant risk 24 

from commercial fishing in this location.  During this period, the Department of Fisheries 25 

and Oceans (“DFO”) identified no concerns related to redfish in its assessment of area 26 

fisheries. In particular, DFO made no suggestion of its expectation that the fishery’s 27 

population would make a recovery. 28 
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 NSPML retained Xodus Group, Ltd. (“Xodus”) in June 2018 to perform an 1 

independent “as-built” cable integrity risk assessment and to review decisions that had been 2 

made based on NSPML’s design-phase risk assessment.   Xodus confirmed that the as-built 3 

condition of the cable assets was protected against incidents related to ice, anchors, and 4 

commercial fishing. However, as discussed below, Xodus ultimately recommended that 5 

NSPML bury the cables in the 59km deep-water section based on the then-current state of 6 

industry practice and changed circumstances regarding the redfish fishing in the area.     7 

 Additionally, in September and October of 2018 the DFO performed the Year 1 8 

“As Found” cable protection survey and found a cable trawl mark on one area of the cable 9 

with evidence of a single contact event involving both cables believed to have been caused 10 

by a factory trawler that was not fishing, but re-winding winches, in September 2017.  This 11 

event occurred during a brief period before the undersea cables were widely reflected on 12 

maritime navigation charts, and was viewed as a random event that was not indicative, on 13 

its own, of a need to bury the 59km section of the cable that was located below 400m of 14 

water depth. It was determined that the cable contact was superficial in nature and did not 15 

in any way compromise the operation of the cable.19 16 

 As mentioned above, in June 2018, the DFO announced that an experimental 17 

redfish fishery in the areas of the cable was unexpectedly recovering and in February 2019, 18 

the DFO verbally confirmed plans to establish a commercial redfish fishery in Spring 2020 19 

in two areas that overlap with the NSPML cables across the Cabot Strait. After 25 years of 20 

fishery restrictions in this area, the redfish stocks had unexpectedly recovered and projected 21 

populations were sufficient to support a fishery over the next 50 years. As the Gulf of St. 22 

Lawrence shrimp fisheries are declining, the redfish fishery is meant to supplement 23 

licensed activities for current license holders. The emergence of this commercial fishery in 24 

2020 presented new risk to cable integrity. These developments caused NSPML’s 25 

management to decide to bury the 59km section of the cable that was located below 400m 26 

of water depth. This scope of work was developed in the first half of 2019, and after a 27 

review of bidding and contracting considerations, the bulk of the work was awarded to 28 

 
19  NSPML Quarterly Report, October 15, 2019, at 59. 
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Nexans under a sole source contract. The work was subsequently performed in August and 1 

September 2019 and was completed at a cost of approximately $18 million.20 2 

Q56. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT NSPML APPROPRIATELY MANAGED ISSUES 3 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE BURIAL OF THE 59KM SUB- 400M LINE? 4 

 Yes, I do. NSPML appropriately had a focus on finding a timely solution to the cable 5 

protection requirement that had arisen that provided the best value for NSPI and its 6 

customers, while managing the risk to the cable’s availability in a proactive and effective 7 

manner. NSPML’s management considered a wide range of solutions as to the need for 8 

enhanced cable protection, and different approaches and timelines for the trenching 9 

approach that was adopted. It also considered different commercial approaches to the 10 

selected trenching option, and examined the risk and cost impacts of different contracting 11 

options. My review of these management actions led me to conclude that NSPML’s 12 

management acted in not only a prudent manner in making the decisions it did, but that it 13 

managed this emergent issue in a highly effective manner.        14 

Q57. PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR OVERALL OPINION ON NSPML’S MANAGEMENT 15 

OF THE PROJECT’S MAJOR CHALLENGES. 16 

 Throughout the construction of the ML Project, NSPML was able to efficiently and 17 

effectively deal with numerous significant contractor and manufacturing issues through its 18 

project management processes. In all cases a corrective action program was put into place 19 

and a response to each of the challenges was completed in a timely, reasonable and 20 

effective manner. NSPML relied on its own internal expertise in certain situations but knew 21 

that in certain cases external experts were needed. In addition, the Company adhered to its 22 

project control and governance procedures. Those procedures required management’s 23 

review and assessment on major decisions.  24 

 As discussed more in the Pegasus-Global report, which is attached to NSPML’s 25 

Application as Schedule 7, Attachment 3, NSPML’s strategy for managing contract 26 

 
20  NSPML Quarterly Report, October 2019 at 10-11 and NSPML Quarterly Report, April 2020, at 16. 
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disputes was exceptional, efficient and effective. Instead of escalating issues with 1 

contractors to the point where they would suspend work on the project, the NSPML project 2 

management team intervened early to proactively resolve contractor disputes whenever 3 

feasible. Where real-time resolution of contractor disputes was not possible, NSPML set 4 

aside contract disputes for discussion at a later time so that the contractor could finish its 5 

work. This avoided major project delays that would have added significant costs to the 6 

project and had the effect of bringing the parties back together at a later time when the 7 

issues could be resolved on a fully-informed basis without posing a threat to the ML 8 

Project’s completion. 9 

NSPML expertly worked through the disputes and project challenges, actively and 10 

diligently working to a resolution while protecting the cost and schedule of the project. 11 

Q58. DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE NSPML PROJECT WAS PRUDENTLY 12 

MANAGED? 13 

 Yes. Concentric has found nothing in NSPML’s management of the ML Project that even 14 

approaches being outside the bounds of reasonable conduct, based on what was known or 15 

knowable at the time. My experience in working on and reviewing mega projects leads me 16 

to conclude that NSPML's conduct was superior to industry norms, and its extensive 17 

preparation and proactive management of the ML Project was the principle contributor to 18 

the ML Project's overall success - essentially no major changes in engineering or design, 19 

very effective corrective action, risk management and mitigation of risks that became 20 

project challenges, almost no rework, effective contract administration and cost controls. 21 

This performance was extraordinary given the fact that a major contractor defaulted, a 22 

second one was on the brink of defaulting, the project was undertaken in harsh weather and 23 

geological/topographical conditions, and the Company had no prior experience with mega 24 

projects of this magnitude.  25 

 26 
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VII. INCLUSION OF INCENTIVE COMPENSATION IN COST OF SERVICE 1 

Q59. DID NSPML EMPLOYEES EARN INCENTIVES AS PART OF THEIR 2 

COMPENSATION? 3 

 Yes. NSPML employees, received compensation and incentives that are tied to achieving 4 

targeted performance for execution of the ML Project. These incentives are consistent with 5 

the competitive labor market for talented professionals in Canada and the need to attract 6 

and retain qualified team members, including leaders.  7 

Q60. WHAT IS THE NATURE OF THE INCENTIVE COMPENSATION AWARDS; 8 

ARE THEY DESIGNED TO REWARD PERFORMANCE THAT BENEFITS 9 

CUSTOMERS? 10 

 The ML Project incentives were designed to, for instance, encourage performance related 11 

to project costs and achievement of major project milestones in bringing the ML Project 12 

into service. NSPML is a special purpose entity whose only business is the construction 13 

and operation of the ML Project. During the project’s development, construction and close-14 

out activities all of the costs were capitalized for eventual inclusion in the ML Project’s 15 

rate base. Therefore, unlike an operating utility that is between rate cases, all costs avoided, 16 

or savings achieved represent a reduction in the ML Project’s costs, and therefore a benefit 17 

that will ultimately accrue to Nova Scotia Power and its customers. Therefore, for these 18 

elements, there is a direct link between achieving the goals that trigger incentive 19 

compensation and benefits flowing to customers.   20 

Q61. DID NSPML EMPLOYEES, EARN INCENTIVES TIED TO EMERA’S 21 

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE? 22 

 Yes, a portion (i.e., approximately 8%) of the total compensation for NSPML employees’ 23 

labor costs relating to the construction activities did include goals tied to financial 24 

performance by Emera. I do not believe that the compensation formula or mechanism in 25 

this instance should be determinative of NSPML’s ability to recover these costs. The 26 

material aspect was NSPML’s ability to attract highly specialized personnel to the ML 27 
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Project considering the competitive global labor market and the relatively limited 1 

succession or advancement opportunities within the team. NSPML’s focus was on 2 

achieving market-based total compensation and attracting the best talent for a very 3 

challenging assignment. The end result was retaining key team project management which 4 

had a material impact on the success of the Project. Given the very effective responses that 5 

NSPML’s management team mounted to numerous challenges, one can only conclude that 6 

the compensation program was highly effective in attracting, retaining and incenting top 7 

talent, and that NSPI and its customers benefitted as a result of this team’s 8 

accomplishments. 9 

Q62. HOW DOES NSPML’S REQUEST FOR RECOVERY OF ALL OF ITS 10 

INCENTIVE COMPENSATION COSTS INCURRED DURING EXECUTION OF 11 

THE ML PROJECT COMPARE TO THE BOARD’S STANDARD FOR 12 

REGULATORY TREATMENT OF THESE COSTS? 13 

 NSPML’s request in this case is different from what the Board has historically allowed in 14 

rates, and different from what it has considered before. Here, NSPML is requesting that 15 

the Board permit recovery of all of the incentive compensation costs incurred associated 16 

with the Project’s construction and project close-out activities, not just a specific 17 

percentage of the costs. Approximately 92 percent of the total compensation costs included 18 

in NSPML’s requested Application directly relate to the achievement of Project results, 19 

which equate to customer benefits, and these compensation costs should be included in the 20 

costs charged to customers. The remaining eight percent of these costs relate to Emera’s 21 

corporate financial performance, but essentially represents another element of a total 22 

compensation program that was required to attract and retain the key staff for the Project. 23 

Q63. WHAT IS GENERALLY THE TREATMENT OF INCENTIVE COMPENSATION 24 

COSTS IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS? 25 

 Generally, the standard for cost recovery is that compensation that is tied to performance 26 

that benefits customers is recoverable through rates charged to customers.   27 
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Q64. GIVEN THAT SOME OF THE INCENTIVE COMPENSATION IS TIED TO 1 

EMERA CORPORATE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE, NOT NSPML PROJECT 2 

PERFORMANCE, WHY IS NSPML SEEKING TO INCLUDE THESE COSTS IN 3 

THE APPLICATION?  4 

 The facts here are different from those of a typical utility that is operating in a typical rate 5 

case cycle.  Here, the incentive compensation package was a necessary cost to attract top 6 

talent, and the performance of the top talent brought the ML Project to successful 7 

conclusion within budget and on schedule.  This performance was achieved despite very 8 

challenging circumstances as described earlier in this evidence. These customer benefits 9 

are far larger than the portion of the incentive compensation paid during construction and 10 

close-out that is tied to Emera corporate performance. Since all of the benefits of the ML 11 

Project’s favorable execution performance go to customers, and none to Emera 12 

stockholders, I believe that it is reasonable to include all of the compensation incurred to 13 

achieve those benefits in the final approved rate base for the Project.    14 

Q65. WOULD THIS REPRESENT A POLICY CHANGE APPLICABLE TO FUTURE 15 

INCENTIVE COMPENSATION COSTS INCURRED BY NSPML? 16 

 No. This treatment would only apply to the incentive compensation costs incurred during 17 

construction activities of the ML Project, when all of the costs and savings were capitalized 18 

for later inclusion in rates. It is my understanding that NSPML accepts that incentive 19 

compensation costs which are associated with the ML Project’s operational activities 20 

would be treated under the same ratemaking policy that is applicable to Nova Scotia Power.  21 

 22 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 23 

Q66. WHAT CONCLUSIONS HAVE YOU REACHED REGARDING WHETHER 24 

NSPML’S COST FOR THE ML PROJECT SHOULD BE DETERMINED TO BE 25 

RECOVERABLE UNDER THE PRUDENCE STANDARD? 26 

 Based on my review of the ML Project, I believe that all of NSPML’s investment should 27 

be determined to have been prudently incurred.   28 
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Q67. WHAT CONCLUSIONS HAVE YOU REACHED REGARDING THE INCLUSION 1 

OF THE INCENTIVE COMPENSATION EXPENSE THAT NSPML HAS 2 

PROPOSED FOR RECOVERY IN THE APPLICATION? 3 

 These costs were directly related to the provision of customer benefits and should be 4 

recovered from customers. 5 

Q68. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR EVIDENCE? 6 

 Yes, it does. 7 

 8 

 9 
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A. Introduction and Purpose 

My name is Cliff Inskip and I am the President of Polar Star Advisory Services Inc., a 

small consulting firm that focuses on advising government and corporate clients on 

infrastructure and project financing matters.  I have been retained by NSP Maritime 

Link  Inc.  ("NSPML"),  to  provide  expert  opinion  and  testimony  on  the 

appropriateness and  long‐term value to Nova Scotia electricity customers of the 

Federal  Loan  Guarantee  ("FLG")  debt  financing  program  for  the Maritime  Link 

("ML") project. 

I understand that my opinion may be relied upon as expert evidence.  I understand 

that I am obliged to provide evidence that is fair, objective and non‐partisan and 

only on matters within my areas of expertise.  I understand that these duties prevail 

over any obligation which  I may owe  to any party on whose behalf  I have been 

retained.   

My compensation does not depend on the nature of my opinion contained herein. 

To the best of my knowledge, I do not have any conflicts of interest with respect to 

the matter for which I have been asked to provide my opinion. 

B.  My Qualifications 

I  spent  most  of  my  career  arranging  infrastructure  and  project  bond  finance 

transactions with institutional investors but earlier in my career I acted as a lender.  

I worked five years with Export Development Canada (3 years as an international 

lender)  followed by 29  years with CIBC and  its affiliates  (including 8  years as a 

lender and 19 years as an investment banker) in Canada and the UK.  When I retired 

from CIBC at the end of 2014, I was Managing Director, Head of Infrastructure & 

Project Finance, responsible for leading a team that advised on and arranged bond 

financing for infrastructure related clients and projects.  As part of my role, I was 

actively involved in risk assessment of projects and leading credit rating processes.  

Since  then,  I  have  consulted  on  several  large  infrastructure  projects  and  have 

served on a number of boards ranging in size from a major Canadian based pension 

fund  to  a  small  independent  power  developer/operator  operating  in  emerging 

markets.  As a lender, advisor, bond underwriter or member of Finance/Audit and 
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Investment  Committees,  I  have  analyzed  or  reviewed  dozens  of  major 

infrastructure project transactions around the world.     

My  debt  arranging,  lending  and  advisory  experience  includes  the  airport,  port, 

refinery,  pipeline, water,  highway,  bridge,  social  infrastructure,  gas  processing, 

nursing home, power generation and power distribution sectors. 

I have advised on and/or arranged structured project financing for corporate clients 

such  as  Northland  Power,  Brookfield,  Spectra  Energy,  Westcoast  Energy  and 

Canadian  Natural  Resources.    I  have  advised  many  governments  and  quasi‐

government entities regarding infrastructure transactions including the Province of 

Alberta, the City of Winnipeg, Ontario Power Generation and Columbia Power.  I 

have also arranged bond financing for many corporate type infrastructure issuers 

such as airports, universities, school boards, utilities and a ferry operator.  A few of 

these project developers and bond issuers utilized interest rate hedges.   

I have attached my current curriculum vitae as Appendix A to this report.  As noted 

therein, I have a B.A.Sc.  in civil engineering and an MBA from U.B.C. as well as a 

diploma  in  corporate  treasury management  from  the  Association  of  Corporate 

Treasurers (UK).  I maintain in good standing the following financial designations: 

CFA (Chartered Financial Analyst), FRM (Financial Risk Manager) from the Global 

Association  of  Risk  Professionals,  FCT  (Fellow  of  Association  of  Corporate 

Treasurers, UK) and FCSI (Fellow of Canadian Securities Institute). 

C. Summary of Testimony 

NSPML had two basic choices in April 2014 in order to manage the costs and risks 

associated with volatility in interest rates over the ML project construction period: 

i. A Single Upfront Bond issue with a relatively predictable negative carry cost 

associated with it (known borrowing costs and investment rates).  Negative 

carry as used  in  this  report means  the present  value of  the difference  in 

interest  paid  on  the  unused  proceeds  of  a  long‐term  bond  and  the 

investment interest earned on unused proceeds until such unused proceeds 

are used to fund project expenditures.                   
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ii. A Periodic Bond Financing program involving two or more bonds issued from 

time  to  time  over  the  construction  period  combined  with  a  multi‐year 

hedging program involving direct costs (e.g., forward premium) and retained 

risks that could not be hedged and were potentially significant, the cost of 

which was not possible to quantify in advance.   

The  upfront  bond  issuance  approach  taken  by NSPML was  consistent with  the 

approach  taken  by  most  other  high  quality  large  infrastructure  project  bond 

issuers. 

To determine which approach was  in the best  interest of Nova Scotia electricity 

customers,  it  is  necessary  to  understand  the  direct  costs  and  retained  risks 

associated with these two financing strategies.   

For the reasons described in this report, NSPML may not have been able to meet 

the  specific hedging  requirements  set out  in  the FLG with a multi‐year hedging 

program, but even  if a multi‐year NSPML hedging program was deemed by  the 

Government of Canada to have met these requirements, the direct costs and costs 

of retained risks associated with such a hedging program could well have exceeded 

the  negative  carry  cost  associated with  the  upfront  borrowing  program which 

NSPML used. It was impossible for NSPML to determine in advance which approach 

would  turn  out  to  be  more  favourable,  although  sufficient  information  was 

available to determine that an upfront borrowing was the preferable risk managed 

approach.  Therefore,  and  as more  specifically detailed below, NSPML's upfront 

bond  financing  strategy was,  in my  opinion,  not  only  a  very  prudent  financing 

strategy  to  protect  Nova  Scotia  electricity  customers  but,  based  on  my 

understanding of the circumstances and knowledge of the financial markets, is also 

a strategy that I would have recommended.   

Key reasons that an upfront bond financing was optimal include: 

 Met Requirements of FLG: Based on the provisions specified in the FLG term 

sheet, upfront financing was the approach that most clearly met the specific 

requirements of the FLG. 
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 Certainty of FLG Being Available: Access to markets with a FLG wouldn't be 

a concern but availability of the FLG  is arguably more assured  if the bonds 

have been issued than if they haven't been, due to political risk factors. 

 Avoided Reduction  in Funds Available  for Construction:  If NSPML/Emera 

had entered into forward hedges as part of a periodic bond issuance strategy 

and interest rates fell, NSPML could have been "out of the money" resulting 

in a necessary reduction  in  funds available for construction being reduced 

(potentially a problem) in order to avoid total debt exceeding the $1.3 billion 

FLG debt cap.   

 Below Market Clearing Credit Spread: The underwritten offer from Scotia 

Bank was priced below market and provided a significant cost benefit that 

would almost certainly not have been available in full had NSPML not fully 

financed upfront; 

 Avoided  Cost  of  Forward  Premium:  Upfront  bond  issuance  avoided  the 

forward premium  (reflecting  the difference between  long‐term borrowing 

rates and short‐term  investment rates) and any credit charges  included  in 

bond forward rates and swap rates; 

 Avoided Duplication of Transaction Costs: Upfront bond  issuance avoided 

the incremental costs (legal fees, management time, investor relations, etc.) 

associated with multiple bond issues; 

 Low negative carry costs due to the FLG: While negative carry cost might 

normally have been  a potential deterrent  for  an upfront bond  issue,  the 

negative carry for the AAA rated, MLFT project bond with the FLG was much 

lower  than would  typically  be  applicable  to  a  high‐quality  infrastructure 

project financing.  For example, if the MLFT bond with FLG facilitated credit 

spread  of  60  bps  p.a.  is  compared  to  a  lower  credit  quality  but  still 

investment grade project bond financed with a credit spread of 200 bps p.a., 

both  projects  would  have  similar  deposit  rates  on  unused  proceeds.  

Therefore, in this example, the negative carry on the unused funds over the 

construction period for the MLFT bond would be 140 bps p.a. lower than the 

negative carry on a non‐FLG high‐quality  infrastructure financing program, 
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due  to  the  lower  interest  cost on  funds  advanced  as  a  result of  the  FLG 

enhanced credit profile. 

 Avoidance of Friction Costs on Hedge:   These would  include the bid/offer 

spread on a swap at inception and again at termination (i.e., upon entering 

into a reverse transaction at the time of bond issuance and cash settlement).  

 Avoidance of Multi‐Year Residual Risks: Hedging would have  resulted  in 

significant  residual  risks  including:  (i)  credit  spread  risk  that  couldn't  be 

effectively hedged; and (ii) basis risk (changes in benchmark roll on a bond 

forward or changes  in swap rates not mirroring changes  in GoC rates on a 

forward starting swap). These risks are not insignificant in the context of a 

~26‐bps p.a. negative carry cost and NSPML could not control the outcome 

of such market factors.  

 No Loss of Benefit from improvement in risk profile over time:  Unlike some 

project  financings,  the  risk  profile  to  an  MLFT  lender  at  project 

commencement was identical to the risk profile during construction and at 

project  completion  since  the  credit  profile was  based  solely  on  the  FLG; 

therefore,  there was  no  construction  spread  risk  premium  built  into  the 

pricing of the bond.  Consequently, there was no loss of risk reduction benefit 

to NSPML by financing upfront.  

 

These factors are summarized in the table below.  

 
 Financing Cost or Risk Factor 

Periodic Bonds 
plus Hedge 
Strategy 

ML Upfront 
Bond Financing 

Strategy 

Forward premium on hedge  Yes  No 

Credit charge on hedge  Yes  No 

Friction  costs  on  hedge  (e.g.,  bid/offer 
spreads)   

Yes  No 

Risk of reduced construction funding due to 
cash hedge settlement 

Yes  No 

Incremental costs due to multiple bonds  Yes  No 

Uncertain cost impact due to bank and bond 
financings 

Maybe 1  No 
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Higher credit spreads on smaller bonds  Maybe 2  No 

Basis risk (decrease in swap spread on swap 
or roll risk on bond forward)   

Yes  No 

Loss of aggressive underwriting  Likely  No 

Negative carry costs  Likely 3  Yes 
1 Transaction cost duplication would have occurred if NSPML/MLFT had used short term bank/CP financing 

and refinanced periodically in the bond market.  This would likely have resulted in delays while banks did 

their due diligence and documentation was negotiated.   The net  impact of using  short  term bank/CP 

financing  followed  by  long  term  bond  issues  is  uncertain  as  the  costs  of  longer  forward  premiums 

(compared to periodic bond  issues without short term financing) must be compared with the typically 

lower costs of short‐term financing (vs long term financing). 

2 Depends on the number and size of bonds  issued; the more that smaller bonds are  issued to reduce 

negative carry, the greater the likelihood of some increment in the bond spread. 

3 Negative carry costs would have been incurred if NSPML/MLFT didn’t use short term bank financing but 

instead, periodically issued bonds prior to funds being required for the next phase of construction.  The 

magnitude of negative carry would have been much lower than that associated with a single upfront bond.   

The impact of the residual risks implicit in a hedging program would be unknown 

at the time a hedging program was put in place but in this report, I have sought to 

provide insight as to the potential magnitude of these risks based on market data 

(see Exhibits D and E).   The examples and historical data used  in this report are 

intended  to  be  illustrative  of  concepts  and  to  demonstrate  the magnitude  of 

volatility.  Spreads, fees, margins, costs, rates and relationships between market 

variables  change  over  time  in  accordance  with  market  conditions  and  the 

competitive environment and therefore any such data used herein, unless stated 

otherwise, are intended to be indicative only.   

D.  Materials Relied Upon 

I received and reviewed many documents concerning the ML financing transaction.  

The documents that I reviewed and relied on to understand the facts of this case 

are listed in Appendix B attached hereto. 

The depth and scope of my review of each document depended on the nature of 

the document and my assessment of its relevance to the opinion and testimony I 

have been asked to provide.  
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E.  The Relevant Facts and Key Principles 

Maritime Link Financing Trust (MLFT) issued a $1.3 billion bond on April 23, 2014 

at or about the time of commencement of construction of the ML Project.   

Cumulative  construction draws were  as  shown  in  the  following  chart based on 

drawdown data provided by NSPML. 

 

I have been advised by NSPML  that  the  funds  from  issuance of  the bond were 

invested in structured deposit notes until required to meet construction draws over 

the ~3.7‐year construction period.  The unutilized and invested funds equaled the 

$1.3 bn bond amount  less  the construction draws as  illustrated  in  the  following 

chart. 
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The bond was a  fully amortizing, ~38.7‐year bond with an average  life of ~22.6 

years, rated AAA by Standard and Poor's and AAA by DBRS based on the guarantee 

of  the  Government  of  Canada.    Equal  semi‐annual  principal  repayments 

commenced on December 1, 2020, approximately  three years after  the original 

expected  completion of  the ML project, and are  scheduled  to end on  the bond 

maturity date of December 1, 2052.   

Under the FLG, if required by the nature of the financing, there was a requirement 

to  establish  a  hedging  program  to  ensure  “certainty  in  the  cost  of  financing”.  

NSPML/MLFT obtained  substantial  certainty  in  the  cost of  financing  through an 

initial short‐term hedge implemented in February 2014, just prior to Financial Close 

(as defined in the FLG), followed by the issuance of the single upfront amortizing 

bond described above in April 2014. 

 My assessment of NSPML’s financing program is informed by three key principles: 

i. Hedging has a direct cost represented by the premium between the forward 

interest rate and the spot interest rate which is incorporated into the coupon 

(interest rate) on the bond or is cash settled and typically added to the size 

of the bond; 

ii. Hedging does not eliminate all interest rate risk; residual risks are retained 

from the date of establishing the hedge until it is settled at the time of bond 

issuance. The costs associated with these residual risks can be significant and 

are unpredictable; and 

iii. The incentive for an issuer of AAA rated Government of Canada guaranteed 

bonds  to  issue upfront  (rather  than over  time with a hedging program)  is 

much  greater  than  for  a  typical  project  bond  issuer  (given  the  low bond 

interest rate and the consequently lower carrying cost than a bond rate that 

does not benefit from such a guarantee). 

As explained herein, negative carry is not a measure of incremental cost to Nova 

Scotia electricity customers. It is a cost incurred to avoid other costs and risks, and 

such  other  costs  and  risks must  be  considered  in  assessing  the  value  thereby 

obtained. 
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F.  Discussion and Opinion on Up Front Bond Issuance Strategy 

WERE THE FLG REQUIREMENTS TYPICAL PROJECT FINANCING REQUIREMENTS?  

Each  project  financing  is  unique  and  financing  terms must  be  considered  as  a 

package  but  there  are  many  common  features  in  project  financings.  The 

Government of Canada  set out  in  the  FLG  term  sheet a number of  key project 

financing requirements that would be typical of institutional lender requirements.  

These included the following: 

 A completion guarantee from Emera Inc.; 

 A minimum forecast Debt Service Coverage Ratio (DSCR); 

 DSCR based distribution and event of default tests; 

 A hedging requirement if there is material interest rate risk; 

 Restrictions on additional indebtedness; 

 A “cost to complete” test; 

 A maximum leverage restriction; 

 A six‐month Debt Service Reserve Account ("DSRA"); and 

 A full security package. 

The FLG term sheet also had certain characteristics of a credit wrap structure used 

by  monoline  guarantors  (e.g.,  a  requirement  for  an  underlying  unguaranteed 

investment grade credit quality and an inability to accelerate the debt following a 

default).   While  the above were  requirements  to obtain  the FLG,  they were not 

embedded as conditions or covenants in the MLFT bond. 

WHAT ARE THE TYPICAL DEBT FINANCING ALTERNATIVES  FOR A  LARGE HIGH‐

QUALITY PROJECT?  

The  main  project  debt  financing  alternatives  would  generally  be  classified  as 

follows:   

(i) Upfront Bond Issuance: issue bonds upfront for 100% of the expected long‐term 

debt financing and invest the unused bond proceeds on a short‐term basis (typically 

using a structured deposit note) until such funds are required for construction of 

the project. 
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(ii)  Periodic  Bond  Financing:  (a)  issue  (short  term)  commercial  paper  ("CP") 

backstopped by a committed bank  facility or draw under a committed  revolving 

bank  facility  and,  in  either  case,  periodically  refinance  long  term  in  the  bond 

market; or (b) issue bonds periodically once funds from prior bond issues have been 

substantially utilized and  invest the unused proceeds from each bond  issue until 

required for the next phase of construction.    

(iii) Post Completion Bond Financing: finance entirely in the bank market pursuant 

to a non‐revolving credit facility and refinance long term in the bond market post 

completion and start‐up.   

While there are various permutations of the above, these three options capture 

the  vast majority  of  large  project  financings  for  high  credit  quality  projects  in 

Canada that involve some form of bond financing. 

WHAT DEBT  FINANCING APPROACH DID  SCOTIA  CAPITAL OFFER AND WAS  IT 

ATTRACTIVE FROM NSPML’S PERSPECTIVE?  

The fully underwritten bond financing proposal from Scotia Capital contemplated 

a  single upfront  38.7‐year  amortizing bond  issue.  The pricing on  the bond was 

extremely  attractive  at  a  credit  spread of 60 bps  including  a 10‐bps  amortizing 

premium (the extra return investors require to buy an amortizing bond vs a bullet 

bond).  Based on my experience, 10 bps was a very aggressive (small) amortizing 

premium.  The underlying credit spread of 50 bps (60 bps credit spread less the 10‐

bps amortizing premium) can be compared  to credit spreads on  the Nalcor FLG 

transactions  (Muskrat  Falls/Labrador  Transmission  Assets  Funding  Trust  and 

Labrador‐Island  Link  Funding  Trust)  bullet  bond  issues  of  51‐54  bps  at  time  of 

issuance depending on maturity of the bond.  These bonds ranged in size from $600 

mn to $1.275 bn.  The most comparable bond was the $675 mn bond maturing in 

mid‐2037 as its’ average life was very similar to that of the MLFT bond. This bond 

had a spread at issuance of 52 bps. 

On  an  overall  basis,  taking  into  account  the  underlying  credit  spread  and  the 

amortizing  premium,  the ML  transaction  credit  spreads  were  very  aggressive, 

particularly given  that $5 billion of Nalcor bonds with an FLG had already been 
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placed in the market, thus absorbing significant market capacity. The underwriting 

was so attractive  to NSPML/MLFT  (and unattractive  to potential bond syndicate 

members) that none of the major banks that were invited by the lead underwriter 

to participate  in the bond syndicate did so.    In my experience, this  is a very rare 

occurrence.  Moreover, my understanding is that most or virtually all of the bonds 

remained  unsold  following  the  normal  marketing  period,  indicating  that 

NSPML/MLFT benefitted  from  an  all‐in  financing  cost  that was demonstratively 

below the market clearing level.   

Had NSPML/MLFT entered into a hedging program and undertaken periodic bond 

issues, the  inability of the underwriter to successfully market the first tranche of 

bonds would, in my opinion and other things being equal, have inevitably resulted 

in increased spreads for all subsequent bond tranches.  Thus, by issuing all bonds 

upfront, NSPML/MLFT and Nova Scotia electricity customers achieved a meaningful 

benefit that almost certainly would not have been possible with a series of bond 

issues over time.  This benefit is admittedly difficult to quantify without knowing 

what a market clearing spread would have been, but based on the Nalcor bullet 

bond  spreads  and  typical  amortizing  premiums,  I  believe  that  the  benefit  to 

NSPML/MLFT would have been meaningful in the context of the magnitude of the 

negative carry cost (see below) and, in my opinion, represented the equivalent of 

a 7‐11 bps reduction in the bond coupon vs. what would have otherwise prevailed 

if the bond had been priced at a market clearing level and underwritten on a market 

standard basis. 

HOW  COMMON  ARE  EACH  OF  THE  THREE  TYPICAL  DEBT  FINANCING 

ALTERNATIVES  MENTIONED  ABOVE  AND  WHAT  ARE  THEIR  BENEFITS  AND 

DISADVANTAGES?  

Upfront Bond  Issuance:   The vast majority of public private partnership projects 

that involved long term private sector financing in excess of $300 million that were 

financed  in Canada since the 2008 global financial crisis were financed on a fully 

underwritten  basis  with  100%  of  the  required  long  term  private  sector  debt 

financing being obtained from upfront bond financing.  This was in response to the 

need for cost certainty and availability of financing certainty.   A key objective of 
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most public private partnerships  is to structure the transaction so that all of the 

major  costs  are  fixed  for  the  project  company,  thus  permitting  high  leverage. 

Examples  of  projects  utilizing  upfront  bonds  to  meet  long  term  financing 

requirements  are  provided  below.    The  capital  cost  of  each  of  these  projects 

exceeded  C$1.0  billion.    The  construction  period  for  each  of  these  projects 

depended on project complexity but would typically be two to four or more years. 

These projects also demonstrate geographic and sector breadth.   

 TransEd Partners GP ‐ Edmonton Light Rail Transit (Alberta) 

 Capital City Link Group ‐ NE Anthony Henday highway project (Alberta) 

 Mountain View Partners GP ‐ SW Calgary Ring Road (Alberta) 

 SGTP Highway Bypass ‐ Regina Bypass (Saskatchewan) 

 Plenary Health Care Humber LP ‐ Humber River Hospital (Ontario) 

 Plenary Properties LTAP‐ Communications Security Establishment Cda (ON) 

 Hospital Infrastructure Partners ‐ Oakville Trafalgar Hospital (Ontario) 

 Crosslinx Transit Solutions ‐ Eglinton Light Rapid Transit  (Ontario) 

 SNC‐Lavalin Innisfree McGill ‐ McGill University Health Centre (Quebec) 

 SSL Finance Inc. ‐ Champlain Bridge project (Quebec) 

 Nalcor ‐ Phase I ‐ Lower Churchill Projects (NL) 

The  upfront  bond  financing  approach  taken  by  NSPML  for  the  ML  project  is 

consistent with  that  taken  by many  large  infrastructure  projects  undertaken  in 

Canada. 

The key benefits of the Upfront Bond Issuance approach include: 

 Certainty of financing ‐ provided that the borrower can meet the specified draw 

down  conditions,  it  can  be  assured  that  financing  is  available  for  the  full 

expected/budgeted project cost and that availability of debt funding will very 

unlikely be impacted by external events, the host government sponsor, etc. 

 Large bond most  liquid  ‐  a  single  large bond  is more  liquid  than  a  series of 

smaller bonds.  Given that most investors prefer larger more liquid bonds, issue 

sizes of several hundred million dollars or more typically benefit from a tighter 

spread than smaller bonds, particularly for high credit quality bonds. 
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 Certainty  of  interest  rate  and  related  borrowing  costs  ‐  the  borrower  has 

certainty regarding borrowing costs (Government of Canada ("GoC") benchmark 

rate  and  credit  spread)  for  the  full  construction  and  operating  periods  and 

therefore can be more confident  in  its ability to meet debt service covenants 

and achieve expected returns. 

 Avoidance of hedging costs and risks ‐ hedging has a variety of costs including 

forward premiums (the difference between the forward rate and the spot rate), 

bid‐offer  spreads  upon  initiation  and  upon  unwinding,  and  credit  charges 

reflecting  the  riskiness  of  the  entity  entering  into  the  hedge.  Construction 

period hedging for large projects has basis risk (i.e., the risk that the movement 

in the market  interest rate of the GoC benchmark bond  isn't matched by the 

movement in the interest rate applicable to the hedge instrument).  In addition, 

credit spreads cannot be effectively hedged. As illustrated later in this report, 

these costs and risks  in aggregate can be significant, and can exceed negative 

carry costs. 

The key disadvantage of the Upfront Bond Financing approach is negative carry.  

Periodic  Bond  Financing:    Large  projects  are  occasionally  financed  through  a 

combination  of  upfront  bank  or  CP  financing  plus  periodic  bond  refinancing  or 

through periodic bond  financings with  a bank backstop.    This  approach  can be 

appropriate when there  is a very  long construction period and bonds are  issued 

over an extended period of time, provided that (i) interest rate risk, and (ii) the risk 

of not being able to issue second and subsequent bonds (due to market conditions 

or project challenges), can be satisfactorily managed and mitigated.   

The key benefits of the Periodic Bond Financing approach include: 

 Maximization of Market Financing Capacity ‐ For very large projects, the use 

of both the bank and bond markets may be essential to allow the project to 

proceed for overall market debt capacity reasons.  An example would be the 

~$10 bn North West Redwater Partnership refinery project.  Demand in the 

Canadian corporate bond market is not unlimited and each bond issue must 
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be sized  to be consistent with market demand and thus periodic  issuance 

may be a necessary financing approach. 

Market capacity was not an  issue for the MLFT Bond due to  its size  in the 

context  of  the market  and  the  existence  of  the  Government  of  Canada 

guarantee. 

 Minimization of Negative Carry – By not borrowing all  the  funds upfront, 

negative carry costs can be reduced or possibly eliminated.   However, this 

leaves  the  project  exposed  to  interest  rate  risk  that must  be managed 

effectively.   

The key disadvantages of the Periodic Bond Financing approach include: 

 Hedging Costs and Risks – For a Periodic Bond Financing strategy, a hedging 

program would be essential to manage  interest rate risk.   As discussed  in 

this  report, hedging has a variety of  costs  (e.g.,  forward premium,  credit 

charge) and risks (e.g., credit spread risk, basis risk).  In my opinion, this is 

the most  significant  disadvantage  of  a  periodic  bond  financing  program, 

particularly  for a highly rated, government backed  issuer  like MLFT which 

would benefit from lower negative carry costs than most project companies.  

Negative carry cost  reduces  for projects with  lower credit spreads as  this 

translates directly  into a smaller difference between  long‐term borrowing 

cost  and  shorter‐term  investment  deposit  rates.  One  project  that  was 

financed on a periodic bond issuance basis was the Lower Mattagami Hydro 

Project  in Ontario, but movements  in swap spreads over the construction 

period would have undermined the effectiveness of any hedging program.   

 Subsequent Bond Financing Risk –  In circumstances where  the combined 

size of any bank facility and a first bond issue are less than the total required 

financing,  there  is a  risk of being unable  to  issue second and subsequent 

bonds  due  to  market  conditions  and/or  project  related  problems.  

Therefore,  these  projects  need  to  be  carefully  structured  and  require 

completion guarantees or equivalent from creditworthy counterparties. 
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 Uncertain Short Term Financing Cost (if applicable) – If short term bank/CP 

financing  is used followed by refinancing  in the bond market,  incremental 

costs would be incurred due to establishing both a short term and a long‐

term financing platform (investment dealer/bank fees, management time, 

legal costs, etc.).  In addition, the forward premium would be for a  longer 

term (and therefore higher cost) than would be the case if periodic bonds 

were  issued without  the use of short‐term  financing.   There would be an 

expected  benefit  from  short‐term  borrowing  costing  less  than  long‐term 

borrowing  but  the  net  impact  of  these  two  factors  is  uncertain  and 

dependent on market conditions.       

 Negative Carry (if applicable) – The alternative to short term financing in the 

bank/CP market would be to instead issue bonds periodically in advance of 

construction  requirements  resulting  in  negative  carry,  albeit  significantly 

reduced relative to that applicable to a single upfront bond.  For a AAA rated 

entity like MLFT that would seek to maximize bond liquidity by issuing as few 

large bonds as possible, there would still be a not insignificant negative carry 

associated with multiple bond issues.  As more bonds are issued to reduce 

negative carry, the size of each bond would decrease resulting  in reduced 

liquidity and potentially a higher bond spread.  

 Potential  Construction  Financing  Shortfall  Due  to  Hedge  Settlement  ‐  In 

order to satisfy FLG requirements that long term interest rates be hedged, 

some combination of bond forwards and cash settled forward starting swaps 

would likely have been put in place.  If interest rates declined between the 

initiation of the hedge and issuance of takeout bonds and there was a large 

mark‐to‐market  settlement  payable  by  the  borrower  on  the  swap,  the 

amount of debt available for construction would decrease to a lower‐than‐

expected  level  (i.e.,  since  there was  an  overall  debt  cap  under  the  FLG). 

Should  incremental  financing have been necessary  above  the debt  cap  it 

would almost certainly not have been available  to MLFT without external 

credit support. 

Post  Completion  Bond  Financing:    This  is  a  financing  approach  whereby 

construction financing is undertaken in the bank market and once construction risk 
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and (possibly) initial start‐up risk have been eliminated, the project is financed in 

the  long‐term  bond market.  This  approach  is  limited  to  projects which  can  be 

financed  entirely within  the  capacity  of  the  bank market  (which would  include 

many, but not all, projects) and where the banks are confident that the project can 

be  refinanced  long  term  in  the  capital  markets.    The  nature  of  the  initial 

construction  financing  could  take  the  form  of  project  financing  or  possibly  on‐

balance sheet financing. This approach is most common when the more risk averse 

capital markets are reluctant to accept construction risk, where  long term credit 

spreads benefit  from project de‐risking and/or where borrowers need  increased 

flexibility  during  the  construction  period.  None  of  these  considerations  was 

applicable  to  the ML  project  and  thus  I  consider  this  approach  to  be  the  least 

attractive for NSPML. 

The key benefits of the Post Completion Bond Financing approach include: 

 Better Ability to Manage Risk During Construction Period ‐ For many projects, 

the riskiest phase is the construction and initial start‐up period.  During these 

periods, the borrower may require changes  in project financing (increased 

financing amounts, waivers, amendments, etc.). These changes are typically 

much easier to address with a relatively small number of relationship banks 

than with a broad base of institutional lenders.  For some project developers, 

the relative ease of making changes with a small group of relationship bank 

lenders  is  the primary  reason  for  financing  in  the bank market during  the 

construction period.  In the case of the ML project, the bond investors relied 

solely on the FLG and the Government of Canada had the benefit of typical 

project  financing  protections.  This meant  that  any  requests  for  changes 

would be evaluated and determined only by the Government of Canada and 

not  by  institutional  investors.    Therefore,  there was  no  construction  risk 

management incentive to defer MLFT bond financing until after completion 

of construction and startup. 

 Attractive  Long‐Term  Bond  Financing Once  Project  is De‐Risked  ‐ Once  a 

project  is operational and  significantly de‐risked,  it  can often be  financed 

long term in the bond market at more attractive rates than would have been 

the  case  if  bond  financing  had  been  undertaken  at  commencement  of 
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construction.   Most  institutional  investors  generally  prefer  higher  quality 

credits with  stable  risk  profiles  since  they  usually  have  long  investment 

horizons and they typically don't have the depth of project finance expertise 

that bank lenders do to monitor construction risk.  Therefore, bond financing 

post  completion:  (i)  is often  easier  to  arrange  than pre  completion bond 

financing; and (ii) other things being equal, results in credit spreads that are 

likely to be lower due to de‐risking.  This de‐risking benefit would not be the 

case  for  a Government  of  Canada  guaranteed MLFT  bond  as  it  could  be 

issued on attractive terms at any time, subject only to then prevailing market 

conditions.  

 Avoidance of Negative Carry Costs  ‐ Negative  carry  costs would be much 

higher on a typical upfront project  financing bond  (i.e.,  for a project bond 

without a federal loan guarantee) than on one, like the MLFT project bond, 

with a AAA rated Government of Canada guarantee.  This is due to the much 

higher difference between  the  long‐term borrowing  rate and  the shorter‐

term investment rate on a typical unguaranteed project.  This much higher 

negative carry cost on a  typical project  financing would provide a greater 

incentive to hedge vs borrow upfront.   Even  if hedging costs and risks are 

high, they could still be acceptable for certain projects with higher credit risk 

due  to  the avoidance of much higher negative carry costs combined with 

enhanced construction risk management with relationship banks and lower 

long‐term borrowing rates following de‐risking of the project. 

The key disadvantages of a Post Completion Financing approach are: 

 Hedging Costs and Risks – For a Post Completion Bond Financing strategy, a 

hedging program would be almost essential to manage interest rate risk.  As 

discussed in this report, hedging has a variety of costs and risks. The interest 

rate  hedges  put  in  place  to manage  interest  rate  risk  need  to  take  into 

account  the  forward  premium,  credit  charge  and  bid/offer  spreads  on 

entering into the hedge and the unwind cost when exiting the hedge (at time 

of bond  issue) when  the borrower  typically has more  limited negotiating 

leverage.   The bond credit spread cannot be effectively hedged and while 

issuers try to manage this risk by de‐risking the project, they nevertheless 
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remain exposed to changing market conditions causing general spread levels 

to increase.  These risks cannot be determined in advance and the ultimate 

cost is dependent on market conditions at the time of refinancing as well as 

the magnitude of negative carry and any benefits associated with project de‐

risking due to completion of construction. 

 Refinancing Risk – A major risk associated with post completion financing is 

the risk that the project cannot be refinanced with  long term debt due to 

market conditions or due to the project not performing as anticipated.  This 

risk  is  typically  dealt  with  by:  (i)  underleveraging  the  project  during 

construction  to  help  ensure  that  it  can  be  refinanced  in  all  reasonable 

adverse scenarios; or (ii) by putting in place a “soft mini perm” financing that 

avoids a default if refinancing doesn’t occur but at the cost of interest rate 

ratchets and/or cash sweeps that preclude or limit distributions to sponsors.  

Not all banks are willing to provide these structures. 

 Uncertain  Short  Term  Financing  Cost  ‐  For  projects  financed  in  the  bank 

market  and  then  refinanced  in  the  bond market  post‐completion,  there 

would be a requirement to establish both a construction term and a  long‐

term  financing platform with duplication of costs  (investment dealer/bank 

fees,  legal  costs, due diligence, marketing, etc.).   Unlike  for most project 

financings,  the  ML  Project  would  not  benefit  from  enhanced  risk 

management due  to  lender  relationships during  construction or  from de‐

risking associated with project completion. As noted above for periodic bond 

financing, the interaction between higher forward premiums and expected 

lower  short‐term  financing  costs  is uncertain.  Therefore,  for  a AAA  rated 

federal  guaranteed  borrower  like  MLFT,  post  completion  refinancing  is 

considered a less efficient form of financing. 

 Potential Construction Financing Shortfall Due  to Hedge Settlement  ‐ This 

risk  is  similar  to  that  described  above  for  periodic  bond  financing  with 

possibly greater risk due to the longer average period between initiation and 

unwinding of the hedge.  Construction project financings are often financed 

with lower leverage than post completion financing to address this risk.  
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 Credit Spread Risk – Unlike for a typical project where post‐construction risk 

reduction is likely to result in a lower credit spread, there is no such benefit 

for AAA rated federal government guaranteed debt. Therefore, under a post‐

construction bond financing model MLFT would have been exposed to the 

risk of increasing credit spreads (due to general market conditions) without 

any offsetting benefit of lower credit spreads from an improved risk profile.  

There are various examples of a post completion bond  financing  strategy, most 

commonly  in  Canada,  in  my  experience,  for  corporate  projects  in  the  power 

generation sector.   A  few public private partnerships have been  financed  in  the 

bank “soft mini perm” market and then refinanced post completion, but it is a small 

minority.      

WHICH OF THE ABOVE THREE APPROACHES WOULD BE BEST SUITED FOR THE ML 

PROJECT? 

In order for NSPML to access the significant benefits associated with the FLG, the 

ML Project had to be financed within a $1.3 billion cap and, if required by the nature 

of  the  financing, a hedging program had  to be  in place at Financial Close.   Any 

incremental debt financing above the cap would almost certainly be impossible to 

obtain without additional credit enhancement as it would be subordinated to the 

MLFT bond.  The $1.3 billion FLG cap, the overall project risk profile and the 70% 

leverage  for  the project  justified making  certainty of project  costs a priority.  In 

addition, the negative carry differential (long‐term borrowing rate minus shorter 

term  investment rate) for a government guaranteed project would be much  less 

than  for an unguaranteed project  resulting  in an upfront bond  issue on  the ML 

project being much more attractive on a relative basis.   

For  the  reasons discussed below, a hedging program associated with a Periodic 

Bond financing program would not have provided the required cost certainty and 

would have exposed MLFT to potentially significant incremental costs without any 

of  the  benefits  discussed  above  that  may  apply  to  typical  project  financings. 

Therefore, in my opinion, the characteristics of the ML Project and the FLG clearly 

favoured, and arguably necessitated, the use of upfront bond financing. 
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WHAT WERE THE HEDGING REQUIREMENTS UNDER THE FLG? 

The following FLG terms would have made it potentially impossible to fully comply 

with the FLG using a multi‐year hedge: 

 Mandatory Hedging at Financial Close ‐ There was a requirement under the 

FLG,  if hedging was  required by  the nature of  the  financing  (i.e.,  if bond 

financing was  not  all  upfront),  for  a  hedging  program  to  be  in  place  at 

Financial Close.  The requirements of the hedging program were to "ensure 

certainty in the cost of the financing" and to hedge "any interest rate risk."  

These  requirements  could  not  strictly  be  met  through  market  hedge 

instruments, particularly for multi‐year periods.  As discussed below: (i) the 

credit spread on the bond could not be effectively hedged thus breaching 

the "any interest rate risk" requirement and the "ensure certainty in the cost 

of financing" requirement; and (ii) the underlying GoC benchmark  interest 

rate  risk  could  not  be  hedged  over  the  lengthy  construction  period  in  a 

manner  that  "ensures  certainty  in  the  cost  of  the  financing,"  or  that 

eliminates "any interest rate risk" due to the presence of basis risk (i.e., the 

risk  that changes  in GoC benchmark  interest costs on  future bonds  to be 

issued are not mirrored by changes in interest costs implicit in the hedging 

instrument). 

 Cap on FLG Including Hedge Settlement ‐ There was a cap of $1.3 billion on 

the amount of the FLG which I understand included any credit required for 

ongoing valuation  (mark‐to‐market) changes on  the hedges.    If underlying 

benchmark interest rates had declined so that the borrower was "out of the 

money" there could be a requirement to make a mark‐to‐market settlement 

payment  to  the  counterparty  bank.  This  payment  would  normally  be 

financed by increasing the size of the bond but doing so would have resulted 

in exceeding the FLG debt cap and therefore NSPML would instead need to 

reduce the amount of funding available for construction, which could have 

been  problematic.    There  was  a  restriction  in  the  Additional  Financing 

provision  in the FLG term sheet that does not appear to permit Additional 

Financing to cover hedge costs.   Even  if usage of Additional Financing was 

permitted  to cover hedge payments,  it would almost certainly have been 
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impossible  to  find  a  hedge  counterparty  that  would  accept  being 

subordinated to the MLFT bond without external credit support. 

WHAT WERE THE AGGREGATE NEGATIVE CARRY COSTS OF ML’S UPFRONT ISSUE 

OF BONDS?   

In order to determine the amount of negative carry associated with the MLFT bond 

proceeds,  the  following  information  was  used:  the  bond  issuance  date,  the 

drawdown dates  and  amounts,  the borrowing  rate  and  the deposit/investment 

rate. NSPML provided the actual drawdown schedule and the forecast difference 

between the borrowing rate and the average deposit rate (based on quoted deposit 

rates).  Based on this information, the estimated present value of negative carry on 

the  unused  proceeds  of  the  bond  totaled  ~$49.7 million  (the  "negative  carry 

amount”).   

WHAT WAS THE NEGATIVE CARRY AMOUNT EXPRESSED AS AN INCREMENT TO 

THE BOND INTEREST RATE? 

By issuing a single $1.3 billion amortizing bond at or near the commencement of 

construction, MLFT  received  100%  of  the  required  funds  in  advance  and  then 

invested most of the proceeds in fixed rate structured deposit notes until the funds 

were required for project development. The modified duration (See Exhibit C) of 

the ML bond at the date of  issuance, according to NSPML based on  information 

provided by the bond underwriter, was ~14.81 years.  For a one bp (equivalent to 

0.01%) p.a.  increase/decrease  in  interest  rates,  the price of  the ML bond would 

decrease/increase by approximately $1.92 million  ($1,300,000,000 * 0.01%/yr * 

14.81 years = $1.92 million).  This is referred to as the dollar value of a basis point 

("DV01").    

The $49.7 million negative carry amount equates  to an  increase  in  the effective 

interest rate of approximately 26 bps p.a. (negative carry amount divided by DV01 

= $49.7mn/$1.92mn per bp = 26 bps) on  the MLFT bond.    In other words,  the 

negative  carry  on  the  unused  funds  during  the  construction  period  for  the ML 

project was equivalent to a ~26 bps p.a.  increase  in the effective  interest rate of 

the bond financing.  
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IS NEGATIVE CARRY A TRUE INCREMENTAL COST? 

No, negative carry is not a correct measure of incremental cost because it fails to 

consider  avoided  costs.  As  noted  throughout  this  report,  there  are  costs  and 

residual risks associated with hedging which must be taken into account in any cost 

analysis.   The net cost or net benefit to Nova Scotia electricity customers of the 

NSPML/MLFT upfront financing strategy would be the negative carry cost less the 

avoided costs of hedging  less the avoided cost of retained risks  (including credit 

spread  risk  and  basis  risk).  This  retained  risk  cost  would  not  be  possible  to 

determine at inception of the hedge.  While forward premiums and credit charges 

would be known, (i) credit spreads change over time and cannot be determined in 

advance; and (ii) basis risk (change in swap spread on swaps or GoC benchmark roll 

on bond forwards) cannot be determined in advance.   

It is not necessary to understand the full details of hedging products or markets but 

it is necessary to recognize that there are costs and risks associated with hedging 

and that these costs can exceed the negative carry costs associated with an upfront 

bond issue by a high credit quality issuer. It is impossible to know in advance which 

approach was more  favourable, although sufficient  information was available  to 

determine that an upfront borrowing was the preferable risk managed approach.  

It  is clear that the negative carry costs of an upfront bond  issue are much more 

predictable.    Borrowers  like NSPML/MLFT must make  decisions  in  light  of  this 

significant uncertainty and assess the intrinsic value of certainty in light of known 

hedging costs plus the potential magnitude of residual risks.  

HOW MIGHT AN ISSUER OF PERIODIC (OR POST CONSTRUCTION COMPLETION) 

BONDS  HEDGE  INTEREST  RATE  RISK  AND WHAT  ARE  THE  COSTS  AND  RISKS 

INVOLVED? 

Had MLFT  decided  not  to  issue  a  single  upfront  bond  but  decided  instead  to 
periodically issue bonds over the construction period, it would have needed to put 
in place a hedging program  in order to manage  interest rate risk and  in order to 
seek to comply with the terms of the FLG.   There are two typical approaches to 
hedge interest rate risk for a construction project: (i) a bond forward; and (ii) a cash 
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settled forward starting swap.  A generic description of each product is provided in 
Exhibit C. 
 
The most significant feature of a bond forward and a cash settled forward starting 
swap  is that each  includes a premium over the spot rate to compensate  for the 
forward start. 
 
As summarized below, each of the hedging options also has risks that cannot be 
effectively mitigated and thus interest rate risk cannot be fully eliminated using a 
hedge. 
 

RISK  BOND FORWARD  FORWARD STARTING SWAP  

Change in 
credit spreads 

Bond forwards do not provide 
any  protection  against 
changes in credit spreads. 

Forward starting swaps are 
not  effective  in  hedging 
credit spreads. 

Basis risk  A  borrower would  retain  the 
risk of  changes  (between  the 
time  of  implementing  the 
hedge  and  the  time  of  bond 
issuance) in which bond is the 
benchmark  bond  for  pricing 
purposes. 

A  borrower  would  be 
exposed to swap spread risk 
resulting  from  changes  in 
the swap rate not mirroring 
movements  in  the 
underlying GoC bond. 

Market 
constraints 

 Maximum  tenor  of  12‐18 
months  limiting  use  on 
projects  with  long 
construction periods 

 Limitations  on  hedging 
amortizing bonds 

 

   

HOW MIGHT NSPML HAVE TRIED TO HEDGE INTEREST RATE RISK? 

There are numerous permutations of bond  issuance and hedging programs  that 

could have been  implemented. Given the ~3.7 year construction period and the 
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amortizing  nature  of  the  financing,  the most  likely  hedging  approach  that  an 

investment dealer would have recommended is either: (i) a series of cash settled 

forward starting pay fixed swaps (with cash settlement occurring at the time of the 

particular project bond issue that was hedged by the swap); or (ii) a combination 

of bond forwards for the first 12‐18 months combined with a series of cash settled 

forward starting pay fixed swaps for the remaining time to completion of the bond 

financings. 

While the aforementioned approaches were arguably not fully consistent with the 

requirements  set out  in  the  FLG  term  sheet,  given  the  costs and  risks of  these 

approaches as explained in this report, an upfront financing approach that avoided 

credit spread and swap spread risks, as used by NSPML, was highly  likely to be a 

better  option  for  Nova  Scotia  electricity  customers  even  if  there  were  no 

constraints in the FLG term sheet.  

Credit Spread Risk:   Exhibit D provides data relating to credit spreads  for highly 

rated government and quasi government borrowers  (specifically  the Province of 

BC, the Province of NS, NS Power and Canada Post).  The data clearly demonstrates 

that the costs associated with movements in credit spreads (over periods similar to 

the ML project construction period) can be significant for highly rated government 

and quasi  government borrowers. Credit  spread movements  (over  a multi‐year 

period) for a federally guaranteed bond would be lower than for other government 

borrowers, but could still exceed 10 bps, depending on size/liquidity of the issue.   

Swap  Spread Risk:  Exhibit  E  provides  data  relating  to  swap  spreads.  The  data, 

including  standard deviation data, clearly demonstrate  that  swap  spreads move 

significantly over periods similar to the ML project construction period and that the 

costs of such movements could be greater than the negative carry cost associated 

with the MLFT Bond. It is acknowledged that peak to trough adverse movements in 

credit  spreads and  swap  spreads may not be highly probable but  there  is often 

limited capacity to take the risk of less than peak movements in credit spreads in 

the context of single projects like the ML project. 
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WAS IT PRUDENT FOR NSPML TO ISSUE 100% OF THE REQUIRED DEBT UPFRONT 

AND  INCUR  THE  ASSOCIATED  NEGATIVE  CARRY  COSTS?  WHAT  WERE  THE 

BENEFITS  TO  NSPML  (AND  ULTIMATELY  TO  NOVA  SCOTIA  ELECTRICITY 

CUSTOMERS)? 

For many reasons, NSPML's upfront bond  financing strategy was,  in my opinion, 

not  only  a  very  prudent  financing  strategy  and  one  which  I  would  have 

recommended but also one  that very  likely provided a net benefit  to electricity 

customers in Nova Scotia.  Key reasons include: 

 Met Requirements of FLG: Based on the provisions specified in the FLG term 

sheet, upfront financing was the approach that most clearly met the specific 

requirements of the FLG. 

 Certainty of FLG Being Available: Access to markets with an FLG wouldn't be 

a concern but availability of the FLG  is arguably more assured  if the bonds 

have been issued than if they haven't been, due to political risk factors. 

 Avoided Reduction  in Funds Available  for Construction:  If NSPML/Emera 

had entered into forward hedges as part of a periodic bond issuance strategy 

and interest rates fell, NSPML could have been "out of the money" resulting 

in a necessary reduction  in  funds available for construction being reduced 

(potentially a problem) in order to avoid total debt exceeding the $1.3 billion 

FLG debt cap.   

 Below Market Clearing Credit Spread: The underwritten offer from Scotia 

Bank was priced below market and provided a significant cost benefit that 

would almost certainly not have been available in full had NSPML not fully 

financed upfront. 

 Avoided  Cost  of  Forward  Premium:  Upfront  bond  issuance  avoided  the 

forward premium  (reflecting  the difference between  long‐term borrowing 

rates and shorter‐term investment rates) and any credit charges included in 

bond forward rates and swap rates. 

 Avoided Duplication of Transaction Costs: Upfront bond  issuance avoided 

the incremental costs (legal fees, management time, investor relations, etc.) 

associated with multiple bond issues. 
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 Low negative carry costs due to the FLG: While negative carry cost would 

normally have been  a potential deterrent  for  an upfront bond  issue,  the 

negative carry for the AAA rated, MLFT project bond with the FLG was much 

lower  than would  typically  be  applicable  to  a  high‐quality  infrastructure 

financing.    For  example,  a  lower  credit  quality but  still  investment  grade 

project financed with a credit spread of 200 bps p.a. and the MLFT Bond with 

a credit spread of 60 bps p.a. would have similar deposit rates on unused 

proceeds.  Therefore, in this example, the negative carry on the unused funds 

over the construction period for the MLFT bond would be 140 bps lower than 

the  negative  carry  on  a  non‐FLG  high‐quality  infrastructure  financing 

program. 

 Avoidance of Friction Costs on Hedge:   These would  include the bid/offer 

spread on a swap at inception and again at termination (i.e., upon entering 

into a reverse transaction at the time of bond issuance and cash settlement).  

 Avoidance of Multi‐Year Residual Risks: Hedging would have  resulted  in 

significant  residual  risks  including:  (i)  credit  spread  risk  that  couldn't  be 

effectively hedged; and (ii) basis risk (changes in benchmark roll on a bond 

forward or changes  in swap rates not mirroring changes  in GoC rates on a 

forward starting swap). These risks are not insignificant in the context of a 

26‐bps p.a. negative carry cost and NSPML could not control the outcome of 

such market factors.  

 No Loss of Benefit from improvement in risk profile over time: Unlike some 

project  financings,  the  risk  profile  to  an  MLFT  lender  at  project 

commencement was identical to the risk profile during construction and at 

project  completion  since  the  credit  profile was  based  solely  on  the  FLG; 

therefore, there was no construction spread risk premium built into for the 

pricing of the bond.  Consequently, there was no loss of risk reduction benefit 

to NSPML by financing upfront. 

These factors are summarized in the table below which compares a periodic bond 

financing  strategy  combined  with  a  hedging  program  with  an  upfront  bond 

financing strategy. 
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 Financing Cost or Risk Factor 

Periodic Bonds 
plus Hedge 
Strategy 

ML Upfront 
Bond Financing 

Strategy 

Forward premium on hedge  Yes  No 

Credit charge on hedge  Yes  No 

Friction  costs  on  hedge  (e.g.,  bid/offer 
spreads)   

Yes  No 

Risk of reduced construction funding due to 
cash hedge settlement 

Yes  No 

Incremental costs due to multiple bonds  Yes  No 

Uncertain cost impact due to bank and bond 
financings 

Maybe 1  No 

Higher credit spreads on smaller bonds  Maybe 2  No 

Basis risk (decrease in swap spread on swap 
or roll risk on bond forward)   

Yes  No 

Loss of aggressive underwriting  Likely  No 

Negative carry costs  Likely 3  Yes 
1 Transaction cost duplication (legal fees, set up costs, etc.) would have occurred if NSPML had used short 

term bank/CP financing and refinanced periodically in the bond market. This would likely have resulted in 

delays while banks did their due diligence and documentation was negotiated. The net impact of using 

short term bank/CP financing followed by long term bond issues is uncertain as the costs of longer forward 

premiums (compared to periodic bond issues without short term financing) must be compared with the 

typically lower costs of short‐term financing (vs long term financing). 

2 Depends on the number and size of bonds  issued; the more that smaller bonds are  issued to reduce 

negative carry, the greater the likelihood of some increment in the bond spread. 

3 Negative carry costs would have been incurred if NSPML didn’t use short term bank financing but instead 

periodically issued bonds prior to funds being required for construction. The magnitude of negative carry 

would have been significantly lower than that associated with a single upfront bond.   

While hedging would have  avoided  a  good portion of  the negative  carry  costs, 

hedging:  (i) would  have  incurred  a  forward  premium;  and  (ii) would  not  have 

eliminated the residual risks of a hedging program. The forward premium reflects 

the difference in cost between long‐term swap/benchmark bond rates and shorter‐

term  investment  rates.  Thus,  whether  NSPML  chose  to  hedge  or  issue  bonds 

upfront, a cost associated with higher long term rates vs lower shorter‐term rates 

would have been  incurred.  In addition, unquantifiable  residual  risks would have 
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been retained had a hedging program been utilized.   While  it was  impossible for 

NSPML  to  determine  in  advance  which  approach  would  turn  out  to  be most 

favourable, sufficient information was available to determine that an upfront bond 

was the preferable risk managed approach.     

G. Short Term Transition Period (Feb – Apr 2014) 

DID NSPML HEDGE INTEREST RATES IN FEBRUARY 2014 PRIOR TO ISSUING THE 

ML BOND? 

Yes. The FLG term sheet required that a hedging program be in place at Financial 

Close (which I understand occurred on February 24, 2014). Emera entered into a 

series of short‐term bond forwards on behalf of NSPML over the February 11‐14, 

2014 period.  These contracts hedged against increases in GoC interest rates and 

while there were still residual risks, they were largely mitigated by the short‐term 

(approximately two and a half months) nature of the hedge.  My understanding is 

that the forward rate included a forward premium and credit charge totaling about 

3 bps p.a. (reflecting the relatively short period of the hedge).   

WHY WASN’T THE ML BOND ISSUED IN FEBRUARY 2014 INSTEAD OF PUTTING A 

HEDGE IN PLACE?   

In  February  2014,  NSPML  was  not  in  a  position  to  issue  the  ML  bond 

notwithstanding that on February 24th Financial Close occurred.  On February 25th 

and  26th,  Emera/NSPML  met  with  prospective  underwriting  banks.  Following 

analysis,  the  Government  of  Canada  indicated  its  approval  of  the  financing 

structure on March 11th.   NSPML and Emera  Inc. board approvals occurred on 

March 17th. Formal approval from the Government of Canada, finalization of legal 

documents and receipt of final credit ratings followed and the ML bond was priced 

on April 15, 2014 with settlement five business days later. 

WAS  IT  PRUDENT  TO  HEDGE  GoC  INTEREST  RATES  DURING  THE  TRANSITION 

PERIOD FROM FEBRUARY 2014 TO APRIL 2014 AND, IF SO, WHY? 

As noted above, NSPML was not  in a position to  issue the ML Bond  in February, 

2014 as various approvals, documentation and  final credit ratings were required 
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following Financial Close.   Therefore,  in order  to do  its best  to comply with  the 

terms of the FLG, NSPML's only option was to hedge GoC interest rates.   

Many utilities do not hedge because they have ongoing borrowing programs and 

over the course of time, they issue at various GoC levels. The belief is that rates will 

move up and down and utilities shouldn't try to predict interest rate cycles; the ups 

and downs are assumed to even out over time.  It is very different for a single large 

project where the financing/project costs are determined at a single point in time.  

Project developers have a much greater need to understand the full cost of their 

project than do utilities, who typically have lower leverage and are able to increase 

rates to cover costs, subject to regulatory approval. 

For a large project financing like the MLFT bonds, the most volatile component of 

financing costs is the GoC rate. Given the inability to issue upfront debt (one way 

of  locking  in  the  financing  cost)  in  February  2014,  it was,  in my  opinion,  very 

prudent  for NSPML to manage the most volatile component of  interest rate risk 

(GoC yields) over the February ‐ April, 2014 period through a bond forward hedge 

arrangement.     

To put interest rates in perspective, the 30‐year GoC interest rate had been on a 

declining trend from 1982 to 2012.  After three decades of decline, the 30‐year GoC 

yield had been, as illustrated below, on an 18‐month upward trend from July 2012 

to December 2013 (Source: Investing.com).  
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When interest rates declined during the early weeks of 2014 (right edge of above 

graph) to rates below those that existed when Nalcor's Muskrat Falls project went 

to market in December 2013, Emera/NSPML locked in.  While it was impossible to 

forecast where long interest rates would go, after three decades of decline, many 

expected the rising interest rate market (shown above) to continue. 

Regardless  of  the  direction  of  future  interest  rate movements,  in my  opinion, 

NSPML made a very prudent decision: it locked in the most volatile component of 

its interest rate risk over the February 2014 to April 2014 period in order to increase 

certainty  immediately  prior  to  obtaining  final  approvals  and  commencing 

construction on a major infrastructure project.   
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H. Conclusions 

(a) SHORT TERM TRANSITION PERIOD: In February, 2014, NSPML was in the process 

of  completing  the  requirements  to  achieve  Financial  Close.  One  of  these 

requirements was effectively  that an  interest  rate hedging program be  in place 

(since the borrowing structure had not been finalized and the associated approvals 

from the Government of Canada, Emera Inc. and NSPML had not yet been obtained 

and MLFT was therefore not in a position to issue a bond). A short‐term hedging 

program to mitigate the volatility of GoC yields between mid‐February and planned 

issuance  of  the MLFT  bond  in  April  was  fully  implemented  ten  days  prior  to 

Financial Close.  While a hedging program was a requirement of the FLG to achieve 

Financial  Close,  in  my  opinion,  it  was  a  very  defensible  and  prudent  risk 

management strategy even if there hadn't been a requirement under the FLG.  

(b) MULTI‐YEAR CONSTRUCTION PERIOD: In April, 2014, NSPML was faced with a 

decision  whether  to:  (i)  lock  in  an  attractive  fully  underwritten  upfront  bond 

financing  arrangement  with  the  full  benefit  of  the  FLG  and  known  costs  and 

virtually no  interest rate uncertainty and  implicitly  locking  in a ~26 bps negative 

carry cost; or (ii) enter into a medium‐term hedging arrangement and issue bonds 

on  a  periodic  basis  paying  a  forward  premium  and  retaining  considerable 

uncertainty/risk and being exposed to potentially significant incremental costs.  For 

context, (see Exhibit D) over the 2014‐2018 construction period, credit spreads for 

long term bonds (i) moved by more than 20 bps for a AAA rated provincial borrower 

and  (ii) more than 10 bps  for a AAA rated  federal guaranteed borrower,  in each 

case over periods shorter than the construction period. Swap spreads moved by 

more than 30 bps over periods shorter than the construction period.   Moreover, 

these two risks moved in opposite directions making the risk/cost additive.  Finally, 

MLFT  avoided  the  significant  forward  premium  associated  with  delayed  bond 

issues and took advantage of a very attractive underwritten financing offer. Given 

the costs and risks involved, NSPML would have had very good reasons to avoid a 

construction period hedging program. Faced with this set of circumstances in 2014, 

an upfront bond issuance by a AAA issuer with cost and execution certainty was, in 

my  opinion,  not  only  extremely  reasonable  and  prudent,  but  the  preferred 

approach to managing cost and risk.   
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Exhibit A ‐ Cliff Inskip Curriculum Vitae 

 
CLIFF INSKIP, CFA, FRM, FCSI, FCT, P.ENG, RPA, C.DIR., A.C.C. 

 
PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 
A track record of innovative financings in the Canadian bond market. Extensive experience advising on, evaluating, 
negotiating, and/or financing large, complex projects for major North American companies.  Experience with 
infrastructure, real estate and private equity acquisitions and valuations.   International work experience.  Travelled to 
over 75 countries. Advised ~20 Boards of Directors or Finance Committees. 

Chair of Awards Committee for Canadian Council for Public Private Partnerships (P3) (2012-2021). 

Experienced Board Director and Board/Committee Chair.   

WORK HISTORY 
PRESIDENT, POLAR STAR ADVISORY SERVICES INC. (PART TIME)                                                                  2015 – PRESENT 

 Provide independent consulting advice on financing strategies, risk management and transaction assessment for 
major projects; recent/current major projects (>$1bn) include port, public transit, highway and power sectors 

   

MANAGING DIRECTOR, HEAD OF INFRASTRUCTURE & PROJECT FINANCE, DCM, CIBC 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, DEBT CAPITAL MARKETS (DCM) – CIBC 
VICE PRESIDENT – CIBC WOOD GUNDY SECURITIES INC. 

2010 –2014 
1997– 2009 
1995– 1996 

 Established, built and led CIBC's infrastructure advisory and bond underwriting business.  Member of New 
Products Committee responsible for assessing risks/opportunities of new trading room products. 

 Extensive experience with public/private bond markets, institutional investors and credit rating agencies.  

 Advisor to public entities such as Port Metro Vancouver, five Airport Authorities, Province of B.C., Province of 
Alberta, Transport Canada, Calgary Health Region, City of Winnipeg, Canadian Blood Services, BC Transit, 
BC Ferries, York Region on financing, P3 and/or strategic option assignments. 

 Advisor on a wide range of power and midstream energy projects involving clients such as Brookfield Power, 
Northland Power, Spectra Energy, OPG, Columbia Power and CNRL.  

 Advised private sector proponents or government procurement agencies on large, complex P3 project bids 
including highways, bridges, bundled schools, office buildings, water projects and a hospital. 

 Notable advisory and financing assignments include: 

 Jointly advised and led the financing for a $9.7 billion multi-stakeholder refinery project in Alberta - the 
largest project financed project in Canadian history according to Bloomberg 

 Advisor and Joint Lead Bond Agent on a $2.6 billion power project that was awarded the Grand Pinnacle 
Prize for financial innovation (first Canadian winner)  

 Advisor and Lead Canadian Bond Underwriter for a $1.7 billion greenfield pipeline project  

 

DEPUTY MANAGING DIRECTOR -- CIBC WORLD MARKETS PLC (LONDON, UK) 1992 – 1995 
GENERAL MANAGER, EUROPE  – CIBC (TORONTO, CANADA) 1991 – 1992 
 Headed a team responsible for corporate, leveraged and mezzanine lending businesses 
 Worked with CIBC’s subsidiaries in UK, Germany, France and Italy and advised on new business 

initiatives, management of distressed portfolios, recapitalization of subsidiaries, etc, 

ASSISTANT GENERAL MANAGER, TRADE FINANCE – CIBC 1985 – 1990 

 Recruited by CIBC; built structured international finance business serving North American client base 

SENIOR EXPORT FINANCING OFFICER (Final Position) – EDC (Ottawa) 1980 – 1985 
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EDUCATION  

 University of British Columbia 
 MBA (finance and international business) 
 B.A.Sc. (civil engineering) 

 International Banking Summer School Program (Cambridge University) 

 Harvard Summer School (Corporate Governance) 

PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATIONS 
 McMaster University / Director’s College 

 Chartered Director (C. Dir.) 
 Audit Committee Certified (A.C.C.) 

 Professional Engineers Ontario 
 Professional Engineer (P.Eng.) 

 CFA Institute 
 CFA Charterholder 

 Global Association of Risk Professionals 
 Certified Financial Risk Manager (FRM) 

 Canadian Securities Institute  
 Fellow of Canadian Securities Institute (FCSI) 

 Association of Corporate Treasurers, UK  
 Fellow of Corporate Treasurers (FCT) 

 Dalhousie University/Int'l Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans   
 Retirement Plans Associate (RPA) 

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIPS 
 Professional Engineers Ontario   
 CFA Institute 
 Institute of Corporate Directors 
 Association of Corporate Treasurers, UK 

 

AWARDS 
 Personal recipient of the TopGun Banker designation by Brendan Woods recognizing the highest 

achievers in the investment banking industry.   

EXPERT WITNESS / WITNESS APPEARANCES 
 National Energy Board                                            
 Standing Senate Committee on National Finance 
 Ontario Superior Court of Justice, Commercial List 

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 
Euromoney, Insight, National Post, Alberta Economic Summit, Association of Municipal Treasurers, 
Premier’s Infrastructure Summit (Ontario), Canadian Airports Council, Canadian Council for Public 
Private Partnerships, Pan-Pacific Quantity Surveyors Association, North American Strategic Infrastructure 
Leadership Forum, Canadian Construction Association, Canadian Solar Industries Association, Energy 
Council of Canada, Ontario School Boards Financing Symposium, University of Toronto, UBC. 
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DIRECTORSHIPS  
 

 Corporate Boards/Trusts 
 OMERS Administration Corp. (Pension Plan)  

o Director (2015 - present) 
 Ontario Non-union Education Trust (Benefits Trust) 

o Chair of Board of Trustees (2021 – present) 
 JCM Power Corp. (independent renewable power developer/producer) 

o Director (2015 - present)  
o Chair of Audit Committee (2016 - present)   

 Faithlife Financial (fraternal life insurance organization) 
o Director (2016 - present) and Board Chair (2020 – present)  
o Vice Chair (2019)   
o Chair of HR & Nominations Committee (2017-2020) 
o Chair of CEO Search Committee (2018)  

 Oakville Enterprises Corp. (Oakville Hydro electricity distribution, renewable power generation)  
o Director (2013-2020) 
o Chair, Finance & Audit Committee (2018-2020) 

 CIBC World Markets plc (regulated bank subsidiary in the UK; previously, CIBC Bank plc) 
o Director (1992 -1995) 

 
 Charitable Boards and Foundations 
 Kerr Street Community Services (social services charity)  

o Director (2015 - present) and Board Chair (2017 - 2021) 
 BetterPlace International (developer of hospitals in Africa) 

o Director (2017-2020)  
 Soar Like an Eagle Foundation (private charitable foundation)  

o Founder, Executive Director and Trustee (2012 - present)   
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Exhibit B ‐ Materials Relied Upon 

 
2013 Application 

‐ Sections 4.5 – 4.9 relating to financing (file “2013.01.28 M05419 – ML APPLICATION.pdf”) 
‐ Financial model provided with application (file “App 4.01 NSPML Financial Model.xls”) 
‐ Various IRs: 

o CA IR‐006 addresses the 4% rate estimate used in the application model 
o NSUARB IR‐182 addresses the 4% rate assumption 
o Liberal IR‐018 regarding the 1% savings assumption associated with FLG 
o NSUARB IR 085 addresses the 70:30 debt:equity ratio 

‐ The UARB Decision:  Section 6.5 of the decision which addresses financing issues (file 
“decision_maritime_link_project.pdf”) 

2013 Technical Conference 

‐ 8‐page PowerPoint Deck 

2014 Financing 

‐ The Federal Loan Guarantee term sheet (file “S‐2 – Federal Loan Term Sheet.PDF”) 
‐ ENL Board of Directors meeting materials (“2014.03.17 ENL Board of Directors.PDF” and 

“2014.05.27 ENL FLG‐Financing Update.pdf”)   

2014.10 Q3 report 

‐ Section 5 of “October 2014 Quarterly Report – File.pdf” Summary of the financing 
reported to UARB shortly after it was finalized.   

2015.04 IRs related to 2014 Financial Statements 

‐ IR#4, part 2 (Page 52 of 65, “NSPML Financial Statement IR’s May 25 Combined 
File.pdf”)   

 2016.02 Technical Conference   

‐ Certain documents:  
o Allison Manzer’s presentation (file “Final Financing Update by Alison Manzer.pdf”) 
o Pages 48‐60 of transcript (Transcript of Brian Rendell describing the 

financing structure, file “NSPML Technical Conference Transcript Feb 23 
FINAL.pdf”) 

o Pages 60‐87 of transcript (Transcript of Allison Manzer’s presentation, file “NSPML 
Technical Conference Transcript Feb 23 FINAL.pdf”) 

Responses to Questions/Requests for Information 

‐ Certain responses and information related to the MLFT bond and hedging matters 
and MLFT bond details including modified duration and DV01   
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Exhibit C – Financing/Hedging Terminology 

DOLLAR DURATION AND MODIFIED DURATION – GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Small changes in interest rates or credit spreads can have a significant cost impact 

on a long‐term project bond.  Dollar duration measures the change in the value of 

a bond for a 100‐basis point ("bps") per annum ("p.a.") change in interest rates (100 

basis points  = 1.0%).   As  illustrated below, dollar duration  is based on  a  linear 

approximation of how a bond's value will change in response to small changes in 

interest rates.   The value  impact of a small parallel shift  in  interest rates on two 

bonds with the same dollar duration will be approximately the same.   

 

To calculate the dollar duration of a bond it is necessary to determine its' 

modified duration which expresses the percentage change in the value of a bond 

for a 100‐bps p.a. change in interest rate.  Modified duration can be calculated 

using industry standard formulas.   

 

BOND FORWARD – GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

A bond  forward  is a synthetic upfront sale and  forward purchase of a GoC bond 

which  is  settled  in  cash  at  a  specified  future  date  based  upon  the  difference 
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between  an  agreed  upon  forward  interest rate  and  the  prevailing GoC rate  at 

settlement. The  forward  (locked) rate  is determined by  the cost of  financing  the 

transaction. A bond  issuer would enter  into a bond  forward with an  investment 

dealer based on a specific GoC reference bond and dollar amount, end date and 

forward rate.  At termination of the bond forward, a settlement payment would be 

made  from  one  party  to  the  other  depending  on whether  the  prevailing  GoC 

interest rate was higher or lower than the forward rate. Any settlement payment 

made or received by the project bond issuer would be offset by a GoC interest rate 

on the project bond that is lower or higher, respectively, than the forward rate.  

The forward yield on the benchmark bond equals the spot (current) yield plus the 

cost  of  carrying  the  position  during  the  holding  period.    This  cost  of  carry  is  a 

function of the shape of the yield curve (the relationship between yield and bond 

maturity) and the length of the forward start (e.g., one year).  The cost of carry can 

be converted to a yield increment on the applicable benchmark bond, which taken 

together equate to the forward rate.   

 

The premium relative to the spot rate paid over the full life of the bond represents 

a real cost incurred by the issuer.   

It is important to note that (i) the locked in rate is a forward rate, not the current 

spot rate; and (ii) a bond forward only hedges the GoC component of a future fixed 

rate financing and not the credit spread component. 

 

CASH SETTLED FORWARD START SWAP – GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

For context, the graph below illustrates the relationship between GoC interest rates 

for various maturities (the GoC yield curve), swap rates (the rate on the fixed leg of 

a swap) for various maturities (collectively, the swap curve) and the interest rate 

an issuer would pay on a bond issue for various maturities (the issuer yield curve).  

The relationships are illustrative only and they change over time.  
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A forward starting pay‐fixed swap is a hedge against the change in both GoC rates 

and swap spreads, and is quoted as a forward swap rate.  It would be cash settled 

at the date of a future project bond financing.  The swap rate would incorporate a 

premium for the forward start.  A borrower would enter into a pay fixed interest 

rate swap at a  locked‐in forward rate coinciding with the planned bond  issuance 

date and would enter into a reverse swap at the going market spot swap rate to 

unwind  its position when the project bond was to be  issued.   The net effect of a 

swap and reverse swap for a particular notional value would be: (i) a stream of fixed 

interest payments to be made to the bank counterparty over the life of the swap 

(e.g., 30 years); and (ii) a similar stream of fixed interest payments to be received 

from  the bank  counterparty over  the  life of  the  swap.   The difference between 

these two cash flow streams would be discounted to a present value and one party 

would owe money to the other party.    If swap rates had declined, the borrower 

would owe money to the bank (and vice versa).  From a risk perspective, swap rates 

could decline even though GoC rates remain unchanged, resulting in an ineffective 

hedge.  
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Exhibit D – Credit Spread Risk 

For illustrative purposes, the Province of B.C. (which, until recently, had an average 

AAA credit rating), the Province of N.S. (which has an average AA‐ credit rating), NS 

Power (split rated A(low)/BBB+) and Canada Post (which has a AAA credit rating 

based on  it representing the credit of the federal government) are considered  in 

the credit spread commentary that follows.   

The first graph below (Source: BMO Capital Markets) shows the volatility of 30‐year 

Province  of  Nova  Scotia  spreads  over  the  decade  ending  in  the  fall  of  2018.

 

 

In April 2014, 30‐year Province of Nova Scotia spreads were approximately 95 bps 

p.a.  above  the  applicable Government of Canada benchmark  rate.   Within  two 

years they had increased to 115 bps p.a. and remained at that level or higher for a 

year.    If the Province of NS had hedged the underlying GoC  interest rate  in April 
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2014 on a  future bond  issue,  the resulting  interest rate on  the bond could have 

been 20+ bps p.a. higher than at  inception of the hedge (as a result of  increased 

credit spreads).  This increase in credit spreads over 18‐24 months combined with 

a forward premium could well result in costs that exceed the negative carry costs 

(over the forward period) associated with an immediate bond issue (depending on 

factors such as when and how many periodic bonds were issued, shape of the yield 

curve, absolute  levels of  investment rates, etc.).   Even  if we assume an effective 

hedge of the underlying GoC reference rate on a Province of NS bond, the volatility 

of credit spreads could have resulted  in an  ineffective hedge of  interest rate risk 

overall. 

A similar analysis using Province of BC spreads (Source: CIBC World Markets) leads 

to a similar conclusion about the potential ineffectiveness of hedging interest rate 

risk.  30‐year credit spreads ranged from ~70 bps to ~110 bps trough to peak over 

the 2014‐2016 period. 

 
 

For context only, below are Nova Scotia Power ("NSP") credit spreads (Source: BMO 

Capital Markets) over 2014 ‐ 2017.   
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Credit spreads showed significant volatility over the ML project construction 

period (30‐year NSP credit spreads rose by ~80 bps p.a. from ML Financial 

Close to the peak in early 2016 while 10‐year NSP credit spreads rose by ~70 

bps p.a. over the corresponding period).  There was significant credit spread 

risk over the period shown if NSP chose to implement a hedging strategy. 

 

A similar analysis could be done for Canada Post credit spreads (Source: BMO 

Capital Markets), arguably the best comparator for the MLFT bond with FLG 

from a credit perspective (since Canada Post represents an obligation of the 

Government of Canada and its bonds are therefore rated AAA).  Depending 

on the forward start period from inception of the hedge in April 2014 to the 

time of a subsequent bond  issue,  the unhedged credit  spread could have 

increased significantly as illustrated in the chart below.  This cost would have 

been magnified by the fact that swap spreads generally declined over this 

period adding to the hedging ineffectiveness.  (Note that the $500 mn issue 
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of Canada Post bonds are relatively illiquid and credit spreads are typically 

based on a combination of trades and dealer estimates.)   

 

 

These examples illustrate the risks and potential costs associated with credit 

spread which cannot be effectively hedged.  Such credit spread costs could 

reduce, eliminate or possibly exceed the avoided negative carry costs using 

a deferred bond financing plus hedging strategy, depending on timing and 

market conditions.  It is impossible to know the credit spread cost or benefit 

in advance so decisions must be made in light of this uncertainty. 
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Exhibit E – Swap Spread Risk 

As illustrated in Exhibit C, the swap rate is the sum of the GoC yield and the swap 

spread.    Changes  in  swap  spreads mean  that  changes  in GoC  rates  are  not 

matched by changes in swap rates.  To provide context for the magnitude of this 

risk, and as illustrated in the first chart below, 10‐year swap spreads declined by 

~15  bps  between  April  of  2014  (when  MLFT  project  bond  financing  was 

arranged) and April of 2016 (see graph below) when one of the bonds under a 

Periodic Bond Financing program might have been issued.  As illustrated in the 

second chart below, changes in 30‐year swap spreads declined by ~30bps over 

the  same  period.    These  declines  in  swap  spreads  would  have  resulted  in 

significant  costs  to  a  borrower  due  to  hedge  ineffectiveness  (assuming  no 

corresponding  decrease  in  credit  spreads).    The  graphs  below  illustrate  the 

magnitude of swap spread risk borne by a borrower that hedged interest rates 

through forward starting swaps. 

10‐year Canadian Swap Spreads    
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30‐year Canadian Swap Spreads  

 

Notwithstanding  swap  spread volatility, certain  issuers hedge using cash  settled 

forward starting swaps because swap spreads are less volatile than the underlying 

GoC benchmark rate (i.e., an imperfect hedge is better than no hedge).  Based on 

statistics provided by a major Canadian investment bank in April 2018, the standard 

deviations of swap spreads and GoC benchmark yields for the five‐year period from 

April 2013 to April 2018 were as follows: 

  20‐year 
swap spread 

20‐year 
GoC yield 

30‐year 
swap spread 

30‐year 
GoC yield 

Annualized 
standard 
deviation 

16.3 bps  56.9 bps  18.8 bps  56.0 bps 

5‐year 
standard 
deviation 

36.4 bps  127.1 bps  42.1 bps  125.1 bps 

Note that swap spreads can move up or down by more than one standard deviation 

(roughly a third of the time) 
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I. Executive Summary
Pegasus-Global Holdings, Inc.® (Pegasus-Global) performed an independent and objective

assessment of the NSP Maritime Link Incorporated (NSPML) plan and approach to the contracting and 
associated risk management strategy developed and implemented for the Maritime Link Project’s (MLP, 
or Project) major procurement and construction agreements. Pegasus-Global utilized reviews of contract 
management strategy, policies and procedures, project documentation, and interviews with project 
personnel, and found that NSPML has proactively planned and executed the project, including in its risk 
management and in its management of the major contracts on the Project, meeting expectations of 
industry best practices and standards.  

Summary Findings & Conclusions 

• Megaprojects and Dispute Resolution in the Context of the Nature and Complexity of
Megaprojects: Pegasus-Global found that NSPML recognized the size and complexities of the
Project and incorporated appropriate dispute resolution and change order management clauses in
its major contracts to minimize the impacts that potential disputes could have on the Project,
including avoidance of potential litigation costs. (Section III)

• Project Planning: Pegasus-Global found that the extensive Project planning that the NSPML
Project Team performed pre-execution, culminating in Decision Gates (DG) 2 and 3, created
favorable circumstances for NSPML to have a successful execution of the Project. The NSPML
Project Team undertook a number of risk management initiatives during early planning of the
Project including independent risk assessments, quarterly risk reviews, program and process
reviews, best practice research and continued assessments and reviews as the Project progressed.
These efforts put NSPML in a position to appropriately award and manage the major contracts
that comprise the bulk of the Project. (Section V and VI)

• Development of Contingency: Pegasus-Global’s review and assessment of NSPML’s
development of contingency indicates that NSPML utilized both expert judgement and simulation
analyses in accordance with AACE International (AACE) industry standards1 and used third
party reviews to validate the contingency estimates. Pegasus-Global found the methods and
processes used by NSPML for its contingency development to be well aligned with industry
standard practices. (Section IV)

• Contracting and Procurement Strategy: Pegasus-Global found that NSPML fully evaluated
and considered the factors typically considered in the selection of contract approaches and
delivery methodologies2 such as:

o project risk profiles;
o project scope and complexity;
o owner risk tolerances;
o industry conditions;
o market conditions;

1 AACE International, Recommended Practice No. 40R-08, “Contingency Estimating – General Principles”, pages 
3-4, June 25, 2008
2 Construction Project Management, Frederick Gould and Nancy Joyce, Chapter 4, Project Delivery Methodologies,
2009, pages 71-99
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o financing structures; and
o making contracting strategy decisions with the mindset of minimizing risk and costs to

the Company.

In review of NSPML’s Contract Strategy & Procurement Plan for the Project, Pegasus-Global 
found that it met industry standard practices. (Section V.A) 

o The NSPML Project Team appropriately broke the major scope of work into three
primary contracts – the submarine cable, the converter stations, and the transmission line
construction – avoiding the significant risks of one contractor assuming the entire scope
of work and allowing for contractors that specialized in one aspect to bid on that scope of
work. In addition, influencing factors/constraints and a procurement plan for each scope
were identified and defined by NSPML. (Section V)

o Pegasus-Global found that NSPML followed a systematic process in selecting the
contracting approaches and project delivery methodologies consistent with industry
standards and good utility management practices. (Section V)

• Contracting Risk Management Strategy: In review of NSPML’s contracting risk management
strategy for the Project, Pegasus-Global found that it met industry standard practices. (Section
V.B) Based on Pegasus-Global’s review of many similar contracts on energy infrastructure
megaprojects, the relevant terms of the major contracts were within the norms of the industry and
the recourse provisions allowed NSPML to take actions that managed the overall Project cost and
supported a successful Project outcome. The structure of the major contracts was consistent with
the Company’s Contract Strategy3 and Pegasus-Global did not find any provisions of the
contracts that conflicted with any of the provisions of the Company’s Contract Management
Manual. Moreover, Pegasus-Global found no impediments in the contracts that prevented
NSPML from actively and effectively managing the Project. (Section V.C)

• Management of Major Contracts: In Pegasus-Global’s review of the contract management
processes and practices implemented by NSPML, Pegasus-Global found NSPML’s contract
management to be in alignment with industry standards, which facilitated the successful
execution of the Project, including providing a structure which ensured the ability to add
resources and expertise as necessary to address the challenges which arose during execution in a
way that consistently benefited the Project. (Section VI)

• Contract Dispute Resolution: In resolving the commercial disputes on the three primary
contracts, NSPML was able to reach a resolution with each contractor that protected the Project
and allowed for successful completion on time and within budget, while also avoiding additional
costs that would have arisen from not being able to reach a resolution without arbitration and the
consequent risk of cross-contractor schedule impacts during claim disputes. Prior to agreeing to
any settlement, NSPML (including its external counsel and other third-party experts) evaluated
and assessed its position and the strength of the contractors’ positions, including an assessment of
likely costs should a settlement not be reached, and the disputes go to arbitration. NSPML
ensured that any settlement reached supported the overall Project schedule and did not require

3 Maritime Link Project Contract Strategy & Procurement Plan, October 29, 2013 
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paying a premium to manage the schedule risk of the major contractors. In Pegasus-Global’s 
opinion, this is a reasonable and appropriate approach to dispute resolution. (Section VII) 

II. Introduction
Pegasus-Global was retained on May 23, 2018 by NSPML with a mandate to:

1. Provide a general discussion of how megaproject execution differs from typical linear
projects, and of the appropriate approach to megaproject management and associated use
of contingency provisions.

2. Conduct an independent and objective assessment of NSPML’s approach and execution
of its procurement and contracting strategy, including associated risk management
efforts, focusing in particular on the major contracts NSPML entered into with Nexans
Norway AS (Nexans), ABB Inc. (ABB), Abengoa, and post-Abengoa with PowerTel and
the ERJV.

3. Review how NSPML managed each contract specifically addressing any completion
agreements and settlements taken with respect to certain contracts.

A. Pegasus-Global and Dr. Patricia D. Galloway Experience
Pegasus-Global is a global management consulting firm that provides a variety of auditing and 

assessment services to the energy and infrastructure industries. Pegasus-Global has considerable 
experience working on megaprojects, including the following example engagements: 

• Serving as the Independent Monitor for Public Service Electric & Gas’s $1.22 billion
Energy Strong Program and for its approximately $700 million Energy Strong 2 Program,
each of which permitted the utility to proactively protect and strengthen its electrical and
gas systems against severe weather impacts;

• Provided an independent and objective assessment of the processes and procedures of
Ontario Power Generation’s $12 billion Darlington Refurbishment Program which will
extend the operating life of the four-unit Darlington Nuclear Generating Station by
approximately 30 years;

• Retained as a consultant for the $3.9 billion New NY Bridge Project;
• Provided an audit, analysis, and assessment of the State of California’s $5 billion

courthouse construction program;
• Provided a risk management review of AMEL / Camargo Correa’s 3,250 MW Madeira

River Hydroelectric Complex. Pegasus-Global prepared a risk profile of the business and
enterprise risks faced by the consortia during the formation, planning, and execution of
the project; and,

• Appointed as the Independent Reviewer for the United Kingdom’s £12 billion Cross
London Rail Link. Pegasus-Global conducted a review of the initial estimate, a review of
the risk process and risk register, and performed a standard of care analysis.

Dr. Patricia D. Galloway is the Chair of the Board for Pegasus-Global and is the Director of this 
engagement. A description of her qualifications is provided in the Attachment to this report. In summary, 
Dr. Galloway received a doctorate in Infrastructure Systems (Civil) Engineering from Kochi University of 
Technology in Kochi, Japan in 2005, a Master’s in Business Administration from the New York Institute 
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of Technology in 1984, and a Bachelor of Civil Engineering from Purdue University in 1978. She has 
over 40 years of experience in the construction and utility industries. She has performed extensive work 
on behalf of both public and private sector clients, on a wide-range of complex, global engagements 
involving the construction, engineering, and procurement of megaprojects and megaprograms. She has an 
extensive background in engineering, construction, and project management, including project controls 
and scheduling. She has been involved with pre-design, engineering, procurement, construction, and 
commissioning work for large complex projects like the MLP. This work includes extensive experience in 
management decision making, governance evaluations, estimate review and evaluation, contract risk 
reviews, contract strategy, bidding and bid solicitation for such projects, procurement, design change 
review, constructability reviews, project controls including schedule, cost and quality, cost control, 
progress reporting, startup and operations, commissioning, testing and maintenance. She has worked on 
engineering and construction projects in over 60 countries.    

Dr. Galloway is a licensed Professional Engineer currently in 15 U.S. States, Manitoba4, Canada, 
and Australia. She is a Past President of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), a certified 
Project Management Professional (PMP) by the Project Management Institute (PMI), a Certified Quantity 
Surveyor in the fields of Project Management and Risk Management by the Royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors (RICS), and a Fellow of AACE. She holds a Certificate in Dispute Resolution from Pepperdine 
Law School (Straus Institute), a Diploma in International Arbitration from Oxford (as sponsored by the 
Chartered Institute of Arbitrators UK (CIArb), is a Leadership Fellow from the National Association of 
Corporate Directors (NACD) and is a Chartered Arbitrator by the CIArb. She also serves on the Granite 
Construction (NYSE: GVA) and the Stantec (TSE: STN, NYSE: STN) Boards of Directors and has 
served on several corporate boards for both for-profit (Public and Private) corporations and non-profit 
corporations, including SCANA and the National Science Board, appointed by President Bush and Senate 
confirmed, from 2006-2012, having served as its Vice Chair from 2008-2010. 

B. Methodology
Pegasus-Global began its assessment with a review of the organization established to develop and 

manage the contract strategy. Pegasus-Global then reviewed the policies, procedures, and other relevant 
documents used in the planning and execution of the contract and contract risk strategies on the Project. 

In conducting this review and assessment, Pegasus-Global worked with NSPML to gain access to 
the project documents and information relevant to this review and insight from project participants to 
develop an understanding of the Project, the strategy implemented in its development and execution, and 
any issues encountered including how they were resolved. Pegasus-Global then assembled those industry 
management standards, in this case standards applicable to the utility and transmission industry, which 
established an applicable basis of comparison along with Pegasus-Global’s own experience and expertise 
against which the program or project management contracting strategy elements were identified for 
examination. 

4 Dr. Galloway was involved in several engagements Manitoba in the 1990s when in the employ of The Nielsen-
Wurster Group that necessitated having a professional engineer’s license.  While those engagements have 
concluded, Dr. Galloway has continued to maintain her license.   
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III. Megaprojects and Dispute Resolution in the Context of the Nature
and Complexity of Megaprojects

Megaprojects, like the MLP, are generally defined within the industry as very large-capital 
investment projects (costing more than $1 billion USD) that attract a high level of public attention or 
political interest because of substantial direct and indirect impacts on the community, environment, and 
companies that undertake such projects.5 Other attributes of a megaproject include: 

• Execution of an engineered facility, structure or asset which is complex or unusual;
• An extended project schedule (greater than four years measured from initial concept development

to final completion);
• Multiple equipment and material suppliers;
• Multiple specialty trade contractors;
• Multiple project stakeholders/investors; and,
• Multi-national stakeholder involvement.

Because of the size, duration, and complexity of any megaproject, establishing the context within
which the management and execution of that project should be examined for reasonableness must reflect 
the unique factors that existed during the execution of that project. The technological and interface 
complexities of megaprojects, in and of themselves, mean that each megaproject presents unique 
challenges, any of which may have a direct bearing on the context within which the management of a 
project should be examined and judged. As each megaproject features its own complexities and 
environment in which it is executed there is often a lack of suitable projects from which to benchmark 
performance. 

The sheer size and complexity of most megaprojects generally results in an execution 
methodology that involves multiple delivery methodologies and contracting approaches. For example, the 
specialty trade elements of a process or power generation megaproject may in themselves cost more and 
take longer than the average construction project. Megaprojects require the use of multiple specialty trade 
contractors, each working on an element of the whole and each under a different tailored contractual 
agreement. A typical construction project may hire one specialty trade contractor to execute the entire 
scope of that specialty work; on a megaproject, management will have to work with multiple contractors 
to gain sufficient resources to execute that trade specialty scope of work. 

The nature of megaprojects also entails a higher chance for claims and commercial disputes than 
a regular project typically experiences, as “one endemic characteristic of megaprojects is that there will 
be disputes and claims, and they often will be high in number and large in size.”6 The disputes that arise 
from megaprojects are complex, can involve multiple parties and issues, and can span several countries, 
often with different interpretations of laws and codes. This coupled with multiple layers of contractual 
documents, conflicting sources of contractual rights and obligations, and significant numbers of 
stakeholders involved in project execution make resolving megaproject disputes difficult. Megaproject 
experts find that a project should place significant emphasis on addressing potential disputes and claims 
in the planning stages of a project; “addressing potential disputes and claims should be given just as high 

5 “Managing Gigaprojects: Advice from Those Who’ve Been There, Done That”, Edited by Patricia D. Galloway, 
Kris R. Nielsen, Jack L. Dignum, Part 1 Megaprojects to Gigaprojects, page 1, ASCE Press, 2013 
6 Hatem, David J; Corkum, David H. Megaprojects Challenges and Recommended Practices. United States of 
America: American Council of Engineering Companies, 2010. Print. Page 181 
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a priority as planning, permitting, design, and bidding, since disputes and claims can derail a project just 
as surely as other causes.”7  

Disputes should be addressed at the earliest possible moment and the resolution processes should 
be tailored to the specific problem at the heart of the dispute. It is also preferable to work to resolve the 
disputes pre-litigation as once the dispute reaches litigation the costs to resolve it will significantly 
increase; “first address ways to avoid or minimize disputes, since a dispute that is either avoided or 
resolved before it becomes a claim obviously will save time, money, and resources. ... then address 
systems of control to manage the inevitable changes and claims, with the goal that all issues be resolved 
at the project level and that the project close out without the traditional ‘litigation tail’.”8  

As discussed below in Section V, Procurement and Award of Major Contracts and Section 
VII, Contract Dispute Resolution, NSPML recognized that the Project differed from other smaller one-
off projects and devised dispute resolution and change order management clauses representative of good 
megaproject construction practices. 

Findings & Conclusions 

Pegasus-Global found that NSPML placed appropriate dispute resolution and change order 
management clauses in its contracts to minimize the impacts that these potential disputes could have on 
the Project, including avoidance of potential litigation costs by developing, and acting on the basis of, a 
deep understanding of NSPML’s contractual position and entitlements in each instance. 

IV. Development of Contingency on a Megaproject
Project Owners establish contingency levels based on an acceptable risk level, degree of

uncertainty, and the desired confidence levels for meeting baseline requirements. When used to absorb the 
impacts of uncertainty, the contingency is a form of risk mitigation for the entire project.9 The AACE 
provides that contingency is “[a]n amount added to an estimate to allow for items, conditions, or events 
for which the state, occurrence, or effect is uncertain and that experience shows will likely result, in 
aggregate, in additional costs.”10 Contingency typically falls into one of three categories: 1) cost 
estimating uncertainty; 2) schedule estimating uncertainty; and/or, 3) discrete risks. Contingency typically 
excludes major scope changes; extraordinary events (e.g. major strikes, natural disasters); management 
reserves11; and escalation or currency effects. Generally, contingency is expected to be expended during 

7 Hatem, David J; Corkum, David H. Megaprojects Challenges and Recommended Practices. United States of 
America: American Council of Engineering Companies, 2010. Print. Page 181 
8 Hatem, David J; Corkum, David H. Megaprojects Challenges and Recommended Practices. United States of 
America: American Council of Engineering Companies, 2010. Print. Page 181 
9 The Owner’s Role in Project Risk Management, Chapter 6, Contingency, National Academic Press, Committee for 
Oversight and Assessment of U.S. Department of Energy Project Management, 2005 
10 AACE International, Recommended Practice No. 10-90, “Cost Engineering Terminology”, page 21, April 25, 
2013 
11 AACE defines “management reserve” as: (1) an amount added to an estimate to allow for discretionary 
management purposes outside of the defined scope of the project, as otherwise estimated. May includes amounts 
that within the defined scope, but for which management does not want to fund as contingency or that cannot be 
effectively managed using contingency. (2) In earned value management according to the ANSI EIA 748 standard, 
an amount held outside the performance management baseline to handle unknown contingency at the total program 
level. Management reserve has no scope, is not identified to specific risks, and is not time-phased. It is typically not 
estimated or negotiated and is created in the budget development process. 
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the execution of a project or program as the uncertainties manifest.12 

NSPML developed the contingency for the Project as part of the estimate development process 
that eventually led to the creation and approval of the DG3 estimate, effectively serving as the baseline 
estimate for the Project as it entered the execution phase. In developing the DG3 estimate for the Project, 
NSPML used a third party to conduct a probabilistic approach to develop a contingency estimate, which 
included a deterministic review of the risks facing the Project by examining the components of the work 
breakdown structure (WBS) as well as considering strategic risks. Identified risks were run through 
Monte Carlo simulations to determine potential risk impacts. Review of the contingency was conducted 
by NSPML management, Nalcor Energy (Nalcor), and an independent third party that tested the 
assumptions utilized by NSPML, ran its own independent simulation13, and conducted a complete review 
of the Project’s cost and schedule.14 The predictive range (P25 to P75) of the independent assessment 
resulted in total costs of $1.51 to $1.705 billion, which aligned with the total NSPML estimate including 
contingency of $1.577 billion. 

During execution of the Project, any transfer of funds from contingency (or escalation) required 
approval from Project Management, the Decision Board, and the ENL Board of Directors.15 Each request 
was submitted with the current budget for the specific scope, forecast, required action (i.e. contingency 
draw), and a justification/explanation for taking such action. As discussed above, contingency by its very 
nature was expected to be expended during the execution of the Project, and while some aspects of the 
Project were completed under their estimated cost, other aspects experienced more challenges (e.g. the 
bankruptcy of a major contractor).   

The difference between the use of contingency in the execution of a one-off project and a 
megaproject is that, as described earlier, a megaproject (or megaprogram) is comprised of a number of 
smaller, interrelated projects, therefore, a megaproject will have an overall contingency for the project to 
account for the uncertainties and risks present in the individual project components. When individual 
projects within a megaproject complete under their individual estimate, unutilized funds remain within the 
overall megaproject contingency account to allow the overall program to absorb other risks that may still 
manifest, while allowing the overall program the opportunity to complete within its probabilistic estimate. 
The same is true regarding escalation, which is also a risk-based element of the project estimate, though 
unlike contingency which focuses on execution risks, escalation concerns uncertainty in economic or 
market conditions during execution of the project. Late in the execution of the Project, NSPML had 
expended the balance of the contingency on the Project while utilizing only $2.9 million of the 
approximately $35.3 million escalation budget. Based on risks that emerged late in the execution period, 
NSPML appropriately transferred some of the unused escalation risk funds to the contingency account to 
cover these emerging risks and ensure the overall Project remained within its budget.  

12 AACE International, Recommended Practice No. 10-90, “Cost Engineering Terminology”, page 21, April 25, 
2013 
13 Westney Consulting Group – Cost and Schedule Risk Assessment Update for the Maritime Link Project, 
September 9-11, 2013 (Issued January 21, 2014); ENL, Decision Gate 3 Review Process, September 20, 2013  
14 Westney Consulting Group – Cost and Schedule Risk Assessment Update for the Maritime Link Project, 
September 9-11, 2013 (Issued January 21, 2014)  
15 ENL DRAFT Governance Budget Guidelines: Transfers, Contingency and Escalation Funds Access, March 23, 
2015 
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Findings & Conclusions 

Pegasus-Global’s review and assessment of NSPML’s development of contingency indicates that 
NSPML utilized both expert judgment and simulation analyses in accordance with AACE industry 
standards16 and used third party reviews to validate the contingency estimates. Based on the standard 
industry approaches to developing and using contingency and related risk management practices, 
Pegasus-Global found the methods and processes used by NSPML for its contingency development and 
drawdowns of contingency to be well aligned with industry standard practices. 

V. Procurement and Award of Major Contracts
Selection of appropriate contract approaches and delivery methodologies is dependent on several

project specific factors that are considered including: 

• the specific project risk profile;
• project scope and complexity;
• project cost, schedule, and other quality goals;
• ownership risk tolerance;
• industry conditions;
• market conditions;
• financing structures; and,
• various project-specific factors known to management at the time the project delivery

methodology and contracting approach are developed.

A key consideration in selection of the delivery method and contract approach is to align the 
delivery methodology and contracting approach with the project’s particular circumstances, context, and 
risk profile, such as the major project experience of the contractors and the skilled resources available. In 
the end, the contracting approach and delivery methodology should align with the project risk factors 
because the project risk factors cannot be altered to fit a desired delivery methodology or preferred 
contracting approach. One of the decisions for an owner is to select a project delivery method and 
contract approach that permits it to allocate project risks appropriately while maximizing the ability to 
meet the project goals and objectives.  

The phrase “flexible contract approach and delivery method” or hybrid / multi-prime is used to 
describe alternatives to the more stringent linear contract approaches and delivery methodologies, such as 
a single Engineering Procurement & Construction (EPC) contract. Experience has shown that such 
template contract approaches do not always fit the needs of a particular project.  

NSPML’s Contracting Strategy & Procurement Plan (CSPP) considered various contractual 
approaches, including; i) Engineering and Procurement (EP); ii) EPC; and iii) Engineering, Procurement 
and Construction Management (EPCM). The CSPP also considered various contractual arrangements 
including lump sum, unit price, cost plus, and time and materials. 

16 AACE International, Recommended Practice No. 40R-08, “Contingency Estimating – General Principles”, pages 
3-4, June 25, 2008
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After reviewing the various project-specific factors noted earlier, NSPML relied largely on EPC 
and lump sum/unit price contracts to best align with the Project’s particular circumstances and risk 
profile.17  

EPC contracts are, by their nature, different to traditional or design/build forms of contract and 
are intended for entirely different types of projects.18 In the EPC model, the Owner typically retains an 
engineer to develop the design criteria, in-service date requirements, performance targets, and other 
operational criteria for the project. The Owner then contracts with a single entity, often a consortium, to 
provide all aspects of detailed engineering, procurement, scheduling, and construction of the project.19 
The EPC model is a common approach to “fast track” projects, in which major equipment procurement 
and civil construction precedes final design completion. The EPC contract is often a fixed price, target 
price, guaranteed maximum price, or some other variant of a lump-sum contracting methodology. 

“Lump sum” is a term that is generally interchangeable with “fixed price” under which “… fixed 
price includes all costs to the Contractor, who agrees to provide what is clearly stated or reasonably 
implied by the construction documents used for bidding. With this contracting method, the Contractor 
usually assumes all of the risk associated with cost and performance. Therefore, it is important that the 
Contractor price such risks and include them in the bid.”20 While market conditions and specific project 
characteristics can dictate whether lump sum pricing is available and appropriate for a project, such 
contractual approaches have become more common in recent years, as PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”) 
noted,21  

“One clear shift is the migration to lump-sum, turnkey (LSTK) contracts – in which E&C 
[Engineering & Construction] firms bear the project and cost risk (lump sum) and guarantee 
operational readiness (turnkey). Clients in both the private and public sectors are becoming far 
savvier about what projects should actually cost, and they are benefiting from greater 
competition for bids. As a result, they can demand LSTK contracts…. 

… 

Another challenge is the new approach to project definition: Clients are breaking up 
larger initiatives into smaller, discrete elements. This tactic garners the client a better price, with 
a trade-off: Clients must take on a greater share of responsibility for project management and 
controls. These unbundled contracts also prevent E&C [Engineering & Construction] players 
from subsidizing weaker and less cost-effective areas of their operation with the profits from 
stronger areas.” 

By deciding to primarily use an EPC lump sum contracting approach, NSPML was more assured 
of what the anticipated cost would be for the identified discrete work scopes and was better able to 
allocate the identified risks to those parties in the best position to manage and control those risks, thereby 
minimizing overall costs. In areas where the scope did not support use of lump sum pricing (such as for 

17 Maritime Link Project Contract Strategy & Procurement Plan, pages 15-45, October 29, 2013 
18 Al Tamimi & Co., “Risk in EPC Contracts”, Al Tamimi & Co. Newsletter, Issue 241, June 2011, 
https://www.tamimi.com/law-update-articles/risk-in-epc-contracts/[Accessed August 4, 2021] 
19 Albert Bates, Jr., “Strategic Considerations in North American Megaprojects”, Ch. 18, Managing Gigaprojects, 
ASCE Press, Reston, VA. 2013, p. 352 
20 Capstone, The History of Construction Management Practice and Procedures, Construction Management 
Association of America, Chapter 2, 2003, page 35 
21 “2017 Engineering and Construction Trends”, Sobolewski, Kent, and Van den Berg, PricewaterhouseCoopers, 
page 5, 2017 
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the transmission line scope, where subsurface conditions may cause variances), NSPML relied on a 
blended lump sum/unit price contracting methodology. This allowed a unit pricing approach for all 
subsurface items and lump sum pricing for all other items (e.g. mobilization, access routes, tree clearing). 
This lump sum/unit price approach allowed NSPML to achieve its objective of managing risk through a 
fixed price approach while utilizing pre-defined values for any unknown variables (such as those driven 
by different soil conditions) where so required.22 

Findings & Conclusions 

Pegasus-Global found that NSPML followed a systematic process in selecting the contracting 
approaches and project delivery methodologies consistent with industry standards and good utility 
management practices. In summary, NSPML considered specific project factors before deciding upon its 
project delivery method and contractual arrangements by: 

• assessing the Project scope and complexity;
• examining its project risks, goals and objectives; and
• with the assistance of industry experts, examining the market and industry conditions and

circumstances during its review of contracting approaches and delivery methodologies.

NSPML’s procurement approach and awarding of major contracts for the Project were reasonable 
and consistent with good utility practice and industry best standards. It appropriately used a flexible 
approach and methodology to obtain contracts that represented good value and minimized risks. By 
breaking the bulk of the work into three primary contracts, the NSPML Project Team eliminated the 
significant risk associated with one contractor assuming the entire scope of work and allowed contractors 
that specialized in one aspect to bid on that scope of work thus encouraging the best price for each scope 
of work and discouraging pricing cushions to cover scopes of work outside of a particular contractor’s 
expertise and experience. In addition, influencing factors/constraints and a procurement plan for each 
scope was identified and defined by NSPML.  

A. Contracting and Procurement Strategy
As discussed earlier, NSPML used a flexible contracting methodology. NSPML employed a team 

approach overseen by the Senior Project Manager and the Vice President of Corporate Affairs, with the 
functional leadership provided by the Senior Procurement Specialist with support provided by Contracts 
Specialists and Junior Contracts Administrators.23  

The NSPML Project Team followed its CSPP which included a Purchasing Plan, a 
Purchasing/Materials Management Strategy, and a Long Lead Equipment List Strategy.24 Applying the 
CSPP, the NSPML Project Team identified work packages based upon the discrete scopes of work 
identified and the influencing factors and constraints for each scope of work. They then considered the 
type of contract to use and used the contract provisions appropriate to the scope to be procured.  

For each of the major contracts, NSPML implemented a specific contract strategy prior to 
soliciting bids and proposals from prospective contractors. The contract strategy for each contract 
identified the specific scope of work for the initiative, the pricing type (e.g. unit rate, fixed price), a listing 
of prospective contractors (following an expression of interest phase), the defined evaluation process and 

22 Maritime Link Project, Contracting Strategy – E13-95 Revised, Undated (signed in May-June 2013) 
23 Maritime Link Project, ML Project Organizational Plan for DG3, September 23, 2013 
24 Maritime Link Project Contract Strategy & Procurement Plan, page 5, October 29, 2013  
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criteria for scoring bids, an anticipated procurement schedule, and the designated contract team and 
functional support specialists (e.g. legal, technical, financial, etc.).  

PMI provides industry standard practices regarding procurement, noting that the procurement 
management plan serves as the foundational document for conducting and managing procurements, 
describing the guidelines that provide support for the overall project, including: types of contracts, risk 
management issues, coordinating procurement with other project aspects (e.g. scheduling and 
performance reporting), any constraints or assumptions that could affect planned procurements, and other 
similar criteria.25 Pegasus-Global found NSPML’s Contracting Strategy & Procurement Plan to be 
consistent with these industry standards.   

Findings & Conclusions 

Pegasus-Global found NSPML’s CSPP and NPSML’s implementation of that plan for the Project 
to have met industry standard practices. 

B. Contracting Risk Management Strategy
In planning the Project, the NSPML Project Team undertook several contracting risk 

management initiatives that appropriately identified and quantified the risks faced and put the Project 
Team in a strong position to manage the contract risks as it went through the execution phase of the 
Project. Included in these early risk management efforts were independent assessments, quarterly key risk 
reviews, program and process reviews, best practices research, and other similar activities that were 
continued as the Project was executed.26  

One of the independent assessments, conducted by Westney Consulting, included a risk 
discovery, assessment, and analysis and reporting process that included sessions with the Project Team to 
identify best/worst impacts of the identified risks, which were then used to support a probabilistic 
assessment of the risks.27 Among Westney Consulting’s findings was that “Emera’s contracting strategy 
relies on significant use of lump sum contracts to shift execution risks to the contractors. This is not an 
inappropriate strategy, but the likelihood for a high number of Variation (Change) Orders exists. This 
can be mitigated through good contracting risk allocation, a good dispute resolution process, adequate 
financial reserves and schedule flexibility.”28 This need for a good risk management process for 
allocating and managing contractor risks was clarified within the CSPP and the Project Execution Risk 
Management Plan.  

The CSPP noted:29 

“Key risks that may arise in connection with Maritime Link Project procurement processes 
include commodity pricing risk, currency exchange risk, risk of inadequate insurance coverage, 

25 Project Management Institute, A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Fifth 
Edition, page 366, 2013 
26 ENL, Maritime Link Project – Risks and Opportunities Update, page 2, January 26, 2015; Westney Consulting 
Group, Cost and Schedule Risk Assessment for the Maritime Link Project, October 15-19, 2012 (Updated December 
21, 2012); Intertek, Maritime Link Independent Readiness Review for Construction of the Transmarine Works, June 
20, 2017  
27 Westney Consulting Group, Cost and Schedule Risk Assessment for the Maritime Link Project, pages 12 & 17, 
October 15-19, 2012 (Updated December 21, 2012)  
28 Westney Consulting Group, Cost and Schedule Risk Assessment for the Maritime Link Project, page 24, October 
15-19, 2012 (Updated December 21, 2012)
29 Maritime Link Project, Contract Strategy & Procurement Plan, pages 10-11, October 29, 2013
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counterparty creditworthiness and the risk relative to the need to make material contractual 
commitments prior to Project Approval to construct.  

NSPML has determined that in the majority of cases the successful proponent will be in the best 
position to mitigate commodity pricing risk. As a part of the proposal requirements NSPML will 
require proponents to provide a strategy for dealing with changing commodity pricing thus 
allowing them to fix their pricing. 

...Currency exchange risk will be evaluated by Emera’s Treasury group and NSPML senior 
management and will be included as part of the proposal normalization process. In the event of 
award in a foreign currency the Emera treasury group will take the necessary measures to 
mitigate currency risk. 

As part of the RFP [Request for Proposal] process, proponents will be required to provide a 
proposal including proposed policy details as to the scope of the proponents’ proposed project 
insurance. NSPML will reserve the right to amend or alter the requirement for the proponent to 
provide project insurance and reserves the right for the Company to place some or all of the 
policies as it deems necessary after review of the proponent’s proposal. 

NSPML, with the assistance of Emera’s risk management team, will do an assessment of major 
contractors’ creditworthiness in a manner consistent with existing Emera policies.” 

The contracting and procurement efforts were supported by the risk management strategy 
implemented by NSPML, which included the following dedicated scope of work risk assessments; 
“Transmission System Hazard Evaluation”, “Submarine Cable Design and Preliminary Risk 
Assessment”, and “Landfall Design and Preliminary Risk Assessment”. These dedicated scope of work 
risk assessments were intended to evaluate project execution and life of asset risks for each scope of work 
and ensure that appropriate risk reduction measures were addressed in the associated contracts.30 

Findings & Conclusions 

Pegasus-Global found that NSPML’s contracting risk management strategy for the Project met 
industry standard practices and was able to “lock in” risk allocation and associated pricing using lump 
sum contractual arrangements. 

C. Award of Major Contracts
Pegasus-Global’s review of the MLP contracts focused on those for the three major scopes of 

work: 

• Contract E11-18: Submarine Cable Design, Supply, and Installation. The scope of work included
all design, manufacture, testing, transport, installation, sub-sea protection and pre-commissioning
activities for the high-voltage direct current (HVDC) cable and accessories for the Cabot Strait
crossing.

• Contract E12-74: HVDC Converter Stations Design, Supply, and Installation. The scope of work
included all design, manufacture, testing, transport, installation, and pre-commissioning activities
of the HVDC converter process equipment and auxiliaries for converter stations at Bottom Brook,
Newfoundland and Woodbine, Nova Scotia.

30 Maritime Link Project, Project Execution Risk Plan, page 14, October 9, 2013 
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• Contract E13-95: Transmission Line Construction. The scope of work included supply and
installation of three high voltage transmission lines (two in Newfoundland, one in Nova Scotia)
and two grounding lines (one each in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia).

Collectively, these three contracts had a DG3 Project Budget of approximately $995 million, representing 
71% of the total DG3 Project Budget (excluding contingency). 

Following submittal of proposals from the prospective contractors, the NSPML contract teams 
evaluated proposals based on the previously defined weighted scoring that considered merits based upon: 
technical; quality; health, safety, and security; environment; commercial; and benefits to the local areas, 
including indigenous communities. During the proposal review process, NSPML requested and received 
clarifications from the proponents, held proposal presentations with each proponent, and visited the 
proponents’ locations (factories, engineering offices, other work sites). The recommendation to negotiate 
for each scope of work was based on the results of the NSPML contract team’s analysis derived from 
these meetings and individual technical reviews with consideration given to the proponent that offered the 
best overall and most cost-effective solution. Summaries of the proposal selection process for the three 
major contracts identified above are as follows: 

• Contract E11-18 – Submarine Cable Design, Supply, and Installation: NSPML identified that
Nexans provided the overall best value for the submarine cable scope of work. Nexans owns the
vessel Skagerrak and has a proven record of subsea cable lays, including the ability to lay the
cable without any subsea joints.31 This capability minimized installation risks for the Project.
Additionally, the terms and conditions of the agreement with Nexans provided additional risk
mitigations that provided further assurance to NSPML that Nexans was well-positioned to
execute the Project, and that NSPML was protected should certain issues arise.

• Contract E12-74 – HVDC Converter Stations Design, Supply, and Installation: NSPML identified
that ABB provided the overall best value for the converter station scope of work. Thus, the NSPML
Project Team requested authorization to negotiate with ABB for contract award, also
recommending that Alstom be retained in the procurement process until a successful agreement
was reached with ABB to minimize the risk exposure to the Project should terms not be reached
with ABB.32 The final scope for the converters, substations, and transition compound was adjusted
during negotiations with ABB with NSPML identifying specific contingent risk items that were
potentially necessary pending final design and actual construction site conditions encountered.
These contingent risk items were reduced from ABB’s scope of work to allow NSPML to manage
and control the potential risk exposure from these items should they be required on the Project.33

• Contract E13-95 – Transmission Line Construction: NSPML identified that EUS and Abengoa
received the highest non-commercial scores, with Abengoa demonstrating the highest combined
commercial and non-commercial scoring, which demonstrated that Abengoa provided the overall
best value for the transmission line construction scope of work.34 The primary concerns ENL had
with Abengoa at the time of contract award were recent financial performance metrics and volatility
in the share price of Abengoa.35 As a result of these concerns, Emera Corporate completed a risk
review of Abengoa that evaluated rating agency reports and market analyses of Abengoa. Based on
the risk review, ENL determined that; “Under normal circumstances the integrity of a suitable

31 E11-18 HVDC Submarine Cable Recommendation to Negotiate; July 9, 2013. 
32 Maritime Link Project – Recommendation to Negotiate (E12-74), Undated  
33 E12-74 Converters Contract presentation, May 23, 2014, page 1  
34 Maritime Link Project, Recommendation to Negotiate – E13-95, Undated (signed in February 2015), pages 6-7 
35 ENL presentation, “E13-95 Transmission Line Construction”, pages 7-8, December 2014  
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counterparty can be de-risked with the instruments noted above [15% letter of credit and 50% 
performance bond], however with the proponent being a new market entrant to the region and the 
financial concerns raised above, [recent financial performance metrics and share price of Abengoa] 
integrity of their financial metrics ENL has a heightened awareness of managing the risk and 
assessing potential default scenarios and the resultant implications.”36 Based on this risk review, 
the Letter of Credit stipulated in the Abengoa contract was increased from the “normal” 15% of 
contract value, or approximately $28.8 million, to 20%, or approximately $38.5 million.37 Other 
risk mitigation strategies beyond the performance bond and increased Letter of Credit were 
identified, including:38 

• having Abengoa’s major subcontracts be assignable to ENL in the event of a default (in
addition, three of the four major Abengoa subcontractors had previous experience with
ENL and/or Nalcor);

• confirming that performance securities would be available and in place on the effective
date of the contract; and,

• ensuring that ENL have the right to step-in or de-scope work if any performance issues
arose that placed cost, schedule, or quality of work at risk.

Following the thorough evaluation of the proposals, and the more in-depth review of Abengoa, the 
Project Team determined that the Abengoa proposal offered the best overall technical solution and 
the most cost-effective solution, providing the best overall value for NSPML for this scope of work. 

Based upon the recommendations of the NSPML contract teams, NSPML entered into 
agreements for the major scopes of work with the selected contractors as follows: 

Contract/Initiative # Selected 
Contractor Date of Contract Pricing 

Arrangement 
Contract Award 

Value 
E11-88 (Submarine Cable 
Design, Supply, Installation) Nexans January 30, 2014 Lump Sum 

E12-74 (Converter Stations 
Design, Supply, Installation) ABB June 26, 2014 Lump Sum 

E13-95 (Transmission Line 
Construction) Abengoa February 13, 2015 Lump Sum/ 

Unit Price 

Each of the contracts provided the framework from which the individual scopes of work would be 
performed, including comprehensive identification of the contractors’ obligations, detailed audit and 
inspection rights, and prescribed change management and dispute resolution processes. Additionally, each 
major contract stipulated specific recourse provisions such as performance security requirements for a 
performance bond, letters of credit, and/or liquidated damages provisions that provided NSPML with the 

36 ENL presentation, “E13-95 Transmission Line Construction”, pages 7, 9, December 2014  
37 Transmission Line Construction Agreement Maritime Link Project between NSP Maritime Link Incorporated and 
Abengoa S.A., Contract No. E13-95, Article 9.3, February 13, 2015 
38 ENL presentation, “E13-95 Transmission Line Construction”, page 10, December 2014 
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necessary and timely recourse should the contractor not perform its obligations in accordance with its 
contract. 

PMI provides guidance on contractual agreements, noting; “It is the project management team’s 
responsibility to make certain that all agreements meet the specific needs of the project while adhering to 
organizational procurement policies.”41 Major components of a contract vary depending on the specific 
circumstances and requirements leading to the contract procurement, but generally include: 

• Statement of work or
deliverables

• Schedule baseline
• Performance reporting
• Period of performance
• Roles and responsibilities
• Seller’s place of performance
• Pricing
• Payment terms
• Place of delivery
• Inspection and acceptance

criteria
• Warranty

• Product support
• Limitation of liability
• Fees and retainer
• Penalties
• Incentives
• Insurance and performance

bonds
• Subordinate subcontractor

approvals
• Change request handling
• Termination clause
• Alternative dispute resolution

mechanisms

Findings & Conclusions 

Based on Pegasus-Global’s review of many similar contracts on energy infrastructure 
megaprojects, the relevant terms of NSPML’s major contracts were within the norms of the industry. The 
recourse provisions as cited above allowed NSPML to take actions that managed the overall Project cost 
and supported a successful Project outcome. The structure of the major contracts was consistent with the 
Company’s CSPP42. Pegasus-Global did not find any provisions of the contracts that conflicted with any 
of the provisions of the Company’s Contract Management Manual, nor any impediments in the contracts 
that prevented NSPML from actively and effectively managing the Project. 

VI. Management of Major Contracts
PMI discusses contract management’s role in the procurement process, outlining three primary

steps, which are Plan Procurement Management, Conduct Procurements, and Control Procurements.  
Control Procurements specifically concerns contract management and is defined by PMI as “[t]he process 
of managing procurement relationships, monitoring contract performance, and making changes and 
corrections as appropriate.”43 This is further explained as follows:44  

“Control Procurement includes application of the appropriate project management 
processes to the contractual relationship(s) and integration of the outputs from these processes 

41 Project Management Institute, A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Fifth 
Edition, page 377, 2013 
42 Maritime Link Project Contract Strategy & Procurement Plan, October 29, 2013 
43 Project Management Institute, A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Fifth 
Edition, page 355, 2013 
44 Project Management Institute, A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Fifth 
Edition, page 381, 2013 
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into the overall management of the project. This integration will often occur at multiple levels when 
there are multiple sellers and multiple products, services, or results involved. The project 
management processes that are applied may include, but are not limited to: 

• Direct and Manage Project Work. To authorize the seller’s work at the
appropriate time.

• Control Quality. To inspect and verify the adequacy of the seller’s product.
• Perform Integrated Change Control. To assure that changes are properly

approved and that all those with a need to know are aware of such changes.
• Control Risks. To ensure that risks are mitigated.

Control Procurement also has a financial management component that involves 
monitoring payments to the seller. This ensures that payment terms defined within the contract are 
met and that seller compensation is linked to seller progress, as defined in the contract. One of the 
principal concerns when making payments to suppliers is that there is a close relationship of 
payments made to the work accomplished. 

The Control Procurement process reviews and documents how well a seller is performing 
or has performed based on the contract and establishes corrective actions when needed. This 
performance review may be used as a measure of the seller’s competency for performing similar 
work on future projects. Similar evaluations are also carried out when it is necessary to confirm 
that a seller is not meeting the seller’s contractual obligations and when the buyer contemplates 
corrective actions. Control Procurement includes capturing the necessary details for managing 
any early terminations of the contracted work (for cause, convenience, or default) in accordance 
with the termination clause of the agreement. These details are used in the Close Procurement 
process to terminate the agreement.” [BOLD in original quote] 

NSPML implemented a comprehensive Contract Management Strategy (CMS)45 to facilitate 
effective and efficient management and administration of contractors and suppliers. A key part of the 
CMS for the Project was the establishment of the defined scopes of work, specific deliverables, and 
milestones associated with timely completion of the works as specified in the contracts. With the scope 
and execution plan defined, the NSPML Project Team shifted to continuous monitoring of the contractor 
progress and deliverables and schedule milestones. The CMS provided the principles, protocols, 
documentation requirements and governance framework for ongoing contract management. Finally, the 
CMS provided protocols for closure of contracts once the scopes of work were completed.  

During execution, NSPML regularly reviewed its Project Team’s structure and level of resources 
to ensure it had adequate oversight of all contracts and construction activities. For example, in 2016, a 
resource review of the Project Team determined that a reconfiguration of the construction team (splitting 
the transmission line and converter/substation work) provided specific focus and expertise to align with 
these scopes of work.46 Additional resources were also added at this time to support construction 
monitoring, due to the large amount of concurrent activities being performed in a geographically wide area 
at the time, and to support contract management as each of the primary contractors was facing schedule 
pressures at the time. By ensuring the appropriate resources were available to match the Project’s needs, 
NSPML was able to continuously monitor and assess the performance of the contractors  and take 
appropriate action when needed to extend features of good performance, correct areas of underperformance, 

45 ENL, Maritime Link Project, Procurement/Contract Management Overview, May 31, 2018 
46 ENL, Regulatory Review, Maritime Link Project Resourcing, Undated  
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and/or amend contractual requirements to meet changing needs. Examples of NSPML’s actions taken 
include: 

Nexans (Submarine Cable Design, Supply, Installation): 

• As required by contract, during project execution, the Nexans monthly reports identified
project progress to date, progress in the current reporting period and forecast for the next
reporting period. Quality Assurance (QA) related incidents, risk management status, risk
mitigation actions and opportunities, and meeting action logs were also included.

• In August 2014, Nexans submitted two change requests, one for the outdoor terminations
at transition compounds and one for testing at Futtsu.47 In response to these change
requests NSPML, in accordance with the audit provisions of the contract, performed
several audits at the manufacturing facilities.48 As a result of these audits, eighteen
kilometers of contaminated cable was remanufactured by Futtsu at no additional cost to
NSPML.49

ABB (Converter Stations Design, Supply, Installation): 

• Following contract execution representatives from ABB and NSPML attended a technical
kickoff meeting from August 26-28, 2014, followed by an administration kickoff meeting
on September 3-4, 2014.50 Per the contract, the first regular monthly management meeting
took place on October 9, 2014.51 ABB and NSPML also held other topic-specific meetings
as appropriate and conducted quarterly risk reviews. In addition to the onsite monitoring,
NSPML in accordance with the audit/surveillance provisions of the contract also conducted
regular audits/quality surveillances of ABB to ensure compliance with the specifications
and contract requirements. In accordance with the contract, the ABB monthly reports
provided detail as to the current progress, forecast, potential issues with proposed
mitigation efforts and rules of credit which allowed NSPML to review for awareness and
agreement with how ABB was tracking and reporting progress.52

• Per the contract, ABB submitted an overall project baseline schedule that was accepted on
March 19, 2015.53 In April 2015, ABB revised its schedule forecast to show a start of civil
works in the summer of 2015 versus the originally planned spring 2016 period.54 After
replacement of its major subcontractor Mortenson, on June 8, 2015, ABB submitted a COR
for Change in execution strategy for construction that covered the revised plan for civil
work,55 which NSPML determined did not require a change request.56 On June 29, 2015,

47 Nexans Monthly Project Status Report #06, Maritime Link Project, - Submarine Cable Design, Supply & Install, 
page 2, August 2014  
48 Nexans Monthly Project Status Report #13, Maritime Link Project – Submarine Cable Design, Supply & Install, 
page 3, March; Nexans Monthly Project Status Report #14, Maritime Link Project – Submarine Cable Design, 
Supply & Install, page 3, April 2015; Nexans Monthly Project Status Report #18, Maritime Link Project – 
Submarine Cable Design, Supply & Install, page 3, August 2015  
49 ENL, Submarine Cable – Futtsu Lead Sheath Process, Request for Approval to Restart, April 8, 2016  
50 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 1 – September 2014, page 3, October 24, 2014  
51 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 2 – October 2014, page 3, November 5, 2014  
52 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 25 – September 2016, pages 33-36, October 3, 2016 
53 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 7 – March 2015, page 10, April 2, 2015  
54 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 8 – April 2015, page 9, May 5, 2015  
55 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 10 – June 2015, page 13, July 5, 2015  
56 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 11 – July 2015, page 14, August 12, 2015  
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ABB submitted a COR for Change in Commencement Date for Civil Construction at 
Bottom Brook and Woodbine sites from 2016 to 2015.57 Following NSPML review and 
comment, ABB submitted a revised civil works early construction schedule on August 6, 
2015.58 Ultimately, the advancement of the start of civil works from spring 2016 to summer 
2015 resulted in an amendment to the ABB/NSPML contract to reflect this schedule change 
with no adjustment to the overall contract price.59 

• In October 2016, ABB reported that its converter building subcontractor encountered
issues of some installed exterior insulated panels showing deformations60 that resulted in a
root cause investigation, which impacted construction progress.61 While ABB developed a
recovery schedule, work continued to advance with progress assisted by use of temporary
weather protection on the building62. In February 2017, ABB and NSPML conducted a
high-level overview of the schedule to ensure the project remained on track. Similarly, in
response to ABB’s reported delays in cable pulling in June 2017, NSPML requested that
ABB provide specifics around the associated schedule impact and the resource planning to
minimize Project impacts.

Abengoa (Transmission Line Construction): 

• Following contract execution on February 13, 2015, a kickoff meeting between NSPML
and Abengoa was held on April 16, 2015.63 In the subsequent months, Abengoa produced
contractually required documents that were submitted to and reviewed by NSPML,
including the QA/Quality Assurance (QC) plan, environmental plan, subcontractors plan,
and risk management plan, among others.

• By November 2015, when Abengoa reported that its progress was approximately 17.2%
behind its plan, NSPML requested an acceleration plan to regain the progress and realign
the end date for the AC and DC lines in Newfoundland to April 2017.64 During the
November 2015 monthly meeting, the parties also discussed schedule mitigation measures
for each of the transmission line scopes.65

• Abengoa filed for pre-insolvency protection in Spain in November 2015. NSPML
identified and assessed the available options to address Abengoa’s financial issues and
ensure the Project continued. The options evaluated included:66

o allow a subcontractor default (which could also lead to Abengoa creditor
protection application);

o convince performance bond Sureties to take action before performance default;
o take assignment of key subcontracts; and,
o establish mechanisms to assure subcontractor payments.

57 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 10 – June 2015, page 13, July 5, 2015  
58 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 11 – July 2015, page 14, August 12, 2015 
59 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 22 – June 2016, page 32, July 1, 2016  
60 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 25 – October 2016, page 21, November 1, 2016  
61 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 26 – November 2016, pages 4, 33, December 1, 2016 
62 ABB Project Monthly Status Report No. 27 – January 2017, page 29, February 1, 2017  
63 Abengoa Monthly Status Report, page 3, April 2015  
64 Abengoa Monthly Status Report, pages 3, 18, November 2015  
65 Abengoa Monthly Status Report, Minutes of Meeting, page 4, November 9, 2015  
66 ENL – Abengoa Strategy and Tactics Update, December 10, 2015  
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The NSPML Project Team determined to continue to work with the Sureties to maintain 
the existing contractual structure and subcontractors.67 Simultaneously, NSPML prepared 
for the contingency of Abengoa continuing to fail to perform. Included in these 
contingency preparations were assessments of replacement contractor availability and 
evaluation of schedule scenarios and production targets. By generating these contingency 
plans, NSPML reduced the risk to the Project by being prepared to assume the work if 
need be, and by gaining a deeper understanding of the remaining work and effort required 
for completion. This preparation: i) allowed NSPML to continue to actively monitor 
Abengoa’s recovery efforts and ii) to later be in a position to knowledgably vet bids for a 
replacement contractor if needed (which by nature would be highly complicated due to 
the partial completeness of the scope of work at the time). 

• On January 20, 2016, NSPML sent a letter to Abengoa identifying several issues with
Abengoa’s performance and directing Abengoa to submit a recovery plan in accordance
with the contract to demonstrate the contractual Completion Milestones and Substantial
Completion could be achieved. On January 25, 2016, NSPML sent another letter to
Abengoa in which NSPML noted it “does not agree the project delays are due to issues
which are outside of Abengoa’s responsibilities under the Agreement…Abengoa is
responsible for the delays experienced to date and which will be experienced in the absence
of a properly resourced Recovery Plan.”68

PowerTel (Transmission Line Construction): 

• After NSPML took assignment of the PowerTel Contract on July 21, 2016, PowerTel
expressed concerns regarding implemented change orders that were not approved based on
design changes and requested a review of the differences between the Abengoa and
PowerTel agreements and their implications on cost and schedule. NSPML worked with
PowerTel in a manner that allowed PowerTel to continue to progress the works while these
issues were negotiated.

ERJV (Transmission Line Construction): 

• In December 2016, ERJV reported it was accelerating access construction with
subcontractors and internal Rokstad crews, assembly crews were being re-located to ease
congestion with the civil works69 and it had plans to implement its Productivity
Improvement Plan.70 ERJV and NSPML held a joint planning workshop on December 20,
2016, where key project risks and resourcing levels were discussed with action items being
assigned to both parties.

• Delays primarily associated with the construction of foundations and installation of grouted
anchors ultimately caused ERJV to miss the contractual Substantial Completion date of
March 31, 2017. Under the provisions of the contract, NSPML worked with ERJV,

67 ENL – Abengoa Strategy and Tactics Update, page 10, December 10, 2015  
68 ENL letter to Abengoa, Transmission Lines Construction (“Agreement”) – Recovery Plan, January 25, 2016  
69 Maritime Link Project Newfoundland and Nova Scotia HVdc Transmission Line Construction Project Monthly 
Status Report – December 2016, page 21, January 9, 2017 
70 Maritime Link Project Newfoundland and Nova Scotia HVdc Transmission Line Construction Project Monthly 
Status Report – December 2016, page 22, January 9, 2017 
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obtaining agreement of ERJV to increase civil construction resources to mitigate further 
schedule impact.71 

Findings & Conclusions 

In Pegasus-Global’s review of the contract management processes and practices implemented by 
NSPML, Pegasus-Global found NSPML’s contract management to be in alignment with industry 
standards, which facilitated the successful execution of the Project, including providing a structure in 
which to address the challenges faced during execution in a way that consistently benefited the Project. 

VII. Contract Dispute Resolution
As discussed in Section III above, issues and disputes are an expected occurrence on virtually

any project, and particularly on megaprojects due to their exceptional size and complexity. It was 
essential for NSPML to manage the contractors actively and effectively to support timely Project 
completion. In particular, the interfaces and interdependencies between the major scopes of work dictated 
that if one contractor was late it may cause other scopes of work to be delayed, thus jeopardizing the 
entire Project schedule. Additionally, all project scopes had to be completed on schedule to meet the 
testing and commissioning outages scheduled in coordination with the utilities in both Newfoundland and 
Nova Scotia given the constrained window of system availability for such outages. At the same time, 
while meeting schedule was critically important to controlling overall Project costs, NSPML assessed and 
addressed the merit behind each contractor claim that arose in order to ensure fair payment for work done 
while controlling costs.

72

The dispute resolution process incorporated by NSPML in its key contracts is typical of what is 
used in the utility industry. The first step of the dispute resolution process included in NSPML’s major 
contracts requires the party raising the dispute to give notice in writing to the other party, which triggers a 
meeting of parties’ senior project managers and/or company executives to attempt in good faith to resolve 
the dispute in a reasonable manner. If the parties cannot resolve the dispute within a specified time, the 
parties’ dispute is to be submitted to final and binding arbitration in the International Chamber of 
Commerce (ICC). This process was consistent across the majority of NSPML’s major contracts.73 The 
contracts further allowed for NSPML the ability to suspend the work and/or terminate the full or partial 
scope of a contractor should it deem it necessary to do so to keep the Project on track.  

To protect the ability of the Project to progress proactively to meet the external factors discussed 
above, NSPML also negotiated resolution of material contractor claims prior to the formal engagement of 
the contractual dispute resolution process.  

71 Maritime Link Project Newfoundland and Nova Scotia HVdc Transmission Line Construction Project Monthly 
Status Report – April 2017, pages 1, 23, May 8, 2017  
72 ENL letter to Nexans, Subject: Rejection of Change Request 208 Rev 0-Submarine Cable Design, Supply and 
Install Agreement for Maritime Link Project between NSP Maritime Link Incorporated (“NSPML”) and Nexans 
Norway AS (“Nexans”), Contract No. E11-88 (The “Agreement”), July 19, 2017 [MLP-EM-LET-0166 Rejection of 
Change Request 208 Rev 0] 
73 An exception to this is the PowerTel contract with Abengoa that was assumed by NSPML, which requires binding 
arbitration pursuant to the terms of the Commercial Arbitration Act (Nova Scotia). 
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 Summaries of the commercial issues and/or settlements that occurred on each of the major 
Project contracts are as follows: 

Nexans (Submarine Cable Design, Supply, and Installation): 

• There were two primary issues that affected the Nexans’ Submarine Cable Design,
Supply, and Installation contract, 1) damaged subsea cable resolved during project
execution and 2) protective rock resolved as part of a global settlement of all outstanding
issues.

• On October 30, 2017, NSPML and Nexans entered into a final agreement to settle all
outstanding change requests for the project scope including final settlement of the
additional rock.74

Pegasus-Global finds that NSPML actively monitored the 
progress and quality of the work performed by Nexans and was able to reach mutually 
agreeable solutions to commercial issues that arose including the final settlement 
agreement, reviewing each of the outstanding claims by Nexans for appropriateness and 
as a result, NSPML mitigated additional cost impacts that could potentially arise during 
litigation.  

ABB (Converter Stations Design, Supply, and Installation): 

• 

• On September 30, 2017, ABB and NSPML executed a “Completion Agreement”

• 

 NSPML reasonably and 
appropriately demonstrated a focus on ensuring the Project was completed in a timely 
manner, while providing value to its customers (e.g. the no-cost studies and favorable 
O&M agreement) and avoiding additional risks, including providing cost certainty to its 
customers and avoiding a potentially costly arbitration. 

Abengoa (Transmission Line Construction): 

• The primary issues that affected Abengoa’s Transmission Line Construction contract
were the deteriorating financial condition of Abengoa, including an Abengoa
subcontractor filing a lien against the Project, and Abengoa’s overall execution progress.

• On February 16, 2016, NSPML entered into a Multi-Party Agreement in Principle on
Schedule and Cost with Abengoa, its parent Abengoa Transmission & Infrastructure,

74 Change Order 12 between NSPML and Nexans; October 30, 2017 
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ULC (Abengoa TI), and its sub-contractor PowerTel.75 

76

• 
77

78

79

• On July 14, 2016, NSPML submitted a request to Abengoa to reassign the PowerTel
contract to NSPML as provided for in NSPML’s earlier Abengoa agreements.80

PowerTel was completing the HVAC transmission line in Newfoundland and grounding
lines in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia as a subcontractor to Abengoa and would
continue to complete its scope of work as a contractor for NSPML. NSPML evaluated its
risk in utilizing the existing Abengoa/PowerTel contract and determined it would lead to
less risk and likely lower cost and schedule risk than initiating a new bidding process
and/or negotiating a new contract.

• 

81

82,

• 
Pegasus-Global finds it reasonable that 

NSPML reached this settlement, particularly as it also minimized NSPML’s exposure to 
claims by Abengoa stemming from the termination. 

75 Term Sheet – Multi-Party Agreement In Principle on Schedule and Cost, February 16, 2016  
76 Project Account Agreement, February 16, 2016  
77 ENL Transmission Line Construction Contingency Plan Update, page 3, April 11, 2016 
78 ENL Transmission Line Construction Contingency Plan Update, page 3, April 11, 2016  
79 ENL Transmission Line Construction Contingency Plan Update, pages 4-5, April 15, 2015  
80 Maritime Link Project – Contracting Strategy & Recommendation to Negotiate (E16-284)  
81 ENL Abengoa S.A. Claim on Performance Bond and Letter of Credit, Settlement Assessment and Next Steps, 
page 3, July 11, 2016  
82 ENL Abengoa S.A. Claim on Performance Bond and Letter of Credit, Settlement Assessment and Next Steps, 
page 3, July 11, 2016  
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Powertel (Transmission Line Construction): 

• 

• 

• The NSPML Project Team focused on negotiating a comprehensive settlement with
PowerTel that settled all outstanding claims, preserved the schedule, and achieved cost
certainty.

83

84

• Pegasus-Global found this settlement removed the litigation cost and risk, avoided
potential additional costs for a replacement contractor, gave NSPML price certainty on
the work, and allowed NSPML access to funds for recovery of its own costs in the event
of a PowerTel default.

ERJV (Transmission Line Construction): 

• 

85

• 

83 Agreement - Schedule, Change Orders and Substantial Completion, pages 6-7, April 25, 2017  
84 Schedule, Change Order and Substantial Completion Agreement between NSP Maritime Link Incorporated and 
PowerTel Utilities Contractors Ltd., April 25, 2017  
85 Cameron Duffy (Rokstad) email to NSPML, Subject: Without Prejudice – MLP Commercial Discussions | 
Schedule, Access and Traffic Management, February 9, 2017; Neil Corkery (Rokstad) email to Ezra Van Gelder 
(ENL), Subject: Delay/Disruption, May 31, 2017 
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• 

• Pegasus-Global found the settlement reached with the ERJV removed the litigation cost 
and risk, kept the ERJV scope of work moving forward to support the overall Project 
schedule, and protected NSPML from unwarranted claims. 

Findings & Conclusions 

NSPML executed robust contracts with its primary contractors on the Project that provided 
NSPML with the tools and mechanisms to appropriately manage the risks on the Project and monitor the 
progress of its contractors, including affording NSPML the ability to take corrective action when 
required. In resolving the commercial disputes on the primary contracts (including the PowerTel and 
ERJV contracts following termination of Abengoa), NSPML was able to reach a resolution with each 
contractor that protected the Project and allowed for successful completion on time and under budget, 
while also avoiding additional costs that would have arisen from not being able to reach a resolution 
without arbitration. Prior to agreeing to any settlement, NSPML (including external counsel and other 
third-party experts) evaluated the merits of the claims and assessed its position and the strength of the 
contractors’ positions, including an assessment of likely costs should a settlement not be reached and the 
dispute go to arbitration, and what the net benefit to the overall Project was expected to be. In Pegasus-
Global’s opinion, this was a reasonable and appropriate approach to dispute resolution, which allowed 
NSPML to utilize its contracting strategy and contingency development to absorb or avoid emerging risks 
and complete the Project within the estimate and on schedule. 
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DR. PATRICIA D. GALLOWAY 

Chairman 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE 

 Arbitrator  Disruption / Productivity  Project Controls
 Change Management  Industry Best Practices  Prudence / Performance Audits
 Claims Prevention  International Contracting  Risk Assessment
 Contract Administration   Mediator  Risk Management
 Corporate Governance  Megaproject Oversight  Scheduling / Delay
 Cumulative Impact  Program / Project Management  Standard of Care
 Damages

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

2008 – PRESENT 
CHAIRMAN, PEGASUS-GLOBAL HOLDINGS, INC. 
GENERAL:  Dr. Galloway has been an international Engineer/Construction Consultant traveling and working in over 
100 countries for over 40 years concentrating primarily on megaproject construction.  She has also served as an 
arbitrator since 1987.  Dr. Galloway has consulted on matters covering the entire project delivery process in the 
energy and infrastructure industries, working on behalf of private and public-sector clients globally.  She also 
served as a member of the U.S. National Science Board, appointed by U.S. President Bush with Senate 
confirmation for a six-year term, serving on its executive committee and as its Vice Chair for two of those years 
and received an honorary Doctor of Science from the South Dakota School of Mines. 

Dr. Galloway’s experience includes: strategic advice to boards and senior management concerning governance, 
management structures and performance, contracting strategies, contract development and risk reviews, 
contract administration; risk management including corporate-wide enterprise risk management programs, 
project risk identification, assessment and analysis, trend evaluations and risk reduction plans; auditing including 
performance, prudence, and management audits; Integrity Generally Accepted Processes & Practices Analysis™ 
of policies and procedures and benchmarking; and Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) services including claims 
avoidance, non-testifying expert consulting including Testing Expert Evidence,® litigation strategy, assistance in 
legal counsel and arbitrator selection, and serving as an arbitrator and mediator.  

Dr. Galloway has extensive global experience having worked on some of the world’s largest projects including: 
over 30 nuclear power plant projects; Ontario Power’s Darlington Nuclear Refurbishment Program; Duke Energy’s 
Coal Ash Basin Closure Program; Kemper County IGCC plant; Edwardsport IGCC plant; Vogtle Nuclear Units 1,2,3,4; 
Kuala Lumpur International Airport; Sakhalin Island, Russia, Oil and Natural Gas Pipeline Project; Cadereyta 
Refinery Project, Mexico; HBJ Pipeline Project, India; Murrin Murrin nickel-cobalt mine, Western Australia; the 
Tsing Ma Bridge, Hong Kong; Australia LNG Project; Panama Canal; Seattle Sound Transit Light Rail Program; 
London’s Crossrail Project; Citylink Project, Melbourne, Australia; Venice Lagoon Floodgate Project, Italy; 
Xiaolangdi Dam, China; and, City of Winnipeg, Canada, Capital Improvement Program. 
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She serves as an advisor to both owner and contractor clients including board audit and compliance committees 
and has served as a member of various Independent Review Panels (IRP), including advisor to the New York 
Thruway Authority for the approximately $4 billion New Tappan Zee Bridge, her appointment by both the 
Governors of Washington and Oregon to the IRP for the Columbia River Crossing Project, and by the Washington 
Legislature and Governor as Chair of the Expert Review Panel for the $3.5 billion Alaskan Way Viaduct 
Replacement Program. 

Dr. Galloway is often retained as a keynote speaker regarding arbitration, mediation, leadership, women in 

engineering, and risk management. She has served as a guest lecturer at multiple universities including: 

Manhattanville College, the University of Melbourne; UCLA; New York Institute of Technology (NYIT); Central 

Washington University (CWU); University of Wisconsin; Harbin University of Technology in Harbin, China; the 

University of Bologna, Italy; the Old Master’s Program at Purdue University; University of British Columbia and the 

West Virginia’s University Center for Women’s Studies Programs. 

ENERGY: 

 Substantial experience working with Merchant Utilities, Regulated Public Utilities, Public Service

Commissions, FERC, Independent Power Producers, Wind and Solar Developers, and major oil and gas

companies

 Multiple types of energy projects including oil and gas (refineries, LNG, steam-flood, pipelines, offshore

platforms), alternative and renewable energy (wind power, solar power, geo-thermal, biomass, hydro

power, nuclear power), transmission and distribution, storm hardening and resilience, electric base-load

generation (over 67 power plants [nuclear, combined cycle, coal, IGCC and hydro] involving construction,

outages and decommissioning)

 Extensive experience in evaluating and assessing construction claims, including issues of delay,

productivity, standard of care, terminations and fraud; auditing and assessment of prudent decision-

making, corporate policies and procedures and/or processes; contract risk reviews; advising re:

transmission support agreements; power purchase agreements/cost-sharing agreements including

curtailment issues; coal asset and production leases; decommissioning; and coal-ash removal/cleanup

 Independent Monitor regarding new capital megaprojects

 Arbitrator

TRANSPORTATION/HEAVY INFRASTRUCTURE: 

 Extensive experience with multiple types of transportation projects including airports, bridges, highways,

mass transit (both light and heavy rail), canals, and ports. Heavy infrastructure projects include mining

(coal, iron-ore, gold, and cobalt/nickel), process plants, and tunnels

 Substantial experience in analyzing and assessing claims: contract issues  (FIDIC, ENAA, EJCDC, AGC, AIA,

Standard Forms and Agreement), Contract Delivery Issues (Design-Build, EPC, P3, Progressive Design-

Build, Design-Bid-Build), breach of contract, contract interpretation, contract termination, schedule

delay/acceleration, cumulative impact, standard of care, productivity/disruption, accounting and financial

issues, fees, lost profits, errors and omissions, construction defects, construction failures, engineering

issues, delay damages, quantum meruit, consequential damages, subsurface utility engineering, and fraud

 Independent Review Panels for megaproject execution

 Advisor for Program and Project Management, Program and Project Execution Plans, and Governance

 Extensive experience with Dispute Review Boards, Mediation, Settlement Negotiations and Arbitration
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1978 – PRESENT 
INDUSTRY ACTIVITY 
Dr. Galloway is an internationally recognized leader in the engineering and construction arena. In 2004, she served 
as the first woman President of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). She has been recognized by her 
peers and is a Fellow of the College of Commercial Arbitrators (CCA), becoming the first non-lawyer to be elected 
to the College; a Fellow and a Chartered Arbitrator of the UK Chartered Institute of Arbitrators; a member of the 
Distinguished Academy of Neutrals; the National Academy of Construction; the Pan American Academy of 
Engineering; and the position of Fellow in several professional organizations. 

Dr. Galloway’s achievements have been highlighted by: TED with her TEDx talk on “Are Engineers Human?”; on 
Sky News Australia TV; ADR Perspectives; PM Network; Time magazine; CNN Lou Dobbs; Discovery Channel; 
Engineering News Record; and Federal Technology Watch. She was also a blog writer for Engineering News Record 
discussing current trends, challenges, and hot topics in the construction industry. 

1981 – 2008 
CEO and PRINCIPAL, THE NIELSEN WURSTER GROUP, INC. 
Prior to joining Pegasus-Global, Dr. Galloway was the Chief Executive Officer and Principal of The Nielsen Wurster 
Group Inc. (Nielsen-Wurster), an international management consulting firm which specialized in management 
consulting, risk management and dispute resolution. She served as both a consulting and testifying witness in 
numerous arbitration forums regarding projects throughout the world: refineries, offshore platforms, oil depots, 
LNG facilities, petrochemical plants, gas pipelines and compression modules, power plants (wind, nuclear, fossil 
fuel, gas-fired, combined-cycle, hydroelectric, waste-to-energy, transmission), hotels, casinos, stadiums, 
commercial offices, hospitals, universities, civic and convention centers, parking garages, process plants, 
wastewater treatment plants, landfills, airports, highways, bridges, tunnels, mass transit, railroads, port facilities, 
dams, bulk pharmaceutical plants, manufacturing and other projects.  

Her executive roles prior to becoming Chief Executive Officer included President and Chief Financial Officer. She 
was also the Chief Executive of Nielsen-Wurster Asia Pacific, a Nielsen-Wurster subsidiary corporation, which was 
located in Melbourne, Australia. In addition, Dr. Galloway served as President of another Nielsen-Wurster 
subsidiary Nielsen-Wurster ESB, a joint venture with the Electricity Supply Board of Ireland that specialized in 
power plant maintenance software. 

1978 – 1981 
CH2M Hill 
Before joining Nielsen-Wurster, Dr. Galloway was employed by CH2M Hill assigned to the $1.6 billion Milwaukee 
Water Pollution Abatement Program (MWPAP). Her responsibilities at CH2M Hill on the MWPAP involved project 
controls including estimating and CPM scheduling; inspection; and assistance to the Program Director.  In her last 
role at the MWPAP as the Master Program Scheduler, her responsibilities included the preparation and updating 
of the Program Master Schedule, coordination of all project schedules, involvement with cost engineering 
functions, preparation of all program / project schedule progress reports for public and client presentations and 
monitoring compliance with court orders imposed on the Program. Other activities at the MWPAP included 
authoring a scheduling manual; preparation of bid documents, on-site tunnel inspection, and coordination of a 
project manager’s training series. 

REGISTRATIONS / CERTIFICATIONS 
 Chartered Arbitrator, Chartered Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb)

 Board Leadership Fellow, National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD)
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 Certificate in Dispute Resolution, Pepperdine Law School at Straus Institute

 Diploma in International Commercial Arbitration, Jesus College, Oxford, CIArb

 Certificate of Director Education, NACD

 Professional Engineer in the following U.S. and global locations:

 Arizona, No. 16978  Ohio, No. 72520
 Colorado, No. 28566  New Jersey, No. GE-29321
 Florida, No. 44498  New York, No. 060684-1
 Georgia, No. 031939  Pennsylvania, No. PE-046146-R
 Kansas, No. 19495  Washington, No. 28262
 Kentucky, No. 17690  Wisconsin, No. 21786-006
 Mississippi, No. 25328  Wyoming, No. PE-4974
 New Hampshire, No. 12184  Canada, Province of Manitoba No. 15061
 Australia, Institution of Engineers Australia, CPEng No. 1194740

 International Registry of Professional Engineers in the discipline of Civil Engineering, Construction
Management by the United States Council for International Engineering Practice, No. 131

 Certified Examiner, National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying, No. 12046
 Certified Project Management Professional, No. 0012-84
 Professional Member of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Faculties of Project Management

and Risk Management

ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE 

Dr. Galloway is a member of the Academy of Distinguished Neutrals, a Fellow and Chartered Arbitrator of the 
CIArb and a Fellow of the CCA where she was a past co-chair of its construction committee. She served as a 
member of the American Arbitration Association’s (AAA) Board of Directors for its 10-year term from 2009-2020 
and also served as past chair of the AAA’s National Construction Dispute Resolution Committee. Her ADR panel 
memberships include: 

 AAA:  Mega Projects, Large Complex Cases, Construction, Energy, and Commercial Panels and Master
Mediator

 The International Center for Dispute Resolution (ICDR) Panel of Arbitrators including its International
Energy Arbitrators List

 CIArb Panel of Arbitrators
 London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA)
 International Council for Commercial Arbitration (ICCA)
 International Institute for Conflict Prevention & Resolution (CPR): Energy, Construction and Cross Border

Panels
 The United States Council for International Business (USCIB), International Chamber of Commerce Panel

(ICC)

She has served as a sole arbitrator, chair and member of three-member panels arbitrating a large number of 
disputes involving commercial, construction and energy issues of private and governmental facilities in the energy, 
process and building industries. She also serves as a Dispute Board member including as Chair under various DB 
rules including ICC.  Dr. Galloway has experience with numerous arbitration forums including ICC, UNCITRAL, 
Singapore International Arbitration Center, and the LCIA, with disputes ranging from $1 million to $6 billion. 
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BOARDS AND DIRECTORSHIPS 

Publicly Traded Boards 
 Stantec (TSE:  STN:  NYSE:  STN), Member of the Corporate Governance and Compensation and

Sustainability and Safety Committees, May 2020 - Present
 Granite Construction, Inc. (NYSE:GVA), Chair of Nominating and Governance Committee and Member of

Risk Committee, 2017 – Present
Privately Held Boards 

 Pegasus-Global Holdings, Inc., Chairman, 2000 – Present
Former Publicly Traded and For-Profit Boards 

 SCANA Corporation, Chair of Special Litigation Committee, 2018 – January 2019
 Bergmann and Associates, 2012 – 2016

 Governance Committee (2015-16)
 Future Leaders Development Committee (2013-16)

Former Government Boards 
 National Science Board, 2006 – 2012

 Vice Chair (2008-10)
 Executive Committee (2010-11)
 Sustainable Energy Task Force Committee (2007-09)
 Audit & Oversight and Polar Research Committees (2006-12)
 Committee on Strategy & Budget (2006-12)
 International Task Force Committee (2006-08)

Current Non-Profit Boards 
 American Arbitration Association, 2009 – 2020

 Executive Committee (2014-16)
 Life Support Board of Trustees (Philanthropic Organization), 2010 – Present

Former Non-Profit Boards 
 CWU Foundation Board of Trustees, 2012 – 2018

 Treasurer (2013-15)
 Pacific Science Center, 2012 – 2017

 Development Committee (2013-17)
 Co-chair CEO Search Committee (2014-15)
 Co-chair of the Festival of Fountains (2014)
 Chair of the Foundations of Science Breakfast (2015) and Co-chair (2014)
 Finance and Audit Committee (2012)
 Science & Education Advisory Committee (2012-15)

 Pan American Academy of Engineering, 2006 – 2011
Former Advisory Boards 

 University of North Carolina Charlotte National Ash Management Advisory Board, 2015 – 2018
 Duke Energy’s Coal Ash Basin Closure Program Management Oversight Board, Chair, 2015 – 2017
 Seattle Chamber of Commerce Community Development Roundtable, 2013 – 2014
 Discovery Channel, Science Channel Board of Advisors, 2009 – 2012
 Roebling Global Technical School, 2012 – 2015
 Independent Expert Review Panel for Alaskan Way Viaduct Replacement Project, Chair, 2011 – 2015
 SR520 Strategic & Technical Advisory Panel, 2011 – 2014
 NYIT Engineering Dean’s Advisory Council, 2011 – 2016
 Eastern Washington Governor’s Business Advisory Council, 2007 – 2012
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 IRP for Columbia River Crossing Bridge Project, 2010
 Construction Industry Institute Advisory Board, Co-chair, 2006 – 2010
 Construction Superconference Advisory Board, 2007 – 2010
 ASCE Industry Leadership Council, 2008 – 2010
 University of Nebraska, Charles W. Durham School of Architectural Engineering and Construction

Academic Review Team, 2009
 Extraordinary Women in Engineering Project, 2004 – 2009

Editorial Boards 
 ASCE Journal of Legal Affairs and Dispute Resolution in Engineering and Practice Board, 2009 – 2020

AWARDS AND HONORS 

 Albert Nelson Marquis Lifetime Achievement Award, Marquis Who’s Who as a Leader in the Engineering
Industry, 2019

 2019 Women’s Inc. – One of the Most Influential Corporate Directors, 2019
 Chartered Arbitrator - CIArb, 2018
 Leadership Fellow - NACD, 2017
 Academy of Distinguished Neutrals, 2017
 Fellow - CCA, 2014
 Outstanding Director - AAA, May 2014
 The Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction Excellence for the Future Award in Arbitration and

Advocacy - Pepperdine Law School, March 2013
 Profiles in Leadership - NYIT, 2013
 Honorary Doctor of Science - South Dakota School of Mines, December 2011
 Women’s Enews.org, 21 Leaders for 21st Century Honoree for “Architect of Spaces for Women in

Engineering and Science”, May 2011
 ASCE Journal of Legal Affairs and Dispute Resolution in Engineering and Practice Best Scholarly Feature,

Case Study Paper Award for “Design Build/EPC Contractor’s Heightened Risk – Changes in a Changing
World”, July 2010

 National Association of Professional Executive Women “Woman of the Year” in Prudence Audit
Consultation, 2008

 G. Brooks Ernest Award, Cleveland (Ohio) Chapter of ASCE, 2007
 Engineering Excellence and Leadership Award, George Mason University, 2007
 CSI Michelangelo Award Panel of Judges, 2006-2007
 Pan American Academy of Engineering, 2006
 Sigma Kappa Colby Award, 2006
 “Who’s Who in America,” Edition 68, 2005-Present
 Key Women in Energy-Global Awards, Energy Leaders Council, 2005
 National Academy of Construction, 2005
 “Who’s Who of American Women,” 2004-Present (listed since 1983)
 “Who’s Who in the World,” 2004-Present
 “Who’s Who in Science and Engineering,” 2002-Present
 YWCA Tribute to Women Honoree, 2004
 Society of Women Engineers’ Upward Mobility Award, 2003
 Kentucky Governor’s Award - Kentucky Colonel, 2004
 Lafayette High School Hall of Fame, Inducted 2001
 National Academy of Engineering: Celebration of Women, 2000
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 Professional Leadership Award, National Professional Women in Construction, 1995
 Purdue University Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award, 1991
 Mercer County Engineer of the Year Award, 1990
 White House Fellowship Regional Finalist, 1990
 Glamour Magazine’s “Ten Outstanding Young Working Women for 1988,” February 1988
 Somerset County's Outstanding Women in Business and Industry, October 1987
 “Who’s Who in America’s Emerging Leaders,” 1987-Present
 Engineering News Record, “Top Women in Construction,” October 1986
 “Distinguished New Engineer,” Society of Women Engineers, 1980

EDUCATION AND COURSES 

 Diploma in International Commercial Arbitration, Jesus College, Oxford, CIArb, 2015
 Certificate in Dispute Resolution, Pepperdine Law School at Straus Institute, Malibu, CA, 2014
 PhD in Infrastructure Systems Civil Engineering, Kochi University of Technology, Kochi, Japan, 2005
 MBA – Magna cum Laude, NYIT, New York, NY, 1984
 BS in Civil Engineering, Majors in Structures and Construction Management, Purdue University, West

Lafayette, IN, 1978

INDUSTRY / ACADEMIC RESEARCH 

 Co-chair and member of research team, CII Guide to Reimbursable Contracting, Implementation
Resource 260-2, Construction Industry Institute (CII), The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

 Co-chair and member of research team, CII Construction Industry Institute Reimbursable Contracts,
Research Summary 260-1, CII, The University of Texas at Austin, 2008 – 2010

 National Research Council Committee for Advancing the Productivity and Competitiveness of the U.S.
Construction Industry Workshop, 2008 – 2009

AUTHORED BOOKS / FORWARDS / CHAPTERS 

 “International Construction Arbitration From an Arbitrator’s Perspective”, Chapter 13, Dealing with
Delay and Disruption, Thompson Reuters, First Edition, 2020

 Managing Gigaprojects-Advice from Those Who’ve Been There, Done That, co-authored with the late Dr.
Kris R. Nielsen and Jack L. Dignum, ASCE Press, Reston, VA, 2013

 “Interview: Patricia Galloway,” Connecting Students to STEM Careers, Social Networking Strategies,
Camille Cole, International Society for Technology in Education, 2011

 Foreword to Lunsden, Reese, The View from Here, Optimize Your Engineering Career from the Start,
Illumina Publishing, 2011

 Engineering in Government and Public Policy, Section 4.5.3, UNESCO Report, Engineering: Issues,
Challenges and Opportunities for Development, United Nations, UNESCO Publishing, Paris, France, 2010

 Galloway’s 21st Century Engineer: An Essay Review, Robert Calfee, Stanford University, Thomas
Stipanowich, University of California, Riverside, CA, Vol. 12, No. 14, 08 October 2009

 Foreword to Kusayanagi, S.; Niraula, R.; and Hirota, Y., Principles and Practice of International
Construction Project Management, Tokyo, Japan, 2009

 Foreword to Williams, F. Mary and Emerson, Carolyn J., Becoming Leaders, ASCE Press, Reston, VA, 2008
 The 21st Century Engineer: A Proposal for Engineering Education Reform, ASCE Press, Reston, VA, 2007
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 Foreword to Hatch, Sybil E., Changing our World: True Stories of Women Engineers, ASCE Press, Reston,
VA, 2006

 Anticipating Problems: Project Risk Assessment and Project Risk Management, co-authored with K.
Nielsen, Chapter 6, Collaboration Management, New Project and Partnering Techniques, edited by H.
Shaughnessy, John Wiley & Sons 1994

MEMBERSHIPS 

 American Bar Association, 2013 – Present
 Forum Committee on the Construction Industry
 Dispute Avoidance & Resolution Committee
 International Construction Committee
 Section of International Law

 American Nuclear Society
 American Society of Civil Engineers, Fellow

 President, 2004-05
 National President, 2003-04
 National President-Elect, 2002-03
 International Director of the Board, 1992-95

 Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering International, Fellow
 Chair of National Committee – Women in Project Controls, 2004-05
 Member of National Planning and Scheduling Committee, 2003-11
 Member of Executive Director Search Committee, 2009-10

 Association for International Arbitration
 Chartered Institute of Arbitrators
 College of Commercial Arbitrators:  Construction, International and Energy Committees
 Construction Institute
 Dispute Review Board Foundation
 Institute of Civil Engineers, United Kingdom, Fellow
 Institute of Engineers, Australia, Fellow
 International Bar Association

 Member of International Construction Projects Committee
 Inter-Pacific Bar Association
 National Academy of Construction
 National Association of Corporate Directors
 National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying
 Order of the Engineer
 Pan American Academy of Engineers

TECHNICAL PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS 

Dr. Galloway is a prolific writer and world-renowned speaker having authored over 130 papers, approximately 30 
peer reviewed journal articles and nearly 200 public speaking (including over 45 keynote addresses) engagements 
regarding leadership, corporate governance, ethics and professionalism, communication, risk management, 
dispute resolution, contract administration, program and project management, project controls, women in 
engineering and other topics. 
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